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PREFACE to the First Edition.

t

EFORE the Reader enters upon this

Work, it will not be improper to give

him the following information concerning it.

A few years ago, many gentlemen, of the

first eminence in the law, formed themselves

into a Society, for providing annuities for the

widows of all such persons in judicial offices,

barristers, civilians, and solicitors, as should

chuse to become members. Apian was agreed

upon and printed ; but, some doubts happen

ing to arise with respect to it, the directors

resolved to ask the opinion and advice of three

.V. gentlemen, well known for their skill in cal

culation. This occasioned a further reference

to me ; and the issue was, that the plan be

ing found to be insufficient, the whole design

was laid aside.

About the same time, several other socie

ties were formed with the same views ; but

-L all on plans alike improper and insufficient.

^ Finding, therefore, that the public wanted

8 a 3 infor-
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information on this subject, I was led to un

dertake this work j imagining, that it might

be soon finished, and that all I could say

might be brought into a very narrow com

pass. But in this I have been much mistaken.

A design, which I at first thought would

give little trouble, has carried me far into a

very wide field of enquiry j and engaged me

in many calculations thathave taken up much

time and labour. I shall, however, be suffi

ciently rewarded for my labour, should it

prove the means of preventing any part of

that distress, which is likely to be hereafter

produced by the societies now subsisting for

the benefit of widows. 1 have proved the

inadequateness of their plans, by undeniable

facts and mathematical demonstration.—I

have, further, given an account of some of

the best plans, which are consistent with a

sufficient probability of permanency and suc

cess. -Should, therefore, any of these, so

cieties determine to reform themselves ; or

should any institutions of the same kind be

hereafter established, they will here find di

rection and assistance.

In Question VI. Chap. I. a general me

thod is described of finding the values, in

single
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Jingle and annual payments, of all life-annui

ties which are to begin after a given term

of years ; and, in the 4th Section of the 2d

Chapter, the plans of the societies for grant

ing such annuities are particularly considered,

and proved to be extremely deficient.-

Indeed, the general disposition which has

lately shewn itself to encourage these societies,

is a matter of the most serious concern ; and

ought, I think, to be taken under the no

tice of the Legislature. The leading persons

among the present members, will be thefirst

annuitants ; and they are sure of being

gainers : And the more insufficient the scheme

is, on which a society is formed, the greater

will be the gains of the first annuitants.

The same principle, therefore, that has pro

duced and kept up other bubbles, has a ten

dency to preserve and promote these $ and,

for this reason, it is to be feared, that, in the

present case, no arguments will be attended

with any effect. The consideration, that

** the gain made by some in these societies,

" will be so much plunder taken from

" others," ought immediately to engage all

to withdraw from them, who have any regard

to justice and humanity ; but experience

a 4 proves,
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. proves, that this argument, when opposed to

private'interest, is apt to be too feeble in its

influence.

It cannot be said with precision, how long

these societies may continue their payments

to annuitants, after beginning them. A con

tinued increase, and a. great proportion of

young members, may support them for a

longer time than I can foresee. But the

longer they are supported by such means, the

more mischief they must occasion.—So, a

tradesman, who sells cheaper than he buys,

may be kept up many years by increasing

business and credit ; but he will be all the

while accumulating distress ; and the longer

he goes on, the more extensive ruin he will

produce at last.

In the latter end of the first Chapter,. I

have stated very particularly, the method of

computing the values of ajsurances on lives

and survivorships, in all cafes where no more

than two lives are concerned : And, in the

third Essay, I have pointed out a considerable

error, into which there is danger of falling in

computing -some of these values'. The so

cieties and offices for transacting business in

this way, are very useful ; and it is necessary

that
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that they should go upon the best principles,

and possess all the information that can be

given them.

But there is no part of this work in which

the public is so much concerned, as the third

Chapter. It will be there proved, that had

the sums raised for public services since the

Revolution, been much greater than they

have been, the increase of the public debts

to their present state might have been pre

vented in the easiest manner, and at a trifling

cxpence. A method, likewise, of reducing

within due bounds these debis, heavy as they

now are, will be proposed.—All competent

judges will, I believe, fee, that this method,

being founded on the most perfect improve

ment that can be made of money, is the most

expeditious and effectual that the natures of

things admit of. Nor, in my opinion, if the

nation is not yet too near the limit of its re

sources, can there be any good reason against

carrying it into execution.——It is well

known, to what prodigious sums, money,

improved for some time at compound interests

will increase (a). A state, if there is no

mif

(a) A penny, so improved from our Saviour's birth, as

to double itself every 14 years, or which is nearly the

same,
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misapplication of money, must necessarily

make this improvement of any savings,

which can be applied to the payment of its

debts. It need never, therefore, be under

any difficulties ; for, with thcsmalleft savings,

it may, in as little time as its interest can re

quire, pay off the largest debts.

In thefirst Essay I have made many obser

vations on the expectations of lives, the per

nicious influence of great towns on health,

and manners, and population ; the increase of

mankind ; and other subjects in the doctrine

of Annuities and Political Arithmetick.

In the Last Essay I have stated carefully the

proper method of forming Tables of the pro

babilities of human life, from given observa

tions : And, at the close of this Essay, be

sides several new Tables, I have thought it

necessary to give Mr. Simpson 's Tables of the

values and expectations of London lives.

-I have also, in the Notes at the end of

this work, given the Demonstrations of the

fame, put out to 5 per cent, compound interest at our

Saviour's birth, would, by this time, (that is, in 1773

years) have increased to more money than would be con

tained in 150 millions of globes, each equal to the

earth in magnitude, and all solid gold.

Answers
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Answers to the Questions in Chap. I. These

Demonstrations I have chosen to keep out of

sight in the body of the work, in order to

avoid discouraging such readers as may be

unacquainted with mathematics.

Upon the whole. A great part of the

work now offered to the Public is, I believe,

new ; and I am in hopes also, that it will be

found to contain some improvements in those

branches of philosophical enquiry, which

are the subjects of it.

PRE-
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PREFACE to the Third Edition.

""HAT favourable reception of this

Work, which has occasioned the pre

sent Edition of it, so soon after two former

editions, is such a proof that it has been of

some use to the public, as amply rewards

me for the attention and labour which I have

bestowed upon it. In revising it on the pre

sent occasion, I have been anxious about im

proving it as far as possible. Several addi

tional facts and observations have been in

serted in different places, particularly in the

First Essay and the Postscript to it.—That

part of the Second Section, .Chap. II. which

treats of the Scotch establishment, has been

new composed, and carefully accommodated

to the more accurate information concern

ing it, with which I have been savoured.

The Supplement is an addition which

was made to thesecond edition.—The obser

vations in it on the present state of our

- population
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population have been a good deal enlarged.

i—This is a very serious and important sub

ject. If, indeed, there has been that di

minution of our people which the evidence

I have produced seems to shew, it must alarm

every one who wishes well to his country,

and it ought to engage the immediate and

vigorous attention of government. r-Many

differ from me on this point ; and I wish I

could find sufficient reason to believe as they

do. Several great manufacturing towns have,

I know, increased ; but these are nothing

to the whole kingdom ; and even by their

increase, our, population may, on the whole,

have lost more than it has gained.—In

truth ; it would have been strange if our

numbers had not been declining ; for I can

scarcely think of any great cause of depopu

lation, which has not for the last 80 years

been operating among us.

The prodigious traffic now carried on in

X-ife-annuities, and the rage for forming and

encouraging Annuity Schemes, which has for

some time been spreading through the king

dom, has rendered the information which I

have meant to convey in the following work

particularly necessary. And I have had the

5 - pleasure
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pleasure to observe that it has been attended

to. Several of the Annuity Societies in

London have been dissolved; and there is

reason to hope, that those which still re

main will not be able much longer to sup

port themselves on their present plans, in

opposition to the evidence of demonstration,

and the calls of justice and humanity.

These Bubbles, however, are of little con

sequence, compared with that grand na

tional, evil, which is the subject of the

second chapter of this treatise. This is

an evil on which I could not imagine,

that any such efforts as mine would make

any great impression. Perhaps, indeed,

the united efforts of all the independent

part of the kingdom would now be too

weak to save us from the distress with which

it threatens us.

Much has been said for some time of a

plan mentioned in Parliament, at the

end of the last session, for paying off the

National Debt. This raised some ex

pectations ; and I will beg leave here to

give a brief account of it.

After
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Aster providing for all the current ser

vices, there remains this year (1773) asav

ing or overplus of 1,200,000/. With this

sum, and a profit of 150,000/. from a Lot

tery consisting of 60,000 tickets, a million

and A half of the 3 per cent, annuities,,

purchased at 90, will be paid off.—When

this was proposed to the House of Com

mons, it was at the same time announced,

that it would be the commencement of a

PLAN FOR PAYING OFF THE NATIONAL

debt ; for, if no extraordinary services

should call for any other application of the

public surplusses, the same payment in

creased by the interest of former payments,

is intended to be made every year while the

peace lasts : And thus, reckoning compound,

interest at 3 per cent, seventeen millions

will be paid off during a peace of ten

years.

On this plan I will take the liberty, with

all the deference which becomes me to the

station and abilities of the proposer of it,

to offer the following remarks.

id. It implies, that there is to be a Lot

tery every year during the whole continuance

5 of
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of peace.—Formerly, lotteries were expedi

ents for procuring money on more advanta-

goous terms, to which government had re

course, when pressed by the necessities of

War. They are now, it seems, to be esta

blished as permanent resources never to be

given up or suspended.—This must shock

every person who is duly acquainted with

the mischief occasioned by lotteries, parti

cularly among the lower classes of people.

The rage for gaming threatens the ruin of all

that is virtuous and manly among us. It is

increasing sast, and wants not to be fostered

by government.

2dly. The surplus of the present year is

in part the effect of some extraordinary sav

ings in the last year, (1772) which cannot

be expected another year : And, I believe,

that those who are best acquainted with this

subject, must be sensible that there is no suffi

cient reason to expect, while the augmenta

tion of the navy is continued, a constant

Jurplus of so much as a million per amz.

I mean this on the supposition, that the pro

duce of the Sinking Fund will continue what

it is taken for this year, and what it has been

the last three years, or 2,600,000/. But this

is
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is certainly more than can be depended on.

The difficulties of the East India Company ;

that stagnation of credit which has lately

distressed the public; and many other causes,

may possibly occasion Deficiencies. Should

there, however, be an increase, it will be

owingj I am afraid, to a very bad cause : I

mean, to an increase of our importations pro

ceeding from luxury, and turning the balance

of trade against us ; and, Consequently, drain

ing the kingdom of its Jpecie, and leaving it

more ahd more to the precarious and dan

gerous support of paper-money. But,

3dly, Let thcjurplus of the public revenue

prove what it will, there is too much proba

bility that, even during the continuance of

peace, some emergencies or other will be

often furnisliing reasons or pretences for em

ploying it in other ways than the payment

of the public debts. This has been the cafe

hitherto; and from the year 1730 to the

present time, it has never happened, that we

have gone on above three or four years to

gether employing surpluses in discharging

debts. Though in profound peace, there

have been calls for a different application of

them ; nor. can I imagine what reason there

Vol. I. b is
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is for believing, that our circumstances are

so much changed for the better, that there

will arise no such calls for ten years to come,

mould the peace last so long. But,

4thly, The most capital defect in this plan

is, that its operation is to cease as soon as a

war begins. That is ; it is to cease at the

very time when it would operate to most ad

vantage, and make the quickest progress in

redeeming the public debts. This has been

demonstrated in the chapter on public credit

in this Treatise, and in my Appeal to the

Public on the SubjeSl of the National Debt.

Is it then any wonder, that such a plan has

had no effect on public credit?—Does it

mean any more than that the surplusses of the

revenue shall be applied to the discharge of

pur debts, when there are no other uses for

them ?—rAnd was there ever a time when

this was not done ? Is not this the very plan

we have been pursuing these forty years, and

to which we owe our present incumbrances ?

Certain it is, that nothing but a plan that

shall go on operating uniformly in war as

well as in peace, or the establisliment of a

permanent fund that shall never be diverted ;

that is, in other words, a return to the scheme

adopted
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adopted by the legislature in 1716; and

which even now stands established by law, but

which, through the unpardonable miscon

duct of men in power, has been defeated

of its good effects : Nothing, I say, but this

can do us any essential service j or, in our

present circumstances, be much more than

trifling with the difficulties and dangers of*

the public.—Establish such a fund—Consign

it to a particular commission, acting under

penalties, in such a manner as shall take it

out of the hands of the 'Treasury, and form a

check even on the House of Commons itfelf.-*-

Supply from time to time all deficiencies just

as if no such fund existed ; and, by these and

other measures, convince the kingdom that

something effectual is meant, and that the

public debts are indeed in the way to be ex

tinguished.—Let this be done ; and we

may soon see a new state of things ; public-

credit may revive ; and the kingdom enjoy at

least a chance for being preserved.—By the

confidence which such a measure would give

in government security ; but more especially,

by the increasing sums which would be

thrown annually into the public markets,

and returned to the public creditors, the 3

b 2 per
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per cents, would be soon raised to par, and

in some time probably far above par. It

is well known, what an effect borrowing

every year has in sinking the funds. Paying

every year would certainly have an equal

contrary effect. In a time of war, particu

larly, it would give such a demonstration to

"the public, that an irrevocable plan of re

demption was at last established, as could

not but produce the happiest effects. It

would indeed in these circumstances be ne-

ceflary to borrow an extraordinary sum an

nually equal to the appropriation. That is ;

supposing the fund to set out with a million

per ann. it would be necessary to borrow so

much more annually than would have been

wanted had the fund been capable of being

diverted. But this being done to convey a

conviction with which the very power of

borrowing was connected ; and to preserve a

fund on which the very being of the state

depended ; no bad consequences could fol

low. The annual charge on the public,

occasioned by the war, would be even less

than it must have otherwise been. For, let

us suppose ten millions necessary to be bor

rowed every year to defray the expences of

war,
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• war, nine millions only of which would have

been wanted, had not the million surplus

been locked up.——Suppose sarther, that

the scheme, by keeping up public credit,

and throwing money every year into the

hands of lenders, enables government to bor

row at 1 1, per cent, less interest than would

be otherwise required ; that is, at 4 instead

of 5 per cent.—In these circumstances, there

would arise a present saving to the kingdom

of 50,000/. per ann. ; for the interest of ten

millions at 4 per cent, is 50,000/. less than

the interest of nine millions at 5 per cent.

And such a saving, repeated every year of a

war, would be an object of some importance

to the kingdom.— Indeed, there may be no

possibility of conceiving what important

effects in this wav, the establishment of such

a scheme might produce. During its pro

gress in discharging our debts, and before it

could give any relief by the annihilation of

■ taxes, it might save the kingdom, by pre

serving it from difficulties which would have

funk it. And every one must be sensible of

this, who has considered what danger there

is that a war, should it become unavoidable

before our debts are put into any certain

b 3 course
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course of redemption, will either entirely

overwhelm public credit, or so much weaken

it, as to produce an impossibility of borrow

ing except on very exorbitant interest, and,

consequently, of finding taxes sufficiently

productive to pay such interest. The gene

ral apprehension now is, that the nation is

overloaded ; and that its debts will never be

paid. This keeps the funds near 18 per

cent, lower than they were in the last peace.

In the next war such apprehensions will in

crease, and produce great danger. But

should it be then seen, that a plan for re

deeming our debts the most efficacious possi

ble, was going on j and, in consequence of

being guarded in some such manner as I

have hinted, would not (or could not easily)

be revoked ; in these circumstances, all dan

ger would be so far lessened, that it might

be practicable to find new taxes which would

support the expences of war during the ope

rations of the scheme.

But I am got far beyond the limits I pre

scribed myself when I begun this Preface.—:

As the national debt is a subject unspeakably

interesting to this nation, I could not al

low myself to omit any thing that appeared
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to me of consequence upon it ; and the Rea

der of this Treatise will on this account, I

hope, excuse me, if I have detained him

here too long and too unprofitably. Much

has been before said on this subject by wri

ters of more consequence to no purpose; and

we shall pursue the path we are in, till the

edge of the precipice towards which we are

advancing awakens us, and ruin becomes

unavoidable.—The distress occasioned by the

(hock lately given to the bubble of paper-*

credit, is, I am afraid, a prelude to greater

calamities, and a warning to prepare for

them.

b 4 P R E
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PREFACE to the Fourth Edition.

THIS work having been for some time

out of print, I resolved about four

years ago to prepare for the press a new edi

tion of it, expecting that I should have only

a few corrections and additions to make of

no particular consequence. But in this ex

pectation I have found myself greatly mis

taken. Such a variety of new matter came

in my way, and such means of improving

this work were communicated to me, as

have led me to bestow upon it more atten

tion and labour than can be easily imagined,

and to increase it from one to two volumes.

It is probable that nothing could have

engaged me to undertake so much labour

had I foreseen it j but having begun, I could

not avoid going on ; and I was encouraged

by the reflection on the favourable manner

in which the former editions of this work

had been received, and also bj the hope

3 that
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that on one subject of human enquiry I

should be able to produce a work more

pompleat than any that the public has been

yet furnished with.

The additions of most consequence in the

present edition are the following.

There has been added to the Second Chap

ter an account of several foreign Societies j

and a continuation of the history of such

annuity societies as are still subsisting in

London, to the time when that Chapter was

printed off; that is, to the beginning of

the year 1782. The largest of these ad

ditions respect the Amicable Corporation for

Perpetual AjJ'urances at Serjeant's Inn j and

the Society in Chatham Square for Equitable

Assurances on Lives and Survivor/hips.——

The former of these Societies, should they

think proper to look into these observa

tions, will, I am persuaded, find that they

require their attention. But it is the

Society last mentioned, which, through the

whole of this Treatise, I have had chiefly

in view. Raving for many years been con

cerned in advising this Society, (the first of

the kind in the world, and increasing fast) I

have
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have been anxious about giving it all the in

formation and assistance possible. The

additional observations addressed to it in this

edition will be found chiefly in this Volume

from page 170 to 178 ; and in the Second

Volume from p. 80 to p. 91, and from

p. 169 to p. 177. And, from these obser

vations, it may be learnt in particular, that

though this Society, in consequence of hav

ing happily begun too high, has already

found itself capable of making great abate

ments in its demands, it is still capable of

making farther abatements.

In the former editions of this work, I

had intimated that a publication of the

tables by which its business is transacted

would be proper, together with an account

of the principles assumed, and the method

taken in composing them. This is an in

formation to which the public has a right,

and which is now given it in different parts

of this work, and particularly in the Second

Volume from p. 80 to p. 92.

Many corrections have been made and

several additional notes inserted in the First

Essay. Some of these have been occasioned

by two late publications ; one by Mr. Wales,

master
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master of the mathematical school at Christ-

Church ; and the other by Mr. Howies. See,

particularly, the notes in p. 249, 257, 260,

and 261.—>-The Table in p. 304 is also

now first inserted.

To the Second Essay a Postscript has been

added, the principal intention of which is

to point out the reasons for discarding the

valuation of single and joint lives derived

from Mr. De Moivre's hypothesis ; and also

to describe a method of computing these

values from any given tables of mortality,

which, while it leaves no possibility of any

mistakes, renders such computations as easy

and expeditious as their nature will allow.

The Third Essay is the same that it has

been in all the former editions. But to the

Fourth some additions have been made ;

particularly, the notes in p. 349, 351, and

352. The two first of these notes have in

view a remark of Mr. Wales'* ; and the de

sign of the last is, to retract an assertion in

the former editions concerning the duration

of life in old age in great towns, and to shew

the reason why a greater proportion of the

inhabitants of London died formerly in old

age than have died lately.

But
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But the additions of most consequence

are the Tables in the Second Volume, with

the remarks explaining the construction, use,

and application of them. In the general

introduction to these Tables, and in the re

marks on Table XVI. p. 48. it is shewn (and,

I think, undeniably) that the Tables of the

values of lives deduced from the London

bills of mortality err only by giving them

too high ; and that, with respect to the

main body of the inhabitants, the unsavour-

ableness of London to the duration of life

continues much the same that it used to be.

Tables I. II. III. and IV. and Tables

LVIII. LIX. LX. and LXI. are an abridge

ment of Mr. Smart's tables of compound

interest, and contain all that is important

in them. ,

The Vlth Table, shewing the mean pro

babilities of the duration of life according to

a. register of mortality at Northampton,

has been inserted in all the former edi

tions ; but it is now given more correctly j

and tables deduced from it have been

added, of the expeSlations of life and the

values of single lives and of any two joint

lives at all ages, and for three rates of in

terest.
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terest. The labour of computing these

tables was undertaken in order to set aside

all occasion for using the defective valuation

of lives founded on Mr. De Moivfes hypo

thesis ; but not having been able to finish

these computations till a great part of this

Treatise had been printed off, I have been

obliged to continue the use of the old tables

so far as to take from them many of the ex-*

amples of the solutions of questions in the

first and following chapters.

When tables of the values of two joint

lives are given, the values of three joint lives

may be deduced from them, with perfect

ease, by Mr. Simpson's rule inserted in the

Second Volume of this Treatise, p. 97.

This rule saves so much trouble, that I

have thought it worth while to procure cal

culations of the XXXVIIth and XXXVIIIth

Tables, on purpose to determine how sar

it may be depended on. The result is

given in the remarks and comparisons from

p. 96 to p. 99. And it seems to appear

that it finds the values of three joint lives

so nearly as to leave little- room for wishing

in this instance any greater degree of cor

rectness. \ , . ,, .

Trje
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The rules from p. 149 to p. 161 describe

a method of deducing, with sufficient ac

curacy, the value of any life or number of

lives at all rates of interest, from the correct

value given at one rate of interest. In

computing, therefore, tables of the values of

lives according to any given observations,

no more will hereafter be necessary than to

compute them for any one rate of interest.

All improvements, however, of this kind

would be of little consequence, were there

no tables which state correctly the laws that

govern human mortality in different situa

tions. One principal part of my business in

this work has been to frame such tables ; and

any one who will look over the collection of

tables in the Second Volume, and particu

larly from p. 100 to p. 140, will fee that I

have been furnished with the best means of

doing this.

With respect to the Tables, in particular,

deduced from the SwediJIi Observations, I

cannot hesitate to pronounce that they exceed

in correctness every thing of this kind which

has been hitherto offered to the public j and

that nothing is wanting to make our know

ledge in this instance compleat, but similar

obser
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observations in other kingdoms. By these

Tables I have been enabled to state mi

nutely the different rates of mortality at all

ages among males and females ; and to form

tables of the values of single and joint lives

for each sex, as well as for both sexes col

lectively ; in consequence of which, I have

been farther enabled to determine the in

crease of the values of annuities payable

during survivorship, occasioned by the longer

duration of life among females ; and thus

to furnish a direction of some importance

to the various societies in this kingdom and

abroad for providing annuities for widows.

I must not in this place neglect to ac

knowledge the great obligation I am under

to Mt.Wargentin of the Royal Academy

of Sciences at Stockholm, for the com

munications which have enabled me to

make the additions to this Treatise last men

tioned. It will be found also, that I have

been much indebted to Mr. Oeder of 01-

denburgh for several useful communications.

In the observations and rules which fol

low the LVIIIth Table I have given a ge

neral account of the method of computing

the values of presentations to livings, and of

3 the
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the renewals of leases held either for terms

certain or for lives.

The rules from p. 222 to p. 230, shew

how to deduce from the values given of any

annuities payable yearly their values when

payable half-yearly or quarterly, or when fe-=

cured by land and payable half-yearly. And

the last Table in p. 230, exhibits the parti

cular differences between these values for

two rates of interest.

The collection of Tables is followed by a

Supplement which formed a part of the

Third Edition of this work. In the present

Edition several notes have been added to

this Supplement j but the addition of most

consequence is the Postscript on the sub

ject of the population of the kingdom. ■

In the former Editions, and also in the pub

lication entitled an EJsay on the Population of

Englandfrom the Revolution, &c. I gave an

account of several facts which seemed to

me to mew, that our population has de

clined. Great pains have been taken to

prove this to be a mistake (a). In the Post

script

(a) Much has been said also about a mistake intAc

which it is supposed 1 have fallen in estimating the

quantity of gold coin in the kingdom. The truth, in

this
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script just mentioned* I have entered a little

farther into this controversy; and it will

appear that though I still retain my former

opinion, yet I wish to be considered as far

from being decided in it, and therefore as

Open to receive any evidence which can be

produced tooyerthrow it.

Being willing to comprize in this Edi

tion all that I have written on the dura

tion of human life, and the values of life-

annuities, I have inserted at the end of the

Second Volume Three Essays on these sub

jects, which have been. published in the Phi

losophical Transactions of the Royal Society.

A pretty copious Index closes the whole.

The additions I shall last mention are

those which relate to public .credit and the

national debt j and I have chosen to men-

this instance, is briefly this. The third proclama

tion for calling in the gold coin brought in near double

the sum that was expected^ In consequence of this, an

estimate which I had published in the First Tract on Civil

Liberty, proved short of the truth about three millions and

a half ; and it appears now, that, exclusive of two mil

lions purchased by the bank and melted into bars, the

gold coin of the kingdom was (in 1773) about sixteen

millions, instead of twelve millions and a half, as I had

reckoned it. . And this is the account I have given in

the laft edition, p. 74, of the Tract just mentioned, ex

cept that being then not informed of the coin purchased

by the bank, I have not mentioned it.

Vol. I. c tion
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tion them last, on account of their particu

lar nature and importance.

In the Presace to the Third Edition,

(see p. xv.) I took' notice of a plan an

nounced in 1773 by Lord North to the House

of Commons, for paying in the ten follow

ing years 17 millions of the public debt.

It is necessary I should here just mention,

that this plan was never afterwards heard of.

The remarks I have made upon it,

■were followed with a proposal for expedit

ing a plan of redemption in such a manner,

as to cause an appropriation of a million.

per ana. to discharge, in forty years, a hun

dred millions of the public debts then bear

ing 3 per cent, interest. This proposal has

not been' continued in this Edition, because

i intend ibon to lay before the public apian

more efficient, and better adapted to the

present state of our funds. I must, how

ever, observe that, having now no hope that

an efficient plan of redemption will ever be

established, I think with, regret of the time

^nd attention I have bestowed on this sub-

ject. Nothing relieves me, but the reflec

tion that the object about which I have lost

my time, has'0 been the removal of an evil

which, if -no such measures as I have pro-

. "..■ P9sc4
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posed are adopted, must bring on a .catastrophe

which will make this country a warning and

a terror to the world.

At the end of the chapter on public credit

I have, in this Edition, inserted a brief

history of the Sinking Fund; and also a

particular account of the increase of the pub

lic debts from 1776 to 17B3, and of the

state of our finances at the time of signing

the Preliminaries of peace in January last.

This account is, I believe, as correct as it is

possible at present to make it ; and I have

chosen for many reasons that it should form

a part of this work. Hereafter, probably,

it will be read with amazement. Our folly,

in this instance, is without example. Lord

North enjoys the singular distinction of

having contributed more to it than any for

mer minister. By a war which has degraded

the kingdom, and a dissipation of treasure

which was never equalled, he has, in the

short compass of seven years, doubled a debt,

before too heavy to be endured. And let fu

ture generations rife up j and, if possible,

let them call him—Blejsed.

Newington-Green,

March 29th, 1783.

c 2 CON-
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CHAP. I.

^uejlions relating to Schemesforgrant

ing Reversionary Annuities^ and the

Value of Assurances on Lives,

Qju e s t i o n I.

fffaffi^ST^ Set of married men enter into a

S *c a § " society for securing annuities to

tw j^ " their widows. What sum of

k.V*)8(iMjtf " money, in a single present pay-

" ment, ought every member to contribute,

" in order to entitle his widow to an an-

" nuity of 30/. per ann. for her life, esti-

** mating interest at 4 per cent f"

Answer.

It is evident, that the value of such an ex

pectation is different, according to the diffe

rent ages of the purchasers, and the propor

tion of the age of the wife to that of the

husband. Let us then suppose, that every

person in such a society is of the same age

with his wife, and that one with another all

the members when they enter may be reck-

Vol. I. B . oned
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ort?d:£b;yea*§'.5cEf dge, as many entering above

this age'aVFelb'wit. It has been demonstrat

ed by Mr. De Moivre and Mr. Simpson, that

" the value of an annuity on the joint con-

" tinuance of any two lives, subtracted from

" the value of an annuity on the life in ex-

" pectation," gives the true present value of

■an annuity on what may happen to remain of

the latter of the two lives after the other.

In the present case, the value of an annuity

to be enjoyed during the joint continuance of

two lives, each [a) 40, (b) is 9.826, accord

ing

(«) See Table II. at the end of this work.

(b) The values ofjoint lives and reversions, as deduced

from the BreJIaw observations, are not given in any part

of this work from Mr. De Moivre's rules in his treatise on

annuities on lives. For these rules are approximations,

which give results so sar from the truth, as to be, not

only useless, but dangerous. In the second essay in the

Appendix, a particular account of this will be given,

and also of the method in which these values have been

calculated.

Mr. De Moivre has calculated the values ofsingle lives,

on the supposition of an equal decrement of life thro' all its

stages till the age of 86, which he considered as the ut

most probable extent of life. Thus; let there be 56 per

sons alive at 30 years of age. It is supposed that one will

die every year till, in 56 years, they will be all dead.

The fame will happen to 46 at 40, in 46 years. To 36

at 50, in 36 years, and so on for all other ages. The

number of years which a given life wants of 86, he calls

the complement of that life. Fifty-six, therefore, is the

complement of 30 ; 46 of 40, and 36 of 50.

This hypothesis eases very much the labour of calcula

ting the values of lives ; and at most ages between 30 and 70

or 75, it is so conformable to Dr. Halley's Table of Ob

servations, that I shall not, in these questions, think it

necessary
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ing to the probabilities of life in the Tables of

Observations formed by Dr. Halley, from the

bills of mortality of Brejlaw in Sile/ia. The

value of a single life 40 years of age, as given

by Mr. De Moivre, agreeably to the same Ta

ble, is 13.20 [a); and the former subtracted

from the latter, leaves 3.37, or the true num

ber of years purchase, which ought to be

paid for any given annuity, to be enjoyed by a

necessary to distinguish between the values of single lives

as deduced from this Table, and the same values de

duced from the hypothesis.

In order to avoid putting the reader to trouble, I have

given this table among other tables in the Appendix. And

I have also given two tables which I have formed from

the bills of mortality at Northampton and Norwich. These

last answer more nearly to Mr. De Moivre's hypothesis

than Dr. Hailey's table ; and the difference between

the values of Jingle and joint lives by the hypothesis, and the

fame values' computed strictly from the tables, is gene

rally less in these tables than in Dr. Hailey's, as will be

shewn in the last Essay. When, therefore, in the course

of this work the values of smgle and joint lives are men

tioned, as given agreeably to Dr. Hailey's table, it must be

understood, that they are taken from the two tables in the

last leaves of this work, and given in strict agreement only

to the hypothesis ; and that for this reason, they are in reality

still more conformable to the Northampton and Norw'uh

tables.

The inhabitants of London, as is well known, not liv

ing so long as the rest of mankind, the values ofsingle and

joint lives there, are considerably less than those just men

tioned. And, therefore, whenever I have had London

lives in view, I have given particular notice of it, and

taken their values from Mr. Simpson, who has calculat

ed them from the London tables of observation. See the

Tables in the Appendix.

(a) See Table I. at the end of this work.

B 2 person
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person 40 years of age, provided he survives

another person of the same age, interest being

reckoned at 4 per cent, per unnum. The an

nuity, therefore, proposed in this Question

being 30/. the present value of it is 30 mul

tiplied by 3.37, or 1 01 /. is.

By calculating from Mr. Simpson 's Tables

(a), formed from the bills of mortality of

London, this value comes out 102/.

The difference in the value of the reversion

will be inconsiderable, whether the common

age is taken a few years more or less than 40.

Thus married men of 30 ought not, accord

ing to Dr. Halley's Table, to give two-fifths

of a year's purchase more, for any given re

versionary annuity for their wives, than mar

ried men of 50, provided they are of the same

ages with their wives ; and one quarter more,

according to Mr. Simpson 's Table. If the

wives are younger (as is generally the cafe)

there will indeed be a considerable difference ;

for the value now determined would be 120/.

according to the Brejlaw Observations, sup

posing the two lives to be 40 and 33, or

that wives are one with another seven years

younger than their husbands; and 118/. 10s.

according to the London Observations.

(a) See Tables X. and XL Appendix.

Q^U E s*
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QjJ E S T I O N II.

" Suppofing such a society as that describ-

" ed in the preceding Question, to be limit-

" ted to a certain number of members, and

_** constantly kept up to that number, by the

" admission of new members as old ones are

" lost, in consequence of their own deaths,

" and the deaths of their wives : What is the

" number of annuitants which, in some time

" after its establishment, will come to be

" constantly upon it?"

Answer.

Since every marriage produces either a

widow or widower; and since all marriages

taken together would produce as many wi

dows as widowers, were every man and his

wife of the same age, and the chance equal

-which shall die first; it is evident, that the

number of widows that have ever existed in

the world, would, in this cafe, be equal to

half the number of marriages. And what

would take place in the world, must also, on

the same suppositions, take place in this so

ciety. In other words ; every other per

son in such a society leaving a widow, there

must arise from it a number of widows equal

to half its own number.—But this does not

determine what number, all living at one and

the same time, the society may expect will

B 3 come
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come to be constantly upon it. For if every

widow lived no more than a year, the society

would never have more annuitants upon it,

than came on in a year. And on the con

trary, if none ever died, the number of an

nuitants would go on increasing for ever.—

"Tis, therefore, necessary, in order to answer

the present enquiry, to determine how long

the duration of survivorship between persons

of equal ages will be, compared with the du

ration of marriage. And the truth is, that,

supposing the probabilities of life to decrease

uniformly (a), the former is equal to the

latter ; and consequently, that the number

of survivors, or (which is the fame suppo

sing no second marriages) of widows and wi

dowers alive together, which will arise from

any given set of such marriages constantly

kept up, will be equal to the whole num

ber of marriages ; or half oi them (the num

ber of widows in particular) equal to half

{a) That is, supposing that out of any given number

alive at any age, the same number will die every year 'till

all are dead. See the preceding note. That on this hy

pothesis, the duration of survivorship is equal to the du

ration of marriage, when the ages are equal ; or, in other

words, that the expectation of two joint lives, the ages

being equal, is the same with the expectation of survivor

ship, may be learnt from the 18th and 2Cth problems of

Mr. De Moivrti'% treatise on annuities ; and a demonstra

tion of it, together with a particular explanation of this

subject, may be found at the beginning of the first Essay,

to which I must beg the reader to turn, if he is at any

loss about the full meaning of what is here said.

the
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the number of marriages.—Now, it appears

that in most towns the decrease in the proba

bilities of life, is in fact nearly uniform. Ac

cording, to the Brejlaw, the Northampton and

Norwich Tables of Observation, almost the

same numbers die every year from 20 years of

age to 77 (a). After this, indeed, fewer die,

and the rate of decrease in the probabilities of

life is retarded. But this deviation from the

hypothesis is inconsiderable ; and its effect,

in the present case, is to render the duration

of survivorship longer than it would other

wise be. According to the London Table os

Observations, the numbers dying every year

begin to grow less at 50 years of age ; and

from hence to extreme old age, there is a

constant retardation in the decrease of the

probabilities of life (<£). Upon the whole,

therefore, it appears in answer to the pre

sent Question,' " that according to the three

" former Tables of Observations, and suppo-

" sing no widows to marry, the number

" enquired after is somewhat greater than

" half the number of the society 3 but, ac-

" cording to the London Table, a good deal

" greater."

It must be carefully remembered, that this

has been determined on the supposition, that

(a) See Tables V. VI. and VII. Appendix.

(b) The reason of this difference between the London

and other Tables, will be given at the end of the fourth

Essay.

B 4 husbands
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husbands and their wives are of equal ages,

and that in this cafe it becomes an equal

chance which shall die first. In reality nei

ther of these suppositions is just. Husbands

in general are older than their wives ; and, in

equal ages, the mortality of males has been

found to be greater than the mortality of fe

males. For both these reasons, it is much

more than an equal chance that the husband

will die before his wife, or that the woman

shall be the survivor of a marriage, and not

the man. This will increase considerably

the duration of survivorship on the part of

the woman, and consequently the number

enquired after in this Question. The mar

riages of widow will also diminish this num

ber, and the operation of these causes will

be different in different situations. But it is

by no means to be expected (in the situation

of the societies I have in view) that the di

minution from the latter cause will be con

siderable enough, to overbalance the opera

tion of all the other causes which have been

mentioned, and reduce the number under

consideration so low, as half the number of

marriages [a).

Scholium.

In London it appears, that there is a re

tardation of the decrease in the probabilities

(a) It will be observed hereafter, that this observation

has been found (o be trite in fact.

Of
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of life, which renders the duration of survi

vorship between two lives of equal ages, con

siderably longer than their joint continuance.

It seems worth observing, that this is the

reason why, though the probabilities of life,

and therefore the values of single and joint

lives, are less in London than in other places,

yet the values of reversions depending on sur

vivorships, are in some cases greater there.

It is proper to add, that this likewise is the

reason why, in calculating the values of joint

lives and reversions, the present value of an

annuity payable yearly to the survivor of two

equal lives, may come out equal to, or even

greater than, the present value of a like an

nuity for the joint lives. As an annuity, du

ring such survivorship, will probably not be

come payable for some years, and therefore

the money given for it will have time to ac

cumulate, it is manifest, that the value of it

could never be equal to the value of an an

nuity on the joint lives, the payment of

which begins immediately, were not the ob

servation now made true,

Qjj e s T 1 o n III.

" Such a society as that described in the

" preceding Questions being supposed ; in

" what time will the number of annuitants

" upon it come to a maximum?"

Answer,
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Answer.

In order to be more clear in answering this

Question, I will first suppose the society to

comprehend in it from its first establishment,

all the married persons of al/ ages in any town

or country, where the number of people con

tinue constantly the same. In this cafe, the

whole collective body of members will be, at

their greatest age, at the time of the establish

ment of the society ; and the number of

members, together with the number of wi

dows left every year, will, taking one year

with another, admit of no increase or dimi

nution.' The number of widows in life to

gether, derived from any given number com

ing on a society every year, will increase con

tinually, 'till as many die off" as are added

every year j that is, 'till they come to die off-

as fast as possible. But they cannot die off.

as fast as possible, 'till the whole collective

body of widows are at their greatest age ; or,

'till there is among them the greatest number

possible of the oldest widows ; and, therefore,

not 'till there has been time for an accession

to the oldest widows, from the youngest part

of the widows that come on annually.

Let us, for the sake of greater precision,

divide the whole medium of widows that

come on every year, into different classes ac

cording to their different ages, and suppose

some to be left at 56 years of age, some at 46,

some
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some at 36, and some at 26. The widows,

constantly in life together, derived from the

first class, will come to their greatest age,

and to a maximum, in 30 years, supposing

with Mr. De Moivre, 86 to be the utmost

extent of life. The same will happen to the

second class in 40 years, and to the third in

50 years (a). But the whole body, compos

ed of these classes, will not come to a maxi

mum, 'till the same happens to the fourth or

youngest class j that is, not 'till the end of

60 years. After this, the affairs of the society

will become Jlationary, and the number of

annuitants upon it of all ages will keep al

ways nearly the same.

Such is the answer to this Question, sup

posing a society to begin with its complete

number of members, consisting of married

persons of all ages, in the same proportions to

one another, with the proportions in which

they exist in the world. If it begins with

its complete number of members, but at the

same time admits none above a particular

age : If, for instance, it begins with 200

members all under 50, and afterwards limits

itself to this number, and keeps it up by ad

mitting every year, at all ages between 26

and 50, new members as old ones drop off;

(<?) In note (A), at the end of this treatise, a rule is

given, by which the numbers alive at the end of any par

ticular number of years may be very easily determined.

in
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in this cafe, the period necessary to bring on

the maximum of annuitants will be just dou

bled. For, in the first place, the whole col

lective body of members will be 60 years in

getting to their greatest age, as may easily

appear from what has been just said. The

annual medium of widows therefore, that

will come on the society will increase con

tinually for 60 years ; it being evident, that

the older any set of married men are, taken

one with another, the faster they will leave

widows. And after this annual medium is

increased to a maximum, 60 years more will

be necessary to bring to a maximum the num

ber in life together, derived from such a fixed

annual medium constantly coming on. If

such a society is any number of years in gain

ing its maximum of members, the time ne

cessary to bring on the maximum of annuitants

will be still further prolonged, and will be

equal to twice 60 years with that number of

years added.—Most of the societies for grant

ing annuities to widows are of this kind ;

and, therefore, supposing them to gain their

complete number of members in ten years,

and for ever afterwards to preserve it, the

number of annuitants upon them will go on

increasing for 130 years.—-It is proper, how

ever, to be- remembered, that the increase

will be quicker at first, and afterwards slower ;

and that, within 20 or 30 years of the end

of
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of this term, it will be so slow as scarcely to

be sensible, though still real.

All who will bestow due attention on this

subject must see these decisions to be just;

and a demonstration of them might be given,

in a form more strictly mathematical, were

it necessary.

QjJ E S T I O N IV.

** Suppose the members of such a society

" as that described. in the preceding Questi-

" ons, to chuse making annual payments du-

" ring the continuance of marriage, in lieu of

" the sum which the reversionary annuity for

" their widows is worth in present money :

" What ought these annual payments to be,

" estimating interest at 4 per cent f"

Answer.

This will be easily determined, by finding

what annual payments, during two joint lives

of given ages, are equivalent to the value of

the reversionary annuity in present money.—

Suppose, as in Question I. the two joint lives «

to be each 40, and the reversionary annuity

30 /. per annum. An annual payment during

the continuance of two such lives is worth,

according to Dr. Halley's Table of Observa

tions, 9.82 (a) years purchase. The annual

(a) See Table II, in the last leaves of this work.

payment
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payment then ought to be such as being mul

tiplied by 9.82, will produce [a) I. 101.1, the

present value of the annuity in one payment

by Question I. Divide then /. 101.1 by

9.82, and the quotient, or /. 10.3 will be

the answer. This is very nearly the an

nual payment of all the members at an ave

rage, supposing equal numbers to offer them

selves for admission of every age between 30

and 50. As much as some give less, others

ought to give more, according to their ex

cess of age. Thus, the annual payment of

a married person, 30 years of age, ought to

be /. 9.39 ; and of a person 50 years of age

/. n.33. If the values ofjoint lives and of

the reversionary annuity are taken agreeably

to the London Table of Observations, these

annual payments will be, for 30 years of age

{b), 1. 10.9,—for 40, /. 12.5,—for 50,/. 14.5.

If

(«) Particular notice should be taken of the method

of notation here used, because it will be carried through

the whole of this work. -The figures on the right

hand of the full-point signify the decimal parts of 1 /.

Thus; /. 101. 1, is 101 and the ioth of i /. or I. 101

and 2t. /. 9-39, is /. 9, and 39 hundredths of 1 /. or

/. 9 : ys. : 10 d. /. 11.33, is /. 11, and 33 hundredths

of it. or /. II : bs. : yd. In general ; it should be

xemembered, that 2 shillings allowed for every unit in

the first place of decimals, and two-pence half-penny for

every unit in the second place of decimals, will give,

nearly enough, the value of the decimal part of every ■

such expression.

(b) The value of two joint lives of 30, taken from Table

XI. Appendix, is 9.6. This subtracted from the value of the

life in expectation, or from 13. 1, by Table X. gives 3.5,

the
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If either the rate of interest is supposed

lower, or wives are supposed younger than

their husband.;, the annual payments will be

increased. But there is no occasion for point

ing out particularly the difference. It may

be easily found in any cafes by the directions

now given. There is, however, one obser

vation which ought to be here carefully at

tended to.—This method of calculation sup

poses, that the first annual payment is not

to be made 'till the end of a year. If it is to

be made immediately, the value of the joint

lives will be increased one year's purchase ;

and, therefore, in order to find in this case

the annual payments required, the value in

present money found by Quest. I. must be

divided by the value of the joint lives in

creased by unity, and, in this way, the pre

ceding values at 4 per cent, according to the

Brejlaw Observations, will be found to be

/. 8.62—/-9-35«—I- 10.07—According to the

London Observations, /. 10,—/. 1 1.2,—/. 12.7.

the number of years purchase which an annuity for a life

of 30 years of age, after another life of the same age, is

worth. This remainder, multiplied by 30, gives 105/.

the value in a single payment, supposing the reversionary

annuity to be 30 /. And 105 /. divided by 9.6, gives

/. 10.9, the value of the same annuity in annual payments,

during the joint continuance of the two lives, according

to the London observations.—By similar operations all the

other values above given have been found,

QjJ E s-
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QjJ E S T I O N V.

** A society may chuse to make abate-

'* ments in these annual payments, and to re-

** quire the remainder of the value of the

'£ reversionary annuity to be given, in fines

** or premiums, at the time of admission. It

" may, for instance, chuse to fix the annual

** payments of all the members to 5 guineas.

*c What, in this cafe, would be the premium

" due at admission, the annuity being sup-

" posed 30 /. per annum, and interest being

" at 4 per cent V

Answer.

From the whole present value of the an

nuity in one payment, subtract the value of

5 guineas per annum, during the joint lives;

and the remainder will be the answer.

Supposing the joint lives, both 40, the

whole present value of the annuity in one

payment is, according to the Brestaw Obser

vations, /.i 01. 1, by Quest. I.—The value of

5 guineas per annum, or of I. §.2 c per annum,

during two such joint lives, is A5.25, multi

plied by the value of the joint lives ; that is,

4.25, multiplied by 9.82, 0rZ.51.55j and

this subtracted from /. 101.1, gives A49.5,

the answer required for two lives at the age

of 40.—The answer found in the same way

for two lives whose common age is 30, is'

/. 46.5,—and for two lives at 50, 50/.

5 Accord-
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According to the London Observations, these

Values are, for two lives at 30, 7.54. 6.—At

40,7.59.4.—At 50, /. 6 3 . 3 .

If the first of the annual payments is to be

made immediately, the true answer will, in

every instance, be the values found in the

manner now directed, diminished by the an

nual payment; or, in the present case, 5.

guineas less than the values specified.

The values, in premiums and annual pay

ments, of any other reversionary annuity, will

be as much greater or less than these, as the

annuity itself is greater or less.

Qjj E s t 1 o n VI.

** A person 35 years of age wants to buy

an annuity, for what may happen to re

main of his life after 50 years of age.

What is the value of such an- annuity in

ready money, and also in annual payments,

'till he attains to the said agej that is, in

annual payments for 1 5 years, subject in

the mean time to failure, should his life

fail ?"

Answer.

The present value of such an annuity is

the present value of a life at 50, in money to

be received 1 5 years hence, and the payment

of which depends on the contingency of the

continuance of the given life 1 5 years. That

is ; it is equal to the value of a life at 50,

Vol. I. C multi
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multiplied by the present value os i /. td be*

received at the end of 1 5 years, and also by

the probability that the given life will con-

tinue so long.-^-A life at 5o> according to

Mr. De Moivre's valuation of lives, and reck

oning interest at 4 per cent, is worth 11-34

years purchase. The present value of 1 /. to be

received at the end of 1 5 years, is, by Table I,

(SeethelastleavesofVol.il.) 0.5553. And the

probability that a life at 35, will continue 15

years, is,according to thcBreJIaw Observations

-«o- («)• And these three values, multiplied by

one another, give 7.4.44, or tne number of

years purchase that ought to be given for the

annuity.—The annuity then being supposed

50 /. its value in present money is 222 L

(a) The probability that a given life shall continue

any number of years, or reach a given age, is (as re

well known) the fraction, whose numerator is the num

ber of the living In any Table of Observations opposite

to the given age and denominator, the number opposite to

the present age of the given life.—Thus, in the present

instance ; 346 is the number in Dr. Halleys Table oppo

site to 50, and 490 the number opposite to 35.—|i.J.- (or

the odds of 17 to 7) is, therefore, the probability that a

person whose age is 35 (hall attain to 50, or live 15 years'.

In the same manner it will appear, that, according to the

fame Table, the probability that a person at this age shall

live 25 years, is -J.J.J ; or nearly an even chance.

At Northampton and Norwich a person at the same age,

has an even chance of living 26 yeafs ; hut in London,

scarcely 20 years. See Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII,

at the beginning of Vol. II. I will add, though fo

reign to my present purpose, that a person at the same

age has in these towns a better chance of living one yeas,

than in London, in the proportion of 3 to 2.

2 In
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In order to find this value in annual pay-

intents, while the given life is attaining 50,

it is necessary to find the value of an annuity

for 15 years, subject to Failure on the ex

tinction of the given life. And the value of

such an annuity is, evidently, the last value

subtracted from the value of the given life;

or, in the present instance, /. 4.44, subtracted

from /. 13.97. (See Table I; at the end of

Vol. II.) that is, /. 9.53.-222 /. then, being

the present value of an annuity of 50 /. for the

remainder of a life now 35, after attaining 50;

and 9.53 being the number of years purchase*

which ought to be given for an annual pay

ment to last 15 years, if a life now 35 lasts

so long, it follows that the Value of the same

annuity in annual payments, 'till this life

attains 50, is 222/. divided by 9.53; or

'•23.3.

This calculation supposes, that the first of

the annual payments is hot to be made 'till

the end of a year. If the first payment is

made immediately, the value will be> the

jingle payment divided by the value of the life

for the given term increased by Unity j that is;

in the present casc> 222/. divided by 10.53;

or /.21.08;

If the value of the annuity is required iri

a single payment, over and above any given

annual payment ; deduct the value of the an

nual payment from the whole value in a sin?-

gle present payment, and the remainder will

C 2 be
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be the answer.—Thus j let 5 guineas, in the

present instance, be the given annual pay

ment for the assigned term ; and let the en

quiry be, how much more in present money

the supposed annuity is worth. By what has

been just said, 9.53, multiplied by 5 guineas,

that is, 50 /. is the value of the annual pay

ment ; and this sum deducted, from 222/.

leaves 172/. the answer.

If the annual payment begins immediately,

its value is 10.53, multiplied by 5 guineas,

and the answer comes out /. 166.75.

In this way may be found the value, in

single and annual payments, of any other an

nuity, payable to an assigned life, after a given

term of years, taking any valuation of lives

or interest of money. But care must be ta

ken to remember, that it is the title to the

annuity that will commence at the end of

the given term, and that the first payment

is not to be made 'till a year afterwards ;

that is, in the cafe here specified, not 'till

the end of 16 years.

Scholium.

The value of the remainder of two joint

lives, after a given term of vears, is likewise

the value of 1 /. due at the end of the given

term, multiplied by the value of two joint

lives, each older by the given term than the

given lives j and this product, multiplied by

the probability, that the given joint lives shall

not
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not fail in the given term ; or (which is the

same) by the product of the two probabili

ties, that the single lives shall each continue

the given term. And the value of an an

nuity, on any given joint lives for a term of

years beginning now, is this last value sub

tracted from the whole present value of the

joint lives. Thus; the value of two joint lives,

one 40 years of age, and the other 50, (fee

Table II. at the end of Vol. II.) is 8.91 ;

which, multiplied by 0.6755, the value of 1 /,

due 10 years hence, and by 444 (the probabi

lity that a life at 30 shall continue 10 years)

and also by \i\, (the probability that a life at

40 (hall continue 10 years) gives 3.92, the pre

sent value of the remainder of two joint lives,

aged 30 and 40, after 10 years ; and this

value, subtracted from 10.43, (tne va^US in

Table II. ibid, of two joint lives, aged 30 and

40) leaves 6.51, their value for 10 years.

As the value of the longest of two lives is

always the value of the joint lives, subtracted

from the sum of the values of the two single

lives ; their value also for any given term, is

the value of the joint lives for the given term,

subtracted from the sum of the values of the

Jingle lives for the given term.

The truth of these rules may easily appear

without particular proof. I have, however,

pointed out the method of demonstrating

them in a note [a) at the end of this work.

[a) See note (B) at the end of Vol. II.

C 3 By
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By similar operations, may be found the

values of 3 or move joint lives, or the longest

of three or more lives, for a given term of

years, or of what shall remain of them after

a given term of years.

Qjj e s T 1 o N VII.

♦' The present value is required of an an,-

** nuity to be enjoyed by one life, for what

** may happen to remain of it beyond ano-

" ther life, after a given term ; that is, pro-

" vided both lives continue, from the pre-

" sent time, to the end of a given term of

** years?"

Answer.

Find the value of the annuity for two lives,

greater, by the given term of years, than the

given lives. Discount this value for the gi

ven term ; and then, multiply by the proba

bility, that the two given lives shall both

continue the given term j and the product

will be the answer.

Example.

Let the two lives be each 30. The term

seven years. The annuity jo/. Interest,

j. per cent. The given lives, increased by

7 years, become each 37. The value of twp

joint lives . each 37, is (by Table II. in

the last leaves of the next Volume) 10.25.

The
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The value of a single life at 37, is (by

Table I. ibid.) 13.67. The former, subtracted

from the latter, is 3.42, or the value of an

annuity for the life of a person 37 years of age,

after another of the same age, by Quest. I.—r-

3.42 discounted for7years, (that is, multiplied

by 0.76, the value of 1 /.due at the end of se

ven years by Table I. at the beginning of

Vol. II.) is 2.6. — The probability that

a single life at 30 shall continue 7 years,

is (by the hypothesis explained page 2.)

■f| {a). The probability, therefore, that two

such

(a) In this case, it is on some accounts best, as well

as easiest, to take the probabilities of life from the hypo

thesis, rather than immediately from the Tables.—Fifty-

six persons being supposed alive at 30, one will die every

year, according to the hypothesis. At the end of seven

years then, the number of the living will be 49, and £|.,

or the odds of 7 to r, is, by note, p. 18, the probability,

that a life, aged 30, will continue 7 years ; and this fracr

,tion, multiplied by itself, is the probability, that two lives

of this age, shall both continue 7 years, In general, i&.

must be remembered, that the probability, that any two

or more events shall all happen, is the product arising from

multiplying by one another, the probabilities of all the

events taken separately. The probability, therefore, that

any number of persons will all live any given time, is

rightly found by multiplying into one another the proba

bilities that each of them will live that time.—It may fur

ther be of use to some, that I should observe here, that the

difference between unity and the fraction expressing the

probability that an event will happen, gives the probability

that it will not happen. Thus ; the probability, that a per

son 40 years of age will live 1 1 years, is,by the£r^/7aicTable

(or Table V. beginning of Vol. II.)X|i.. The probability,

therefore, that he will not live 11 years, is |^| subtracted

«' C 4 from,
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such lives shall both continue 7 years, is

44tt, or, in decimals 0.765. And 2.6, mul

tiplied by 0.765, is 1.989, the number of

years purchase which ought to be given for

an annuity, to be enjoyed by a life now 30

years of age, after a life of the same age, pro

vided both continue 7 years. The annuity

then being 10/. its present value is /. 19.89.

By similar operations, it may be found,

that supposing the term one year, and the

ages and the rate of interest the same, the?

present value of the same reversionary an

nuity is /. 32.4 j and that if the term is 15

years, the value is /. 9.7.

For two lives each 40, these values are

/. 3Q.33."-/. 17-44'-—f'7'Z' the term being

j, 7, or 15 years.

P'or two lives each 50, the same values

for the same terms, are /.28,2,—-/. 13.86,—-

/.4.34(a).

These values, according to the London Ob

servations and Mr. Simpsons Tables of the

values of single and joint lives, are,

from unity or ^^.1—In like manner : The probability that

two persons aged 30 shall l>otb live 7 years, being 0.765,

the probability that they will not both live so long, or

that one or other of them will die in 7 years, is 0.765

subtracted from unity, or .235.

If any reader is unwilling to take these assertions for

granted, he should consult the beginning of Mr. Dt

Moivres, or Mr. Simpson's Treatises on the Doctrine of

Chances, where he will find them demonstrated.

(*) See Note (C) at the end pf Vol. II.

For
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For 2 lives at 30—/.32.05—/.i8,62—7.7.66.

at 40—/.30.7—- /.i 5.6 —7.5.45.

at 50—7.29.36—7.12.33—7.3.24.

QjU E S T I O N VIII.

" Let the scheme of a society for granting

■•* annuities to widows, be, that if a member

" lives ayear after admission, his widow shall

" be entitled to a life annuity of 20 7. If

'* seven .years, to 10 7. more, or 30V. in the

" whole. If fifteen years, to another addi-

'" tional 10 7. or 407. in the whole. What

" ought to be the annual payments of the

" members for the ages of 30, 40, and 50,

'* supposing them of the same ages with their

" wives, and allowing compound interest a|

" 4 per cent ?"

Answer.

According to the hypothesis, explained .

p. 2 ; and, therefore, very nearly, according

to the Tables of Observation for Ere/law,

Norwich and Northampton, or Tables V. VI.

VII. at the beginning of Vol, II.

7. 8,44—7. 8.69—7. 9.05.

According to the London Observations.

7. 9.41—7. 10,17—7. 10.92,

These
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These values are easily deduced from the

values in the last Question. For example.

The value of 10 1, per annum for life to 40

^fter 40, provided the joint lives do not fail

in one year, is, according to the hypothecs,

/.30.33. The value of 20/. per annum, in the

fame circumstances is therefore /. 60.66.—1

In like manner, the value of 10/. afterseven

years, is, /. 17.44. And of 10/. after 15 years

7.7.3.—These values together make 7.85.4, or

the value of the expectation, described in this

Question, in aJingle present payment ; which,

divided by 9.82, (the value by Table II. at the

end of Vol. II.) of twojoint lives at 40, gives

/. 8.69, the value of the same expectation in

annual payments, during the joint lives.—In

the same manner may be found the answer in,

all cases to any Questions of this kind.

These calculations suppose, that the an

nual payments do not begin 'till the end of

a year. If they are to begin immediately, the

true annual payments will be, as was before

observed, thesingle payments, divided by the

value of the joint lives increased by unity ;

and in the present case they will be, by the

hypothesis.

I. J.J$—-/• 7.9—-■/. 8.07.

By the London Observations,

/. 8.52—/. 9.06—/. 9.51.

By
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By the method of calculation now ex

plained may be easily found in all cases,

supposing the annual payments previously

settled, what the reversionary annuities are

corresponding to them in value—Thus, the

annuities being the same with those menti

oned in this Question, the mean annual pay

ments for all ages between 30 and 50, are

nearly 8 /. according to the highest probabi

lities of life ; 9 /. according to the lowest; and

8 guineas the medium {a) ; interest being at

4 per cent, and the first payment to be made

immediately.

If the mean annual payments, beginning

immediately, are fixed to five guineas, the

corresponding life annuities will be nearly

(by the hypothests) 12/. if the contributor

lives a year, and 24/. if he lives seven years;

or (by the Londqn Observations) 12/. if he lives

£year, and 20/. if he lives seven years (b).

It
■ »

(a) The value of this expectation, supposing married-

men 40 years of age, and their wives 30, is, in a Jingle

payment, 113/- In annual payments beginning immedi

ately. /. 9.88, by the hypothesis. And 107 /.—and /. 10.93,

by the London Observations.

(b) If the annuities in expectation are 14/. provided a

member lives a year, and 20 1, provided he lives seven

years, the proper mean Jingle payments for all ages, taken

pne with another, under 50 or 52, is 50 guineas nearly,

according to ail the Tables of Observation, supposing

equality of age between men and their wives. And the

addition which ought to be made, on account of excess

of age on the man's side is, taking the nearest and the

easiest
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It is observable, that the difference in the

values of the annuities, arising from diffe

rence of ages and the difference in the pro

babilities of life, is less in this Question than

in Question 4th ; and that, consequently, the

plan proposed in it, is the safest, as well as the

most equitable and encouraging, that a society

can adopt.

It is necessary to remark here further, that

yearly payments which begin immediately,

are more advantageous than half-yearly pay

ments which begin immediately. In an Es

say published in the Philosophical Transactions,

vol. 66. p. 109, and inserted in the 2d

volume of this work, I have (hewn that

in the cafe of life annuities, half-yearly pay

ments which begin at the end of half a year,

are nearly a fifth of a year's purchase better

than yearly payments which begin at the end

of a year. And it is manifest, that half-yearly

payments, whi^h begin immediately, are no

easiest round sums, about a guinea and i for every year

as far as 17 years; or, in the annual payments, (sup

posed 5 guineas) i. a guinea per annum for five years ex

cess, and i a guinea more for every four years excess be

yond five years, 'till the excess comes to be 17 years.

And, I believe, that 60 guineas in single payments, and six

guineas in annual payments beginning immediately, may

very well be stated as the lowejl common payments proper

to be required, supposing all married men under 52, ta

ken into a society, without enquiring into the difference

of age between them and their wives, the annuities be

ing all along supposed to be life annuities, arid interest

reckoned at 4 per cent.

c more
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more than half a year's purchase better than

those which begin at the end of half a year.

But yearly payments, which begin immedi

ately, are a whole year's purchase better than

the same payments to begin at the end of a

year. The difference of value, therefore,

between yearly and half yearly payments,

supposing both to begin immediately, is

three tenths of a year's purchase in favour of

the former. The whole of this subject

may be seen accurately slated in the essay just

referred to.

Qjj e s T 1 o n IX.

** The value is required of an annuity to

** be enjoyed for what may happen to re-

'' main of one life after another, provided the

" life in expectation continues a given time?"

Answer.

Find by Question VI. the present value of

the annuity for the remainder of the life in

expectation, after the given time, and multi

ply this value by the probability, that the

other life shall fail within that time. Find

also, by Question VII, the value of the rever

sion, provided both lives continue the given

time. Add these values to one another, and

the sum will be the answer in a single pre

sent payment.

Examine.
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Example.

An annuity of 10/. for the life of a person*

now 30, is to commence at the end of 1 1

years (a), if another person now 40, should

be then dead ; or, if this should not happen;

at thd end of any year beyond 1 1 years in

which the former shall happen to survive the

latter : What is the present value of such an

annuity, reckoning interest at 4 per cent, and

taking the probabilities of life as they are in

Dr. Halley's Table, or Table V. at the begin

ning of Vol. II ? ,

The value of 10/. per annum, for the re

mainder of the life of a person now 30, after

11 years, found by Quest. VI. is /. 69.43.—

The probability that a person 40 years of age

shall live 1 1 years, is, by Dr. Halleys Table,

444-. The probability, therefore, that he

will die in 1 1 years, is 444 subtracted from

unity (Æ), or ttt; which multiplied by 7.69. 4.3^

gives /. 17.16.—The value of the reversion,

provided both live 1 1 years, found by Quest.

VII. is 17/. And this value added to the

(a) That is, the title to the annuity is to commence'

at the end of 1 1 years, and the first payment to be macte

a year afterwards, ill case the life in expectation should

continue so long, and the other fail. But if both lives

should continue the given term, the first payment is al

ways to be made at the end of the year, in which the

former life shall happen to survive the latter. See Quest.

VI.

(b) See the Note, p. 23.

former,

*—
,>
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former, makes /. 34.16, the value required

in a single present payment ; which payment

divided by l.i 1.43, (the value by Table II. at

the end of Vol. II. of two joint lives, aged 30

and 40, with unity added) gives 3/. (a); or the

value required in annual payments during the

joint lives, the first payment to be made im

mediately.—If, every thing else being the

same, the assigned term is 15 years, the value

required will be 29 /. in aJingle payment, and

/. 2.55. in annualpayments.

QjJ E S T I O N X.

" What money in hand, and also in an-

** nual payments during life, ought a person

** of an assigned age to give for a sum of mo-

" ney, payable at his death to his heirs (b) ?—

" In other words, what money in hand, and

** in annual payments during life, ought a

** person of a given age to pay for an ajfu-

" ranee of any given sum on his life ?"

Answer.

Subtract the value of the life from the

perpetuity. Multiply the remainder by the

(a) See the demonstration of this rule in Note (D)

Vol. II.

{b) This Question js the same with Problem 16th, in

Mr. De Meivre's Treatise on Annuities, and Problem

26th, in Mr. Simpson's Select Exercises ; but the answers

then- given are right only when applied to reversionary

estates, and therefore must be materially wrong, when

applied to reversionary y&z».f, as will appear from the Scho

lium to this Question, and from note (£) Vol. II,

product
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product of the given sum into the interest ot

100 /. for a year : and this last product, di

vided by 100/. increased by its interest for a

year, will give the answer in aJingle present

payment. And this payment, divided by the

value of the life, will give the answer in an

nual payments, during the continuance of

the life.

Example. Let the life be 30. The sum

100/. The. rate of interest 4 per cent. And

the valuation of lives, that in Table I. at the

end of Vol. II. The perpetuity, therefore (a),

is 25. The interest of 100/. for a year is 4/.

100/. increased by its interest for a year, is

104/. And the value of the life 14.68.—The

value of the life, subtracted from the perpetu

ity, gives 10.32, which, multiplied by the pro

duct of 100/. into 4, or by 400, gives 4128.

And this, divided by 104, gives/. 39.7, the va

lue of ioo /. payable at the death of a person

aged 30, in a single present payment.—And

this payment, divided by 14.68, is A 2.7, the

fame value in annual payments during the

continuance of the life.

These values found in the same way agree

ably to the valuation of lives for London,

in Table X. at the beginning of Vol. II.

are 7.45.76, and /.3-49,—If the life is 36,

and interest 4 per cent, these values are

43/. and /. 3.1, by Table L at the end

(a) That is ; the value of the fee-simple of an estate

found by dividing 100/, by the rate of interest.

of
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(of Vol. II. and /. 4*1, by Mr. Simpsons va

luation of lives for London in Table X.—If

interest is reckoned at 3 per cent-, the same

values are, by De Moivre's valuation of lives*

for 30 years of age, /. 48. 14, and 2.86—For

36 years of age, /. 5^43, and l.^. 28*

It appears here, that difference of interest

makes no considerable difference in the ans

wers to Questions of this kind, except when

the values are required in a single payment.

If the first of the annual payments is to be

made immediately, the single payment is to

be divided by the value of the life, with uni

ty added to it, agreeably to what has been

already observed ; and the annual payments

in this cafe (interest supposed at 4 per Cent!)

will be by Mr. De Moivre's valuation of lives,

(or Table I, at the end of the next Vol.)

for a life at 3c, t.2.52—At 36, /. 2.9.

If the payments are half-yearly payments

beginning immediately, the single payment

must be divided by the value of the life in

creased by seven tenths, (fee Quest. VIII.)

And the half-yearly payments, for the age of

36, will be half 2.96, or 1.48. And half

1.48, or .74, is likewise nearly the proper

quarterly payments.

Again ; if an annual payment, beginning

immediately, of 7.2.9, ought (reckoning in

terest at 4 per cent.) to purchase 100/., pay

able at the failure of a life now 36 ; 5/. by

the rule of proportion, ought to purchase

172/. And in like manner, it may be found,

Vol. I. D that
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that the same annual contribution, in half-*

yearly or quarterly,payments, beginning im

mediately, ought to purchase 170/.—These

sums, according to the London Observations,

are 132/. and 130/. nearly.

The reason of mentioning these particu

lars will be seen in the next chapter.

Scholium'.

If the reversion is not a sum, but an an

nuity for ever, or an estate in fee'-simple, to be

entered upon after a given life, its present

value, in aJingle payment, will be " the value

" of the life subtracted from the perpetuity,-

" and the remainder multiplied by the an-

** nuity, or the annual rent of the estate."—■ .

And the value, in annual payments, will be, as

before, the single payment divided by the

value of the life.—Universally. It ought to

be remembered, that a reversionary ejlate,

after any given life or lives, is worth as much

more than a corresponding reversionarysum,'

as ico/. increased by its interest for a year,,

is greater than 100 /.—Thus, the present va

lues, in single and annual payments, of 4/.

per annum for ever, and of >ooi. in money

after any assigned life,, are to one another,

(interest being at \ per cent.) as 104 to ioor

or 1.04 to 1.—The reason of this difference

is, that the calculations suppose, that the re

versionary Jiim, and the first yearly rent of

the estate, or first paymert of the annuity,

1 arc
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are to be received at the same time, after ih&

extinction of the lives in possession. It is

easy to see, that this is a circumstance which

must make the latter of most value. But to

prevent any doubts about it, I mall explain

it more particularly in a note in the Appen

dix, {a)

Qjtf E S T I O N XL

" A person of a given age, having a yeas-

" ly income which will fail with his life,

** wants to make provision for another per-

" son of a given age, in cafe the latter should

" happen to survive. What ought the for-

" mer to give in a single payment, and also

** in annual payments during their joint lives,

" for a given sum, payable at his death to

*< the latter ?"

It is manifest, that the value of the given,

sum in this cafe, must be less than in the cafe

stated in the last Question ; because, here the

payment of it is suspended on the contingen

cy, that one life shall survive another, where

as in the other cafe, it is certainly to be paid

at the failure of a given life*

A n s w E Ri

Find, by the solution of problem 32d*

p. 297, Mr. Simpson's Select Exercises, the

{a) Vid. Appendix, note (E).

D 2 values
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value os an estate, corresponding to the giveiT

sum, and depending on the given survivor-*

ship. Divide this value by i /; increased by

its- interest for a year, and the quotient will

be the value of the given sum in a single pre

sent payment. And the single payment, di

vided by the value of the given joint lives,,

will be the answer in annual payments during,

the joint lives.-

The solution I have referred to is as fol

lows.

" Find the value of an annuity on two

" equal joint lives, whereof the common age

** is equal to the age of the older of the two

" proposed lives j which value, subtract: from

•* the perpetuity, and take half the remain-

** der. Theft say, as the expectation- of the

w duration ©f the younger of the two>lives is

** to that of the elder, so is the said half re-

" mainder to a 4th proportional, which wilt

" be the number of years purchase to be gi-

** ven for the estate when the life in expec-

** tation' is- the oldest of the two. But if this

'* life is the youngest, then add the number

" of years purchase just found to the value.

" of the joiat Eves, and let the sum be sub-

" tracted from the perpetuity, and you wilt

" also have die answer in this cafe." (a)

Let

(a) Mr. Simpjbn has given the following examples of

this solution, adapted to London lives0 Example I.

" Suppose the age of the expectant to be 40 ; of the pos-

** fejfor 30. The rate of interest 4 per cent, and the

41 giverr
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Let the life in expectation be 30; and the

other life 40 : The sum, 100/. Interest,

4 per cent. The valuation of lives, Mr. De

Moivre's, or that in Table I. at the end of

the next Vol.

The expectation of the first life, is 28 ; of

the iecond life 23, by Mr. De Moivre's hy-

<<

cc

XI

given legacy 5000 /. or 200 /. per annum. Then the

value of two equal joint lives of 40, being 8.1, (See

Table XI,) and the perpetuity 25, the .remainder or

difference will be here 16.9; whereof the half is 8.45.

Therefore, it will be as 23.6 to 19.6, so 8.45 to 7.02

years purchase, or./. 1404, the required value."

Example II. ** Let the age of the expeiiant be 30, of

the possessor 40, and the rest as in the preceding exam

ple. Here the value of the joint lives 30 and 40, will

be 8.8 ; which added to 7.02, found above) the sura

** will be 15.82; whence the answer, in this case, is

" 9.18 years purchase, or 1836."

I have (hewn, that the values of reversionary estates,

and reversionary sums, are not the same as is here sup

posed.—The rule gives the true value when applied to

■the former ; but, when applied to the latter, the values

given by it must be divided by 1 /. increased by its inte

rest for a year, as above directed.—The fame observation

is to be applied to Mr. Simpson's next Problem, or the

33d-

In these Examples 23.6 and 19.6, are the expectations,

■in Table IX, of 30 and 40, according to the London Ta

bles of Observation ; and the method of finding them for

any age, and from any Tables of Observation, is ex

plained at the beginning of the first Essay.

In Mr. De Moivre's hypothesis, the expectation of a life

is always half the complement. See note, p. 2. —Some

times the complement of a life is mentioned without any

view to Mr. De Moivre's hypothesis, and It then means

double the expectation of the life, whatever that may be,

according to any Table of Observations,

D 3 pothesis*
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pothejis. The value of the joint lives is 10.43,

by Table II. at the end of the next vo

lume. The value of two joint lives, both

40, is 9.82, by the same Table. The

estate corresponding to roo/. is 4/. per ami.

and the present value of such an estate to be

entered upon by a person 30 years of age, pro

vided he survives a person 40 years of age, is,

by the rule just quoted, /. 3^5.32. And this

value, divided by 1 /. increased by its interest

for a year, or by 1.04, is /. 32.03. the value

in zsmgle present payment of the sum of 1 00 /.

dependent on the given survivormip. And

this single payment divided by 10.43, is

/. 3.07, the required value in annual payments*

during the joint lives, if the first payment is

not to be made till the end of a year. But if

the first payment is to be made immediately,

the required value in annual payments will be

/. 32.03, divided by 1 1.43, or /. 2.8.—These

values, according to the London Observations,

or Mr. Simpsons Tables founded upon them,

are /. 35.30, in aJingle payment, and /. 3.6, in

annual payments, beginning immediately.

Mr, Simpson, in the Problems following

that here quoted, has given solutions of mosfc

other Questions, concerning the values of re

versions depending on survivorships, where

the whole duration of two or three lives i§

concerned. And I am acquainted with no

other solutions of these Questions, which are

applicable
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.applicable to all Tables of Observation-, and

which at the same time (proper regard being

paid to the correction explained in the last

Question) may be considered as sufficiently

correct, {a)

Qjj e s t i o n XII.

*, Suppose an institution for the relief -of

■'* widows to extend its assistance likewise

"to the families of married men, provided

" they leave no widows. Suppose, for in-

■" stance, that in this cafe children are to be

-" entitled to 100/. What is such an expec-

" tation worth, in present payment, interest

,** being at 4-per .cent ?"

A N S W E R.

If 40 is the mean age at which members

Ære admitted on such an institution, and 32

.the mean age of their wives, the answer

(supposing no subsequent marriages) is, by

the 33d Problem in Mr. Simpsons Select Ex

ercises, p. 298, and the correction already

•explained, /. 13.80, (6) taking the expecta

tions and values agreeably to Mr. De Mcivre's

hypothesis.

But

(a) See the third Essay.

(b) This Problem ami its solution are ^iven by Mr.

Simpson in the following words: " A and his heirs are

■ " entitled to an estate of a given value, upon the decease

D 4 " of
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But there is a reduction necessary, on ae»

count of the chance there is, that a widower

may marry again, Suppose, therefore, one

half of all widowers to marry a second and

third time, and that two fifths of such wid

owers survive these subsequent marriages. In

this cafe, 4 added to 4- of 4, or TV of all who

become widowers, will die without leaving

widows, and therefore -rVof /. 13,8, or/. 9.66,

will be the answer, If only one fourth of

" of B, provided B survives A ; to find the value of

V their expectation in present money."—Solution. "Find

" the value of an annuity on the longest of two equal

" lives, whereof the common age is that of the older of

" the lives A and B ; which value subtract from the

** perpetuity, and take half the remainder; then it will

" be, as the expectation of duration of the younger of

** the lives A and B, is to that of the older, so is the

" said half remainder to the number of years purchase

** required, when the life of B is the elder of the two; But

" if B 1st the younger ; then to the number thus found,

** add the value qf an annuity on the longest of the lives,

V- A and B, and subtract the sum from the perpetuity,

\\ for the answer in this case."

If the estate is 4/. per annum, the age of B 40. and of

A 32, interest 4 per cent, the Answer by this rule comes,

put /. 14.35, which divided (as in the preceding Question)

by 104, gives /. 13.80, the value, as above, of 100/. ifl

money. If B is 30 and A 40, the same value is 20/.

N. B. The value of the longest of two lives is, always

the difference between the value of the joint lives, and the

sum of the values of the two given Jingle lives. Thus -K

the value of a life at 40, is, by Table f, at the end of

next vol. 13.2. Thefum of the values of two such lives,

is 26.4. The value of two joint lives, whose common

age is 40, is, by Table II, 9.82 ; and the difference is

16.58, or the value of the longest 0/ two lives at 40.

i 11U
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all who become widowers marry again, and

two fifths of these survive, the answer will

be /. 11.73.

This calculation supposes all marriages to

leave children who survive their parents. If

this is considered as uncertain, the values now

determined must be diminished in the pro

portion of this uncertainty.—-Thus ; if one

marriage in seven fails of leaving children (a)

that survive their parents ; these values will

be reduced ^seventh part, or to /.8.28, if half,

and /. 10.05, if a quarter of all widowers

marry.

In this way may any other questions of the

same kind be answered on any suppositions

that may be thought most reasonable.

QjJ E S T I O N XIII.

** Let an establishment be supposed which

" takes in at once all the marriages in a

" country, or all marriages among persons

" of a particular profession within a given

" district, and subjects them for perpetuity

(* to a certain equal and common tax, or an-

" nual payment, in order to provide life an-

" nuities for such widows as shall result from

(t these marriages. What ought the tax to

*■* be, supposing the annuity 20/. and calcu-

" lating at 4 per cent, from Mr, D? Moivre'%

if valuation of lives ?"

(a) This for many year&has been nearly the fact among

the niinifters and profeljbrs in Scotland.

Answer,
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Answer.

Since at the commencement of such aa

iestablishment, all the oldest, as well as the

youngest marriages, are to be entitled equally

to the proposed benefit, a much greater num

ber of annuitants will come immediately up

on it, than would come upon any similar

establishment, which limited itself in the

.admission of members to persons not exceed

ing a given age. This will check that ac

cumulation of money, which should take

place at first, in order to produce an income

,equal to the difeursements at the time when

the number of annuitants comes to a maxi

mum ; and, therefore, will be a particular bur

den upon the establishment in its insancy. For

this, some compensation must be provided ;

and the equitable method of providing it, is,

by Icvyingjines at the beginning of the esta

blishment, on every member exceeding a gi

ven age, proportioned to the number of years

which he has lived beyond that age. But in

the present question, it is supposed, that such

sines cannot be conveniently levied, or that

every payment must be equal and common,

whatever disparity there may be in the value

of the expectations of different members.

The fines, therefore, must be reduced to on6

common one, answering as nearly as possible

.to the disadvantage I have mentioned, and,

payable
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payable by every member at the time when

the establishment begins. After this, the

establishment will be the same with one that

takes upon it all at the time they marry ;

and the tax or annual payment of every mem

ber adequate to its support, will be the annu

al payment during marriage, due from persons

who marry at the mean age at which, upon

an average, all marriages may be considered

as commencing.—There are then two points

to be here determined. Thefines necessary to

be paid at first, according to the account I have

just given ; and the constant annualpayment,

necessary to be made by every member, as

an equivalent for the expectation provided

by the establishment.—The fines to be paid

at first are, for every particular member, the

lame with the difference between the value

of the expectation to him at his present age,

and what would have been its va],ue to him

had the scheme begun at the time he mar

ried ? Or, they are, for the whole body of

members, the difference between the value

of the common expectation, to persons at the

mean age of all married persons taken toge

ther as they exist in the world, and to per

sons at that age, which is to be deemed their

mean age when they marrv.

Thus; let 33 for the man, and 25 for the

woman, be the mean ages of all that marry

annually. Let also 48 be the mean age of

all the married niep in the world, and 40 of

married
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married women, (a)—Now, lie that will

calculate for these ages, in the manner di

rected in Quest. IV. will find, that the value

in annual payments during marriage, and be

ginning immediately, of the expectation of

an annuity of 20/. per annum by a person

25 years of age, after a life whose age is 33,

is /. 6.64.—And that /. 8.04, is the value of

the fame expectation, the ages being 48 and

40.

The former, therefore, is the payment for

perpetuity from every member of the esta

blishment; and the value of the difference^ be

tween it and the latter, or of /. 1 .4 per ann.

payable during two joint lives, whose ages

are 40 and 48, that is, /. 14.2, is the fine ne

cessary to be levied on every married member

at the beginning of the establishment, {b)

It would be easy to extend the benefit of

such an establishment, so far as to provide

100/. for the children of members, provided

(a) I must beg leave to refer to note (F) in the Ap

pendix, for an explanation of what I mean by the mean

ages of married men and women, and also for a confir

mation of the answer I have given to this Question.

(l>) An annuity forever, the first payment of which

is to be made immediately, is worth 26 years purchase,

interest being at 4 per cent. I. 14.2 therefore, is equiva-

Jent in value to 0.55/. or us. per annum, for ever; Add

this to /. 6.64, and it will appear, that /. 7. 19 per annum,

beginning immediately, is the answer to this Question,

supposing the value of the fins to be provided for in the

perpetual annual payments.

they
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they leave no widows ; and the necessary ad

dition on this account to the perpetual an

nual payments, can scarcely, in the circum

stances this question supposes, be much rriorer

than about 15 s. payable during life, and ex

cluding from all benefit such as happen to-

be widowers at the commencement of the

establishment, and do not afterwards marry.

If, in such an establishment, all persons

of a particular denomination, whether mar

ried men, widowers, or batchelors, are sub

jected alike to the taxes and fines ; they

ought to be as much less, as the whole num

ber of persons subjected to them, is greater

than the number of marriages constantly

existing.

• In carrying these schemes into execution,

there cannot be a more easy, or equitable

way of raising the necessary fines, than by

providing, that none shall be entitled to any

expectation fora few of the first years* Thus j

an establishment, entitling widows to 20/.

per annum for life, and consisting of 667

married members, and 344 unmarried, al

ways kept up at an average, ought to begin

with a capital of I. 14.2 multiplied by 667,

or 9471 /. besides one payment in hand of

the constant annual payments. That is, (the

proper annual payment of every member be

ing in this cafe t%Vt, multiplied by /! 6.64,

0x7.4.38) it ought to begin with a capital

of
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of 13,899/. over and above the payment of

/.4.3s, at the end of every year for ever af

terwards, (a)—The exclusionof all the first

members from any benefit, unless they fur-

vive the first two years, or live to make three"

payments, would raise this capital nearly.

And such an exclusion for three or four

years, would be an advantage so consider

able, that it would probably g(ve security

and stability to the scheme for all subsequent

time.

In these observations, I have had in view

some schemes which have been established

in this kingdom; but more particularly, one

established by act of parliament among the

clergy in Scotland; of which, I shall have

occasion in the next chapter to take further

notice.

I have chosen to calculate here only from

Dr. Halley's Table,- or Mr. De Moivre's by-

fothesis grounded upon it, because the London

Table is, by no means, adapted to the cafes

in view. -

It should be further remembered, that

when the mean ages, at which marriages

commence, are supposed to be 33 and 25*

(a) Or, supposing the value of 9471 /. (the sine) pro--

vided for in the annual payments, it ought to receive

every yeSr, at the beginning of the year, a contribution

from each member of/. A.74.

all
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all second and third marriages are included j

and that it is to be expected, that almost all'

these marriages will begin after these ages }

and likewise, that a considerable proportions

of the first marriages will begin a much lon

ger time after these mean ages, than any of

the other first marriages will begin before

them.—Probably, therefore, these mean ages

should not be taken younger. One or two

years, however, more or less, in every sup

position I have made, will make no diffe

rence of any consequence.

Qjj e s t r o n XIV.

" A person of a given age has an estate de-

** pending on the continuance of his life for

** a given term. What ought he to give for

" having it ajfured to him for that term ?"

Answer.

From the value of an annuity certain for

the given term, found by Table II. sub

tract the value of the life for the given term,

found by Quest. VI. and reserve the remain

der.—Multiply the value of 1 /. due at the

end of the given term, (found by Table I.)

by the perpetuity, and also by the probability,

that the given life shall fail in the given term.

The produSi added to the reserved remainder,

and thesum multiplied by the given annuity,

will
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will be the required value of the assurance

in one present payment, {a)

Example*

An estate or annuity of 10 1. so? eves, will

be lost to the heirs of a person now 34,

should his life fail in n years. What ought

he to give for the ajj'urance of it for this

term ?—That is ; What is the present value

of such an annuity to be entered upon at the

failure of such a life, should that happen in

ii years.

The value of the life of a person whose

age is 34 for 1 1 years, is, by Quests VI.

(reckoning interest at 4 per cent, and taking

Mr. Tie Meivre's valuation of lives) 7.76 j

which, subtracted from 8.760, (the value of

an annuity certain for 1 1 years) leaves 1 /.

the remainder to be reserved.

The value of 1 /. to be received at the end

of 1 1 years, is, 0.6496, by Table L Vol. IL

The probability that the life of a person,

aged 34, shall fail in 1 1 years, is, by Dr.

Halley's Table, ^|4, and the perpetuity is 25.

Thele numbers, multiplied by one another,

and 1 added to the product, make 4.34,

which, multiplied by 10, (the given annuity)

gives 7.43.4, the required value in a single

present payment.

(a) See the demonstration in not; (G) Appendix.

A43.4,
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7.43.4, divided by 1.04, gives/. 41.7, the

irue value, (by Scholium to Quest. X.) of the

assurance of an equivalentsum, or of 250/. for

1 1 years on the given life.

Again. 41 ;7, divided by 8.76, (the value

of the given life for the given time with unity

added to it) gives 4.76, the fame value in an

nual payments beginning. immediately, for

1 1 years, {a) subject to failure should the

life fail.

Scholium.

In a similar way may the price of assuran

ces on any two joint lives, or the longejl of

two lives for any given terms, be calculated ;

the rule being a5 follows :

' ** From the valus of an annuity certain

" for the given term, subtract the value of

** the joint lives, or the longest of the two

i( lives for the given term, found by Scho-

** Hum to Quest. VI. and reserve the remain-

" der.—Multiply the' value of 1 /. to be re-

** ceived at the end of the given term by the

*■* perpetuity, and also by the probability

** that the jdint lives, or the longejl ofthe two

" lives, (hall fail within the given term. This

(t product added to the reserved remainder,

** and thesum multiplied by the annuity to be

" assured, will be the value of the assurance

'Vin a single present payment."

(a) The last payment to be made at the end of the

ilth year ; or 12 payments in al!.

Vol. I. -E Example.
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Example.

" What is the value of i o /. per annu?n, to

" be entered upon, should either of two

" persons, one 40 and the other 30 years of

" age, die in ten years, reckoning interest

" at 4 per cent, and calculating from Dr.

" Halley'% Table."

The value of two joint lives at these ages,

for 10 years, (found by Scholium to Quest. VI.)

is 6.51 j which, subtracted from 8.1 11, (the

value of an annuity certain for 10 years, at

^ per cent.) leaves 1.60, the remainder to be

reserved.

The value of 1 /. to be received at the end

of 10 years, is, .6755, by Table I. in the

first 'collection of tables, vol. ii.

The probability, that the lives of one or

other of two persons, aged 30 and 40, shall

fail in 10 years, is, 4tt by Table V. (a).

And the perpetuity 25. These number's,

multiplied by one another, and 1.60 added

to the product, make 7.48, which, multiplied

by 10, (the given annuity) gives /. 74.8, the

answer in a single present payment.

£.74.8, divided by j .04, gives/. 71.92, the

value of the assurance of an equivalent sum,

(a) The probability taken from the Table, that a per

son aged 30, shall live 10 years, is, 4t>* That a person,

aged 40, shall live 10 years, is, -|>A. That they {hall

both live 10 years, is, |-J*., multiplied by 4*4, or 4j4«

That they (hall not both live 10 years, or that one or other

of them shall die in this time, is ^.*|> subtracted from

unit^, or y -4- See note p. 23.

" or
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Of of 250/.—/. 71.92, divided by 7.51, (the

Value of the two joint lives for 10 years with

unity added) gives 9.57, the value of the

fame sum in annual payments beginning im

mediately, for 10 years, subject to failure

should the joint lives fail.

Example II.

" What is the value of 10 A per ann^ to be

** entered upon, ihould two persons, one 30,

" and the other 40, both die; that is, mould

" the longejl of the two lives fail in 10 years,

" reckoning interest at 4 per cent, and cal-

** culating from Dr* Halley'% Table ?"

The value of the longest of the two lives

for io years, (that is, the value of the joint

lives for 10 years, subtracted from the sum

of the (a) values cf the single lives for 10

years) is, 7.91 ; which, subtracted from 8.1 1 1,

the value of an annuity certain for 10 years,

leaves .20 the remainder to be reserved.—,

The value of 1 /. to be received at the end

of 10 years, is, '6755. The probability that

the lives of two persons, aged 30 and 40,

shall fail in 10 years, is, by Table V, T8-/r,

multiplied by ■At or ^Hirr ; and the per

petuity 25. These numbers, multiplied by

one another, and .20 added to the product,

make .740, which, multiplied by 10, (the

(a) See Scholium to Quest. VL

E 2 given
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given annuity) gives 7.4, the answer in a sin*

gle payment. .

7.4, divided by 1.04, gives 7.11, the va

lue of the assurance of 250 /.

Remark I.

The values,of single lives for given terms,

when these terms are less than ten years,

must, in answering these Questions, and also

ist answering the following Questions, be

found true to at least 2 or 3 places of deci

mals.- When they cannot be found to this

exactness by any Tables, they must be cal

culated in the following manner :

" " Multiply the probability, taken out of

" the Table of Observations, that the life

** shall exist 1, 2, 3, Sec. years, by the value

of 1/. due at the end of 1, 2, 3, &c. years j

" and the sum of the products will be the

** value of the life for 1, 2, 3, Sec. years."

"For Example. The probability, that a

person whose age is 34, (ball live a year, is,

by Dr. HaJley's Table, ill. The probabili

ty at the fame age, of living 2 years, is, -*44 i

3 years, £54—4*1 multiplied by .9615, (the

value, by Table I. of 1/. due at the end of a

year, interest being at \per cent.) is, .942 ;

or the' value of the life for one year—£-§4>

multiplied by .245, (the value of 1/. due at

the end of 2 years) is, .891. And this added
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to the former product, gives 1.833 ; or the

value of the life for 2 years.—-J7-9- multiplied

by. 8890, (the value of 1 /. due at the end of

3 years) is, .841 ; and this product, added

to 1.833, ma^es 2.674, or the value of the

given life for 3 years.

When the term exceeds 10 years, the rule

in Quest, VI. will give these values with suf

ficient exactness ; and it would do the same

in all cafes, were the values of lives given

true to 3 or 4 places of decimals (a), and in

strict agreement to the Tables of Observation

used.

The remark now made is to be extended

to the values of joint lives for given terms.

For these values, like those ofJingle lives,

cannot be found in solving these Questions

with sufficient accuracy, (when the terms are

small, and the values of lives are given only

to one or two places of decimals) by any

method, except the tedious one, of mul

tiplying the probability that the 2 lives

shall both continue, 1,2, 3, &c. years, by the

value of 1 I. due at the end of 1, 2, 3, &c.

years, and taking the sum of the products in

the manner just described.

(a) Such tables are given in the present edition of this

treatise; and therefore this remark is now less necessary

than it was. See the tables of the values of single and

joint lives in the next volume, deduced from the register

of mortality at Northampton.

£ 3 Remark
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Remark II.

If the annuity is to be entered upon, in

cafe of the failure within a given time of

any life or lives, at the end of that time; and

not at the end of the year in which the failure

piay happen ; its present value will be the pro

duct arising from the continual multiplication

by one another of the perpetuity increased

by unity j the value of i/. due at the end of

the given time] the annuity ; and the proba-*

bility that the life, or lives, shall fail within

the given time. And care mould be taken

not to confound these two sorts of Questions

with one another.-—Thus; the value in one

payment of 10/. per ann. to be entered upon

eleven years hence, in cafe a person aged 34

should not live so long, is 26, (the perpetuity

increased by unity, interest being at ^.percent.)

multiplied by .6496, and by 10/. and also

by ryrj or 34.8.—This value, divided by

1.04, is 33.5, the value of an equivalent

sum, or of 250/. to be obtained on the same

conditions.

The value of the ajurance of any annuity

on the whole continuance of any tingle life

is, by Quest. X. the excess of the perpetuity

above the'value of the life, multiplied by the

annuity. And in like manner; the value of

the assurance of any annuity on the whole

continuance of any two joint lives, or the

longejl of two lives, is the excess of the per

petuity
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fttuity above the value of the joint lives, or

of the longest of two lives, multiplied by the

annuity. This is very obvious ; but no ge

neral method has been yet explained of find

ing the values of ajurances on lives and sur

vivorships for terms of years less than the

whole continuance of the lives. For this rea

son, I have been here more explicit than I

should otherwise have been j and, as such as

surances are now much practised, and may

be very useful if their values are rightly de

termined, I have thought proper to add the

two following Questions, which, when join

ed to Question XI. and Mr. Simpson'?, 33d

Problem given in the note, p. 39, will, I be

lieve, exhaust this subject as far as two lives

can be concerned,

Qjj e s t 1 o n XV.

" B, expectant, will lose a given sum,

" should he survive A, within a given time.

" What ought he to pay for the assurance of

it ?"— In other words :■ " What ought he

to pay for a given sum to be received at

" the death of A, should he happen to sur-

" vive him within a given time f"

Answer,

Divide the sum of the decrements of life

in the Table of Observations from the age

of A, for the given time, by the given time j

and, by the quotient, divide the number of

E 4 the

<c
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the living in the Table at the age of A ; and-

again, by this second quotient (a), divide the

given sum, reserving the third quotient.

■ Find the value of an annuity on- the life

of B, for the given time. To this value add

the quotient, that will arise from dividing the

value of an annuity certain, for the given

time, by twice the complement of the life of

B ; and the Jum, multiplied by the reserved

quotient, will be the required value in a single

present [F) payment.

Example.

Let the Table of Observations be Mr. Simp

son's for London (fee the tables in the next

volume). Let the rate of interest be 3 per

cent. A, seven years of age. B, 30. The

given time 14 years. The given sum 100/.

—The sum of the decrements, for 1 4 years

from the age of seven, is 73, which, diyided

by 14, gives 5.2. Thg number of the living

at seven is 430, which, divided by 5.2, and

100/. divided by the quotient, gives /. 1,2 1,

the quotient to be reserved.

(a) When the age of A is under 60, and the term so

large as to exceed the difference between it and 70, it

will be best when the London Table is used, to divide

the given sum, not by the second quotient here men

tioned, but by the complement, or double the expectation

of A,

(It) Sec the demonstration of this rule, and also of the

rule that will be given for solving the next Question, in

the Appendix, note (H).

' , The
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The value os an annuity for 14 years on

the life of B, is, by Quest. VI. 9.5.—The

value of an annuity certain for 14 years, is,

(by Table II. at the beginning of the

ftext volume) 11.296, which, divided by

94.4, (twice the complement of the life of B,

by Table IX (a), gives .12, which, added to

9.5, gives 9.62 3 and this again multiplied

by 1.2 1, the reserved quotient, gives 11.64,

the present value in one payment of 1 00/. pay

able at the death' of A aged 37, to B aged

30, should A die and leave B the survivor

within 14 years.

The present value for 14 years of two joint

lives, one 7 and the other 30 years of age,

may be found, by the help of Table XI, and

the rule in the Scholium to Quest. VI. to be

nearly 9 years purchase; and, /. 11.64 di

vided by this value with unity' added? or by

10, gives 1. 164, the foregoing value \w an

nual payments during the' joint lives for 14,

years, the first payment to be made imme

diately, and the last payment at the end of

14 years, should the joint lives not fail.

Scholium.

It deserves particularly to be remembered,

that in this method likewise may be calcu

lated, what sums ought to be paid on any

survivorship, within a given time, of one life

(a) This table gives the expeditions only, but it should

bs remembered, that twice the cxpetlation is always the

(omplurient of a life. See note, p. 37. '

beyond
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beyond another, in consideration of any given

sum now advanced.—The following Example

of this is a cafe which has offered itself in

practice.

" A person, aged 30, has in expectation

** an estate which is to come to him, pro-

" vided he survives a minor, aged 7, before

u he is out of his minority; that is, pro-

** vided he should be himself living at the

" time of the minor's death, should that hap-

" pen before he is 21.—In these circum-

" stances, he wants to borrow 1000/. on his

" expectation. What reversion out of the

" estate depending on such a survivorship, is

" a proper equivalent for this sum now ad-

" vanced, interest being reckoned at 3 per

" cent, and the probabilities of life being

** supposed the same with those in Mr. Simp-

" son's Table of London Observation^ ?"

Answer,

It appears from what has been just deter

mined, that for /. 1 1 .64 now advanced, the

proper equivalent in such circumstances, is,

100/. to be paid, in cafe the survivorship

should take place; or, by the correction in

page 34, as much of the estate as 100/.

will buy at 3 per cent, supposing the first rent

to be received immediately ; (that is, sup

posing the estate worth 34.33 years purchase)

or /. 2.912 per annum.—By the rule of pro

portion, therefore, for 1000/. the proper

6 equj
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equivalent will be 8591/. in money, or 250/.

per annum out of the estate.

Qjy e s t 1 o n XVI.

100/. will be lost to B's heirs, should he

" happen to die after A, within a given time.

" What is the price of the assurance of it ?—

" That is : What is the present value of

" 100/. payable at the death of B, provided

" his death should happen aster A's death,

" within a given time?"

Answer.

Divide the sum of the decrements of life

in the Table of Observations from the age of

B, for the given time, by the given time ;

and by the quotient divide the number of the

living at the- age of B ; and again, by this

second quotient (a), divide the given sum, re

serving the third quotient.

Find the value of an annuity on the life A

for a number of years, less by one year than,

the given time, which subtract from the va

lue of an annuity certain for the same num

ber of years. Multiply the remainder by the

reserved quotient, and divide the produSi by

the amount of il. for one year, and let this

be zsecond reserved quotient.

(a) Or rather, if the London Table is used, by the com

plement of the life of B, when his age is under 60, and

fb,e jerm exceeds the difference between it and 70.

Again.
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Again. Multiply into one another \\\zfirst

reserved quotient, and the value of an an

nuity certain for the given time ; and divide

the product by twice the complement of A's

life. This last quotient, added to thesecond

reserved quotient, will be the answer in a pre

sent Angle payment,

Example.

Let the age of B be 40. Of A 30. The

sum 100/. Rate of interest 4 per cent. The

given time 20 years. The Table of Obser

vations, Mr, Simpsons, or Table VIII. in

the collection of tables in the next volume,—

The sum of the decrements of life, in this

Table, from the age of 40 for 20 years, is 1 27,

which, divided by 20, (the given time) gives

6.38.—The number of the living at 40 is 229,

which, divided by 6.38, gives 35.8; and

100/. (the given sum) divided by 35.8, gives

2.79, thesrjl quotient to be reserved.

The value of an annuity for 19 years on

a life at 30 years of age, is J 0.3 j which,

subtracted from 13.134, (the value of an an

nuity certain for 19 years, by Table II) and

the remainder multiplied by 2.79, gives 7.89,

This product divided by 1.04, (the amount

of 1/. in one year) gives 7.60 ; the second,

reserved quotient.

2.79 multiplied by 1 3-59, (tne value of an

annuity certain for 20 years) gives 37.916 ;

and this produSi divided by 94.4, (twice the

3 . conir
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Complement of A's life by Table IX.) gives

.401, which, added to 7.60, gives 8/. the

Answer ; or, the value of 100/. payable at the

death of B, on the contingency of his surviv

ing A aged 30, and both dying in 20 years.

It is plain, that this is likewise the sum

that ought to be lent to B now, on the ex

pectation of 100/. at his death, provided it

mould happen after A's death in 20 years.

This rule gives the just solution in all cases,

except when B, the expectant, is the youngest

of the two lives, and at the same time the

term of years greater than the complement

of A's life. In this particular cafe the fol

lowing rule must be used.

Find, by the preceding rule, the value of

the assurance of the given sum for a term of

years, equal to the complement of A's life,

and let this value be reserved. Multiply by

one another the givensum ; the value of i/»

to be received at the end of a number of

years equal to the complement of A's life ;

and the value of an annuity certain for as

many years as the given term exceeds this

complement. And the produB, divided by

the complement of B's life, and the quotient

added to the value reserved, will be the true

value sought. ;

Example.

Let the age os B be 30; of A 40. The

term 47 years ; and every thing else as in

the
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the last Example. The complement of A'sf

life, is, by Table IX, 39.2. The value os'

100/. to be received at the death of B, if he

survives A within 39 years, may be found

by the preceding rule to be /. 1 6. 1 5 ; the va

lue to be reserved—The value of iL to be

received at the end of 39 years is, by Table

II, .2166. The value of an annuity certain

for 8 years, (the excess of the given term

above the complement of the life of B by

Table IX.) is, 6.733.

And these two values multiplied by one

another, and by 100/. give 145.83; which,

divided by 47.2, (the complement of the life

of B) and 16.15, added to the quotient, make

7.19.23, the value sought.

Remark.

As after finding the present value of an

estate, or annuity, it is necessary to divide

that value by the amount of 1 /. in one year,

in order to find the present value of a sum

equivalent to the annuity ; so, after finding the

value of a sum, it is necessary to multiply that

value by the said amount, in order to find

from it the value of an equivalent annuity.

In the first example, therefore, the value

of an estate of 4 /. per annum, would be 7,8.32*

In the second example 20/, And this is,

as it ought to be, the value for the whole

duration of the livesf agreeably to the Pro

blem in the note p. 37.

In
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In solving this Question, care also must be

taken not to forget the first Remark under

the foregoing Question.

In this chapter, rules have been given for

finding the values of all assurances on single

lives, and any two lives, or any furvivoriliips

between two lives, whether for terms, or

their whole duration. In the same way rules

may fee investigated for finding the values of

all assurances on any three lives, or any sur

vivorships between them. But this is a work

of more difficulty, and which requires great

attention and skill. I can, however, with par

ticular satisfaction acquaint the Reader, that

it has been lately executed, in the compleatest

manner, by Mr. Morgan, in his Treatise on

the Doctrine of Annuities and Assurances on

Lives and Survivorships.

CHAP.
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C JHE A P. II.

Containing an Application ofthe Ques

tions in the foregoing Chapter to the

Schemes of the Societies in Great

Britain, for making Assurances on

Lives and Survivorships, and for

granting Ammities to Widows, and

to Persons in old Age. '

S E G T. L

Of the London Annuity, and the Laudable

Societiesfor the Benefit of Widows (a).

THE scheme mentionedin Quest. VIII.

was nearly that with which the Lon

don Annuity Society set out in 1765. The

Laudable Society was establissied in 1761, and

formed on "a similar plan. In both, the an

nual contribution of every member was five

guineas, payable half-yearly j and for this a

title was given to an annuity of 20/. to every

widow during widowhood, if the husband,'

after admission, lived one year according to

the firjl scheme ; or three years according to'

(a) It must be remembered, that this section has in'

view the state of these societies in 1773, or at the time of

the publication, of the former edition of this tract.

the
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the (a) second ; of 30/. if the husband lived

seven years, according to both schemes; and

4c/. according to thesirs scheme, if he lived

1 5 years, or 1 3 years, according to the second.

—In both schemes also, there was no other

premium or fine required, than five guineas

extraordinary, at admission, from every mem

ber whose age does not exceed 45. The

Laudable Society admitted none above 45, and

the London Annuity Society obliged every'

person between 45 and 5 q to pay, at ad mis-,

sion, five guineas extraordinary, for every-

year that he was turned of 45.

These were the main particulars in the

schemes on which these Societies were form

ed ; and, therefore, both of them, were the

annuities to be enjoyed for life, received

(supposing the members all under 46 at ad

mission, and of the same ages with their

wives, and money at 4 per cent.') but little

more than three-fifths of the true value of

the annuities : or about one half, supposing

wives, one with another, 10 years younger

than their husbands ; as appears from Ques

tion VIII.

It appears further in that Question, that,

supposing the annuities to be life annuities,

and men and their wives of equal ages, the

(a) In this society a member wl:o lived but one year,

was entitled to no more than an annuity of ic/. for h.#

.widow; if he lived two years, to 15/. if he lived three years,

to 20/. four years, 25/. seven years, 3c/. ten years, 35/.

thirteen years, 40/.

Vol. I. F expect-
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expectation to which an annual payment of

five guineas beginning immediately, entitles,

is nearly 14/. if the contributor lives a year,

and 20/. if he lives seven years (a), taking

the medium between the London and the

other Tables of Observations.

It is likely, that many persons will be very*

unwilling to believe, that these schemes could

nave been so deficient as they have been now

represented. I will, therefore, endeavour to

prove this in a way which, tho' less strict, is

sufficiently decisive, and may be more likely

to be intelligible to persons unskilled in ma

thematical calculation.—I shall here confine

- myself to the scheme of the London Annuity

Society. The differences between it and the

scheme of the Laudable Society are inconsi

derable, and what shall be said of the one will

be sully applicable to the other.

According to this scheme, as it has been

just described, all that live 15 years in the

society will be entitled to annuities of 40/.

per annum, for their widows. Suppose the

whole society, at admission, to be men of 40

years of age, taken one with another. A

person of this age has an even chance of liv

ing 23 years ; and he has an even chance of

continuing with a wife of the same age, (that

(a) The same annual payment will, on' the same sup

positions, entitle to 14/. if a member lives a year, and 18/.

if he lives three years.-

is,
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is, of continuing in the society) 13 years

and I {a). Not much less, therefore, than

half the members will continue in the so

ciety 15 years ; and, consequently, not much

less than half the widows that will come

upon the society will be annuitants of 40A

per annum. These widows, however, being

older than the rest when they commence an

nuitants, will continue on the society a shorter

time; and, therefore, the number constantly

in life together, to which they will in a

course Of years increase, will be proportion-

ably smaller. Putting every thing as favour

ably as possible, let us suppose, that out of

20 annuitants constantly on the society, sive

will be annuitants of 40/. fix of 30/. and

nine of 20/. To 20 annuitants then the so

ciety will pay 56c/. per annum, or the 20th

part of this sum, that is 28/. to every annui

tant at an average. But such an annuity for

a life at 40, after another equal life, provided

both survive one year, is worth (by Quest,

VII. p. 24.) in a single present payment, 85/,

nearly, according to the London, and all the

(a) This is the exact truth according to Mr. De.Moi-

vre's hypothesis, and the Norwich Table. But accord

ing to Dr. Hcilley's and the Northampton Table, a man

40 years of age has an even chance of living no more

than 22 years, and of joint continuance with a wife of the

fame age, 13 years. — Forty must be more than the mean

age of the members of the society at admission, and on

this account the number of annuitants of 40/. must ba.

proportionably greater. The mean age, therefore, has

been taken very moderately.

F 2 . Tables
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Tables of Observations, interest being all

along supposed at 4 per cent.

It cannot appear improbable to any one,

that this ihould be the true value of such a

reversion. It is not probable, that there is

any situation in which the decrements of life

are such as can make it a tenth part more or

less.— 85/. in present payment is the same

/ with 3/. 8s. per annum for ever.— But is an

annual payment of five guineas, which must

cease as soon as either of two lives each

40 fails, equal in value to such a perpetuity ?

Every one must see, that there is a great dif

ference.—A set of marriages between per

sons all 40, will, according to the probabili

ties of life in Dr. Halky's Table, last, one

with another, 1 5 years (a) ; and an annual

payment beginning immediately, during the

joint continuance of the lives of two persons

of this age, is worth 10 years purchase {b).

(a) See the beginning of Essay I.

(b) The value of such an annual payment, by Table

XI. or the London Observations, is 9.1 ; and 10.8, by Mr.

De Moivre's hypothesis.—I have not taken into this ac

count the five guineas fine paid at admission, because it is

obviously of too little consequence to make any consider

able difference. The allowances I have made in savour

of these schemes are more than equivalent to it. In par

ticular ; it should be remembered, that the calculations

suppose, that the payments required by these schemes, are

yearly payments beginning immediately; (fee p. 28.) and

that the first payment <of the annuity is not to be made

'till the end of the year in which the husband shall die ;

and also, that the annuity is to be paid yearly, and no

thing to be due for any part of the year in which the an

nuitant sliall happen to die.

The
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The comparison then, in the present case, is

between 3/. 8 j. per annumfor ever, and five

guineas per annum for 15 years', or between

an annuity of 3/. 8s. worth 25 years pur

chase, and an annuity of five guineas worth

only 10 years purchase.

But to throw this subject into another light.

Let the number to which the society is

kept up be supposed to be 200. It has been

demonstrated in Quest. II. that at least half

this number of widows will in time come to

be constantly on the society j and it has also

been just now shewn, that the medium of

annuities, payable to them, will be at least

28/. After a course of years, then, the so

ciety will have a constant expence to bear of

2800/. per annum.—But what will be its

income ?—In order to determine this, we

must consider, that there are two sources

from whence its income will be derived.

First, the annual payments of the members.

And, secondly, the money accumulated, or

the capital raised during the time the num

ber of annuitants is coming to a maximum.—

The first of these sources affords 1000 gui

neas, or 1050/. per annum. This wants

175c/. of the annual expence just menti

oned j and, therefore, in order that the in

come of the society may be equal to the bur

den upon it, when the annuitants come to a

maximum, there must be a fund railed in the

mean time equal to 43,750/. or to an estate

F 3 in
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in perpetuity of 1750/. per annum,—-But

1050/. -per annum beginning immediately,

and forborn 25 years, and improved, with

out loss or delay, all that time at 4 per cent.

compound interest, will but just raise such

a capital (a). There is, therefore, the fullest

proof, that the scheme I am considering

is extremely deficient. The truth is, that

scarcely a third of such a capital could be

raised, as will appear from the following ob

servations.

Out of 200 persons, all 4* years of age,

more than five, according to the London Ta

ble of Observations, and not so many by Dr,

^Halley's Table, may be expected to die in. a

year. Suppose then five to be the real num

ber of members that will die in the first year

of the society. In subsequent years the col

lective body of members will be continually

growing older; and, therefore, the propor

tion of them that will die every year, will

be continually increasing, 'till it gets to a

maximum. I will, however, suppose, that

during the first 20 years no more than the

number just specified will die every year j and

(a) Every Question of this kind may be easily solved

by Table III. in the next volume, which shews, that

iooc/. per ann. will, in 25 years, increase to 2666/. per

ann. ; and, theiefore, 1050/. per ann. to 2800/. per

annum.

that,
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that, consequently, no more than Jive widows

will come every year on the society. The

ages of all these widows, when they com

mence widowhood, will, it is evident, be

between 40 and 60. One with another

then, they may be considered as having com

menced widowhood at 50 years of age. Now,

five widows left every year at this age, will,

in 10 years, increase to 43 constantly in life

together, according to the expectations of

life in Tables V, VI, and VII ; and, in 20

years, to 70 (a). Suppose the true number

alive together at the end of 20 years to be

only 62. The greater part of these will be

annuitants of 30/. and 40/. per ann. and the

rest 20/. Were the former only equal to

the latter, the medium of annuities payable

to them would exceed 25/. Suppose then

this medium to be no more than 26/. and it

(a) Every calculation of this kind is easily made by the

rule in note (A) at the end of the next volume.—I have

put the number living together at the end of 20 years at

62, not only that the reader may be better satisfied that I

have kept low enough, but also to make an allowance for

such widows as will be left by those members who die

within a year after admission, and who, therefore, according

to these schemes, will be entitled to no annuities. This

allowance is too large : For, after the first year of the

scheme, it will not happen above once in 4 or 5 years,

that the death of a member will be so circumstanced,

supposing the probability that a man at 40 will live a

year, to be, as all but the London Tables make it, 50

to 1.

F 4 will
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will follow, that, at the end of 20 years,

the society will have an annual rent to pay

of 26/. multiplied by 62, or 16 12/. and, if

then able to bear such an expence, it must,

in the intermediate time, have acquired an

increase of income equal to the difference

■between 1050/. and 161 2/. per ann. That

is ; it must, with its savings, have accumu

lated a stock equal to 562/. per ann. and

worth 14,050/. But as, during this time,

there will be a number of annuitants con

stantly increasing, to whom yearly payments

must be made, the savings cannot cer

tainly be one half of what they would have

been had the society been all the time

free from all burdens. Suppose then the

stock produced by these savings, to be equal

to the stock that would arise from an income

of 105c/. per ann. beginning immediately,

and improved perfectly at 4 per cent, com

pound interest, for half the time I have

mentioned, or for 10 years, without being

subject to any checks or deductions : Such an

income thus improved, would in 10 years

produce an additional income of 504/. per

annum, or a capital of 12,600/.—According

to these Observations, therefore, the annual

income of the society at the end of 20 years,

and before a third part of the highest annui

tants could come upon it, would fall consider

ably short of its expences. About that time

j then
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then it would necessarily run aground ; and

long before the number of annuitants could

rife to a 100, it would spend its whole stock,

and find itself under a necessity of either

doubling the annual payments of its mem

bers, or of reducing the annuities one half.

All I have now said is meant on the sup

position, that the society begins with 200

members at 40 years of age, and is afterwards

limited to that number, by admitting no more

new members than will just supply the va

cancies occasioned by the loss ot old mem

bers. If it is allowed to increase, it may con

tinue a longer time. And, for this reason, a

society that wants half the income necessary

to render it permanent, may very well subsist,

and even prosper for 30 or 40 years.—Thus,

the Laudable Society, was it to keep to its

present number of members, might possibly

feel no deficiencies for 20 years to come j

but if it should continue to increase at the rate

of 70 or 80 every year, it would, at the end

of that time, possess a balance so much in its

favour, as might enable it to support itself for

j 5 or 20 years more {a). But bankruptcy

would

(a) What has been before demonstrated in Quest. III.

should be here recollected, that the number of annuitants

on such a society as this, must go on to increase for more

than 100 years, after acquiring its greatest number of

members,

The
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would come at last, and with the more

weight the longer it had been deferred.

The rule in the London Annuity Society,

which obliges every person between the ages

of 45 and 55, to pay at admission 5 guineas

extraordinary, for every year that he exceeds

4.5, is an advantage to it, but it is a very

inadequate, and also a very unequitable ad

vantage. For at the same time, that it ob

liges a person 5c years. of age, to give more

than the value of his expectation, it takes

above'" two-fifths less than the value from a

person who is 45 years of age.

If any persons remain still doubtful about

what I have said, I must beg their attention

to one further argument.

The Laudable Society, I am informed, took its rife

from a calculation contained in a pamphlet entitled, The

Possibility and Probability of a Scheme intendedfor the Be

nefit os IVtdows being able to support itself. The scheme

here referred to, is the fame with that, which this So

ciety his since followed ; and I am afraid I shall not be

credited, when I say, that the calculation to prove its ca

pacity of supporting itself, is founded on the supposition,

that a hundred married men, whose common age is 36,

will leave but one widow every year, tho' at the fame time

it is supposed that two of them will die every year.

This mistake has made the whole calculation one half

wrong.—Nothing can be plainer than that, if the death

of £ married man does not leave a widow at the end of

the year, the reason must be, that both himself and his

wife have happened to die in the year. But it is always

very improbable this should happen.

It
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It must be expected that every other mem-

ber of these- societies, supposing them to

consist of persons all of the same ages with

their wives, will leave widows to whom, one

with another, (as already shewn) at least 28/.

per ann. must be allowed, for as many years

as there have been payments from each mem

ber. For every 10 guineas then received

they must some time or other hereafter pay

28/. But let it be well considered what can

enable them to do this. Did money bear

no interest, for any given sum now received,

they could not afford at any time hereafter

to pay more than an equal sum. That is ;

(since the duration -of furvivorJJjip is in the

present case, by Quest. II, equal to the du

ration of marriage) the proper consideration

for any given reversionary annuity, to be al

lowed to all the survivors of a set of marriages,

would be, an equal annuity payable by each

marriage during its existence; and just half

the reversionary annuity, if it is to be allowed

only to half the survivors, or to widows ex

clusive of widowers. The annual payment

then ofJive guineas, during marriage, can en

title widows to no more than an annuity of

ten guineas, supposing money to bear no in

terest. But if money does bear interest, the

fame payment will entitle them to more, in

proportion to the degree in which it is capa

ble of being improved, during the time be-

l tween.
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tween that in which the annual payments be

gin, and the commencement of widowhood.

Now, it is easy to see, that unless money bears

very high interest, this improvement cannot

be likely in any circumstances to produce a

capital, the interest of which shall be equal

to the annual payment itself. Any given an

nual payment perfectly improved at 4 per

cent, compound interest, requires 17 years

and a half to double itself, supposing the

first payment made immediately (a). But

no marriages are likely to last so long,

except those among persons who are very

young. A marriage between two per

sons, both■40, wiil not probably last longer

than 13 years, according to the probabilities

of. life in Dr. Halleys Table. A marriage

between two persons, both 50, will not

probably, by the fame Table, last longer

than eleven years ; nor a marriage between

two persons, both 30, longer than 16 years.

Such marriages, it is true, may possibly last

30 or 40 years. But this circumstance is

more than balanced by the fact, that no less

possibly they may not last one year. The an

nual payments, then, being incapable of such

an improvement as shall produce an addi

tional income equal to themselves j it i6 ob-

. (a) At 3 per cent, the period of doubling money by

compound interest, is nearly 23 years and a half. At

5 per cent. 14 years.

vious,
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vious, that no society ought to go so far as to

allow to widows annuities twice as great as

those which might be allowed, supposing no

interest of money [a) ; so far, for instance,

as to allow, instead of 10 guineas, 20 gui

neas for an annual payment of five guineas.

In the circumstances of most of these so

cieties three-fifths addition may be the full

allowance. That is ; supposing the annual

payment of each member to be five guineas,

time may be expected for gaining from hence

a capital of 75 guineas, or that shall produce

three guineas per annum interest ; and the

proper reversionary annuity will be 16 gui

neas} or six guineas more than the proper

reversionary annuity, did money admit of no

improvement [b~)

The

(a) The money accumulated wll! not be exactly the

same with that to which the annual payment would in

crease, if improved at compound interest for a number of

years, equal to that which the joint lives have an tqudl

chance ot existing. Much less will the increase be ths

same with that which would arise from the annual pay

ment forborn, and improved, for a number of years equal

to the expectations of the joint lives. It vv.U be less than

either of these, for a reason explained in note (K.) at

the end of the next volume.

{b) To these accounts may be added the following

short and easy method of trying the sufficiency of all

schemes of this kind.

In an adequate scheme it can make no difference whe

ther the annuities themselves are paid, or the value of

them in a single payment at the time they become due.— ■

Suppose
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The preceding observations have gone on

the supposition, that the reversionary annui

ties are to be for life. What difference in

favdur of these societies arises from the cir

cumstance, that the annuities are to be paid

only for widowhood, cannot be exactly deter

mined. Some judgment, however, may be

formed of it from what has been said at the

conclusion of Quest. II. Were even one half

of the widows to marry, still the schemes I

have

Suppose then a society just established, consisting of 6co
members, all married men at the age of 40, each of■ whom,

besides one payment in hand, is to make an annual pay

ment of five guineas. Suppose the age of their wives

3gi, and every widow to be entitled, on the day her

husband dies, to a life-annuity of 20/. the first payment

to be made at the end of half a year—Suppose further,

that the society is to be kept up for ever to 600 members,

bv admitting new ones at the age of 40, as old ones drop

off".— In the first year (according to Tables V, VI, and

VII. in the next volume) twelve members, at least, will

die, and leave twelve widows, each intitled to 20/. per ann.

The value of such an annuity to commence at the end

of half a year, the age being 40, is 14J years purchase,

by Mr. De Moivres valuation of lives, (or Table I. in

the last leaves of the next volume) reckoning interest at 3{-

percent. The value, therefore, of 12 such annuities ; that is,

the whole amount of the sums becoming payable during

the course of the first year, is 3480/.—The annual contri

bution is 600 times 5 guineas, or 3150/. and this, to

gether with its interest for about half a year, or 3205/.

is all that such a society could be pollelTed of to bear an

annual expence of 3480/. — It appears, therefore, that, in

order' to support the expence of the supposed annuities,

the annual contribution of each member ought to have

been more than five guineas.

, A proof
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/

have been considering would probably be in

sufficient. But, in the circumstances of these

societies, it cannot be expected, that above

one in 10, or perhaps one in 20, will marry.

The persons most likely to enter into them,

are such as have not the prospect or ability

of making competent provisions for their wi-

A proof of the fame nature with that here given may

be deduced, by considering these societies as bodies of

men united for the purpose of assuring to one another,

■ from year to year, annuities for their widows; and the

way of finding the value of such an assurance is, to multi

ply the value of the annuity, by the probability that it will

become payable in the course of the year.—For instance,

Let the member's age, and also his wife's, be 40. Let

the annuity be 20/. per arm. for life to commence at the

end of a year, or an annuity whose present value is (rec

koning interest at 34 per cent.) 14 years purchase; that

is, 286/. The probability that a person at the age of 40

will die in a year, and that his wife of the seme age will

live a year; or, in other words, the probability, that

such a member will leave a widow in the course of the

year, is, by the Brcflaw Observations, (ot Table V, next

volume) T|T multiplied by i]|, or .O198. (Seep. 18, and

23). That is ; there will be the odds of nearly 4.0, to I,

against such a member leaving a widow in the couise of the

year. The value of the assurance, therefore, is .Oig8, mul

tiplied by 280, or the 50th part of Lzbc ; th;it is, 5/ us.

—In the fame manner the value of a like assurance for a

year at any other ages may be easily calculated. At tlve

age of 35, it is 5/. -js. At the age of 45, it is 6/. 7 s.

The value, therefore, increases continually with a;<e ;

and, if given in an annual payment constantly the seme,

which is the case in these societies, it ought to be greater

than the annnal payment due for one year at the corn-

menqement of the assurance.

Five guineas per annum, therefore, is, demonfirably, an

insufficient payment from a married man for a liie-an-

nuity of 20/* to his widowvv

dows
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dows in other ways. The widows left, there

fore, will in general be unprovided for, and,

being also left with families of children, it

is quite unreasonable to expect, that any

considerable proportion should marry. This

is true of such as may happen to be left

young ; but when a society has subsisted some

time, the greater part will not be young when

left, and these, at the same time that no ad

vantage can be expected from their marrying,

will be in general the higheft annuitants, and,

therefore, the heavies burdens.—Moreover,

the prospect of the loss of their annuities

will have a particular tendency to check mar

riage among them.—For all these reasons it

seems to me likely, that the benefit, which

these societies will derive from marriages

among their annuitants, will not be very con

siderable j or at least not so considerable as to

be equal 10 the advantages I have allowed

them, by calculating on the suppositions, that

the money they receive will be always improv

ed perfectly, without loss or delay, at the rate of

4 per cent, compound interejt ; that the pro

babilities of life among males and females

are the same, and all husbands likewise of the

fame ages with their wives, and that conse

quently the maximum of widows on such so

cieties can amount to no more than half the

number of marriages (a).—With respect to

the

{a) Care should be taken in these societies, not to

judge of the proportion of widows that will marry, from

the
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tbe last of these suppositipns, it deserves to be

particularly observed, that from accounts

taken annually with great care in Scotland^it

appears, that the widows of the ministers and

professors there (a), notwithstanding the di

minution occasioned by their marrying, do'

exceed considerably half the number of mar

riages. And certainly it would be unreason

able in these societies not to reckon that the

fame will happen among them.—Indeed it

seems certain, that notwithstanding the ha

zards that attend child-bearing, the proba

bility, that the woman shall survive in mar-

the proportion that may happen to marry during their

first years. For most of the widows that will be left at

first will be young; whereas the greater part will not be

young when they commence widowhood, after a society

has subsisted 30 or 40 years ; and, therefore, though one

in three or four should marry at first, it will not be rea

sonable to expect, that half so many should marry after

the affairs of the society become stationary.

(It) The number of married ministers and professors,

for 17 years, from 1750 to 1766, was at a medium 667.

And from the enquiries that have been made it appears,

that from this whole body near 400 widows constantly

living are derived. The medium of widows left an-

nually has, for the last 36 years, been lo,-r-s- ; and, for

10 years, ending in the year 1767, but nine of these

had married.—Of the annuitants likewise (about 160 in

number) on the fund established among the Dissenters ifi

London, for relieving the widows of indigent ministers, it

is found that few ever marry. See Chap. 2. Sect. 2. See

likewise the latter end of the 4th ElTay ; and note (A) at

the end of the next volume. — In the Laudable Society

. during 19 years from 1761, the number of widows that

came upon the Society was 167 ; and of these only 13

had married at Lady-day 1780. Fourteen had died.

Vol. I. G riage,
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riage, and not the man, is much greater (a)

than is commonly imagined. It will be shewn

in the last Essay, that it is not less"than the

odds of 3 to 2 j and had I calculated agree

ably to this fact, the values of annuities for

widows, would have been given near a quar

ter greater than they have been given on the

supposition, that the chance of survivorship

is equal between men and their wives.—It

must be added, that I have made no account

of any expences attending the execution and

management o£ the schemes of these societies.

Some such expences there must be, and some

advantages should be always provided in or

der to compensate them.

There are in this kingdom many institu

tions for the benefit of widows, besides the

two on which I have now remarked ; and in

general, as far as I have had any information

concerning them, they are founded on plan9

equally inadequate, having been formed just

as fancy has dictated, without any knowledge

of the principles on which the values of re-

fa) Partly, as observed in page 8, on account of the

greater mortality of males, but chiefly on account of the

excess of age on the man's side.—The Laudable Society, for

'several years after its institution, paid no regard to this

excess of age ; and the allowance required on this account

"by the London Annuity Society was so trifling as to deserve

jio notice.

\ In March 1780. 167 husbands had died in the Laudable

Society , and only 138 wives,

versionary
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Versionary annuities ought to be calculated*

The motives which influence the contrivers

of these institutions, may be laudable; but

they ought, I think, to have informed them

selves better. This appears sufficiently front

what has been said 5 but I will just mentiori

one further proof of it.

The London Annuity Society promises that^

if in 21 years ; and the Laudable Society that*

-if in 25 years, it mall appear that there has

been all along an annual surplus in favour of

the societies, it shall be employed in either

railing the annuities, or in sinking the annual

payments. Now, they may be assured, that

if, at the end of these periods, they should not

be possessed of a considerable surplus, the true

reason will be, their having granted much

higher annuities than the annual contribu

tions are able permanently to support : For

it has been demonstrated, that the number

of annuitants, and consequently the amount of

the annual expences, will go on increasing for

a long course of years beyond these periods.

The effect, therefore, of carrying into exe

cution this regulation will be, precipitating

that bankruptcy which would have come too

soon had there been no such regulation.

It has been said in defence of these Socie

ties, that the deficiencies in their plans cannot

be of much consequence^ because their rules

oblige them, to preserve a constant equality

G 2 between
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between their income and expences, by re

ducing the annuities as there shall be occaiion.

And from hence it is inferred, that they can

never he in any danger of a bankruptcy.—

But it has appeared, that the time when

they will begin to feel deficiencies is so

distant, that it will be too late to remedy past

errors, without linking the annuities so much,

as to render them inconsiderable and trifling.

All that is given too much to present an

nuitants is so much taken away from future

annuitants. And if a scheme is very defici

ent, the first annuitants may, for 30 or 40

years, receive so much more than they ought

to receive, as to leave little or nothing for any

who come after them. Deficient schemes,

therefore, are attended with particular in

justice ; and this injustice will be the same,

if, instead of reducing the annuities, the annual

payments mould be increased ; for all the dif

ference this can make will be, to cause the

injustice to fall on future contributors, instead

of future annuitants.

But what requires most to be considered

here is, that, after either the annuities have

been for some time in a state of reduction,

or the contributions in a state of increase, it

will be seen that these Societies have gone

upon wrong plans, and, therefore, they will

be deserted and avoided ; the consequence of

which will prove still greater deficiencies in

their
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their annual income, and a more rapid de

sertion and decline, 'till a total dissolution

and bankruptcy take place.—This will be the

death of most of the present Societies for pro

viding for widows, if they continue to be en

couraged, and do not soon alter their plans :

And at that period the number of annuitants

will be greater than ever ; whose annuities,

having no other support than the poor re

mains of a stock always insufficient, will be

soon left, without the possibility of relief, to

lament that ignorance and credulity which

gave rise to these societies, and which had

so long supported them.

In the London Annuity Society, there is an

encouragement to batchelors and widowers to

join them, arising from the additional an

nuities to which they will be immediately

entitled, when they marry, in consequence

of having made their payments a greater

number of years j and it is imagined, that

particular advantages will be derived from

such members. But even these will in ge

neral pay much less than the value of their

expectations.—A person who begins an an

nual contribution of five guineas at the age

of 24, will, should he live 1 1 years, and

marry a woman of the same age at the end

of that time, entitle her immediately to 35/.

per ann. during survivorship, and to \\l.fer

annum should he live four years after marry-

G 3 ing,
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ing, (interest being at A,. per cent.) (a). In this

particular cafe, therefore, a person will pay

nearly the true value of his expectation. But

all at all ages who marry, in less time than

1 1 years after admission, will pay less than

the value of their expectations.

SECT. IL

Of the Association among the London Clergy',

' and the Ministers in Scotland, jcr providing

Annuitiesfor their Widows (b).

IN April, 1765, the clergy within the bills,

of mortality, and the county of Middlesex,

at a general meeting in Sion-College, agreed to

form themselves into a society for the sup

port of their widows and orphans. Many in

(a) The value of five guineas per annum (first payment

made immediately) for 11 years, subject to failure should

a life now 24 fail ; and, after 11 years, for the joijnt lives

of two persons both 35, is, by the Table of London Ob

servations, /-6g.3—By Dr. Halle/s Table, /. 76.44. —The

present value of 35A per annum for life to the widow of a

person now 24, ihould he live n years, and marry a wo

man of the same age with himself at the end of that time ;

and also of 6/. more, or 41 /. per annum in all, should he

live after marriage four years ; is, by the Table of London

Observations, /.09.36.—By Dr. Halley's Table, I. 76.03.

(b) This section, as well as the former, mult be con

sidered as written in 1773. J, urther accounts of these

institutions will be given in the supplement to this"

section.

t,hi$
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this respectable body may be capable os do

ing, in abetter manner, what I have attempted'

in this Treatise j and they are, perhaps,

already sensible of the deficiencies in theplan-

which they have established. I shall not,"

however, I hope, do wrong, in taking the

liberty to recite briefly this plan, in order to

introduce a few observations upon it.

According to the printed articles, every

clergyman possessed of any benefice, lecture

ship, or licensed curacy, within the bills of

mortality and the county of Middlesex, who

subscribes annually one guinea, or two gui

neas, or more, shall entitle his widow to an

annuity; or, if he leaves no widow, he shall

entitle any such children as he shall leave, to

the same annuity for seven years as his wi

dow would have had. And, in cafe a widow

possessed of an annuity, should either die or

marry before the lapse of 10 years, from the

commencement of her annuity, such children

of her former husband, as shall be then alive,

are to be entitled to as many of the ten years

payments of the annuities as she lhall not

have received.—The annuity is fixed to no

particular sum, but instead of this, it is or

dered, that a fourth part of the annual sub

scriptions and interest mall be divided the first

three years after the establishment of the so

ciety ; half only the next four years j and three

fourths the next fiveyears ; provided; however, *

that in no one of these 1 2 years the dividend

Q 4 shall
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shall exceed 20/. to the widows and orphans

of the clergy subscribing two guineas or more ;

and 10/. to the widows and orphans of the

subscribers of one guinea. And, after the ex

piration of 1 2 years, the whole amount of the

subscriptions, and of the interest of the capi

tal stock, is to be divided proportionably for

ever.—It is further provided, that every cler

gyman who shall be married, or have chil

dren, at the time of his subscription, shall pay

a fine of two guineas towards a capital stock,

if a subscriber of two guineas or more, and 40

years of age or upwards. If 50 years of age

or upwards, he shall pay a fine of three gui

neas ; if 60 or upwards, five guineas. But, if

not married at the time of his subscribing, and

shall afterwards marry, he shall pay a fine ac

cording to the age he shall be of at the time

of his marrying. The obligation laid upon

all, whether married or unmarried, to become

subscribers, is, an incapacity of being admit

ted members without the consent of a gene-«

ral court, unless, within two years after be

coming possessed of any ecclesiastical employ

ment, they subscribe.

Every one who has attended to the obser

vations in this and the preceding chapter,

must know what judgment to form of these

regulations.

Let us suppose that all the clergy in Lon

don and Middlesex came into this association

from
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from the first ; and that one with another

they are subscribers of two guineas annually ;

and that there are among them as many un

married persons as married.

In this cafe, it may be learnt from Quest.

%\\l, that the annuity to which widows

should be entitled, (supposing no allowance

to the children of any that die) ought not

to exceed 10 or 1 1 guineas at most, and that,

besides the annual subscriptions, there ought

to have been a fine paid at the commencement

of the scheme, by every married person, of six

guineas at least, or, by the whole number of

subscribers, three guineas. If the number of

married members is double the unmarried,

the annuity ought not to exceed eight gui

neas ; and the fine from every member

should be about four guineas.—The order,

that only a fourth part of the annual sub

scriptions and interest shall be divided the

first three years, half the next four years,

and three quarters the next five, is with

out reason ; because the number of clai

mants, for the first 12 years of the scheme,

will be so few, that it will not be possible,

during that time, that there mould be occa-

, sion for dividing any proportions so large of

the annual subscriptions and interest, unless

they are indeed beyond all bounds too little.

—After 12 years, the number of annuitants

will go on increasing for near 50 years, as

appears from Quest. III. The consequence,

therefore,
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therefore, os dividing, after that time, the

whole amount of the annual subscriptions and

interest, v/ill be a constant yearly diminution

in the dividends for near 50 years ; and mak+

ing the payments to the first claimants much

more considerable than they ought to be, at

the expence of all subsequent claimants—For

these reasons j it appears to me out of all

doubt, that this scheme is by no means likely

to answer the good ends proposed by it j and

that, therefore, it will be best to lay it aside.

At the time it was settled it was, I find, fur

ther agreed, that the annual subscriptions of

the laity, together with the interest of their

benefactions, unless otherwise directed by the

donors ; and the annual subscriptions of such

of the clergy as shall so direct, shall make a.

charitablefund to be applied to the relief of

the distressed widows or children of all the

clergy within the limits I have mentioned,

whether subscribers or not, provided that in

no one year of the first twelve more than 20/.

be given out of the fund to any one family.—

This is an excellent design; and if the mo

ney arising from all the subscriptions is thrown

into this fund, an important means of relief

may be provided, for such of the more indi

gent widows and families as will accept the

help of charity.

There is one more scheme of particular

consequence, which I must take notice of:

I mean^
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I mean, that which is established by Act of

Parliament, among the ministers and pro

fessors in Scotland, for making provision for

their widows and orphans. The last men

tioned scheme, and also several others of the

fame kind (a) in this kingdom, have been

formed on the model of this : and the suc

cess with which it has been hitherto attended,

is one of the principal causes to which

they have owed their rife. It is, therefore,

proper 1 (hould give some account of it ; and

it will be sufficient with this view to men

tion, " that for an annual payment, which

** begun immediately, ot Jive guineas from

<* 1 011 contributors, 667 of whom are mar-

** ried persons, besides a tax on weddings,

" producing about 14.2l. per ann. it entitles

*.* every widow to an annuity ot 20/. during

** widowhood, and also every family of chil-

** dren that mall be left by such members

" as die without leaving widows, to 200/.

This scheme contains a variety of other par

ticulars ; but this is its substance— It com

menced on the 25th of March, 1744; and

from that time to the 22d of November,

(a) There is one among the Dissenting Ministers in

the counties of Chester and, Lancaster, and another among

the Dissenting Ministers in Cumberland, Northumberland,

TVeJlmoreland, and Durham.—Even the London Annuity

Society, tho' its plan is totally different, professes to form,

itself on the principles of the Scotch establishment, and to

derive encouragement from it.

1770,
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1770 (a), or in 26 years and near 8 months,

1 5 1 ministers and professors died, and left 1 5 1

families of children without widows ; that

is, 5.66 such families were left annually ;

and the annual disbursements to them have

therefore been 1132/. Subtract this sum

from 5450/. the whole annual income j and

the remainder, or 4318/. per ann. will be

the standing provision for bearing the ex-

pence of all the annuitants possible to be de

rived from 667 marriages. Such an annual

payment, or 4.27 each from 1011 contri

butors, is the same with 6.55 each, from

667 contributors j and, consequently, it ap

pears, that in this establishment a contribu

tion is received equivalent to an annual pay

ment beginning immediately, of /. 6.55 from

every married man, in order to entitle his

widow to an annuity of 20/. during her wi

dowhood.

In the Societies mentioned in the last sec

tion, annuities increasing from 20/. to 40/.

are promised to widows for an annual pay

ment of only 5 guineas (6). And, in all

the societies for the benefit of widows with

which I am acquainted, there is an equal or

a greater disproportion between the contribu

tions received, and the annuities promised.—

(a) In Nov, 1779, or 35 years and 8 months, 199

ministers and professors had died, and left 199 samilies of

children without widows ; that is 5.58 annually.

(b) See page 6<j.

With
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With what strange rashness then has the

plan of this establishment been copied?

And how absurdly have the societies in this

kingdom pleaded it as a precedent which en

courages and favours them ?—It would be

trifling to say more on this subject.

It may be observed that the annual income

for the support of this establishment, sup

posing it to have only the benefit of widows

in view, ought be /. 7.19 per ann. from,

every marriage, according to Quest. XIII.

p. 44. and /. 7.44 per ann. according to the

calculation in Note F, at the end of the next

volume.

These determinations exceed the income

actually provided. But the excesses are by

no means considerable enough, to afford any

certain reason for concluding, that the fund

of this establishment will prove insufficient.

I was, however, once led to entertain some

doubts on this subject. And in these doubts

I thought myself confirmed by observing,

that, in the calculations (a) made at the

commencement of the scheme, the number

[a) See Table III. in a book printed at Edinlurgh in

1748, entitled, Calculations, with the principles and

data, on which they are instituted, relative to a late act

of parliament, entitled, An Aft for raising and eftahlijhing

a Fund, for a provision for the widows and children of tht

ministers of the church, and of the heads, principals, and ma-

Jjers of the uniuerfties of Scotland ; shewing the rise

and progress of the Fund.

333
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333 was stated, as the maximum of widows

living at one time, likely to come upon it,

or to be derived from 20 (a) widows left

annually ; and also, that 40 years was stated

as the number of years necessary to bring on

this maximum ; whereas I was satisfied, that

the maximum of widows would not prove

much less than 400 j nor the number of

years necessary to bring it on, less than 60.—,

In the former editions of this work, I gave

a distinct account of this. But I have lately

received such information (6) as has con

vinced me that my doubts have been in a

great measure groundless. I have learnt, in

particular, that there have been several cal

culations subsequent to those I had seen j and

that this establishment has enjoyed advantages

and provisions for its support which I was un

acquainted with, and which give reason for

expecting that it will indeed be able to bear

the expence of 400 annuitants, should so

many come upon it. I should only tire most

of my readers, were I to enter into an ac

count of these advantages and provisions. It

will be of more importance to take this op

portunity to observe, that the probabilities of

(a) See the note A, among the notes at the end of the

Second Volume.— See likewise the note in p. 81.

(£) 1 owe this information to the kind and very oblig

ing candour of the reverend and ingenious Dr. Wib-

ster, of Edinburghi

life
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life from which the determinations I have

mentioned are derived, though much lower

than the probabilities of life among the mi

nisters and their wives in Scotland (d),

are yet such as give the values of reversions

depending on survivorships among them too

high.

In order to understand this, it must be

considered, that the difference between the

probabilities of life in different situations,

takes place much more in the first and mid

dle than in the last stages of life ; and that the

effect of this must be to increase the duration

ofjoint lives, and at the same time to lessen the

duration of survivorship in those situations

which are most favourable to health. Or,

in other words, to render the duration of

marriage in such situations, greater than it

would otherwise be in proportion to the du

ration of widowhood ; and, consequently, to

reduce the present value in annual payments

during marriage, of any given annuity pay

able during widowhood. For instance. Were

the probabilities of life among the ministers

and their wives in Scotland the fame that

they are in Mr. De Moivre's hypothesis, or in

the Brejlaw and NortbamptonTablcs of Obser

vation, the duration of marriages among them,

(d) More particular notice will be taken of this at the

conclusion of the last of the following Essays.

2 taken
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taken one with another, could not be more

than 19 years. The duration of widow

hood would be 22 years, and the maximum

of widows living at one time derived from

667 marriages constantly kept up, would be

considerably more than 400.—Were the pro.*,

babilities of life among them the same that

they are in London, the duration of mar

riage would be still less, and the duration of

widowhood greater, and the maximum of

widows derived from 667 marriages, could

not be less than 500. But the fact is, that

the duration of marriage among them is 22

years nearly ; and that of widowhood about

20 years and a half [a). And it appears also,

from accounts taken annually, that the num

ber of widows living at one time, derived

from the whole body of ministers and pro

fessors, does not exceed 40c. It is, there

fore, certain that a smaller income must be

sufficient for the support of this scheme than

would be necessary, according to the proba

bilities of life in the Tables just mentioned.

—And upon the whole ; after a caneful re

view of all the circumstances of this esta

blishment in its present state, I am well sa-

(a) See a note at the conclusion of the last Essay ; and

also note F, at the end of the next volume.—The maxi

mum of widows (supposed 395) divided by the number

left annually (or 1 9 j~) gives 20]., the expectation of

widowhood. See page 81, and Note (A) at the end of

the next volume.

6 tisfied,
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tisfied that the success with which it has:

been hitherto attended, is likely to conti-"-

liue ; and that it will indeed prove a per*

manent foundation of that assistance to the

widow and fatherless which is intended by

it.—Caution, however, and vigilance, will

for some time be necessary. Marty more

years must pass before it can receive a de

cisive confirmation from experience. Events

have hitherto favoured it more than could

have been reasonably expected. They may

perhaps hereafter try it ; and deviations from

probability may arise, which cannot be now

foreseen.—- But I ought to ask pardon for

making these remarks. The Venerable mi

nisters and professors concerned will, I hope,

excuse me. They are eminently distin

guished by their abilities and knowledge $

and can have little need of any information

which I am able to give them.

SECT. 111.

Of the befl Schemes for providing Annuities

for Widows*

IInstitutions for providing widows with an

nuities would, without doubt, be ex

tremely useful, could such be contrived as

would be durable, and at the same, time easy

Vol. I. H and
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and encouraging. The natures of things do

not admit of this in the degree that is com

monly imagined. The calculations and rules,

in the preceding chapter, will enable any one

to determine in all cafes to what reversion

ary annuities any given payments entitle, ac

cording to any given valuation of lives, or

rate of interest. From Quest. VII. and VIII.

in particular, it may be inferred that (interest

being at 4 per cent, and the probabilities of

life as in the Brejlaw, Norwich, and Northamp

ton Tables) for an annual payment beginning

immediately offour guineas during marriage;

and also for a guinea and half in hand, on

account of each year that the age of the hus

band exceeds the age of the wife; every mar

ried man, under 40, might be entitled to an

annuity for his widow, during life, of 5/. if

he lives a year, 10/. if he lives three years,

and 20/, if he livesJeven years.

If such a society .chuses, that those who

shall happen to continue members the longest

time, shall be entitled to still greater an

nuities, six guineas, additional to all the other

payments at admission, would be the full

payment for an annuity of 25/. and 12 gui

neas for an annuity of 30/. if a member

should live 15 years.

All batchelors and widowers might be en

couraged to join such a society, by admitting,

them on the following terms.—Four guineas

to be- paid on admission, and three guineas

4 every
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fevery year afterwards, during celibacy; and,

on marriage, the same payments with those

made by persons admitted after marriage 5

in consideration of which, \l. per annum, for

every single payment before marriage, might

be added to the annuities to which such

members would have been otherwise en

titled.

For example. If they have been members

four years, or made five payments before

marriage, instead of being entitled to life-an

nuities for their widows of only 5/. 10/.

20/. 25/. and 30/. on the conditions I have

specified, they might be entitled to annuities

t>f 10/. 15/. 25/. 30/. and 35/. Or, if they

have been members nine years, and made 10

payments, they might, instead of the same

annuities; be entitled to annuities of 15/.

20/. 30/. 35/. and 40/.—In this cafe, the

contributions of such members as should hap

pen to desert, or die in celibacy, would be so

much profit to the society, tending to give it

more strength and security.

This is one of the best schemes that I can

think of, or would chuse to recommend.

But in the following scheme there is a

simplicity and fairness which seem to give it

a particular preference.

Every husband, be his age what it wili,

for a single payment at admission; of 15/*

with 1/. ioj. added for every year that his

age exceeds his wife's, and an annual pay-

H 2 ment
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ment of 5/. during marriage, (the first to

be made at the end of a year,) might en

title his wife, should he leave her a widow*

to an annuity of 10/. for her life, if he

lives dne year % 11/. if he lives two years j

12/. if he lives three years; and so on j the

annuity to increase continually at the rate

of \l. for every year that the husband lives

beyond one year. Any addition to these

payments might entitle to a proportionable

addition to the annuity, and to its increase.

And should any husband under 40 wish

to secure a sum for his children, provided he

should leave no widow, he might for every

annual payment of nine shillings, during

life, entitle them to 50/. payable among

them at his death, whenever that shall hap

pen. Making all these payments guineas

instead of founds, might probably be suffi

cient, if the number of subscribers is con

siderable, to defray the expences of manage

ment.

There is one particular advantage which

societies formed on plans of this kind would

enjoy (a).—Persons who know themselves

subject to disorders which are likely to ren

der them short-lived, will have no great temp

tations to endeavour to gain admission into

such societies ; and, if admitted, the danger

(a) See another advantage mentioned under Quest.

VIII.

from
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from them will be less than on any , other

plan. Were it not for this danger, the fol

lowing plan might be recommended.

In the plans hitherto mentioned it is im

plied, that, if either a member or his wife

dies within any of the periods specified, the

additional annuities, that would otherwise

have become due, will be lost. But it would

be much more agreeable to a purchaser, that

they mould be made certain to his wife, pro

vided she lives to the end of these periods,

though in the mean time his own life should

fail. The value of such annuities may be

computed by the rule in Quest. IX.

Suppose, for instance, the scheme to be

** that a wife shall be intitled certainly to a

" life-annuity of 20/. the first payment of

." which shall be made at the end of 1 2 years,

" provided she should be then alive, and her

" husband dead j or at the end of any year

" beyond this term in which she may hap-

" pen to be left a widow." Suppose it also

stipulated, " that me shall be entitled to

" 10/, more, or 30/. in all, on the same

" terms, provided she should live 16 years."

—The value of such an expectation (interest

being at 3 per cent, and the probabilities of life

as in the Northampton Table of Observations)

will, be, in the most convenient round sums,

supposing none admitted above 50 years of

age, seven guineas in annual payments to be

H 3 continued
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continued during marriage, and to begin imr

mediately; besides four guineas in present

money for every year, as far as 15 years, that

the husband's age exceeds the wife's, if he is

between 40 and 50, and three guineas on the

fame account if he is under 40 : Or, if the

whole value of the expectation is given in,

one present payment, 70/. added to a guinea

and half for every year that the husband's

age falls short of 50, besides the payment just

mentioned on account of disparity of age.

The value of this expectation at 4 per.

cent, is six guineas in annual payments ; be

sides three guineas in present money, for

every year that the husband's age exceeds the

wife's, if he is between 40 and 50 ; and two

guineas, if he is under 40 : Or, if the whole

value of the expectation is given in one pre

sent payment, 56/. added to 1/. $s. for every

year that. his age falls short of 50, besides

the payment last mentioned on account of

inequality of age (#).

He

(a) Supposing 16 years the only term, the annuity

20/. and interest at 4 per cent,, the proper payments will

be nearly, in the case of equal ages andjingle payments,

46/.—40/.—29/. as the age of the man is 30, 40, or 50.'

Or, in annual payments, A3. 80. — 7.3. 66. — Z.^. j 3. — Sup

posing the woman's age 10 years less than the man's, the

same values will be, in Jingle payments 7.58.92.—A56.56.

— /. 53.66. — In annual payments Z-4-63.—A5.—/.5.41.—,

It appears, therefore, that a society, supposing money

improved at the rate os 4 per cent, might entitle all mar

ried men indiscriminately, who are under 50 years of age,

- '■ to
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He that will give himself the trouble to

calculate, agreeably to the directions in the

Questions to which I have referred, will find

that, taking all particular cafes together, the

rules now given come as near the truth as

there is reason to desire in an affair of this

nature, the defeSls in some cases being nearly

compensated by the excesses in others.

These determinations are agreeable to the

probabilities of living in Dr. Halley's, as well

as the Northampton Table of Observations,

or Tables 5th and 6th in the next volume.

These Tables seem to give a proper medium

between the different values of town and

country lives. In the country the probabilities

of living are much higher ; but in London,

and prpbably in all great towns and some

smaller ones, they are much lower.

It is proper to add, that, according to

the values of lives deduced both from the

London and Dr. Halley's Table, and taking

interest as low as 3 per cent, all women

whose husbands are under 50 years of age,

might be entitled to an annuity of 24/. dur

ing life (the first payment to be made at the

end of the year in which they shall be left

widows) for the sum of 100 A supposing 3/.

to such an expectation as this for their wives, for either

60/. in ont payment, or five guineas in annual payments.

—But equity requires, that different payments should be

made according to the different comparative ages of men

and their wives.

H 4. additional
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additional given on account of every year

that they are younger than their husbands.—-

At 4 per cent, an annuity of 30/. might be

granted on the same terms.

Jn the year 1690, the company of Mercers,

in London, adopted such a scheme as that

last mentioned. For ipo/, in one present pay

ment, they entitled every subscriber to a life-

Annuity for his widow of 30/. ; and this, at ,

that time, (when money bore 8 per cent, in

terest) was considerably less than the value

.pf the money advanced, supposing men and

jtheir wives of equal ages. As the interest

pf money funk, they funk also the annuity,

first to 25/. and then to 20/. and 15/. But at

last, after carrying on the scheme for above

50 years, finding the burden of the annui

tants too heavy, and likely to go on increas

ing, they were obliged to drop the scheme

and to stop payment. In a little time, how

ever, by a parliamentary aid of 3000/. per

ann. they were restored to a capacity of mak

ing good all their engagements, and of pay

ing their arrears ,-^-Their failure, is, indeed^

much to be lamented ; for, in consequence

of it, the public has lost the benefit of an

institution, that for many years promised,

the happiest effects, by encouraging marriage,

and affording relief to indigence. The rapid

fall of the interest of money ; their admit

ting purchasers at too advanced ages ; and,

particularly, their paying no regard to the

4 difference
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difference of age between husbands and their

wives, must have contributed much to hurt

them. Some of the principal causes, there

fore, which have rendered them unsuccess-

sol, may be now avoided.

It must, however, be remembered, that

the issue of the best schemes of this kind

must be in some degree uncertain. For want

of proper observations (<z), it is not possible to

determine what allowances ought to be made,

on account of the higher probabilities of life

among females than males. No prudence

can prevent all losses in the improvement of

money ; nor can any care guard against the

inconveniencies to such schemes, which must

arise from those persons being most ready to

fly to them who, by reason of concealed dis

orders, feel themselves most likely to want

the benefit they offer.

- The societies, therefore, on which I have

remarked in the first section of this chapter,

would have reason to take warning from what

has happened to the Mercers Company, were

the schemes on which they are formed per

fectly unexceptionable. But I have demon

strated that these schemes are very defective;

and that the longer they are carried on, the

more mischief they must produce. 'Tis vain

(as appears from Quest. III.) to form such

[a) This defect will, I hope, be in some measure re

moved by the Observations aud Tables in the next vo

lume.

establish,
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establishments with the expectation of feeing'

their fate determined soon by experience. If

not more extravagant than any ignorance can

well make them, they will go on prospe

rously for 20 or 30 years ; and, if at all to

lerable, they may support themselves for 40

or 50 years ; and at last end in distress and

ruin. No experiments, therefore, of this

fort should be tried hastily. An unsuccessful

experiment must be productive of very per

nicious effects. All inadequate schemes lay

the foundation of present relief on future ca

lamity, and afford assistance to afew by dis

appointing and oppressing multitudes.

As the persons who conduct these schemes

can mean nothing but the advantage of the

public, they ought to listen to these observa

tions. At present their plans are capable of

being reformed ; but they cannot continue

so always ; for the greater number of exor^

bitant payments they now make to annui

tants, the more they consume the property

Of future annuitants, and the less practicable

a retreat is rendered to a rational and equit

able and permanent plan (a). They should,

therefore, immediately (b) either reduce their

(a) See p. 83, 84. Sect. I.

(b) Thus; was the London Annuity Society to make

their lowest annuity 10/. the next 20/. and the highest

30/. they would probably be safe. But, after proceeding

?n their present plan some years longer, such a reduction,

\youId by no means be sufficient.

schemes*
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schemes, or change them into one of those

which I have proposed. But, I am afraid,

this is not to be expected. The neglect witfy

which they have received some remonstrances

that have been already made to them, gives

reason to fear, that what has been now said

will be in vain j and that those who are to

pome after them, must be left to rue the con?

sequences of their mistakes,

Supplement to the preceding Sections ;

containing a further Account of the Societies,

for the Benefit of Widows.

Of the London Annuity Society.

IN the first Section, the Reader has seen

on what very incompetent plans the two

Societies, which are the subject of it, have

been formed. Some changes have taken

place in them si/ice the last edition of this

Treatise, of which it is necessary I mould

here take notice.

The London Annuity Society, consist

ing in January 1781 of 326 members, has

so sar reformed its plan, as to be now in lit

tle danger. Besides ordering a compensation

for difference of age between husbands and

\vives, it determined, in 1774, not to engage

tq
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to pay a higher annuity than 20/. to widows

if their husbands had lived a year after ad

mission, for a contribution of 10 guineas in

hand, and five guineas per ann. afterwards.

At the same time, however, room was left

for expecting that some additional annuities

might be paid to the widows of such mem

bers as should survive 15 years in the So

ciety ; but what the additions should be, was

left to be determined at the end of 1 5 years

from the establishment of the Society. Ac

cordingly, last year some able judges were

consulted ; and, if I am rightly informed,

the result has been, that the Society has

agreed to promise for the same contribu

tions an addition to the 20/. annuity just

mentioned, of 4/. per ann. to widows, if

their husoands have been members 15 years

or "more.

He that will consider the demonstrations

in the First Section of this Chapter, or com

pute agreeably to any table of the decre

ments of life by the Rule' in Quest, X. may

assure himself, that a contribution of ten

guineas in immediate payment and five guineas

every year after the first, is scarcely a suffi

cient support for an annuity of 20/. dur

ing life to widows, supposing husbands and

wives of the same ages, and money im

proved at an interest of 4 per cent.—But

money may be now improved at a higher

interest. Some advantages also must be

■ * derived
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derived from making the annuities payable

for widowhood only ; and on these accounts,

such a contribution may safely enough be

reckoned a proper payment for an annuity

of 20/. as it is offered by this Society. But

it cannot, without danger, offer more ; par

ticularly, as it is certain, that the lives

of women in general, and more especially

of women in the advanced stages of life,

are more durable than the lives of males.

The additional annuity, however, not be

ing of more value than about three guineas

and a half in a single payment at entrance,

the Society may possibly find itself capable

of paying it, provided the contributions for

supporting the scheme (namely ten guineas

at entrance and five guineas per ann. from

every member, besides a just compensation

for the excess of his age above that of his

wife) are not loaded with any of the ex-

pences of management.

Further Account of the Laudable Society for

the Benefit of Widows. See the First

, Section.

THIS Society affords a melancholy

proof of the pernicious tendency of

that disposition to form annuity societies

which prevailed some time ago.—In con

sequence of a petition to Parliament in 1774,

from
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from many os the most respectable members/

it reformed its plan $ but no arguments could

engage the majority of the members to con

sent to a reformation which was likely td

be attended with any other effect than art

increase of calamity by postponing it. For

thirteen years from the time of its establish

ment, it had overlooked the differences, of

age between men and their wives, and gone

upon the plan mentioned in page 64.—In

1774, a compensation for the wise's infe

riority of age was ordered to be paid by

all new members, and at the same time the

following plan agreed to.—-For an annual

payment of five guineas, the first to be made

immediately, every widow was entitled to

an annuity during widowhood of

10/. if her husband had ? , , .
, , . , > 2 years and a day
been admitted j J '

-— — 3 years

— — 6

*—■, — 11

— — 15

Any one who will calculate by the rule Iri

Quest. VIII. will find that the annual pay

ment necessary to support these annuities is

nearly, by Dr. Halless Table of Observa

tions, 7/. supposing equality of age be

tween husbands and wives, money improved

ft!

15/. if

20/. if

25/. if

if30/.

35/-

40/.

if

if
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at 4 per cent, and the mean age of admission

thirty-seven. This change, therefore, did

not deserve the name of a reformation ; and

an attention to the following account will

shew, that instead of doing good, it has in

fact only prolonged the existence of the So

ciety to do mischief.

From the establishment of the Society in

1 76 1 to 1772, it had increased to 700 mem

bers j but in April 1780, it had gradually

funk by deaths and desertions to 550.—The

whole number of widows which had come

on the Society was then 168, of whom 84

had come upon it in six years from 1774 to

1779 (a) $ that is, fourteen annually. Thir~

teen had died and fourteen had married,

which had left 141 annuitants, the claims

of 133 of whom amounted then to 3,310/.

per ann. The claims of the remaining eight,

reckoned at 30/. per ann. each, will make

240/. per ann. ; and the expences of manage

ment, (or 300/. per ann. nearly,) added to

these sums, will make the whole annual ex-

pence of the Society in April 1780, 3,850/.

. Its income, consisting of the interest

of 49,090/. three per cent, stock, and the

subscriptions of 550 members at five guineas

each, amounted at the fame time to 4,360/.

leaving a favourable balance of only 480/.—•

(a) In 178a fourteen more widows came upon the

Society.

Supposing
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Supposing the Society to preserve its pre*

sent number of members, and the number

of annuitants to increase for six years to

come only at the rate of ten annually, its

expence at the end of the present year, or

the beginning of the next, will be equal to

its income ; and afterwards it will find it

self under the necessity of having recourse

to one of the three following expedients.

It will be obliged either to run into its ca-"

pital, or to increase its contributions, or re

duce the annuities.—The consequence of

the first of these expedients will be, that

the capital of the Society will be soon con

sumed, and the annuitants left without sup

port.—The consequence of the second will

be, that the contributions will be increasing

every year till, in 10 or 12 years, they are

doubled, and at last almost tripled.—The con-*

sequence of the la/t will be, that the an

nuities will sink every year till they come to

be less than half the annuities promised (a).

Such are the affairs of this infatuated So

ciety, nor is it easy to apply any remedy to

them j for in consequence of going on too

long with an insufficient scheme, the So

ciety has large payments to make in order

to compensate past deficiencies ; and a

scheme at first adequate would now prove

(a) The annuitants (should the number of members

continue what it is) cannot increase to much less than

double their number last jear.

inadequate.
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inadequate.—For example. (Supposing a just

allowance required for the wife's inferiority

of age) an annual payment of seven gui

neas from every member, begun in 1772,

when the number of widows was only 42,

would probably have been sufficient to sup

port the reformed scheme mentioned in the

last page j but now an annual payment os'

nine guineas from the present members,

and of seven from all future members, would

scarcely be sufficient.

In such circumstances it seems best to

break up, and to divide the present capital,

as far as it will go, among the annuitants.

Should this be done, the annuitants will

indeed be great sufferers ; for, so miserably

circumstanced is the Society, that its whole

stock will not pay much more than half[a) the

value of the annuities. But this only sets in

a stronger light the necessity of an immediate

dissolution : I say immediate ; for the annui

tants are increasing fast, together with the me

dium of the annuities due to them; and there

fore the consequence of delay must be, ex*

tending greater sufferings to greater numbers.

(a) The mean age of the widows now on the Society is

hot probably more than 42 or 43. The value of annui

ties payable half-yearly during the lives of women at this

age, is not really so little as 1 3 years purchase, reckoning

interest at 4 per cent. Supposing therefore the Society to

break up some time or other before the end of this year

(1781), and the number of widows then upon it 154, the

Value of their annuities, at 350/. each, will be 53,900/.

of which their stock, at its present price, will not pay

so much as 28,000/.

Vol. I, I POST-
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QINCE the preceding account was writ-

^ tenr this Society, convinced at last of

its mistakes, has resolved to reduce the an

nuities of such widows as became -claimants-

before the alteration in J 774, 35 per cent.

and the annuities of all the other widows

who are now claimants, 20 per cent. It was

also resolved by two general courts, that the

annual payments should be increased from

five to six guineas. But this resolution was

revoked by the general court in July last ;

and a resolution substituted in its room to

change the plan described in p. 110, into

one which makes its neceflary that, a mem

ber should have been admitted 3 years to en

title his widow to an annuity of jo/, and

7 years to entitle her to 20L; and 13 and

20 years to entitle her to 30/. and 40/. »

Possibly this resolution, like the former, will

be retracted by some future general court.

Should it be confirmed, it will, in conjunc

tion with the reduction just mentioned of

the annuities payable to present claimants,

constitute a reformation which (supposing

the funds of the Society not encumbered

with any expences of management) might

have been nearly sufficient ten or twelve years

ago to save the Society. But it is far from

being sufficient now The reduction of

the annuities payable to present claimants is

too little. It should have been extended to

z the
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the widows of the old members now living*

and the new plan restricted to members lately

admitted, and to future members; and a

compensation for past: over-payments to wi

dows mould have been provided;

Purther Account of the Association■ among

the London and Middlesex Clergy ; ana

of the Establishment among the Ministers

and Professors in Scotland.

''TpHE Clergy of London and Middlesex:

•*■ agreed, in 1775; to new rules and

Orders, by which such fines were required

(on account of a subscriber's exceeding the

age of 40, and being older than his wife)

and such reductions made in the annuities

as would probably have rendered the con

tributions adequate to the expenees of the

association. But the event has been, that in

consequence of this necessary reformation*

the Association has dwindled, and is now

funk so low as not to be likely to subsist

much longer.

On the contrary, The establishment among

the ministers and professors in Scotland ha9

prospered to a degree which gives season to

believe that it cannot fail to answer the

hopes of the venerable body interested in it.

This has been owing chiefly to the great

ability and faithful zeal of the Rev. Dr.

Webster, its founder and conductor.—-To

the account already given of it in the Second

I 2 Section,
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Section, I will take this opportunity to add!

the following particulars.

Dr. Webster; (having, when the plan was-

first formed 38 years- ago, no certain data

to go upon,) assumed 52 as the medium age

at which the widows of ministers would

commence annuitants. By calculating on

this supposition, and taking the chances of

life as they are in Dr. Halley's Table, he

found that the number of annuitants on the

scheme at Lady-day 1780 would be 310.

—The fact is, that they were then 304 ',

and that consequently there was, even in this

way of calculating, a difference of six in fa

vour of the funds which support the scheme,

'Since th-e establishment of the scheme

it has been discovered, that the medium age

just mentioned does not probably exceed 47.

Dr. Webster, therefore, some years ago, in

order to put the scheme to a severer trial,

instituted a new calculation, on the supposi

tion that the medium age is no more than

44, and found that on this supposition the

number of annuitants at Whitsuntide 1780

would be 328. This has made a still greater

difference in favour of the establishment,

and gives a very encouraging prospect of its

stability; a sufficient income having been

in reality provided for bearing the ex-

pences, had the annuitants increased as in

this last calculation.

Had 52 been the mean age of the widows-

when they commence such, the maximum of

4 widows
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widows living at one time derived from 20

left annually, would be 334, according to

Dr. Hallefs Table ; but supposing it no more

than 44, this maximum would exceed 400 ;

and the enquiries which have been made,

give reason to expect that it will not fall

much short of this number. Dr. Webster,

therefore, has in his last calculations, rec

koned upon the increase of the annuitants to

this number j and for this reason, and to se

cure more certainly the Establishment, a new

act of parliament was procured in 1779, by

which, among other new provisions, it was

ordered, that the increase of the capital (then

amounting to 75,088/.) should not be dis

continued till it rose to 100,000/.——This

capital, joined to the annual contributions,

will probably be an ample support to the

Establishment, should the number of annui

tants (which will go on to increase for near

forty years more) become at last 400.

Circumspection and caution, however, con

tinue to be necessary, because still unfavour

able events may arise, which no human wis

dom can foresee.

Having bestowed a good deal of attention

on this institution, I cannot take leave of it

without congratulating Dr. Webster on his

happiness. By being the founder of this

scheme, and by the care with which he has

watched its progress, and conducted it to

its present state of maturity, he has entitled

himself to the blessings of many indigent

I 3 widows
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widows and orphans, and made it impossible

that he should be ever remembered in the

church qf\ Scotland without gratitude and,

respect.

It is much to be wished that institu

tions of the same kind, could be establish

ed in England. Some efforts have been

made to this purpose. The reverend and

ingenious Mr. Gandy of Plymouth, hav

ing with much labour and ability prepared

a plan of this kind? endeavoured in 1774

and 1775 to get it established in the diocese

pf Exeter. Had he succeeded, the benefits

arising from it would have become in a lit

tle time very conspicuous, and an example

would have been given which would per

haps have been followed in other dioceses.

But he did not meet with sufficient encou

ragement, and the scheme was given up.—■

Being unwilling that the time and pains

which were employed in digesting and cal

culating the tables fpr this scheme should be

entirely lost ; I have inserted some' of the

principal of them among the Tables in the

next volume.-—-—The Rev. Mr, Grant, of

Henley upon Thames, has been also lately

engaged in solliciting encouragement to a

similar scheme ; and I heartily wish him

the success his benevolence and abilities de

serve.

Account
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Account of a Scheme established among the

East-India Commanders.

/"TpHE East-India Commanders six years

■*• ago entered into an association for

the purpose of providing for their nominees,

and did me the honour to desire I would

recommend a scheme to them. They ap

proved the following, and have adopted

it. Every member is entitled to 500/.

payable at his death to his nominee, in con

sideration of 50/. at admission, and eleven

annual payments of 25/. the first to be made

at the beginning of the second year, and

the right to every payment to depend on the

continuance of the life of the subscriber."

No subscribers must be admitted whose ages

are not less than 50 ; and their mean ages are

reckoned at 40.

In calculating this scheme, interest w^s

reckoned at 3 £ per cent, (a) ; but a much

(a) The value, by Table VI. in the next volume,

reckoning interest at 3^T per cent, of an annuity for eleven

years, on a life aged 40, first payment to be made at the

end of a year, is by Quest. VI. Chap. I. 7.895. — The

aim uity, therefore, being 25/. its value is 197/. to which

50/. (the first payment) added makes 247 /. ; which is

also, by Quest. X. the value, reckoning the same interest,

of 500/. payable at the death of a person aged 40.—The

same contributions, supposing money improved at 5 per

cent, would entitle a nominee to 600/.

I 4 higher
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higher improvement has for some years been

made of money, and the scheme has escaped

the danger of being too much loaded in its

insancy. I am satisfied, therefore, that with-*

out altering the contributions, the sum pay

able to nominees may with perfect safety be

increased to 550/. Indeed, I should be in

no pain were it even advanced to 600/. pro*-

vided only the contributions were made in

guineas, instead of pounds, and all savings

made to accumulate in the short annuity for

27 years from Christmas last.—«~—The pro

gress of such an association will be as fol

lows.->—Suppose it to consist of 46 members,

kept up from year to year by admitting, as

old members die off, new ones at the mean

age of 40. At first, according to Mr. De

Moivre's hypothesis, only one member will

die annually ; but, after a certain period,

two will die annually. During this interval

there will be savings which will raise a stock,

the interest of which, when added to the

annual contributions, will be just sufficient,

when two members come to die annually,

to pay two claims.—Supposing each claim.

550/, the expence of the association, when

greatest, will be 1100/, per arm. The con

tributions at that period will be first, 50/.

each (or 100/. in all) from two «w mem

bers admitted every year ; and 25/. each
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(or 450/. in all) from 18 * other mem

bers who had not been admitted more than

eleven years. The remainder (or 550/.) ne

cessary to make up 1100/. per ann. will be

the interest of the capital, which, therefore,

if lodged in the three per cents, must be

18,333/. When, therefore, any such asso

ciation consisting of 46 members has raised

this stock; or, if it consists of any other

number of members, when it has raised a

stock in the same proportion to it, that the

standing number of members bears to 46,

it will become a reasonable object of con

sideration whether the increase of its stock

■should not be discontinued, and all subse

quent savings, should any arise, be employed

in, either lessening the contributions or in

creasing the claims,

SECT. IV.

Account of some foreign Institutions for the

Benefit of Widows.

J'N the Preface to the first edition of

this Treatise, I took notice of an in-

itution for the sale of annuities payable on.

* Out of a body of new members derived from two

admitted every year at 40 for 11 years, it may be ex

pected that two will die before the .end of the nth

year.

survivor-
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survivorship, established at Amsterdam, which

seemed to be then much encouraged, and

into which, I had been informed, many had

entered from different parts of Europe; This

was so wretched a deception that it was im

possible it should long stand its ground j and

I am told that it now exists no more. I

have, therefore, expunged the notice I took

of it in that Preface ; and I will not here

give any further account of it.

In 1739, an institution was established in

Denmark under the patronage and guaranty-

ship of the King of Denmark, which, with

out regarding ages, promised pensions to

widows at the rate of 40 rixdollars per ann.

for life, from the commencement of widow-

hood, for every present payment of no rix

dollars. This being less than the true va

lue of such pensions, the fate of this scheme

has been the same with that of the Mercers

Company mentioned in page 104. At the

end of the year 1778, its whole fund was

exhausted, and the King of Denmark found

himself burdened with the support of 700

widows, and an obligation to support as

many more as would be derived from 1500

marriages then remaining undissolved.

It At Bremen, an institution was established

in 1760, which promised annuities to wi

dows for a payment at admission of a sum

equal to one yearly payment of the annuity

purchased, and an annual contribution dur-
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jng marriage of 15 per sent, (or a little more

than a' 7th) of the annuity. These pay

ments are not much more than half the pro

per compensation for the annuities. The

conductors of the scheme have therefore

been obliged to reduce the annuities 10 per

sent. ; and they will soon be obliged to re

duce them much more.

The states of the dutchy of Calenberg, of

which Hanover is the capital, established in

1767 alike scheme, but on terms still more

deficient ; for, though it differed from the

two former schemes in paying a regard to

the ages of married persons, yet notwith

standing several augmentations, the contri

butions required by it did not two years ago

come up to half the value of the annuities.

Great numbers, influenced probably by the

lowness of the terms and the authority of the

states, have been induced to encourage this

institution. In 1779, it had annuities to

pay to 600 widows, and consisted of no less

than 3800 members or subscribers whose

widows would be entitled to annuities. In

consequence of a rapid increase, its insuffi

ciency was not then become palpable enough

to force either a dissolution, or a timely and

effectual reformation. It was, therefore,

Jikely to lay the foundation of great confusion

and distress.

There are probably many other foreign

bubbles of this kind, of which I have no

knowledge.
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knowledge. The information which has

enabled me to give this account I owe to

Mr. Oeder of Oldenburg', and it is with

particular satisfaction, that I can from him

on this occasion add an account of one fo

reign institution for the benefit of widows

which is founded on just principles, and

likely to be productive of great good.—The

plan of this institution has been formed and

the calculations for settling its terms have

been made by Mr. Oeder, who appears in

deed to possess an acquaintance with this

subject so extensive and correct as to be. per

fectly qualified for such an office. This

institution is intended only for the benefit of

the inhabitants of the diocess of Lubec and

the dutchy of Oldenburg ; and the sovereign

of this state has himself given it the sanc

tion of a statute, and guarantied to his sub

jects the advantages it promises. At prices

deduced by calculations at 4 per cent, from

Mr. Sufmilcb's Table of Observations, (fee

the Tables in the next volume,) and agreeing

nearly with the prices deduced by the rules

jn Quest. I. and IV. from the Northampton

Table, (or Table VI. in the next volume ;)

it offers to a married man any annuity for

his widow not exceeding 500 rixdollars, (or

about 88/. per ann.) (a) payable for life ; but

with a power reserved to the husband of di

recting that it sliall be applied to the support

(a) Six German rixdollars make about a guinea.

Of
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of his children in cafe his widow should

marry.

This institution farther enables a parent to

provide for his children annuities, (not ex

ceeding 500 rixdollars) payable to them in

the event of their survivorship, till they arc

25 years of age.

For example. To a husband, aged 35,

this institution promises a life annuity of 10/.

payable to his widow, for either an annual

payment of 2/. 15^.— 3/. is. — 3/. ys. 4*/,

&c. or a single present payment of 31/. 7/.

3*/.—36/. 6s.—41/. 6s, &c. according as

he is of the fame age with his wife, or 5,

10, &c. years older.

And if he wimes to make a provision for

any of his children, provided he should leave

them orphans under age, he may purchase

annuities payable to them from the time

they shall happen to survive till they are

25 years of age, at the rate of an annuity

of 10/. for every annual payment during the

joint lives, of 1 /. ijs. ^d. — 1 /. 14 j-.—

1 1. ys. Afd. or a single payment of 19/. 14.C

— 18/. I2S. gd.— 12/. ys. according as the

child's age is two, five or ten {a) years.-—

(a) It is obvious that the values in this case for every

annuity of 1/. are, in a single payment, the excess of the

value of the life of the child for as many years as his age

is less than 25, above the value of the joint lives for the

fame time found by the Scholium to Quest. VI ; and, in

annual payments beginning immediately, the Shtotiont aris

ing from dividing the single payment by the value just

mentioned of the joint lives, with, unity added.

These
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These values are greater or less as the age o(

the parent is greater or less j and all the"

prices of such annuities, and also of an

nuities for widows, are specified in Tables*

for all ages and all differences of ages.

The sufficiency of the receipts to answer

the expences in this institution, as far as

it provides annuities for widows, has been

proved by Mr. Oeder in the clearest manner

from accounts which have been collected in

the dutchy of Oldenburgh of the duration os'

1273 marriages, and compared with ac

counts of the duration of the widowhoods

derived from these marriages. One cir

cumstance in these accounts deserves parti

cular notice.

The ages of the men, one with another,

when the marriages just mentioned commenc

ed, was 32s years ; of the women, 28 years.

.The men lived after marrying 27s years }

the women, 31 years and nine tenths. The

former, according to Mr. Sufmilch's Table,

(and also nearly according to the Northamp

ton Table of Observations,) should have

lived only 27 years and one tenth ; and the*

latter, 29 years and eight tenths. The

former, therefore, haying exceeded the du-<

ration of life exhibited in the Tables only

Jix tenths of a year, but the latter having ex

ceeded it above two years, it follows that

women, notwithstanding the hazards of the

critical periods and of childbearing, live

longer than men.
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I will add, that by examining i 54 of these

marriages, I find their duration to have

been, one with another, 21 years and a

quarter, and the duration of the survivorship

of the widows derived from them, 19 years.

Had Mr. De Moivre's hypothesis of an equal

decrement of life been just, the latter would

have been longer than the former. The

reason why the contrary happens has been

given in p. 95, &c.

In these marriages (if I may judge from

examining only 140 of them) four widows

were left to three widowers, which shews a

chance of survivorship in favour of the

wife in marriage, greater than could have

taken place, had there been no other reason

for it than inferiority of age.

At Hamburgh, an annuity scheme has been

lately established of a more comprehensive

nature than any of the schemes which have

been hitherto mentioned ; but the account

of it will be more properly given at the con

clusion of the last Section of this Chapter.

SECT. V.

Of Schemes for providing Annuities for Old

Age.

AGeneral disposition has lately shewn it

self, to encourage schemes for grant

ing annuities to persons in the latter stages of

life;
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life } and this has occasioned the 6th Questifcri

in the former chapter ; and* as a further

and more particular direction in cafes of this

kind, I have thought it necessary here to give

the following Table.

Values of it. fir

ann. for life, af

ter 50, to per

sons whose ages

are

Values in cue]

present payment,

interest 4 per\

cent.

Values in annu

al payments, *till

50, to begin at

theendof a year,

interest 4 fer el.

Interest

3 fer cent.

. Interest

3 fer centi

IO I-235

I.583

2.028

2.015

2.444

2.989

.O789 .113

.[4635

20

.IO6

.I46
^93

25

3°

35

2-594 3-644

4.508

i203 ,259

.-3663-369

4.446

•297

5.667 .466
-559

40
5-953 7.232 .822 .950

Values of the Values in annu- j

fame annuity, al payments til

after 55, to ages 55-

3° 2.1 14 2-937 .197 .21 1

35
2.722 3.632 .241 .297

40 .3-732 4.708 •394 .464

45
5.088 6.115 •7°3 .803

Values of the Values in annu

fame annuity, al payments till

after 60, to ages 60.

35
1.667 2.290 ,135 .168

40 2.234 2.923 .203 ,245

45 3-°43 3.811 ,327 •384

5°
4-255 5.061 .600 .679

The numbers in the 2d and 3d columns

of this Table, multiplied by any annuity,

will give the value of that annuity in aJingle

» payment,
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payment, to be enjoyed for life, by the ages

corresponding to those numbers in the 'first

column, after the age at the head of that

column.—And in the same manner; the

numbers in the 4th and 5th columns will

give the values in annual payments.—Thus :

The value of 44/. per annum, to be enjoyed

for life, after 50, by a person now 40, (inte

rest at 4 per cent.) is 5.95, multiplied by 44,

or /.261.9, in zfngle payment; and .822,

multiplied by 44, or /. 36.16, in 'annual pay

ments 'till 50, the first payment to be made

at the end of a year.

In order to find the same values, partly in

annual payments, and partly in any given en-

trance or admission-money; say ; " As the va-

" lue of the given annuity in asingle payment,

" (found in the way just mentioned) is to the

" given entranee-money ; so is its value in an-

" nual payments, to a fourth proportional ;

" which, subtracted from the value in annual

" payments, the remainder wiW be the annual

" payment due, over and above the given

" entrance-money."

Example.

Suppose a person now 40, to be willing to

pay 200/. entrance-money, besides such an

annual payment for 10 years as shall, toge

ther with his entrance-money, be sufficient

to entitle him to a life-annuity of 44/. after

50. What ought the annual payment to be?

Vol. I. K ' " An
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*, Answer.

L. 8.55.—For, /. 261.9, is to 200/. a»

/. 36.16, to A27.6 1 ; which, subtracted from

7.36.16, the remainder is 7. 8.55.

This Table has been calculated from

the probabilities of living in Table V.

at the beginning of the next volume, and

Mr. De Moivres valuation of lives. —-

The probabilities of life among the in

habitants of London, are (as 1 have often

had occasion to observe) much lower than

among the generality of mankind j arid the

values in the preceding Table, had they been

given agreeably to the London Observations,

would have been less. But, certainly, an

office or society, that means to be a perma

nent advantage to the public, ought always*

to take higher rather than lower values,

for the sake of rendering itself more secure,

and gaining some profits to balance loses and

expences.

There have lately been established, in

London, several societies for granting such

annuities as those now mentioned ^ and he

that will compare their true values, as they

may be learnt from the preceding Table,

with the terms of admission into these socie

ties, as given in their printed AbfiraSls and

Tables, must be surprised and shocked, They

4 . are
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are all impositions on the public, proceeding

from ignorance, and encouraged by credulity

and folly.

It has been shewn j that the proper pay

ment, (allowing compound interest at 4 per

cent.) for an annuity of 44/. to be enjoyed by

a person now 40, for what may happen to

remain of his life after 50, is 200/. in admif-

sion-money ; besides /. 8 - 5 5 , or 8/. 11 s. in an

nual payments 'till he attains 50, the first

of these payments to be made at the end of

a year.—The conditions of obtaining this

annuity, according to the present Tables of

the Laudable Society of Annuitants (a) for the

Benefit of Age, consisting of about 1 300 mem

bers, are («) 76/. 17^. in admifjion-money ; and

61. 14 j. in annual payments.-—According to

the Tables of the society of London Annuitants

for the Btnefit of Age, the conditions of ob

taining the same annuity are 30/. in admijjion-'

money, and 10/. in annual payments.-*—The

Equitable Society of Annuitants requires for

the fame annuity 38/. los. in admijfion-money;

and 13/. in annual payments. The true value

is, over and above' the admissions-money just,

mentioned, an annual payment of 30/. \js.

(interest reckoned at 4 per cent.) or an annual

payment of 36/. 15/. (interest reckoned at 3

per cent.)—*-'Yhz London Union Society for the

(a) The first members of this Society have paid no

admission-money ; and are now expecting 44/. per ann.

for contributions which do not entitle them, one witk

another, to 10/. per ann,

K 2 comfort*
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comfortable support of aged members promises

an annuity of no less than 50 guineas for life,

after 50, to a person now 40, for 40/. 10s.

admission-money, and 7/. in annual pay

ments.

The Amicable Society ofAnnidtdnts for the

benefit of age, promises an annuity of 26/. per

annum, for life, to a person now 40, after at

taining 50, for 28/. i6jv in admifjion-money,.

and 61. in annual payments.—The true value

of this annuity is 28/. 16 j. in admiffion-mo-

ney, and 17/. Ss. in annualpayments, (interest

supposed at 4. per cent.) ; or the same sum in

admijjion-money, and 20/. 18 j. in annualpay

ments, interest supposed at 3 per cent.

The Provident Societyfor the benefit of age,

consisting of 1280 members, promises an an

nuity of 25/. to a person now 40, after the

age of 50, for 34 guineas in admission-

money, and eight guineas in annual pay

ments. The true value is, 34 guineas in ad-

mission-money, and 1 5/. 1 zs. in annualpayments,

interest at 4 per cent. ; or, the same sum in

admifjion-money, and 19/. in annual payments,

interest being at 3 per cent. (a).

But I will not tire the reader, by going, in

this manner, thro' the schemes of all these so-

(a) The account here given of the terms on which a

person whese age is 40, is admitted into these societies, I

have taken from their printed Tables as they stood at the

end of the year 1770. —In the younger ages, the defici

encies are greater. ,

cieties.
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cietics. The contrivers of them, it is certain,

can know nothing of the principles on which

the rule in Quest. VI. and the demonstra

tion of it in Note (B) at the end of the

next volume,, is founded; and, therefore,

if unwilling to be guided by the authori

ty of mathematicians, it may not be pos-

ble to convince them of their mistakes. I

will, however, offer to them the following

demonstration, which will be understood,

without difficulty, by every one who knows

how to compute the increase of money

at compound interest.

The value of a life at 50, (interest being

at 4 per cent.) is 11-r years purchase by the

first Table in the last leaves of the next vo

lume. For an annuity, therefore, of 44/.

per annum for life, to be enjoyed by a person

at this age, 498/. ought to be given. Two in

three of a number of persons at the age of 32

will, (by Tables V, VI, and VII, at the

beginning of the next volume) live to 50;

and therefore, in order to be able to pay an

annuity to them of 44/. for life, after 50, the

money now advanced by every three, ought

to be such as will, in consequence of being

laid up to be improved, increase in :8 years

to double 498/. that is, to 996/.—From the

preceding 7 able it may be learnt, that the

money which ought to be advanced by every

single person is 165/. or by three persons 495/.

and this, in 1 8 years, will (as may be learnt

from Table III. in the next volume) double

K 3 itself,
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itself, or increase to just the sum that will

then be the value of the annuities to be paid,

—But the money required in this cafe by the

Laudable Society, is 14/. 11s. gd. from each

member at admission, besides an annual pay

ment of 4/. The admission-money, there

fore, of two members, being 29/. 3 s. bd,

may be increased to twice this sum, or to

58/. ys. An annual payment of 4/, for 18

years will, if perfectly improved at 4 per cent.

compound interest, increase to J02/, ; and

two such annual payments will increase to

204/. as may be learnt from Table IV, in the

next volume.

The whole pay, therefore, of two mem-r

bers will produce at the end of 18 years

262/. ys.—A third part, I have said, will

die before 50 years of age, and these will

live one with another 9 years. An annuity

of 4/. for this time, will produce a capital of

42/. 6s. See Table IV. in the next vo?

lume ; and this capital improved for nine

years more will increase to 60/. The whole

profit, therefore, from the member who will

die is, his admission-money doubled and

added to 60/. or 89/. 3 j. bd. And this sum

added to 262/. ys. makes 351/. 10s. bd.

the whole money with which the society can

be provided, at the end of 18 years, to bear

the expence of twg life-annuities, worth to-"

gether 996/.

By a similar computation it may be found,

that the improvement of money at only 3 per

cent,
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cent. xvWXsink theformer sum to 324/. at the

same time that the value of the annuities will

be raised to 1 1 00 7.

The deficiencies in the schemes of most

of the other societies, are no less consider

able.—What confusion then must they pro

duce some time or other? How barbarous

is it thus to draw money from the public by

promises of advantages that cannot be ob

tained ? Have we not already suffered too

much by bubbles?

I have said, that these societies are " im-

" positions on the public, proceeding from

** ignorance, and supported by credulity and

** folly." But this is too gentle a censure.

There is reason to believe, that worse princi

ples have contributed to their rife and support.

The present members, consisting chiefly of

persons in the more advanced ages, who have

been admitted on the easiest terms, believe

that the schemes they are supporting will

last their time, and that they will be gainers.

And as to the injury that may be done to

theirsuccessors, or to younger members, it is at a

distance, and they care little about it. Agree

ably to this principle, the founders of these

iocieties begin so low as not to require

perhaps a jourth or a fj'tb of the values of

the annuities they promise. Afterwards

they advance gradually, just as if they

imagined, that the value of the annuities

was nothing determinate, but increased with

every increase of the society. But, as no

K. 4 ignorance
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ignorance can believe this, the true design

appears to be, to form soon as large a society

as possible, by leading the unwary to endea

vour to be foremoji in their applications,

least the advantage of getting in, on the

easiest terms, should be lost.—-It is well

known, that these arts have succeeded won

derfully ; and that, in consequence of them,_

these societies now consist of persons who,

for thefame annuities, make higher or lower

payments according to the time when they

have been admitted; and the generality of

whom, therefore, must know, that either

more than the values have been required of

the members last admitted ; or if not, that

they are themselves expecting considerable

annuities, for which they have given no

valuable consideration, and which, if paid

them, must be Jiolen from the pockets of

some of their fellow-^members (a).

(a) If any person wants more information than I have

given him concerning these societies, he should consult

a work of great merit, published since the second edi

tion of this treatise, and entitled, Calculations de

facedfrom firft Principles, in the most familiar Manner; by,

■plain Arithmetic, for the Use of the Societies institutedfor the

Benefit of old Age ; intended as an IntroduSiion to the Study of

the Doftrine of Annuities. By Mr. Dale, a Member of

one of the Societies. In this Treatise there is not only

a very ample account given of the insufficiency and ini

quity of the schemes of these Societies, but the prin

ciples on which the values of all annuities on single

lives are determined, and the method of calculating them,

gre explained with the greatest clearness,

I do
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I do not, however, mean to condemn all

institutions of this kind. They may be very

useful, if the full values are taken, and pro-

per care is used in the improvement of money.

Interest, in these cases, ought not to be rec

koned higher than 3 per cent, and, supposing

money improved at this rate, a person, for a

single payment of 50/. before he is 40,

might be entitled to a life-annuity of 10 gui

neas after 55 ; or, if he chuses it, to a life-

annuity of 17/. after 60. But if he pays the

fame sum before he is 34, he might be entit

led to a life-annuity of 14/. after 5$, or 22/.

after 60. 25/. would purchase for him half

these annuities; and 100/. double.

A society or office that would go on this

plan, might do great service. Persons in

the lower stations of life might be brought

to a habit of industry, in the beginning of

life, by striving to get 25/. or 50/. before

hand in order to purchase such annuities, and

thus to make provisions for themselves in the

more advanced parts of life, when they will

be incapable of labour (<?).

It

(a) The benevolent Mr. Howard, in his State of the

Prisons in England and Wales, p. 60. Octavo Edit, gives

the following account of an institution at Harlem in Hoi-

land. ** In this city, he fays, there is a noble hospital,

<* airy and spacious, called the Proeveniers, in which the

" persons admitted are decently provided with meat,

W drink, and lodging, during their lives, and a burying-

*l place at their decease. Persons of all ages, from 20

" to
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It is proper to observe here, that institu

tions of this kind would furnish one of the

fafejl ways of providing for widows.—A mar

ried man might, by paying 100/. before his

wife attained 40, entitle her, after 55, or

60, to a life-annuity of 21/. or 34/. Or, by

paying the same sum before she attained

34, he might entitle her, after the same ages,

to a life-annuity of 28/. or 44/. (a) ; and in

this cafe he would have a chance of sharing

himself in the benefit of the annuity.

I have called this thefafejl way of provid

ing for widows, because attended with none

of the dangers arising from disproportion of

age between men and their wives, and from

the admission of persons labouring under

concealed distempers.

** to the most advanced periods, are admitted, tho' it

** is not common for any under 40 to apply for admif-

" sion. At entrance each person pays a greater or smaller

** sum, according to his age. If his age is 30, he pays

" 4500 > if 40, he pays 3900 ; if 50, he pays 3300 ; if

" 60, 70, &c. he pays 2700, 2100, &c. florins ; and

" in proportion to these sums, at all the intermediate

" ages.—A common table is provided for all that are not

** sick or infirm.—It often happens that there are not va-

" cant places when persons desire admission. But many

" secure places before a vacancy, by paying 200 florins in

" advance of their entrance-money, in consequence of

" which their names are inscribed in a list, and the

" money deducted from the sum required when they

" enter.—Those who chuse to leave the house, receive,

" during the remainder of their lives, a certain but small

** interest for the sum which they paid at admission."

{a) The same payment before 3c, would entitle to art

annuity of 22/. after 50.

I cannot
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I cannot conclude this Section, without

mentioning the following plan of a provision

for Old Age.

Let 13 guineas be given as entrance-money;

and let besides il. 2/. 3/. 4/. &c. be given

at the beginning of the 1st, 3d, 4th, &c.

years, as the payments for these years respec

tively; and let the last payment be 16/. at

the beginning of the 16th year. All these

payments put together will, according to the

probabilities of life in the 5th or 6th Ta

bles in the next volume, (interest being at

4 per cent.) entitle a person, whose age was

40 when he begun them, to an annuity, af

ter 15 years, beginning with 15/. and in*

creasing at the rate of 1 /. every year, 'till

at the end of 15 years, or (a) when he has

reached to 70, it becomes a standing an

nuity of 30/. for the remainder of his life.

If the addition of three guineas is made to

the entrance-money, for every year that any life

between 30 and 40 falls short of 40, the va

lue will be obtained nearl) , of the same an

nuity to be enjoyed by that life, after the

fame number of years, and increasing in

the same manner, 'till it becomes Jlationary

and double. <-*— This plan is particularly

inviting, as it makes the largejl payments

(<?) According to the probabilities of life in the London

Table, this annuity should be greatrr.—A Theorem for

finding what the annuity ouyhi to be in these cases, is

given in Note (I), at the end of the next volume.

become
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become due, when the near approach of the

annuity renders the encouragement to them

greatest ; and as, likewise, the annuity is to

increase continually with age, 'till it comes to

be highest (a), when life is most in the de

cline,

(a) The lower part of mankind are objects of particu- ,

lar compassion, when rendered incapable, by accident,

sickness, or age, of earning their subsistence. '1 his has

given rife to many very useful societies among them,, for

granting relief to one another, out of little funds supplied

by weekly contributions. A society of this kind, formed

on the following plan, would probably thrive.

Let the society, at its first establishment, consist of ioo

persons, all between 30 and 40; and whose mean age

may therefore be reckoned 36 ; and let it be supposed to

be always kept up to this number, by the admission of

new members, between the ages of 30 and 40, as old

members die off". Let the contribution of each member

be four-pence per week, making, from the whole body,

an annual contribution of 85/. 17s.—Let it be further

supposed, that seven of them will fall every year into dis»

orders, that shall incapacitate them for seven weeks.—

30/. 12s. of the annual contribution will be just suffici

ent to enable the society to grant to each of these 12 s.

per week, during their illnesses. And the remaining 55/.

per annum, laid up and carefully improved, at 3 J per cent.

will increase to a capital that shall be sufficient, accord

ing to the chances of life in Tables V, VI, and Vis,

in the next volume, to enable the society to pay to every

member, after 67 years .of age, or upon entering his 68th

year, an annuity, beginning with 5/. and increasing at

the rate of 1/. every year for seven years, 'till, at the

age of 75, it came to be a standing annuity of 12/. for

the remainder of life.

Were such a society to make its contribution seven-

pence per week, an allowance of 15*. might be made, on

the same suppositions, to every member during sickness ;

besides the payment of an annuity beginning with 5/,

, ' when
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cline, and when therefore it will be most

useful.—It is further a recommendation of

this

when a member entered his 64th year, and increasing for

15 years, 'till, at 79, it became fixed for the remainder

of life at 20/.

If the probabilities of life are lower among the labour

ing poor, than among the generality of mankind, this

plan will be so much the more sure of succeeding.

In 1773, a pamphlet was published, entitled, A Pro

posal for eftablijhing Life Annuities in Parishes, for the Ee-

nenfit of the industrious Poor. " It is, says this writer, a

** common (a) observation that the money annually raised

" for the poor, amounts to, at leaji, a million a year;

** and that yet in many places they are but indifferently

" provided for. To make provision for one's old age is

" so natural a piece of prudence, that it seems at first

<u sight wonderful, that it should not be generally prac-

" tised by the labouring poor, as it is almost universally

" by persons in the higher paths of industry : Nor can

** their negligence in this respect be accounted for, ia

" any other way so naturally, as by ascribing it to their

*.* wanting proper opportunities of employing the money

" they might save, in some safe and easy method that.

" would procure them a suitable advantage from it in

" the latter periods of their lives. They know, for the

<c most part, but little of the publicfunds ; and when it

" happens that they are acquainted with them, the imall-

" ness of the sums they would be entitled to receive, as the

" interest of the money they eould aftbrd to lay out in

" them, is no encouragement to them to dispose of it

in that way. What inducement, for instance, can ic

be to a man who has saved ten pounds out of his year's

wages, to invest it in the purchase of 3 per cent. Bank

annuities, to consider that it will produce him six or seT.

" ven

(C

, (a) The amount of the poor-rate for one year at the end of thea

reign of king Charles II. was 665,362/. See Davenanfi works,

Vol. I. p. 38. In 1777, it was 1,556,804/. according to the re

turns made in that year to parliament by the overseers of the poor.
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this plan, that less depends in it on the irrt*

provement of money than in most othei?

plans*

" veil shillings a year ? tt is but the wages of three

" days iaboun—And if they lend their money to trades-

** men of their acquaintance, as they sometimes do, it

** happens not unfrequently that their creditor becomes a

<c bankrupts and the money they had trusted him with is

" lost for ever; which discourages others of them from

" saving their money at all, and makes them resolve to

" spend it in the enjoyment of present pleasure. But if

" they saw an easy method of employing the money they

,e could spare, in such a manner as would procure them

** a considerable income in return for it at some future

•* period of their lives, without any such hazard of los-

" ing it by another man's folly or misfortune, it is pro-

" babie they would frequently embrace it : And thus a

** diminution of the poor rate on the estates of the rich*

" an increase of present industry and sobriety in the poor,

" and a more independent and comfortable support of

" them in their old age, would be the happy conse-

" quences of such an establishment. Now this might

** be eftected in the following method.

First, " Let the church-waidens and overseers of every

" parish be impowered, by act of parliament, to grant

** life-annuities to such of the inhabitants of the parish,

" as shall be inclined to purchase them, to commence at

" the end of one, two, or three years, or such other fu-

" ture period of time as the purchaser shall chuse, and

"'to be paid out of the poor rates of the parish, so that

" the lands and other property in the parish that is

" chargeable to the poor-rate, {hall be answerable for

" the payment of these annuities,—This circumstance

" would give these annuities great credit with the poof

** inhabitants, by setting before them a solid and ample

" security for the payment of them.

Secondly, " Let the annuities, thus granted to the

** poor inhabitants, be such as arise from a supposition!

*' that the interest of money is %per cent, or some higher

" n;te
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plans.—But I must leave these hints to be

pursued by others.

The

rate of interest, if the church-wardens and overseers of

the poor think fit to make use of such higher interest.

Thirdly, " But at the rate of 3/w cent, the purchaser

should have a right to an annuity, and the church

wardens and overseers of the poor should be compella-

ble to grant it.

Fourthly, " No annuity depending on one life should

exceed 20/. a year.

Fifthly, " No less sum than 5/. should be allowed

to be employed in the purchase of an annuity.—

This is to avoid intricacy and multiplicity in the ac

counts.

Sixthly, " An exact register of these grants should be

kept, by the church-wardens and overseers of the

* poor, in proper books for the purpose, in which the

grants should be copied exactly, and the copy of each

grant subscribed by the person to whom it is granted.

And this copy, in the register-book of the parish,

should be good evidence of the purchaser's right to

the annuity, in cafe the original deed of grant to the

purchaser, which was delivered to him at the time of

the purchase, should be afterwards lost.

Seventhly, " The money thus paid to the church

wardens and overseers of the poor for the purpose of

life-annuities, should be employed in the purchase of

3 pei* cent. Bank-annuities in the joint names of all

the church-wardens and overseers, and by them trans

ferred at the expiration of their offices to their suc

cessors, and so on to the next successors for ever, so

as to be always the legal property ©f the church

wardens and overseers of the poor for the time being,

in trust for the persons who should be entitled to the

several life-annuities, granted in the manner above-

mentioned ; and the interest of this money should

be received every half year, and invested in the pur

chase of more principal continually, so as to make a

perpetual fund for the payment of the annuities, &c.

&c.
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The body of dissenting ministers in Lon

don had under consideration some time ago

a plan of this kind ; and a set of Tables

were composed for them. The design was

dropped; but as it is possible it may be taken

tip again, and the Tables may be of use, I

have thought fit to preserve them by insert

ing them among the additional Tables and

Observations in the next volume.

Additional Account of the Societies for the Be

nefit of old Age.

QlNCE the publication, in three former

*-* editions, of the Observations in the pre

ceding Section, almost all the societies men

tioned in it, convinced of the insufficiency

and pernicious tendency of their plans, have

dissolved themselves, and distributed among

their subscribers the money they had paid,

with such interest or profit as remained after

" &c. Deficiencies^ if any should ever happen, to be

" made good by the poor-rates, &c. &c."

The very able and public spirited and worthy writer of

the pamphlet from which I have taken this quotation,

now Curjiter Baron of the Exchequer, took great pains

to carry into execution the design he has explained in it.

With this view, a bill with suitable Tables annexed,

was brought into the House of Commons and supported

by the excellent Sir George Saville, the late Mr. Dowdes-

well, and many others of the most respectable members.

It passed that House without much opposition, but was

rejected in the House of LorJs.

deducting
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deducting the expences of management ; and

there are now left within my knowledge only

two of these societies which require any par

ticular notice. I mean, the Amicable and

the Laudable Societiesy^r the Benefit of Age.

The first of these Societies, mentioned in

p. 132, finding upon examination that, in

stead of an annuity of 26/. they could not

in reality afford to pay a higher annuity

than 8/. determined, with great sairness, to

leave it to the option of all their members,

either to continue their contributions with

a view to this reduced annuity, or to take

back all they had paid and withdraw. Near

two hundred members having chosen the

former, the Society now consists of them

only, and therefore can scarcely be in any

danger. The other Society, mentioned

p. 131, has also funk the annuity it pro

mises from 44./. to 24/. ; but it is cer

tain, tha't it cannot permanently pay to

all its members a greater annuity than 15/.

I mould lose too much time were I to give

an account of the calculations which prove

this. He that would fee it demonstrated

with all possible clearness, should consult A

Tract published in 1777, by Mr. Dale,

entitled, A Supplement to Calculations

deducedfromfirst Principles, &C. No person

who understands common arithmetic can

avoid being convinced by the evidence

offered in this Tract, nor can any honest

man avoid being shocked by the narrative it

Vol. I. L contains
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contains of the obstinacy with which the

majority in this Society have persevered in'

error, contrary to the efforts of the more re

spectable part of the Society; and in defiance

of reason, justice, and humanity. I cannot,

in short, speak more properly on this sub

ject than in the words of Mr. Morgan in his

Treatise on the DoSlrine of Life Annuities and

Ajjurances, p. 47. " There is One Society

** for the benefit of old age still left, on

'* which, none of the calls of justice and

" humanity have been able to make any pro-

" per impression. I mean the Laudable So-

" ciety of Annuitants, whose office is held at

*" the bottom of Bartholomew-Lane. In op-

" position to the plainejl evidence, this So-

** ciety goes on to offer double the annuity it

" can afford to pay j and the late transac-

" tions in it (as related by Mr. Dale in

" his Supplement) exhibit an ■ instance

" of such an obstinate and - wilful per-

" severance in imposition as has seldom

** been equalled. 1 am sorry to add, says

** Mr. Morgan, that this censure is applica-

■" ble to another Society called also Lauda-

** ble, but in reality pernicious, as many

" suffering widows will some time or other

" experience."

It is here laid, that this Society promises

double the annuity it can pay j that, is, 24/.

when in reality it can pay only 12/. j where

as I have laid that it may pay 15./. In

order
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order to explain this difference, it is neces

sary to observe that Mr. Dale has shewn

that 15/. nearly is the annuity which the

Society can afford to pay according to the

chances of living in Dr. Halleys or the

Brejlaw Table ; but that the chances of liv

ing in the Society had for eight years' before

1776 [a), (when the number of the Society

was above 1300, and \tsJiock near 96,000/.)

been found by particular enquiry to be not

much less than double to those at the same

ages in the Table ; from whence it follows,

that the annuity payable by the Society being

more valuable, it ought not to be so high as

15/. nor probably more than 12/.—The fact

now mentioned is important, but not singu

lar j for it has been found to take place in

other similar situations (6) j and the reason

is, that Dr. Halle/s and most other Tables

of Observations give the chances of living

as they exist in towns among men of all sorts

taken in the gross ; whereas such Societies

as those for the benefit of old age, and in

general all purchasers of life-annuities for

themselves* must consist of a JeleSlion of the

best lives.

(a) I know not what the rate of mortality in the so

ciety has been since this year*

(b) See Additional Observations on Civil Liberty,

P> '35'

L 2 POST-
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POSTSCRIPT.

Since the preceding Observations were

written, I have been informed that this

Society has reduced its annuity from 24/.

to 20/. This reduction, together with the

high interest at which money may be now

improved, (particularly in the short annui

ty,) will prolong considerably the duration

of the Society ; but, unless it is favoured

by uncommon events, cannot make it per

manent.

SECT. VI.

Of the Amicable Society for a perpetual Ajsu-

rance Office : And the Society for Equitable

AJJ'urances en Lives and Survivorships.

'HE 10th Problem has been given,

with a particular view to the corpo

ration of the Amicable Society, for a perpe

tual Assurance-Office on single lives, kept

in Serjeant's-Inn. This Society was esta

blished in 1706, and is the only one I am

acquainted with, which has stood any con

siderable trial from time and experience. It

is limited by its charter to the disposal of

shares
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shares or numbers (not to exceed 2000) held

by single lives, and entitling to claims when

the lives drop. For each of these shares

every purchaser pays at entrance 7/. 10 j.

besides 1/. us. as the first quarterly pay'-

ment of 61. 4 s. per ann. to be continued

during life. An annual dividend of 1 /. 4.J.

for each share is allowed to every purchaser

out of the profits of the corporation, which

reduces the annual payment for each share to

5/. The neat annual income arising from

all the annual payments, (making 10,000/.

when the Society is full, and all the shares are

disposed of) is equally divided among the no

minees of such members as die within the

year; which dividend, therefore, is more or

less at the end of every year as a smaller or

greater number of the members happen to

die in that year. In 1757, the Society en

gaged that this dividend, though it might be

more, should not be less on each share than

125/. and in 1770 (a), that it should not

be less than 150/ No one person is al

lowed to purchase more than three shares ;

nor are any admitted to be purchasers whose

ages exceed 45, or fall short of 12 ; and all

(a) In 3757, the Society had accumulated by its sav-r

jugs 25,300/. three percent, stock, which in 1770, had

been increased to 33,300/.; and a part of this flock was

in these years appropriated to the payment of claims,

whenever the number of them in any year should happen

to be so great as to render the annual contributions insuffi

cient to make them up to the guaranty'd sums.

h j between
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between these ages are admitted on the samo

terms.

This Society has, I doubt not, been very

useful to the public j and its plan is such,

that it cannot fail to continue to be so. It

might, however, certainly have been much

more useful, had it gone from the first on a

different plan. It is obvious, that regulat

ing the dividends among the nominees by the

number of members who die every year, is

not equitable; because it makes the benefit

which a member is to receive to depend,

not on the value of his contribution, but

on a contingency ; that is, the number of

members that shall happen to die the same

year with him. This regulation must also

have been disadvantageous to thejSociety ; as

will appear from the following account of

the natural progress of the affairs of such a

Society, when established on a right plan.

Suppose a thousand persons, whose com- '

tnon age is 36, to form themselves into a

Society for the purpose of ajj'uring a particu

lar sum at their deaths, to such persons as

they shall name, in consideration of a parti

cular annual contribution to be continued

during their lives. Suppose the annual con

tribution to be 5/. and the first payment (a)

to be made immediately. Suppose, like-

(a) Such payments, it has been shewn, Quest. VIII,

p. ?8, are better than any half-ytzYlyor quarterly payments,

and at the fame time they lave some trouble,
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wise, the original number of the Society to

be constantly kept up by the admission of new

members, at 36 years of age, in the room

of such as die.—In Quest. X. p. 31, it ap

pears, that an annual payment, beginning

immediately, of 5/. during a life now at the

age of 36, should entitle, at the sailure of

such a life, to 172/. reckoning interest at

4 per cent, and taking Mr. De Moivre's var

luation of lives.—A thousand persons, all

36 years of age, will die off at the rate of

20 every year. The disbursements, there?-

fore, of such a Society will be, the first year,

20 times 172/. or 3440/. and its income will

be 5000/. It will, therefore, at the end of

the year, have a surplus of 1 c6o/. to put to

interest.—In consequence of the yearly ac

cessions to supply vacancies, the number dy

ing annually will be always increasing after

the first year. In 50 years (a) it will get

to a maximum; and then, the affairs of the

Society will becomestationary, and the num--

ber dying annually will be 40, and its an

nual expence will be 6,880/. exceeding the

annual contribution, 1,880/. But, in the

mean time, by improving its surplus monies,

it will have raised a capital equal to this ex-

(«) This period will (by Quest. III.) be longer if the

Society is any time in filling, and admits members at

younger ages than 36. It will, for instance, be 84

years, if the Society is ten years in filling, and admits ac

all ages between 12 and 45. , , < . .

L 4 cefsj
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cessk and consequently, its affairs will be

fixed on a firm basis for all subsequent

times.

Suppose now, that such a Society, at its

establishment, should resolve to divide its

whole yearly income among the nominees of

deceased members. The effect of this would

be, that no capital could be raised ; that the

dividends payable to nominees would diminish

continually, 'till, at the time that the great

est number of members came to die annually,,,

(or at the end of 50 years,) they would be re

duced to half; and that all claimants, after

this period, would receive too little, because

the first claimants had received too much {ci).

(a) The reverse of this will take place, if sqch a So

ciety begins with admitting all at all ages, and afterwards

changes its plan, and limits the age or admiilion. In this

cafe, the number of yearly deaths will be greatest'at first,

and the dividends smalleji. In consequence of altering its

plan, the yearly deaths will lessen gradually, and the divi

dends rife ; but in time both would return again to their

original state.

The following facts incline me to suspect, that this

remark may be applicable to the Amicable Corporation.

First. In their original charter, as it is given in their

printed abstracts, there is no limitation of age mention

ed ; but 35 1 years afterwards, I find a bye-law made

against admitting any person who should be above the

age of 45, or under 12—Secondly. In their printed

advertisements in 1770, it is said, that in 59 years they

had paid, among 3643 claimants, 3-8,184/. from whence

it follows, that tho' the average of their dividends, for

17 years before 1773, has been, 154/. the average, for 59

years, has been, oply 104/.

At
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At the time of the institution of the Ami

cable Corporation, the interest of money was

at 6 per cent, and, as they admit none whose

ages are not under 45, the mean age of ad

mission cannot be much greater than 36. It

appears, therefore, that had they avoided

the error now- mentioned, and gone from the

first on the plan I have described] they might

have all along paid to each nominee 172 A

besides railing a capital much greater, in

proportion to the number of members, than

that 1 have specified ; from the premiums at

admission, forfeitures and other advantages

which they have enjoyed (a). Indeed, I

cannot doubt but that on this plan, and with

these advantages, they might have found

themselves always able to pay at least 200/.

to each nominee [b).

I have already mentioned one instance in

which the plan of this Society is not equita-

(a) A surplus from a thousand members of only five

failings per annum, duly improved, at 4 percent, would,

in 41 years, produce a capital of 25,000/.

(b) It should be remembered, that all this was said

in the former editions on the supposition, that proper

care has been taken to keep out unhealthy persons ; that

the ages of admission have never exceeded 45 ; and that

the probabilities of life among the members of this So

ciety, are the same wiih those in the 5th, 6th, and 7th

Tables, in the next volume. But I have lately found

the truth to be, agreeably to the suspicion expressed in the

Jast note but one, that for many years after the first in

stitution of the Society, members were admitted at all

ages,

ble.
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ble. Another instance of this is, their re

quiring the same payments from all per

sons under 45, without regarding the diffe

rences of their ages ; whereas, the annual

payments of a person admitted at 45, ought

to be double the annual payment of a person

admitted at 12.

Further. The plan os this Society is so

narrow, as to confine its usefulness too much.

It can be of no service to any person whose

age exceeds 45. It is, likewise, far from be-

. ing properly adapted to the circumstances of

persons, who want to make assurances on

their lives, for only short terms of years.—

Thus ; the true value of the assurance of

150/. for 10 years, on the life of a person

whose age is 30, is, by Quest. XIV. (in

terest being at 3 per cent.) 2/. 13 j. iii annual

payments, (for 10 years) to begin at the

end of the first year ; and subject to failure

when the life fails. But such an assurance

could not be made, in this Society, without

an annual payment of 5/.—Neither is the

plan of this Society at all adapted to the cir

cumstances of persons, who want to make

assurances on particular survivorships.—For

example. A person possessed of an estate,

or salary* which must be lost with his life,

bas a person dependent upon him, for whom

he desires to secure a sum of money, payable

at his death. But, he desires this only as

a provision against the danger of his dying
■first*
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fir/1, and leaving a wife, or a parent, with

out support. In these circumstances, he

enters himself into this Society ; and by an

annual payment of 5/. entitles his nominee to

150/. In a few years, perhaps, his nominee

happens to die ; and, having then lost the

benefit he had in view, he determines to

forfeit his former payments, and to with

draw from the Society. In this way, pro

bably, this Society must have gained some

advantages. But the right method would

have been, to have taken from such a person

the true value of the sum assured, ** on the

" supposition of non-payment, provided he

'* should survive." In this way he would

have chosen to contra'ct with the Society;

and had he done this, he would have paid

for the ajjurance, (supposing interest at 3 per

cent, his age 30, the age of his nominee 30,

and the probabilities of life as in the 5th,

6th, and 7th Tables) 3/. 8j> (a) in annual

payments, to begin immediately, and to be

continued during the joint continuance of

his own life, and the life of his nominee.

{a) The value of 150/. payable at the death of a per

son, aged 30, provided he survives another person of the

same age, is, by Quest. XI. Chap. I. /. 45.65 ; and this

value divided by 13.43, (the value increased by unity,

of two joint lives both 30) gives /. 3.4, or 3/. 8;.—t

The value of the same reversion, according to the pro

babilities of life in London, is, A49. :cj, in one payment;

and /. 4. 16, in annual payments, >.: ui ing the joint lives, the

first payment to be made immediately.

Further
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"Further Account of the Amicable Corporation,

'T* H £ affairs of this Corporation have

■*■ lately taken a very favourable turn.

The dividends from the annual contributions

of 5/. for each number, which for eight

years ended in 1769 had not been 150/. on

each claim, have for eight years ended at

1779, been nearly 200/. (a) Xhe sub-

fisting mares have increased from 11 20,

(their number in 1769) to 1990 (their full

complement nearly) in 1780 ; and in the

same time the Jlock of the Society has been

increased from 33,300/. to 51,300/. in the

3 per cent, annuities j in consequence of

which it finds itself now poflest, after dis

charging all expences, of a clear surplus of

about 1350/. per ann.~—In these circum

stances a proposal has been made to the So

ciety to discontinue the increase of its stock,

in order to make use of the surplus in in

creasing the dividends on claims. This be

ing an inviting proposal, it is not surprising

that the Society in general has shewn itself

{a) This dividend for 1780, was 192/. 6 s. \d.\; but

made up to 193/. in consequence of a discretionary

power given the directors to take what sums they

think reasonable from the savings to increase the divit

^ends. f

disposed
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disposed to accede to it. The imprudence

however of such a step will be evident from

the following observations. It should be

considered, that the reason of the late in

crease of the annual dividends, has been the

late increase of the Society by the influx of

young members. So great has been this

increase, that the Society has been nearly

doubled'in twelve years, and tripled in the last

30 years. It could not, therefore, but

happen that the number of deaths should be

come much less in proportion to the num

ber of members, than they were before the

increase. The Society being now full, and

admitting of no farther increase, the col

lective age of the members, and, together

with it, the annual deaths, will be for some

time increasing, till that part of the Society

which consists of the late additions (a) come

, to

(a) An addition of near 400 to the subsisting num

bers or shares of the Society was made from 1749 to

1768 ; and of above 900 more, from 1769 to 1779.

Even that part of the increase oi the Society which con

sists of members to whom the flist of these additions has

been owing, is st present far from dying off so fast as it

will. In truth, 53 or 60 years at least must elapse before

this can happen. See Quest. III. in the Treatise on Re

versionary Payments. I am told it has been asserted by some

belonging to the Society, that a person about 40 or 45 is

not less likely to die than a person 20 or 30 years older,

from whence, I suppole it is inferred, that the deatns now

in the Society may be as numerous as they will ever be.

It would be doing an injury to the Society to suppose that

it
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to die off twice as fast as they did at first.

During this interval the dividends will be

growing less and less, till at last they will

fall below the dividend which the Society

has guaranty'd, (or 150/.) and produce a

necessity of entering into the capital in or- '

der to make it up. And the redaction of

the capital cnce begun will proceed faster

and faster till it is all spent ; and when

spent, the Society will be thrown back into

the state it was in before its increase, when

frequently it could not afford a dividend of

a 1 00/. on each number.——-Such will be

the Certain effect of adopting the measure I

have mentioned. It is, therefore, impru

dent in the highest degree ; and I will add,

that the injustice of it is equal to its impru

dence j for it is benefiting the older part of

the present members at the expence of the

ystinger members, and all present members

at the expence of future ones. For a few

years the dividends will probably, with the

it can be influenced by such assertions. According to all

observations on human mortality, a body of men at 65 or

.70 will die or? twice as sart as a body of men at 40; and

a body of men at 75 or 80 will die offfour or five times as

fast as a body of men at 50. The human frame after the

age of 12 or 15 is continually wearing out and becoming

less capable of combating the causes of mortality ; but

more or lei's slowly according to the degrees of firmness

wjth which it was built, and the favourableness or un-

favourableness of the situations into which it happens to

fall.

help
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help of the addition of the annual profits,

exceed 200/. which will be paid chiefly

among the claimants derived from the older

members. But after a course of years they

will sink to little more than half; and at

that period the Society will consist of the

younger part of the present members, and

such new members as shall be hereafter ad

mitted to fill up vacancies, who will there

fore be great losers, because their predeces

sors, by neglecting to improve the estate,

made themselves too great gainers.

In order to set this in a clearer light, I

would desire it may be considered that, ac

cording to the mean probabilities of the du

ration of life, a body of people at the age of

36 will, one with another, live 25 years.

It must, therefore, be expected that a twenty-

Jifth part will die annually of a Society which

has subsisted any considerable time, and the

members of which are admitted at this mean

age. Supposing, therefore, 36 the mean

age of admission in the Amicable Corpora-

tion, the time must come when (if kept (a)

up to its full complement) a 25th part of

the members will die annually, or when 80

numbers (the 25th of 2000) will drop, and

produce 80 claims annually.——The whole

(a) Should the Society decline, more than a 25th part

will die annually, and the period when this will happen

will arrive sooner.

Income
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income of the Society (consisting os 10,000/.

per ann. from the charter contributions, and

1350/. per ann. profits), when divided equal

ly among 80 claimants, will give 142/. for

each claim. The dividend guaranty'd iri

1770 being 150/. there will be a deficiency

of 8/. in each claim, or of 640/. in the total

of claims; which sum procured by selling

stock in one' year will leave a necessity of

selling more the next year, and still more

the following, and so on through every suc-

ceflive year, 'till the whole stock falls rapidly

to nothing. 1^ is proper to observe here,

that this deficiency of 640/. per ann. is a

maximum to which the deficiencies of many

preceding years had increased gradually j and

that, therefore, the whole stock may be

consumed even before the period arrives

when the greatest deficiencies will hap

pen.

All this reasoning supposes that no more

than a 25th part of the members of this Cor

poration will hereafter come to die annually j

or that they are admitted at the mean age

of 36, and live after admission one with ano

ther 25 years—But these are probably too

favourable suppositions. Perhaps, the mean

age at which members are admitted (and

particularly the purchasers of two or three

numbers) may be above 40 j and perhaps

also, on account of the difficulty there must

be in excluding iromsucb institutions all bad

6 lives,
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lives, the duration of the lives of the mem

bers may be somewhat less than is common

among persons at the same ages. Should

this be true, their duration of life after ad

mission will riot exceed 22 years. A 22d

part will hereafter die annually. The claims

from 2000 niimbefswill be 91 ; and the di

vidend on each claim, with the addition of

the savings, will be only 124/. 12 s. which

Will produce a deficiency of 231 1 /. per ann.

If I may judge from what has hitherto

happened in the Society* even these last sup

positions favour it too much ; for, I find,

that before the increase (a) which begun in

I750, a nineteenth part of the existing num

bers dropped annually, which made the di*

(a) This increase seems to have beeri owing to the li

mitation of age in 1737. In a few years after this, the

greatest part of the members who had been admitted at

advanced ages having died off, and the Society consisting

chiefly of youriger members admitted in their room ; the

dividends rose, which occasioning a quick increase of

young members, raised the dividends still higher, till, in

1757; the Society thought itself capable of guarantyinga di

vidend of 125/. ; and, in 1770, adividendof 150/. These

augmentations contributed yet more to increase the Socie

ty, and consequently the dividends; It became, therefore,

soon full, and now finds itself in the prosperous state de

scribed at the beginning of these Observations ) a state,

which the Society may render really and permanently pros-

perous* if they are properly attentive to its causes, and

will avail themselves of the opportunity it gives them to

rectify the faults in their original plan by increasing their

guarantyed dividend in the manner I shall presently pro

pose, instead of discontinuing the increase of their capital.

Vol. I. M vidends
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vrdends then fall frequently below ioo/.

This, however, must have been owing to

the admission, for some years after the esta

blishment of the Society, of members at

too advanced ages, and the neglect of

proper care to exclude bad lives. Much

uncertainty in this- instance would be remov

ed, and the best guide obtained in conduct

ing the affairs of the Society, by taking an

exact account of the mean age at which, for

the last ten or twelve years, all members

{distinguishing particularly such as have two

or three numbers dependent on their lives)

have been admitted; and also of the num

ber of years which all admitted, till within

the last 30 years, have lived after admission.

Upon the whole. Till new light is giv

en by such an enquiry as this, I must think

that, however prosperous the affairs of the

Society seem at present, it cannot prudently

act on any other expectation than that a pe

riod will come when a 22dor 23d (a) part

of

■ (a) If Mr. Brand, the clerk of this Sbciety, is right,

the members of it are uncommonly short-lived ; for, ac

cording to an account which he has given of the duration

of th/e lives of 3826 persons who have been admitted into

k* and on whose deaths claims lrave been paid ; they do

not one with another live after admission 16 year?. See

Smart's Tables republished by Mt. Brand, p. 189; See

likewise his Treatise on Assurances and Annuities, p. 68.

This, were it true, would be very threatening to the

Society. But Mr. Brand, in other parts of the little thati

is his own in these Treatises, has erred so palpably and

2 sbfewrs .
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of its members will die annually; arid when,

therefore, it will want at least an additional

Incorhe of 2000/. per ann. to enable it to

make good its engagements. A greater ad

ditional income might be acquired by conti

nuing to lay up all its savings after dividing

the charter contributions—But were it to lay

up the whole of its income above what may be

necessary to divide. 170/. on every claim,

it might advance its guaranteed dividend

from 15c/. to this sum. And this, in my

opinion, is the most rational and equitable

medsure it can adopt.

I know; indeed; that there is a clause in

the charter, which limits the increase of its

estate to 2000/. per ann. But this clause

shews that the charter was framed with too

little foresight ; and it must be repealed^ or

the consequences will be that danger to the

Society and injustice to its future members

which I have represented.

The preceding. Observations are offered

very respectfully to the consideration of this

Society. Should any of the members or di

rectors think them worth their attention ; I

shewn himself so wonderfully ignorant, that, however

possest in this instance of the means of information, he de

serves no credit.—The truth is, irt the present case, that

he has included in his account such members as have been

admitted and have died lately; and this must necessarily-

lead to a wrong conclusion concerning the duration of the

lives of the members taken at large.

M 2 hope
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hope they will reflect, that having no interest

to serve, I can mean nothing by them but

the preservation of the credit and useful

ness of the Society.

SECT. VII,

Of the Society for Equitable AJsurances on

Lives and Survivorships,

THE Society which is to be the sub

ject of this Section, has justly stiled

itself, ** A Society for Equitable AJsurances on

** Lives and Survivorships." The business of

it is carried on at its office, in Chatham-Square,

near Blackfriars Bridge. It was founded in

1761, in consequence of lectures recom

mending such an institution, which had

been read by Mr. Simpson, a name that can

never be forgotten while there is any mathe

matical or philosophical knowledge left in the

world. Mr. Dodfon also, the author of the

Mathematical Repoftory, was active in recom

mending the plan of this Society, and com

posed Tables for its use.—It assures any sums

or reversionary annuities on any lives, for any

number of years as well as for the whole con

tinuance of the lives, at rates settled by parti

cular calculation; and in any manner that

may be best adapted to the views of the per-

2 sons
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sons assured. That is, either by making the

assured sums payable certainly at the failure

of any given lives, or on condition of survi

vorship j and also, either by taking the price

of the assurance in one present payments or

in annual payments during any single or

joint lives, or any terms less than the whole

continuance of the lives.—In short; the plan

of this Society is so extensive and so impor

tant, that I cannot satisfy my own mind,

without offering to the gentlemen concerned

in the direction of it, the following obser

vations, hoping they will not think them

impertinent.

First. They mould consider what distress

would arise from the failure of such a scheme

in any future time; and what dangers there

are, which ought to be carefully guarded

against in order to secure success. I have

already more than once observed, that those

persons will be most for flying to these esta

blishments, who have feeble constitutions,

or are subject to distempers which they

know render their lives particularly preca

rious ; and it is to be feared, that no caution

will be sufficient to prevent all danger from

hence.

Again. In matters of chance, it is impos

sible to say, that an unfavourable run of

events will not come, which may hurt the

best contrived scheme. The calculations

only determine probabilities ; and, agreeably

M 3 to
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to these, it may be depended on, that events

will happen on the whole. But at particu

lar periods, and in particular instances, great

deviations will often happen ; and these de

viations, at the commencement of a scheme,

must prove either very favourable, or very

unfavourable.

But further. The calculations suppose,

that all the monies received are put out im

mediately to accumulate at compound inte

rest. They make no allowance for losses, or

for any of the expences attending manage

ment. On these, accounts, the payments to

a Society of this kind, ought to be more

than the calculations will warrant, and the

interest of money ought to be reckoned low.

Mr. Dodfon, I find,, has paid due attention

to all this, by reckoning interest, in his cal

culations for this Society, at 3 per cent, and

taking the lowest of all the known probabi

lities of life, or those deduced from the

London bills of mortality [a). There is,

besides,

(a) It ought, however, to be remembered here, that in

selling life-annuities to commence either immediately, or

after given terms ; and also in some other cases, the va

lues come out less in consequence of lower probabilities of

life! Would it, in such instances, be taking an unfair

advantage, to estimate the values by Tables which give

the high?/}, rather than the lowest values? Thus ; was t,he

Society to sell''2o7. per annum, for life, to a person now

30, after 50, the value, according to Dr. Halley's Table,

vfcould, reckoning interest at 3/w cent, be 90/, in a sin-
•■-■-.■- ■■ ■ g!«
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besides, a liberty provided of making a call

on all the members, in cafe of any particu

lar emergency. It is, therefore, highly

probable, that this Society must be secure.

The last expedient, however, would be a

very disagreeable one, should there be ever

any occalion for having recourse to it j and,

in order to guard still more effectually against

danger, it would not, I think, be amiss to

charge a profit of 6 per cent, on all the

payments.—Should the consequence of this

pfove, that in some future period the Society

shall find itself possessed of too large a capi

tal, the harm will be trifling, and future

members will reap the advantage. But this

leads me to repeat an observation of particu?

lar consequence.

As this Society is guided in every instance,

by strict calculation, it is not to be expected

that it can meet with any difficulties for

many years; because, not 'till the end of

many years after it has acquired its maximum

of members, will the maximum of yearly clai

mants and annuitants come upon it ? Should

it, therefore, thro' inattention to this remark,

and the encouragement arising from the pos

session of a large surplus, be led to check or

gle payment ; but according to the London Table, the

value would be only 70/.

But in reality the value, even by Dr. Halley's Table,

is less than the Society, in such a case, ought $6 tajce, spr

tbe reason mentioned in pag. 147.

M 4 slop
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stop the increase of its stock too soon, thq

consequences might prove pernicious.

Again. I would observe, that it is of

great importance to the safety of such a So

ciety, that its affairs mould be under the in

spection of able mathematicians. Melancho

ly experience shews, that none but mathe

maticians are qualified fqr forming and con

ducting schemes of this kind.—In short ;

dangerous mistakes may sometimes be com

mitted, if the affairs of such a Society are

pot managed frugally, carefully, and pru

dently. One instance of this I cannot avoid

mentioning.

A person, who. desires to assure a particu

lar sum to be paid at the failure of his life,

on condition of the survivorship of another

life, may chuse to pay the value in annual

contributions during the continuance of his

own single life rather than during the con

tinuance of the joint lives, because the an

nual contributions, in this cafe, "ought to be

much less. But a Society that would prac

tise such a method of ajjurance would hurt

itself j for, as soon as the life, on whose sur

vivorship the assurance depends, is extinct,

the person assured, if then living, would have

no longer any benefit in view; and, there-

lore, would make his payments with reluc

tance, and in time, perhaps, entirely with

draw them j the consequence of which would

be, that the Society would suffer a loss by

being
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being deprived of the just vajue of the ex^

pectation. it had granted. The plan of a So

ciety ought always to be such, as that the

Josses arising from discontinuance of pay

ment, should fall on the purchaser, and ne-.

yer on the Society.

I must not forget to add, that it is neces

sary, that such a Society should be furnished

with as complete a set of Tables as possible.

This will render the business of the Society

much more easy, and also much more capa

ble of being conducted by persons unskilled

in mathematics. It will also contribute much

to its safety. For in all cafes to which Ta

bles can be extended, there would be no oc

casion for employing any calculators ; and,

consequently, a danger would be prevented

to which, though it is not no%v, \t may here

after be exposed ; I mean, the danger of hap

pening to trust unskilful or careless calcula

tors.—It is indeed furnished with Tables,

by which a great part of its business is tran

sacted j b,ut there are some important Tables

which it wants, and with which it should

be supplied j and these when composed, to

gether with all its other Tables, should be

subject to the revisal and examination of

the best judges, and afterwards published ;

with a minute account of the principles as

sumed and the method taken in composing

them. Such a publication would be a valu

able addition to this part of science; and it

would
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would also be the means of increasing and

establishing the credit of the Society.

In Questions 4th, 6th, 10th, 11th, 14th,

15th, and 1 6th, I have, with a particulnr

view to this Society, given rules by which

may be formed every Table it can want, for

shewing the values of assurances on the

•whole duration, or any terms, of any one or

two lives ; and nothing but care and atten

tion can be necessary to enable any good

arithmetician to calculate from them.

Further Account of the Equitable Society,

with an Account of an Institution for the

Sale of Life-Annuities at Hamburgh.

T Have just referred to the questions in the

-■- first Chapter of this Treatise, for the rules

by which the values of assurances on any one

life, or any two lives, may be computed.

Since the last publication of this Treatise,

investigations of this kind have been carried

much farther, and this subject, as far as it

respects assurances on any number of lives

not exceeding three, has been nearly ex

hausted by Mr. Morgan, the actuary of this

Society, in the Treatise referred to at the

end of the First Chapter. In this

work, Mr. Morgan has given a distinct ac

count of the state of this Society as he had

made it out to January ijjj ; and to that

account,
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Recount, and to the Observations addressed

jo the Society in the Introduction to Mr.

Morgans Treatise, 1 must refer for the fullest

information that can be given of the plan

and progressive increase of the Society, and

of the methods employed to keep in con

stant view th,e state of its accounts. I shall

here oply add, that its increase has been go

ing on ever since with rapidity ; that, in the

last five years, (or since 1776), its annualincome

Jias been nearly doubled, and its ^//^/(consist

ing now in part of land securities) more than

tripled; that the rate of mortality among the

persons assured has continued much below

that in the Tables by which it has hitherto

made its calculations (a) ; and that upon the

' whole,

10 to 20 — as 1 to i-,J. as i to i

20 to 30 — as 3 to 7 as 2 to 3

30 to 40 as 4 to 9 — as 2 to 3

40 to 50 as 3 to 5 ,*■ as 8 to 9

50 to 60 as 2 to 3 — as 6 to 7

60 to 70 9 to 1Q — 9 to 8

(a) The ratio of the decrements of life or rate of mor

tality in the Society has been, tor twelve years from 1768

to 1780,

to those in London—— to those at Brc/lcma

from

The profits of the Society by assurances only on single

lives during four years, from 1775 to 1778, were, on an

average, 6446/. per ann. In 1779, the Society (in order

better to improve a part of their capital) fold 27000/.

three per cent, stock, yielding an interest of 810/. per ann. ;

and with the produce of the sale (amounting to 16,696/.

7 s. in money) purchased 1334./. of the short annuity for

30 years from the 5th'of January 1778 ; by which change

jt added to its present income 2C0/. per ann, after appro

priating
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whole, it appears at present to possess such

^surplus os income and stock as places it (if

no mismanagement takes place) above dan

ger, except from events the most extraor

dinary.

In these circumstances, the Society, not

willing to raise an exorbitant capital, or

to take unreasonable profits, came to a reso

lution, at the beginning of the last year, or

1 78 1, to make such abatements io its de

mands as its present circumstances render

safe, and to settle such new arrangements in

its business as may contribute to make it as

great a benefit as possible to the public.

In the preceding Section, but more parti-

ticularly in the Introduction to Mr. Morgan %

Treatise, I have expressed my wishes that

the Society would order new Tables to be

calculated from Observations more adapted

to the general state of mortality among man

kind than those given by the London bills of

mortality. 1 can now inform the public,

that such an order has been given and lately

priating 324/. per arm. to accumulation in this short an

nuity, the effect of which accumulation will be, that if

the stocks continue the fame, the annuity with its in-

ciease will always fell for more than the original purchase

money ; and, if never fold, will, in the two last half-yearly

payments, become at least one half more than the purchase

money. If the stocks rife, the profit from a sale will

be increased. If they fall, the accumulation will be in

creased. In every state, therefore, of the funds, the So-.

ciety will be gainers.

carried
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carried into execution These new Ta

bles are,

First. A Table exhibiting the values of

single lives for their whole duration.

Secondly. A Table of the values of single

lives for any terms of years not exceeding

seven.

Thirdly. A Table of the values, in sin

gle and annual payments, of assurances on

single lives for terms and for their whole

duration.

Fourthly. A Table of the values of two

joint lives for all ages.

Fifthly. A Table of the values, in sin

gle and annual payments, of assurances of

gross sums, and life annuities payable on the

survivorship of one life beyond another."' -

The most material parts of these Tables will

be found among the other Tables in the next

volume. They have been calculated by Mr.

Morgan with incredible care and industry;

and are correct and complete to a degree ne

ver before attempted in any Tables of this

kind. They are to form the basis of the fu

ture business of the Society, and must con

duce much to its growing credit and use

fulness.

The second, third, and fifth Tables, have

been calculated by the rules in Chap. 1st of

this Treatise, Question 6th, 10th, nth, and

14th. And the other Tables, or the 1 stand 4th

just mentioned, in the method described by

Mr,
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Mr. Morgan in the lid Section of the second

Chapter of his Treatise on the Doctrine of

Annuities and Assurances ; a method which,

at the same time that it lessens the labour

of these calculations, prevents the possibility

of falling into any mistakes (a).

They are all founded on a Table of thd

probabilities of the duration of human life at

Northampton, which will be inserted among

the other Tables in the second volume of this

work. This Table made a part of all the

former editions of this work j but it is, in

the present edition, much improved, and

gives, I believe, more correctly than any

other, the mean probabilities of the duration

of human life j and, therefore, as I shall ob

serve again hereafter, seems to be properer

than any other for general use.

I had, in the Introduction to Mr. Morgan's

Treatise, recommended to the Society the

observations on human mortality at Chester ;

and I had procured a copy of them from Dr.

Hayg'arth, the ingenious founder of them.

But the directors of the Society have judged

very rightly, that they carry the probabilities

of life too high for their business—These

Observations, however, are not on this ac

count less important. I have been enabled

(a) Specimens of the shortest and easiest method of mak

ing these calculations by Logarithms, and grounded on

Mr. Morgan's method here mentioned, will be given

in a Postscript to the second of the Essays at the end of

this volume.

by
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by them to make the Northampton Table os

Observations more complete; and Tables of

the decrements and expectations of lives,

deduced from them, for both sexes, will be

given in the next volume.

The interest of money in calculating thc^

new Tables of the Society has been reckon

ed, as it was in the old Tables, at 3 percent.

This gives the Society (more especially at

present when money may be improved at

near double this interest) a very great ad

vantage. It likewise possesses the two fol

lowing advantages.

First. The interest of a large and fast in

creasing capital, the greatest part of which

is a surplus over and above all that is ne

cessary to enable it to make good its engage

ments.

Secondly. The profits arising from higher

probabilities of living among the members of

the Society than are exhibited, even in the new

Table of Observations by which its demands

are for the future to be governed. This Ta

ble differs but little from the Brejlaw or Dr.

Halky's Table of Observations, which, as

may be seen in the Note, p. 171, gives pro

babilities of living near a third lower than

those which have hitherto taken place in the

Society.

I believe the Society mighty now safely

trust itself to the security arising from these

advantages, and take the payments for assur

ances
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ances in strict conformity to its new Tables^

without any charge upon them j and the

consequence of this would be, that these

payments* which four years ago were reduced

a tenth, will be further reduced about two

tenths, or in the whole about 30 per cent, (a)

But as it has been the custom of the So

ciety (in conformity to the recommendation

in p. 167) to make an addition of 6 per cent:

to all the payments required by the old Ta

bles, it may, I think, be excused, if, for the

sake of greater safety and to provide better

for the expences of management, it should

make an addition of 3 or 4 per cent, to the

payments required by the new Tables.

There still remain a few Tables, which

perhaps some time or other the Society may

think proper to furnish itself with.——I

will mention the two following.

First. A Table of the same kind with that

mentioned in p. 125, shewing the values of

sums payable at a given age, and of annuities

payable till a given age, to a child, should he

lose his parent:

Secondly. A Table containing the values

of assurances of annuities for the remainder

of life after given terms.

(a) It should be remembered, that the reduction here

mentioned, does not extend to the Jingle payments for as

surances of life -annuities payable on survivorship, the Lon

don Table of Observations givnig these almost as low as the

Northampton Table.

This
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This would inform the public what ad

vantages could be reasonably offered to per

sons who wish to be purchasers of such an

nuities i and the avidity with which the de-*

ceptions in this way have been encouraged

renders such an information particularly

proper. -The public, indeed, has been led

by these deceptions to entertain such wrong

ideas of the terms on which these annuities

may be sold.; that probably no terms which

the Society can afford will appear sufficiently

encouraging. There are, however, annui

ties of this kind which, at the same time that

they have the most useful tendency, might

possibly invite purchasers. Suppose, in

particular, an annuity of 1 /. to commence

at 56, and to increase at the rate of il. eve

ry year afterwards, (so as to become 15/. at

70, 25/. at 80, and 35/. at 9c) was offer

ed for a given sum payable at the age of 30,-

with proper abatements for every year that the

purchase was made before this age.—Would

not such a proposal be likely to engage at

tention ? And might it not be extremely

useful, by holding forth an incitement to in

dustry in the beginning of life, and providing

a way of laying out small savings to the best

advantage i->—-According to a high valua

tion the sum in this cafe would be about

twenty guineas ; and the proper abatement

about twenty-five shillings for every year

Vol; I.- ' N ' that
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that a purchaser's age, if not less than 20,

falls short of 30.

I must not conclude these Observations

on annuity schemes without taking particu

lar notice of an excellent example in this-

way, which is given by a general annuity in

stitution lately established at Hamburgh; and

to which I have referred at the end of the

fourth Section p. 1 27.

Having received, through Mr. Oeder at

Oldenburg, an account of this institution,

and finding that the conductors of it wish to

extend its advantages beyond the limits of

Hamburgh ; I embrace with pleasure this

opportunity of recommending it, and recit

ing the following particulars in its plan.

Persons of all ages who may desire to in

crease their incomes by purchasing annuities

for their own single lives, or for the longest

of any two lives, may in this institution

purchase such annuities. A person at 50

may receive during his life 74- per cent, for

any sum ; at 60, he may receive iOrV per

cent.; at 70, 15 per cent. Persons' who

depend for a subsistence on the permanency

of their capacities for service or labour,

may with such savings as they may be able

to make in their years of vigour, purchase

for themselves a competence for old age. A

person at 40 may with 100/. purchase 18/.

per ann. for his life after 55 ; or, for a pay

ment of ijs0 6d. every half year till he is

60, he may purchase for his life after that

3 aSe
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age 61. 1 2 j. per ann. Young persons

whose fortunes do not produce a sufficient

income may, by sinking a part of them, pro

cure the means of a future settlement, in

life. A boy, for instance, aged 10, may with

100/. purchase an annuity of $/.} depend

ent 011 his life till he is 25 years of age,

when it may be supposed he will be pro

vided with other means of supporting him

self.

Persons who have friends or relations de

pendent upon them may purchase for them,

either by a single present payment, or by half-

yearly payments ; any annuities to commence

at the time of their survivorship, should

that happen, and to be continued during the

remainder os their lives. In the cafe of wi

dows an abatement is made, if the purchaser

chuses, that the annuity should be paid only

during widowhood.

Parents wishing to provide portions for

their children, or sums for putting them

out to apprenticeships when grown up to

a certain age, may purchase (by either half-

yearly contributions or single payments,) such

portions or sums to be paid them at that

age, should they live to it.

The plan of this institution includes in

it several other particulars; but I will only

add, that the money received by the con

ductors of it is lodged in the chamber of

Hamburgh ; that the prices or contribu

tions are distinctly specified for every age in

N 2 a set
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a set of Tables which have been published

at Hamburgh ; and that these Tables have

been calculated at an interest of 3 per cent.

from some of the best registers of mortality,

and (as far as I have examined them) with

skill and correctness.

CHAP.
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CHAP. III.

Of'Public Credit, and the National

Debt.

THE NationalDebt is a subject in which

the public is deeply interested. Some

observations have occurred to me upon it,

which I think important ; and for this rea

son, though foreign to my chief purpose in

this work, I shall beg leave to offer them to

public attention.

The practice of raising the necessary sup

plies for every national service, by borrowing

money on interest, to be continued till the

principal is discharged, must be in the high

est degree detrimental to !a kingdom, unless

a plan is settled, for putting its debts into a

regular and certain course of payment.

When this is not done, a kingdom, by such a

practice, obliges itself to return for every

sum it borrows infinitely greater sums ; and,

for the sake of a present advantage, subjects

itself to a burden which must be always

growing heavier and heavier, 'till it becomes

insupportable.

N 3 This
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This seems to be now the very state of

. this nation. At the Revolution, an æra

in other respects truly glorious, the practice

I have mentioned begun. Ever since, the

public debt has been increasing fast, and

every new war has added much more to it,

than was taken from it, during the preced

ing period of peace. In the year 1700, it

was 16 millions. In 171 5, it was 55 mil

lions. A peace, which continued 'till 1740,

funk it to 46 millions; but the succeeding

War increased it to 78 millions ; and the

next peace funk it no lower than 75 mil

lions. In the last war it rose to 146 mil

lions and a half. During a peace which has

lasted now 10 years, it has been reduced to

138 millions: And at a sum not much less

than this, it will, perhaps, be found at the

commencement of another war, which may

possibly raise it to ioo millions (#).—-One

cannot reflect on this without terror,—No

resources can be sufficient to support a king-

(«) It should be remembered that this was written in

1773. I«J774and 1775, two millions of the capital

of the 3 per cent, annuities were paid off", which reduced

the capital of the public debt to 136 millions; and at this

sum, nearly, (supposing the hong annuity worth 27 years

purchase) it stood at the beginning of the present war, which

has already raised it considerably above 200 millions, as

will appear from an account which I have thought pro

per to insert at the end of this Chapter, in order to exhi

bit an example of an expence, now going on and fttji in*

ct-afeng, which will probably make this kingdom the

wonder and terror of future ages.

dom
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dom' long in such a course. 'Tis obvious,

that the consequence of accumulating debts

so rapidly ; and of mortgaging posterity,

and funding for eternity, in order to pay

the interest of them ; must in the end prove

destructive. Rather than go on in this

way, it is absolutely necessary, that no mo

ney mould be borrowed, except on annui

ties, which are to terminate within a given

period. Were this practised, there would

be a limit beyond which the national debts

could not increase ; and time would do that

necessarily for the public, which, if trusted

to the œconomy of the conductors of its af

fairs, might possibly never be done.

This, therefore, is one of the proposals to

which, on this occasion, I wish I could en

gage attention.—I am sensible, indeed, that

the ■present burdens of the state would, in this

cafe, be increased, in consequence of the

greater present interest, which would be ne

cessary to be given for money. But I do not

consider this as an objection of any weight.

For let the annuity be an annuity for a 190

years. Such an annuity is, to the present

views of men, nearly the same with an annui

ty for ever; and it is also nearly the same in

calculation, its value at 4 per cent, being

2/f.r years purchase, and therefore only half a

year's purchase less than the value of a per

petuity. Supposing, therefore, the public able

to borrow money at 4 per cent, on annuities

N 4 for
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for ever, it ought not to give above is. yd.

per cent, more for money borrowed on annuiT

ties for i oo years : But should it be obliged to

give a quarter, or even an half per cent.

more (a), the additional burdens derived

from hence, would not be such as could be

very sensibly felt ; and the advantages, aris

ing from the necessary annihilation of the

public debts by time, would abundantly

overbalance them.

These advantages would be, indeed, un

speakably great. By such a method of raising

money, the expence of one war would, in

time, come to be always discharged, before

a new war commenced ; and it would be im

possible, that a state mould ever have upon

it, at any one time, the expence of many

wars; or any larger debts than could be con

tracted, within the limited period of the an

nuities : And consequently, it would enjoy

the invaluable privilege of being rendered,

in some degree, independent of the manage-

(a) These annuities might be kept 18 years without

being much diminished in value; for, supposing interest

at 4 per cent, an annuity for 82 years, is, within a 49th

part, or 2/. in 98/. worth as much as an annuity for :i

j CO years.

Perhaps, in this way of raising money, it might be best

to offer a higher interest at first, which should sall to a

lower, at the end of given intervals. Thus, tho' 4.'- for

joe years is equal in value to 5 per cent, for 17 years, and

after that a, per cent, for 8 j years, yet the latter might ap

pear more inviting.
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ment of its finances by ignorant or unfaithful

servants,

I must add, that it is by no means neces

sary, that the limited period of the annuities

should be so long as I have mentioned, or

j 00 years : And that, at any time before the

expiration of this period, the public might

employ any surplus monies, in extinguishing

part of the annuities, by purchasing them for

itself at the market price; and thus it might

aid' the operations of time, and keep its debts

within any bounds, that its interest rendered

necessary. Our government has, I know, in

some instances adopted the plan now propos

ed ; but it is to be wished that, instead of re

tracting (a) it, as was once done, it had been

carried much further.

I am, however, far from intending to re

commend this plan as the best a state can

pursue. There is another method of gaining

the same end, which is, on many accounts,

preferable to it. I mean, *.* by providing an

** annual laving, to be applied invariably,

" together with the interest of all the sums

" redeemed by it, to the purpose of discharg-

" ing the public debts : Or, in other words,

" by the establishment of a permanent sink-

" ING FUND."

(a) In the year 1720, the nation was put to the ex-

pence of above three millions, in order to reduce several

long and short annuities then subsiding, to redeemable

perpetuities.

3 »
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It is well known, that this plan has been

also adopted by our government; but, tho'

capable of producing the greatest effects in

the easiest and surest manner, it has never

been carried into execution. It will abund

antly appear from what follows, that this

observation is just.
#

Suppose the annual saving to be 100,000/.

This sum, applied now to discharge an equal

debt, bearing interest at \per cent, will trans

fer to the public, from its creditors, an an

nuity of 4000/. The annual saving, there

fore, would be increased to 104,000/.;

and this saving would transfer to the public

another annuity of 4,160/. and make the

saving, at the beginning of the 2d year, to be

108,160/.—Thus, the original fund would

go on increasing, at the same rate with money

improved at 4 per cent, compound interest.

—At the beginning of the 3d year it would

be 1 12,486/. . At the beginning of the 1 8th

year, 202,581/. Of the 36th year, 410,393/.

and of the 95th year, 4,151,138/.—In 94

years, then, the nation might be eased of

above 4 millions per annum in taxes j and

above 100 millions of its debts would be dis

charged, gradually and insensibly, at no

greater expence than 100,000/. per annum;

and, without interfering with any of the re

sources of government; or making any other

difference, than causingfunds to be engaged

for
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for a course of time to the public, which

would have been otherwise necessarily engag

ed to its creditors, and which, therefore, must:

have been entirely useless to it.

It is an observation that deserves particular

attention here, that, on this plan, it will be

of less importance to a state what interest it

is obliged to give for money: For the higher

the interest, the sooner will such a fund pay

off the principal. Thus ; a 100 millions

borrowed at 8 per cent, and bearing an an

nual interest of eight millions, would be paid

off by a fund, producing annually 100,000/.

in 56 years; that is, in 38 years less time,

than if the same money had been borrowed

at 4 per cent. (a).

1 It

(a) What is here said, supposes the fame fund applied

to the discharge of debts bearing different interests. If

different funds are applied, bearing to one another the

same proportion with the interests of the debts which

they are to discharge, the benefit derived from borrow

ing on lower rather than higher interests, will be reduced

so almost nothing; for the disbursements of the public

on account of all equal loans,, wili, in this cafe, be

nearly the same.

The following example will explain and demonstrate

this.

Let a million be borrowed at iper cent, and let a fund

be charged with it, bringing msixshillings per cent, per ann.

more than the interest; or 33,000/. instead of 30,000/.

ter ann. This surplus, unalienably applied, together with

all the interests disengaged by it, will annihilate the prin

cipal in 81 years, as may be gathered from Table IVth.

in the next volume. And the disbursements, on account

of the loan, will be 81 multiplied by 33,000/. that is,

2.673,000/. Let us suppose again, a million borrowed

at
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It follows from hence, that reductions of

interest would, on this plan, be no great ad

vantage to a state. They would, indeed,

lighten its present burdens ; but this advan

tage would be, in some measure, balanced

by the addition which would be made to its

future burdens, in consequence of the longer

time during which it would be necessary to

bear them.—I mean this on the supposition,

that the savings produced by reductions of

interest, are immediately applied to the re

lief of the state, by annihilating taxes equi

valent to them. But if that is not the cafe;

and if, likewise, there is either no plan esta-^

blished for putting the public debts into a

certain course of payment, or it is not faith

fully carried into execution j in these cir

cumstances, reductions of interest may prove

hurtful. For, first, They would only fur

nish funds for contracting further debts, and

with more money for supplying the defi

ciencies arising from profusion and bad ma

nagement. And, secondly, As, in such cir

cumstances, they would only retard, and not

prevent the increase of the burdens occasion

ed by the public debts, a period woul4

come when the affairs of the state would

at 6 per cent, and let a fund be charged with it, produc

ing a surplus of twelve Jliillings per cent, per ann. such a

fund, besides paying,the interest, will discharge the prin

cipal in 41 years; and the disbursements, on account of

the loan, will be 66,coo/, multiplied by 41 j that is,

2.706,000/. or nearly the same with the disbursements

pn account of an equal loan at 3 per cent.

get
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get near to a crisis; and at such a period,

■ its danger would be increased, in proportion

to the reductions of interest that had been

made.

In order to understand this ; let us suppose

that a debt, bearing an annual interest of five

millions, is the whole debt, which a state

can bear without being so much opprest as

to be near sinking. Let it, however, be sup

posed to have still some last resources left,

which may enable it to bear, for 23 years to

come, this load, together with every addi

tional load, which, during this time, may be

necessary to be thrown upon it.—Let it fur

ther be supposed, that at this time, the. state,

urged by the fear of an approaching bank

ruptcy, resolves upon entering into some

effectual measures for preserving itself.- ■

Certain it is, that in such circumstances, no

measure so effectual can be pursued, as the

establishment of a sinking fund, and such a

faithful application of it as I have explained.

Let that then be the measure entered upon ;

and let the state be supposed capable of pro

viding a fund, producing a million annually.

If all the debts bear interest, at 6 per cent.

this fund would pay off three-fifths of them,

within the time I have mentioned; or, in 23

years j and the state might be saved. But

if, in consequence of reductions, they bear

interest at no more than 3 per cent, the same

fund would not give the fame relief, in less

than
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than double that time ; and therefore, a bank*

ruptcy might prove unavoidable [a).

I wish I could think, that there is nothing

in this representation, that can be applied to

the present state of this nation. The interest

of the public debts has been reduced, at dif

ferent' periods, from 6 to 5, from 5 to 4,

and from 4 to 3 per cent, j but still they

have grown with rapidity ; and we now fee

ourselves overloaded, and in no way of gain

ing relief. Had there been no reductions of

interest, we should, indeed, have been in the

same condition sooner ; but, we might have

been relieved also sooner, and with less dif

ficulty and danger.

In short. Reductions of interest are ad

vantageous chiefly when made to gain ad

ditions to such a sinking fund as I have de

scribed.—When made with other views, they

are only palliatives, which give present relief

by increasing future danger; or expedients

which poflpone a public bankruptcy, by ren

dering it a calamity more unavoidable and

dreadful. As managed therefore among us,

they have been indeed the effects of too

narrow a policy, and deserve none of the

encomiums which have been bestowed upon

them. ,-The preceding observations prove

this sufficiently; but there is one farther

{a) It should not be forgotten, that the operation of

such a scheme would soon raise the 3'per cent, debts near

ly to par, and render the discharge ot them at a discount

impracticable.

proof
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proof of it which I cannot help mentioning.

—Suppose 200,000/. per ann. to have been

gained in 1716, by the reduction which was

then made of the 6 per cents, to 5 per cents ;

or, in other words, by saving 1 per cent, per

ann. on a capital of 20 millions. This sav

ing, in consequence of being applied un-

alienably in the manner I have represented,

to the payment of the public debts, would,

in 37 years, have discharged a debt of

20.325,000/. bearing 5 per cent, interest.

But if applied every year to current services,

in order to avoid levying new taxes, the

benefit derived from it in the same period,

would be 37 times 200,000/. or 7.400,000/.

but at the same time, a debt would have

been continued of 20 millions, which must

have been otherwise paid. The effect, there

fore, in this cafe, of the reduction, would

be to prevent an incumbrance on the public

of 200,000/. per ann. by leaving upon it an

incumbrance of a million per ann. rendered

more difficult and unlikely than ever to be

removed (a).

But

(a) There is an inconvenience arising from reductions of

interest, which I did not attend to when this Chapter was

composed, but which is greater than any here mentioned.

They have given rife to the extravagant douceurs or pre

miums which have been annexed to our public loans, by

causing the lenders of money to consider whatever interest

could be offered above 3 per cent, as no more than a short

annuity. Had there been no reductions of interest be

fore the war which begun in 1755, the price of thefour

fer
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But to return to the subject I have piirici-

pally in view.

per cent, flocks would have been during the whole war ei

ther above par or hot much below it, and government might

have borrowed at this or a lower interest without premiums:

But the reduction which had just taken place of 56 millions

to an interest of 3 per cent, made it unavoidable for mo

neyed men to consider this stock as only a 3 per cent, stock

with 1 /. per ami. added till peace was established ; and

this made it necessary for government, either to promise

interest extravagantly high, or to offer long or ihort or.

life-annuities or additional capitals, as rewards for lend

ing money at 3 per cent* The last method has been

constantly adopted ; and in consequence of it,> the pub

lic has been put to an enormous expence, which the avoid

ing os' reductions and a little management would have

rendered entirely unnecessary.

I have endeavoured to explain this in the second Tract

on Civil Libeity, Part II, Sect. Ill, and particularly

in the Supplement to that Tract, where regulations are

proposed for raising the value of stocks bearing higher

interests than 3 per cent, in order to avoid the necessity

of offering high premiums and creating artificial debts.—-

The present state of the stocks will ihew what occasion

there is for some such regulations. The 3 percent.

stocks are now (Oct. 25th, 1781 ,) at 55A ; and the price:

of the 4 per cent, stocks, which, in order to bear a pro

portionable price, ought to be 73J, is (deducting a fort

night's interest] 70|-. ' One percent, added to make 2. five

per cent, stock, would be still more undervalued ; afi'd

such a stock, even with the advantage of being declared ir

redeemable for 15 or 20 years, would not probably fell for

more than 82/. or 83/. Were, therefore, government to'

attempt to borrow by offering 5 per cent, it ceuld not

succeed without giving a premium of near 20/. for every

100/. advanced. But, by such regulations as those

proposed in the Supplement to which I have just refer

red, it would, I imagine, become practicable to bor

row at interests corresponding nearly to the prices of the

3 per cents, without premiums.

What
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What 1 have said implies, that a state al

ways discharges its debts, whatever interest

they bear, by paying the original sum bor

rowed. It may, perhaps, be imagined, that

when a loan is under par, it may be discharg

ed at a less expence. But this is by no means

so practicable as it may seem ; for it should

be considered, that a public loan, now under

par, would not long keep so, after being put

into a course of payment : And, for this rea

son, as a state can never be obliged, in re

deeming its debts, to pay more than the ori*-

ginal sum borrowed, so neither ought it to

expect, in general,- to be able to redeem them

by paying less. I have said, in general } for

I am sensible, that at the beginning of the

operations of a fund, when its produce is

small ; and also, in a time of war, a state

might derive great advantages from the low

price of its debts. And I am sensible also,

that considerable advantages might be de

rived from lotteries (a), in paying the public

debts : But lotteries do great mischief in a

state, by fostering the destructive spirit of

gaming. It is wretched policy to make

them familiar, by recurring to them in the

ordinary course of government* There are

(a) Thus ; 800,000/. of the 3 per cents, at 87 ; or

1,600,000, at 70, might be redeemed with half a million

of money, consisting of 50,060 lottery tickets at 10/.

each, real value; but capable of being sold at 14/. as

Was done in some of the last lotteries.

Vol. I. O great
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great occasions on which they may be ne

cessary, and for such occasions they should

be reserved.

The advantages of putting the public

debts into such a course of payment as I

have described, are scarcely to be imagin

ed. It would give a vigour to public cre

dit, which would enable a state always to-

borrow money easily, and on the best terms.

And the encouragement to lenders might

be always improved, without any inconve

nience, by making every loan irredeemable,

during the first 20 or 30 years ; for, there

could seldom be any occasion for beginning

to discharge any one loan sooner.

It might be easily shewn, that the saithful

application, from the beginning of the year

1700, of only 200,000/. annually, would

long before this time, notwithstanding the

reductions of interest, have caused above

half the public funds to revert to the

public, and paid off above 80 millions of

its debts. The nation might, therefore,

some years ago, have been eased of a great

part of the taxes with which it is loaded.

The most important relief might have been

given to its trade and manufactures; and it

might now have been in better circum

stances, than at the beginning of the last

war j its credit firm j respected by foreign

nations, and dreaded by its enemies. The

near view, likewise, of such a period, dur

ing

3
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ing the course of the last war, would have

given higher spirits to the nation, and en

couraged it to bear the expence occasioned

by the war with more chearfulness, and to

continue it with vigour for two or three

years longer ; the consequence of which

would, probably, have been, gaining a full

indemnification from our enemies, and

weakening them to such a degree, as would

have given us effectual security against them,

for many years to come.—A new account

might also now have been begun ; and an

other fund, not much more considerable, ap

plied in the same way, would, in 60 or 70

years more, have paid, not only all that

would have been now unpaid, but also, pro

bably, a great proportion of such further

debts (æ) as must be contracted within this

time. And thus, without any expence that

could be sensibly, felt, its debts, as soon as

they began to grow heavy, might have been

constantly reduced to a half, ora third; and

not only all danger, but all considerable in

convenience from them prevented.

All I have now said, supposes asingle fund

with a general appropriation to the payment

of the public debts. The same ends might

(a) The reader must fee, that this and much that fol

lows has been written with too little foresight. Little in

deed could I suspect at the time of the former publications

of this work, the possibility of a war so destructive as that

with America, and an expence so unparalleled as ihat which

it has occasioned.

O 2 be
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be answered by particular funds, with small

surplusses, appropriated to particular debts.

In the wars of King William and Queen Anne,

an interest of six, and sometimes seven and

eight per cent, was given for loans-. It would

have been easy to have annexed to each loan

a fund producing a surplus of 1 1, per cent.^

after paying the interest; and such a surplus

would have been sufficient to annihilate the

principal of every loan in 33 years. Had

this plan been followed, the disengagement

of the public funds, and the relief attend

ing it, would have begun 50 years ago ; and

the debts contracted, during the reigns of

King William and Queen Anne, would have

been all cancelled near 20 years ago, without

any of that trouble, tumult, and distress,

which have been occasioned by reductions of

interest, and by the various schemes which

have been tried for lessening the debts {a).—>

A fund, yielding 1 /. per cent, surplus, an

nexed to a loan at 5 per cent, would dis

charge the principal in 37 years (b). At

4 per

(a) The sums to be laid out would, in this case, be so

small at first, that it would be proper to employ them in-

purchasing part of the loan to be annihilated at the prices

in the public market; and this, as far as it can be car

ried, is the most easy and quiet and silent way possible

of extinguishing the public debts.

(b) I have all along supposed the produce of the pub

lic funds to come in yearly. The truth is, that it comes

in half-yearly ; but this gives no advantage in the pay

ment of the public debts worth taking into account. 1 1,

fer annum, together with its growing interests, at ^per

cent.
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^percent, in 41 years. At 3' per cent, in

47 years.

These observations relate only to what

might have been the state of the nation with

respect to its debts, had a right plan been

pursued from the first. But it will be asked,

What can be done with them as they are ?—

I wish I was able to give a more satisfactory

answer to this enquiry. Every one must fee

our prospect to be discouraging, and our state

hazardous. Some have thought, that a good

method might be found out of discharging

the national debt, by short annuities, and

life annuities. The following observations

will shew how groundless an imagination

this is.

Short annuities and life-annuities havebeen

always undervalued by the public; and

were they offered to sale to such an amount

as would be necessary to make any consider

able reduction in the national debt, they

would probably fall to a very low price.

Let the three per cent, stocks be supposed

at 86. 100/. or this stock would not be giv

en up for a life-annuity less than 6/. or a

short annuity for a less term than 30 years;

for this is valuing them at 14-^ years purchase,

and life-annuities in particular have never yet

been disposed of at so high a price.—In or

der, therefore, to discharge in this way a ca-

cent. taken yearly out of ico/. will reduce it to nothing

in 41 years; if taken balf-yeady, it will annihilate the

fame capital only four months and 12 days sooner.

O 3 pital
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pital in the 3 percent, annuities of 33 millions

and a third, (the interest of which is a mil

lion per am.) it would be necessary to pro

vide a surplus producing another million per

ann. for 30 years. But this surplus em

ployed during the same time as a linking

fund, would redeem 47 millions and a half

at par, and 51 millions and a half at 86/.

in money for every ico/. stock. It would,

therefore, be great folly to employ such a

surplus in the former way rather than the

latter.

But I will beg leave to detain the reader

here a little longer The observations now

made may be of use in mewing what the best

method is of incurring debts as well as' re

deeming them.

Suppose a million raised by annuities on a

set of lives, all at 30 years of age. The

purchasers of such annuities cannot rea

sonably be reckoned to have an expectation

of less than 30 years. That is; the dura

tion of their lives, taking them one with

another, will be 30 years ; and they will be

entitled, supposing interest at 4 per cent, to

7/. per annum, for every 1 00/. advanced. For

amillion then, the public would make 30 pay

ments of 70,000/.—Let us suppose next, that

a fund producing this sum annually, instead

of being engaged to pay these life-annuities,

is engaged for 30 years, to pay the principal

and interest of a million, borrowed on re

deemable perpetuities, at 4 per cent. There

will.
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will, at the end of the first year, be a sur

plus of 30,000/.—In consequence of ap

plying this to the extinction ot the principal,

it will be reduced to 970,000/. on which, at

the end of the second year, the interest due

will be 38,800/. There will, therefore, be

a saving of 1200/. Instead of employing

this saving in further sinking the principal,

which would cause the fund to accumulate

in the same manner with money at com

pound interest, let it be taken and employed

in any other way : And let the some be done

with all the subsequent savings, reserving

only 30,000/. annually, for the purpose of

sinking the principal. At the end of the

second year, the principal will be 940,000/. ;

and the saving of interest upon it, at the end

of the third year, 2400/. At the end of the

33th year, the principal will be reduced

to 100,000/. The saving of interest that

year will be, 1200/. multiplied by 29, or

34,800/. and the sum of all the savings will

be 522,000/.—Deduct from hence 100,000/.

remaining then undischarged of the prin

cipal ; and 422,000/. will be the loss the

public would sustain, in the circumstances I

have supposed, by raising money on life-an

nuities. But if we suppose the savings, as

they arise, as well as the constant sum of

30,000/. to be applied to the discharge of

the principal, instead of being spent on cur

rent services; the whole million will be an

nihilated in 21 years and a half; and the

O 4 loss
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loss to the public by preferring life-annuities^

will be 8 f years purchase of the annuities \

or 595,000/.—By similar deductions it may

be easily found, that the loss, in younger

lives, is greater ; in older lives less ; but ne

ver inconsiderable, except in the oldest lives.

It appears, therefore, that in consequence

of such a way of raising money, the public

must always pay much more in interest than

there is any occasion for j and wajle a sum

equal to more than half the principal bor

rowed (#). This, however, tho' so waste

ful,

(a) It is obvious, that she observations here made,

mayibe applied to the common methods of raising money

on life-annuities, for building churches, paving streets,

making navigations, &c. &c. And, in general, to all cases

where the money received is not laid up to be improved.

,—For, to view this subject in another light, let us sup

pose iOjOCo/. borrowed for any public work, on perpe

tuities, at 4 per cent. And, if that will afford more en

couragement, let them be made irredeemable for any

number of years less than seventeen. Let us further sup-

pole such rates, or tolls, established for the payment ot*

the interest and principal, as shall produce double the in

terest of the sum borrowed ; or 800/. per annum, instead

of 400/. per annum. Let the surplus, as it comes in half-

yearly, be laid up to accumulate in the public funds, in

17 years and a half, reckoning interest at 4 per cent, a ca-

/pital will be raised, equal to the whole sum borrowed ;

and, therefore, at the end of that time, the whole debt

may be discharged, and the whole transaction finished.—

J5ut if the same sum had been borrowed on annuities, for

the lives of a set of persons 50 years of age, at 8 per cent.

which is 1/. per cent, less than the true value of such an

nuities : Had this, I say, been done, half the annuitants

would have been aLve at the end of the term I have men

tioned ; and the whole transaction, together with the ex-

pences
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sal, Is a more frugal way of procuring mo

ney than by borrowing on perpetuities, with-r

out putting them into a course of redemp^-

tion ; for in this cafe, (if a fpunge is not

applied) the loss must be infinite.

But to return.

The enquiry which has occasioned this

digression, must be interesting to every per

son who wishes well to this country.—All

schemes for discharging the public debts by

life-annuities, have been shewn to be absurd

and extravagant.—In general ; it may be ob

served, that it is far from probable, that any

money which the nation can spare, if ap

plied so as to bear ox\\ysimple interest, can

be capable of reducing its debts within due

bounds; or of doing us, in our present cir

cumstances, any essential service. A fund,

producing a surplus of even two millions an

nually, would, when thus applied, pay no

more than 40 millions in 20 years ; and, in

that time, a war might probably come, which

pences and trouble attending the management of it, could

not have b?en finally closed 'till the extinction of all the

lives; that is, not in lei's time, most probably, than 35,

or, perhaps, 40 years.—It is a necessary observation here,

that, if public credit maintains its ground, much will not

depend, in the plan now proposed, on the rise and fall of

Stocks. If a war sinks them, the money laid out, while

the war lasts, will accumulate sailer. Jf a peace raises

them, the money fhat had been, previoufly laid out will

be proportionably increased.

, would
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would interrupt the application of it ; and

increase our debts much more than such a

fund had lessened them.

Certain it is, therefore, that if our affairs

are to be retrieved, it must be by 2.fund in

creasing itself in the manner I have explain

ed. The smallestyzW of this kind is, in

deed, omnipotent, if it is allowed time to ope

rate. But we are, I fear, got so near to the

limits of the resources of the nation, that it

cannot be allowed much time : And, in or

der to make amends for this, it is necessary

that it should be large.—Let us then suppose,

that the nation is still strong enough to ena

ble it to provide a fund, that shall yield a

million and halfannually, for 20 years to come :

And also, that, together with all its present

burdens, it is capable of bearing every addi

tional burden that 20 years more can bring

upon it. If this is not true, we have, I

think, nothing to do but to wait the issue,

and tremble.

A fund, producing annually a million and

a half, would increase to three millions per

ann. in 20 years (a). At the end of this term,

the nation might be eased of the most op

pressive taxes, to the amount of a million and

(a) It should be remembered, that in the present year

1781, 1/. per cent, on the consolidated 4 per cents, is anni

hilated, and that I supposed when this was written the

saving derived from hence to be taken as a part of the

fund.

, a half j
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a half; and the consequence would prove,

that, if there should have been a war, ei

ther the whole, or the greatest part of the

addition occasioned by it to the public bur

dens, would be taken off, and the nation

reinstated nearly in its present circumstances.

But, if there should have been no war, the

national debt, and the taxes charged with it,

would be reduced a third below the sums at

which they now stand ; and the nation would

be so much relieved as to be prepared for a

war.—The remaining million andhalf would,

in 2.3 years, increase again to three millions

fer annum; and then, so much more of the

public taxes would be set free ; 50 millions

more, or 93 millions in all, of the public

debts would be discharged, and the difficul

ties of the nation would be, in a great mea

sure, conquered.—During this whole course

of time, there may possibly be but one war;

and should that happen, the appropriation at

the end of it, of about 400,000/. per annum,

might be enough to answer all purposes.

In these obiervations, I suppose the 3 per

cents, to be paid off at par ; and no advantage

taken at any time of their low price. By

taking this advantage, and with the help of

a little management, a fund, producing an

nually a million and half, might be made to

increase to another million and half, in less

time than I have assigned. Should there be

a war in a few years, the 3 per cents, would

pro-
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probably fall below j§ ; and then the pro

prietors of them must be glad to part with

them at this price; the consequence of which,

supposing the war to last eight years, would

be, that the fund would double itself, and

the nation be relieved in the manner I have

mentioned, in 18, instead of 20 years.—

The advantage will be the same, supposing

the government at such a time to go on in

paying off the 3 per cents, at par. For the ef

fect of this would be, that money might be

borrowed for the public service on propor-

tionably better terms. Suppose, for instance,

that four millions must be borrowed for the

service of the year; and let the produce of

the fund be then increased to two millions ;

and the interest of money in theJiocks, above

\ per cent. In these circumstances, it would

be the interest of the lenders of money, to

take 3 1 per cent, for the sums they advanced,

in consideration of having their 3 per cents.

paid off at par, to the amount os half these

sums.—War, therefore, would accelerate the

redemption of the public debts; and it would

do this the more, the longer it lasted, and

the higher it raised the interest of money.

Or if, in consequence of paying always at

par, this could not happen ; an equivalent

effect would be produced in the way just

mentioned. The stocks would be always

kept up by the operations of the fund ; and,

in proportion to the sums yielded by it, the

public
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public would be able to borrow money more

advantageously, and less would be added to

it's burdens.—This seems to me an observa

tion of particular consequence. It demon

strates, that the invariable application, in

war as well as peace, of the produce of the

fund I am supposing, to the payment of

the national debts, rather than to any cur

rent services, would, independently of its ef

fect in redeeming these debts, be attended

with great advantages to the public. But

this is a subject on which I shall have occa

sion to say more presently.

Thesinkingfund, in its present state, and,

after supplying the deficiencies of the peace

establishment, yields, I suppose, a considera

ble part of the million and a half I have men

tioned {a). And I cannot .doubt but that

such savings might be made in the collection

and expenditure of the national revenue, as

would cause this fund to yield, for 18 or 20

years to come, the whole of this sum, with

out imposing any new burdens on the pub

lic. But, were there, indeed, no way of

providing any part of it, but by creating new

(a) A more careful enquiry has {hewn me that the true

surplus of the public income was at the time of the for

mer publications of this work much less than I imagined.

For five years after J763 it was no more than 30,000/.

per ann. For five years before 1775 it was 338,729/.;.

and the medium for the whole duration of the last peace

was 1 96,000 /. per ann. according to the accounts in the

second Tract on Civil Liberty, Part 3d. Sect. 4th.

funds,
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funds, or imposing new taxes j it ought to be

done, because it must be done, or the nation

sink.

The evils and dangers, attending an exor

bitant public debt in this country, are so

great, that they cannot be exaggerated.—

Without repeating, what has been so often

said, of its increasing the dependance on the

crown, rendering us tributary to foreigners ;

and raising the price of provisions and la

bour j and, consequently, checking popula-

lation, and loading our trade and manusac

tures ; I will only take notice of the follow

ing evils which attend it.

First. The execrable practices of the

Alley. These cannot be mentioned in lan

guage too strong. They are increasing every

day ; and the national debt, by giving occa

sion to them, is likely soon (with the aid of

annual lotteries) to ruin all honest industry

among us, and to turn us into a nation of

gamblers.

Secondly. It must check the exertions

of the spirit of liberty in the kingdom. The

tendency of every government is to despo

tism ; and in this it must end, if the people

are not constantly jealous and watchful. Op

position, therefore, and resistance, are often

necessary. But they may throw things into

confusion, and occasion the ruin of the public

funds. The apprehension of this must in

fluence
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fluence all who have their interest connected

with the preservation of the funds, and in

cline them always to acquiescence and ser

vility.

But further. It exposes us to particular

danger from foreign as well as domejlic ene

mies, by making us fearful of war, and in

capable of engaging in it, however necessary,

without the hazard of bringing on terrible

convulsions, by overwhelming public credit.

All these are evils which must increase

with every increase of the national debt ; and

there is a point at which, when they arrive,

the consequences must be fatal [a).—I am

now writing under a conviction, that I am

doing the little in my power to preserve my

country from this danger.

But to proceed to some further observa

tions.

What has been said, has all along sup

posed zjacred and inviolable application of the

(a) " Either the nation (Mr. Hume says, Essays

Vol. II. p. 145,) must destroy public credit; or public

" credit will destroy the nation." Mr. Gordon, in the

Presace to Cato's Letters, tells us, that the great and

good Mr. Trenchard had two things much at heart,

namely, keeping England free from foreign broils, and

paying off the public debts. He thought that one of these

depended on the other, and that the being of the state

depended on the latter. Mr. Gordon adds, that he be

lieved no one who thought at all, could think Mr.

Trenchard mistaken.

fund
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fund I have described, and of all its earnings*

to the purpose of sinking the national debt.

The whole effect of it depends on its being

allowed to operate, without interrup

tion, a proper time. But it may be asked,

how this can be secured ? Or, by what me

thod an object, that must be continually

growing more and more tempting, can be

defended against: invasion and rapine ?—I

might here mention the superintendency and

care of the representatives of the kingdom,

the faithful guardians of the state, to whom

ministers are responsible for the use they

make of the public money. But experience

has shewn, that we cannot rely on this se

curity.—The difficulty, therefore, now men

tioned, is the- very greatest difficulty the na

tion has to struggle with in the payment of

its debts.

The sinking fund was established in the;

year 1716, or soon after the accession of the

present family, at a time when 'the public

debts, tho' not much more than a third of

what they are now, were thought to be so

considerable as to be alarming and danger

ous. It was intended as a sacred depo

sit never to be touched; the law which

established it declaring, that it was to be ap

plied to the payment of the principal and in

terest of such national debts and incumbran-

ces, as had been incurred before the 25th of

December 17 16 ; and to no other use, intent or

purpose
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purpose whatever,—The faith of parliaments

therefore, as well as the security of the king

dom, seemed to require, that it should be

preserved carefully and rigorously from alie

nation. But, notwithstanding this, it has

been generally alienated j and the produce of

it employed, in helping to defray such cur

rent expences as the exigencies of the state

rendered necessary.

In order to justify this, it has been usual

to plead, that when money is wanted, it

makes no difference, whether it is taken from

hence, or procured by making a new loan.

But in truth the difference between these

two methods of procuring money is no less

than infinite.—For, by employing the sink

ing fund in bearing current expences,

rather than borrowing new money on new

funds ; the state, in order to avoid giving

simple intereft for money, is made to alienate

money, that must have otherwise been im

proved at compound interest ; and which, in

time, would have necejsarily increased to any

sum.—Had a faithful use been made from the

first, of only one third of the produce of

this fund, the greatest part of our present

debts would now have been discharged, (a)—

Can

(a) The principal observations in this Chapter, I have

given just as they occurred to my thoughts, without

knowing that any of them had been made by other

writers. Some proposals and observations of a similar

nature, I have since found in an excellent pamphlet pub-

P limed
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Can It be possible then to think, without

the deepest regret, of that misapplication of

this fund, which, with the consent of par

liaments always complying, our ministers

have oractised ?

SUPPLEMENT,

THE following account of our Public

Funds in general, and of the Sinking Fund

in particular, having been, since the last edi

tion of this Treatise, published in another

work too incorrectly, I have thought proper

to introduce it here as a Supplement to the

preceding Chapter.

The

lifhed in 1726, entitled, An EJsay on the National Debts of

this kingdom, wherein the importance of discharging them tS

considered, andsome general mistakes about the nature and effi

cacy ofthe Sinking Fund examined and removed. In a Let

ter to a Member of the House of Commons, fourth edition.
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The Britifi Funds have been all. formed

-into the four following classes or divisions.—»

The Aggregate Fund j the South-Sea

Fund ; the General Fund ; and the

Sinking Fund.

The Aggregate Fund was established by an

act of Geo. I. cap. 12. in 17 15. It had this

name given it, because it consisted of a great

variety of taxes and furplusses of taxes

which were in that year consolidated, and

given as a security for the discharge os the

interest and principal of debts due to the

Bank of England, and some other public

debts ; and also for the payment of 1 20,000/.

per. ann. to the civil list. Into thisfund are

brought the two-thirds and one-half subsidy

of tonnage and poundage; half the inland

duties on tea and coffee ; the house- money

granted by the 7th of Will. III. ; the duty on

hops ; the duties on low wines, brandy, and

BritiJ}} spirits j all arrears of land-taxes j all

public monies not appropriated; the fur

plusses of the nine-penny excise, of the five

sevenths of the Bank, nine-penny excise, of

the revenues in the annuity acts of the 4th,

5th, and 6th of Queen Anne, &c. and, by

an act of the 1st of Geo. III. all the duties

constituting the revenue of the civil list.

The whole produce of thisfund hzs been for

some years about 2,600,000/. per ann.

The South-sea fund was established, by

stat. 3 Geo. I. cap. 9. in 17 16 j and is so

called, because appropriated to pay the in-

P a terest
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tercst of the South-sea company's capital.

It consists of a duty on candles, and certain

imposts on wines, vinegar, tobacco, and

Eajl-India goods. Its produce of late has

been about half a million per ann.

The General Fund'was also established, by

stat. 3 Geo. I. cap. 7. in 1716, and consists

of a subsidy on goods exported } a tax on

hackney-coaches and chairs > duties on soap,

hides, stamps, and policies of insurance;

700/. per week letter-money; a moiety of

the inland duties on tea and coffee ; and

39,855/. per annum out of the hereditary

excise on beer for the bankers annuities.

All these taxes have for some years amounted

to a little more than a million per ann. and are

appropriated to the discharge of the interest of

7,808,087/. (originally 10,000,000/.) capital

stock of South-sea annuities, together with

charges of management.

All that remained of the produce of the

taxes thus digested into these three funds,

after satisfying the charges upon them, was

in the same year (or 17 16) carried into a

fourth fund, to which was given the name

of the Sinking Fund, because appropriated

to the purpose of finking the public debts.

The words of the act of the 3d of Geo. I.

which established this fund, are, "All the

" monies to arise from time to time, as

** well of the excess and surplus of an act

" made this session for redeeming thefunds

" of the Bank of England; and of the ex-

i ** cess
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" cess or surplus by virtue of one other act

" made likewise this session for redeeming

** the funds of the Soutb-J'ea company j as

" also, of the excess or surplus of the du-

" ties and revenues by this act appropriated

" as aforesaid; and the overplus monies of

f* the said General Fund by this act esta-

" blifhed ; shall be appropriated to the dis-

" charging the principal and interest of

" such national debts as were incurred be-

" fore the 25th of December, 17 16, and

" are declared to be national debts ; and to

" or for no other use, intent, or purpose

** whatsoever." The transactions with re-r

spect to this fund make a very important

part of the history of Britain; and furnish

us with a striking instance of the depravity

and folly which often ruin kingdoms.

Before its establissiment there had existed

■many imvMevfunds of the fame nature ; that

is, such duties or taxes had been provided for

paying the interests of particular loans, as

afforded surpluffes by which the principal ifcr

self was to be gradually redeemed. This was

the common practice in the reigns of King

William and Queen Anne. Most of the

public duties were given for terms of years ;

and at the end of those terms thev ceased of

course, unless continued for farther terms by '

new acts of parliament : And, in general, it

was provided, when any money was raised,

that the principal should be cancelled either

by time, as in the case of the sale of long

P 3 and
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and short annuities, or by the surplusses of

the duties charged with the payment of the

interest. This was an excellent plan ; but

it was by no means carried steadily into exe

cution. In the year 1720, most of the long

and short annuities were converted into re

deemable perpetuities, at the expence of

above three millions ; and the surplusses of

the duties charged with particular loans were

often so broken into, by being either charged

with new loans before they had cancelled the

old, or spent on current services, as to be

rendered incapable of answering the end in-

- tended by them. In consequence- partly of

this bad management, the public debts at

the accession of the house of Hanover were

so much increased as to be generally reckoned

insupportable', and their reduction was made

©ne of the first objects of parliamentary at

tention, This gave rife, in 171 6, to the'

institution of the fund , of which we are

giving an account, the father of which was

(as has been generally said) Sir Robert Wal-

pole, but, in reality, the Earl of Stanhope. All

the taxes, except the land-tax and six-pence

per bussiel malt-tax {a), were then made

perpetual, and distributed into the three

funds which have been described, the sur

plusses of which, for ever afterwards, were

(a) These taxes have been always voted by parliament

from year to year ; and are, on this account, distinguished

by the name of the annual taxes ; and wholly employed,

jis sar as they will go, in bearing the current expences of

Cjery year.

I to
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to be held sacred, and to be applied invio

lably, according to the words of the act just s

recited, to the redemption of the national

debt.

A considerate person might have sus

pected, that the same causes which had ren

dered former partial appropriations ineffec

tual, would destroy the efficacy of this.

There seemed, however, to be reason for

hoping the contrary : For,

First, the future happiness and glory of

the kingdom were thought to depend (a) on

this appropriation ; and the law which esta

blished it was declared to be ^fundamental

law of the realm.

Secondly, in conformity to these senti

ments, the words of this law were made

as strong as they could well be; and, ia

order to give additional force to it, a re

petition of it, in the same words, was in

serted in an act of the 5th of Geo. I.

cap. 3.—Particular notice should be taken

of these words.—They order that all the

surplusses of the taxes then made perpetual,

(hall be applied to the discharge of the pub-

(a) The alarm occasioned about this time by the pub

lic debts (which have been since twice doubled) and the

eager expectations entertained from this fund, appear re

markably, from a fact just mentioned ; or from the conver

sion (at the expence of three millions) of most of the long and

short annuities then subsisting into redeemable perpetuities,

in order to subject them to the operation of this fund.

Events have shewn, that it would have been happier for

the kingdom had the contrary been done.

P 4 Her
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lie debts, and " to no other use or intent

" whatever." When, therefore, a debt had

been paid off, the addition arising from that

payment to the surplusses (or the annuity

disengaged by it) became a part of the fund,

and, together with it, was to be employed

in discharging farther debts. And the same

being true of every successive annuity disen

gaged by every payment, the fund, if never

misapplied, must; necessarily have operated in

sinking the public debt, in the same manner

that money accumulates, when put out to

bear compound interest. And in this way

thisfund did in fact operate for a few years.

While in its infancy, it was watched over

with great care. The improvement and

the inviolable application of it were recom

mended in most of the speeches from the

throne, and echoed back in the addresses of

the House of Commons. It is particularly

observable, that so well did our ministers

then understand the nature and importance

of thisfund, that rather than encroach upon

it, they frequently borrowed money in or

der to defray the necessary expences of go

vernment. From some publications in 1726

it appears, that some persons had been led

to apprehend this zeal of the ministry would

not be permanent, because it was not their

interest to pay off the public debt, on ac

count of the dependence and influence

created by it. In answering this objection,

the writers on the side of the court called

such
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such an apprehension an indecent jealousy*

and took upon them to assure the public,

" that in no possible exigence of affairs

" could our ministers ever approve of or

** recommend the alienation of the Jinkmg

** fund." Happy would it have been for

Britain had this proved true : But in a little

time it appeared, that the apprehensions

which had been been stiled indecent jealousies., .

were too well grounded. Men in power

came soon to fee, that this fund was ad

vancing too fast in its operations, and to

change their zeal for it into a resolution to

destroy it. This will abundantly appear from

the following facts.

Charging the income of theJinking fund

with the payment of the interest of new

loans, is an encroachment upon it, no less

subversive of its efficacy, than depriving it

of gross sums j there being no difference

between taking from it the annual interest

of a sum, and that sum itself. Between

the years 1727 and 1732 several encroach

ments of this kind had been made upon it;

but, being of a less obvious nature, they

passed without any particular opposition.

The finishing blow was given it in the year

1733. In that year, in order to keep the

land-tax at one shilling in the pound, it was

necessary either to borrow half a million for

the current service, or to take half a million

from thefinkingfund. The last method was

chosen ; and proposed by Sir Robert Walpole

to
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to the House of Commons. Long and

warm debates ensued. A proposal to alie

nate, in a time of profound peace, a fund

which the law had made sacred, and the

alienation of which no possible exigence of pub

lic affairs could justify, only for the sake of

keeping the land-tax for one year at one

shilling in the pound, justly kindled, the

indignation of the patriotic party. They

urged the prohibition of the law, the faith

of parliament, and the security of the king

dom. The proposer of the alienation was

reminded of his inconsistency and treachery,

in endeavouring to beat down that very mo

nument of glory which he had boasted of

having erected for himself; and Sir John

Barnard warned him, that he was drawing

upon himself the curses of posterity. But

all arguments were vain. The ministry

pleaded that the landed interest wanted ease;

that there was no occasion for being in a

hurry to pay the national debt} and that

the circumstances of the kingdom had al

tered so much since the establishment of

the fnking fund, that the competition then

among the public creditors was, not who

Ihould befirst, but who mould be last paid.

Thus argued, among others, Sir Robert

Walpole. His reasons prevailed ; and the

House of Commons consented.

The practice of alienating thefinking fund

having been thus begun, went on of course.

In the next year, or 1734, 1,200,000/. was

taken
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taken from it. In 1735, and 1736, it was

anticipated and mortgaged.

Thus expired, after an existence of a few

years, the sinking fund; that sacred blessing

(as it was once thought) and the nation's only

hope. Could it have escaped, it would long

before this time have eased Britain of all its

debts, and left it safe and happy.

In order to obtain ajuster sense of this,

let us here compare what it would have done

had it never been misapplied, with what it

has done.

Though the act that established it was

passed, as already said, in 1716, it did not

begin its operations till 1719, when three

quarters of a million in old Exchequer bills

were paid off with it. The intermediate

. time had been employed in laying the foun

dations of this fund, and providing an in

come for it, by a general reduction of the

public debts, from an interest of fix per

cent, and other higher interests, to five per

cent. What made this reduction then prac

ticable was a rapid fall of the interest of

money, which begun (in consequence of an

increase of trade producing an influx of ■

money) a little before the accession (a).

The means used by government for accom

plishing this reduction were, first, the ad

dition (at Michaelmas 17 17) of the interest

(a) The legal interest: of money was reduced in 17 14,

from six to five per cent.

Of
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of some debts bearing five per cent, to thfe

principal, in order to make use of the pro

duce of the taxes which should have paid

that interest, in discharging the bankers

debt and some other debts bearing six per

cent.

Secondly, loans at five per cent, obtained

chiefly from the Bank and the South-sea

company, to pay off such of the public cre

ditors as did not chuse to accept a lower in

terest than six per cent.

After this reduction, the threefunds, be

fore described, produced a surplus of above

half a million per annum. In 1727 this

surplus was increased to 939,103/. and in

3 73 3 (^le year wnen the practice of alie

nating it begun) it had been increased so

much by the redemptions made with it,

and by a second reduction of interest in

1727 from five to four per cent, that its

medium for five years had been 1,212,000/.

per annum. Had it, from the year 1732,

been allowed no increase beyond this (ex

cept from the interest of debts paid by it),

and been applied for the first twenty-five

years to the payment of debts bearing four

per cent, interest, and afterwards to the pay

ment of debts bearing three percent, it would

(in the present year 1781) have completed the

redemption of more than one hundred and

sixty millions of debt, leaving the public,

during this whole period, in posieffion of all

the surplusses which have arisen in the re

venue,
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venue beyond 1,212,000/. except those pro

duced by redemptions. It is not possible to

conceive the beneficial effects with which

this would have been attended, or the vi

gour which would have been all along given

to public credit by such afund, and by the

prospect it would have given of the total an

nihilation several years ago of all the public

debts, and the disengagement of taxes bring

ing in above five millions per ann. to be ei

ther abolished, or (should a war prove ne

cessary) to be continued a few years for car

rying it on. No person who duly attends to

this, and wishes well to TLngland, can avoid

execrating the policy which first produced,

and has since continued, the alienation of

thesinkingfund, and converted an expedient

for saving the kingdom, into a supply for

extravagance and a support of corruption

and despotism. This, however, is a policy

which it may be expected men in power

will always use when they can ; for few of

them have ever shewn themselves superior

to the temptations of power, or virtuous

enough to avoid using all means to strengthen

and extend it.

Many schemes of different kinds have

been formed for paying the public debts ;

and certain it is, that nothing can be of

more importance. But the nature of things

doth not admit of any method of doing this

so expeditioufly and effectually as an unalie-

nable
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nableJinkingfund ; for in such zfund (it ha»

been shewn) money is improved at com

pound interest, and therefore in the most

perfect manner. The writers, therefore,

who have employed themselves in contriving

such scnemes might have spared their la

bour. The best of all schemes has been

long known and established, and received all

the weight and efficiency which could be

given it by the most solemn acts of legisla

ture. But no legislature can give security

against itself. No parliament can do any

thing which it may not undo, especially if

under corrupt influence.

We have now seen what the fnking fund

would have done, had it suited the views

of the British ministry in 1733 to suffer it

to go on with its operations. Let us next

compare this with what it has done.

In 1737 and 1738, a million of the stock

of Bank annuities and two millions of the

stock of South-sea annuities were redeemed

with it. For twelve years after 1738, it

was wholly applied to the current expences

of every year. In 1749, the interest of

near fifty-eight millions of the public debts

was reduced from four to three and a half

per cent, interest for seven years, and after

wards to three per cent, for ever. But not

withstanding the great addition which this

third reduction of interest made to thefnklng

fund, no more than three millions of the pub

lic
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lie debts were redeemed by it, daring the in

terval of peace between the years 1748 and

By an act of the 25th of Geo. II. 17^2, a

change was made in thesinkingfund, which

it is necessary to mention.

Before this act the Jinking fund consisted

only of the clear furplusses of the aggregate,

the general, and the South-sea company's

funds. By the war, which begun in 1740,

there was an addition made to the public

debts of near thirty-two millions. This

occasioned a great increase of taxes ; and the

practice was, whenever any new tax pro

duced less than the interest with which it was

charged, to make good the deficiency out of

the finking fund, and afterwards to replace

the sum taken from it out of the supplies

for the following year. But whenever a tax

produced more than the charge upon it, the

overplus, instead of being carried to the

fnking fund, was made a part of the sup

plies for the year. By the act just men

tioned, all the new taxes, together with all

the annuities to the payment of which they

had been appropriated, were ordered to be

carried into the finking fund, and formed

into one general account. Most of the new

taxes having proved deficient, this fund at

first lost more than it gained by the change.

But the loss was afterwards more than made

up j first, by the saving which was pro

duced
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duced by the reduction of interest from three

and a half per cent, to three per cent, in 1757;

and, secondly, by the addition, in the same

year, of the salt-duties to this fund, after

they had completed the redemption of a

million with which they had been charged

in 1745.

The war which began in 1756 (a), added

seventy-one millions and a half to the public

debts. This produced a new increase of

taxes, which (in conformity to the consoli

dating act just mentioned) have been brought

to the generalfinkingfund account, together

with the annuities or interests with the pay

ment of which they are charged. And it

has been, till lately, the constant practice

to carry every new fund or tax, imposed for

paying the interest of a loan, into thefinking

fund; in consequence of which this fund

has gained when the tax has happened to

produce more, but lost when it has produced

less than the interest which it has been given

to pay. Thefinkingfund, therefore, which,

before the consolidating act, consisted only of

the surplusses of the aggregate, general, and

South-sea company's funds, consisted after

wards of the clear surplus of all the appro

priated taxes. There was only one excep

tion ; namely, the additional tax upon houses

and windows, granted in 1758, towards pay-

(«) See second Tract on Civil Liberty, p. 147.

ing
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ing the interest of four millions and a half

then borrowed. This tax was never made a

part of theJinkingfund'; and, having always

proved deficient to the amount of about

43,000/. per ann. the deficiency is constantly

made good by the sinking fund, and after

wards replaced from the supplies. It is neces

sary to add, that the like is now true of most

of the new taxes created to carry on the pre

sent war with France, Spain, and Holland.

Before the last reduction of the interest os

the public debts, the fnking fund, having

suffered greatly from various encroachments

upon it, produced little more than a million

per ann. But after this reduction, and its

increase by the addition of the salt-duties^

it produced near two millions per ann. In

1764 it produced at Michaelmas, after making

good deficiencies, 2,105,000/. nearly. For

five years after 1764, its average produce^

reckoned to Christmas in every year, was

2,234,780/. For five years, ended in 1774,

its average produce (after making good

the deficiency of the fund in 1758)

was 2,610,759/. In 1775* it produced

2,917,869/. In 1776; 3,166,517/. In

1 777 it was charged with an annuity of

100,000/. per. ann. to the civil list j and,

after paying three quarters of this annuity,

and half a year's interest of five millions

borrowed in that year, it produced from

October 1776 to. October 1777, 2,685,669/.

Vol. I. Q^ From
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From October 1777 to October 1778,

1779, and 1780, it produced 2,442,063/.-—

2,267,399/.—2,403,017/. after paying the

said annuity, and also after making good

the deficiency of the furfd in 1758, and all

the deficiencies of the new taxes j which last

deficiencies amounted in 1778 1098,891/.—

In 1779* to 499,891/.—and in 1780, to

608,070/. (a)

It appears from this detail, that since the

peace in 1763 the income of x\\tsinkingfund

has increased considerably. The causes of

this have been partly the falling in of life-

annuities, and the greater productiveness os'

the taxes occasioned by the increase of

luxury. But the principal cause has been

the falling in of the interest of about ten

millions and a half of the public debts,

which had been discharged during the twelve

years of peace between 1763 and iJJ^t

This diminution of the public debts has

been made, not by thesinking fund, but by

a contribution from the Eaji-India company

of 400,000/. per ann. begun in 1768, and

continued for five years; by the profits of

ten lotteries; by the composition for main

taining French prisoners ; sale of French

{a) These deficiencies have had two causes. First*

the unproductiveness of some of the new taxes : and,

i'jcondly, the commencement of the interests of the loans

before the new taxes could be collected, the payment of

which interests, therefore, fell on the Sinking Fund.

prizes
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prizes taken before the declaration of war

in 1756; and other extraordinary receipts,

amounting in all to above eight millions.

Thisfund, therefore, did not pay off more

than two millions and a half, the rest of

Its produce having been employed in bear

ing the expences of the peace establishments

which, during this period, were not much

less than double to what they had been in any

former period.

To the sum just mentioned, add threfc
millions paid off in the peace between■

I748 and 1756, and three millions paid off

in 1736 and 1737* and it will appear that

the whole amount of the public debts paid

off by thefinkingfund, since its first aliena

tion in 1 733, is only eight millions and at

half; whereas it has been shewn, that hatf

only i,2i?.>ooo/. per ami. of it been applredr

inviolably to the redemption of the publrc

debts, one hundred and sixty millions would

have been paid, and consequently the nation

extricated and saved.

It has been said, that when money is

Wanted for defraying public expences, it

makes no difference whether it is obtained

by diverting, the finking fund, or by a new

loan. There cannot be a worse fallacy.

Money in aJinkingfund, if never alienated,

is improved, I have shewn, at compound in

terest ; but, wben procured by a loan, bears*

only simple interest. A- nation, therefore,-.

Q_2 when-
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whenever it applies the income of such a

fund to current expences rather than the re

demption of its debts, chuses to lose the

benefit of compound interest in order to

avoid paying simple interest} and the loss

in this cafe is equal to the difference between

the increase of money at compound and sim

ple interest. The following calculation will

shew what this difference is.

One penny put out at our Saviour's birth

to five per cent, compound interest, would,

in the present year 1781, have increased to

a greater sum than would be contained in

two hundred milhons of earths, all

solid gold. But, if put out to simple in

terest, it would, in the same time, have

amounted to no more than seven shil

lings and six-pence. All governments

that alienate funds destined for reimburse

ments, chuse to improve money in the last

rather than thefirst of these ways.

In a pamphlet published since the former

editions of this Treatise, I have given a

more distinct account of the nature, powers,

and history of the Sinking Fund ; and of the

pernicious consequences of those alienations

of it which are here censured ; and to this

Tract, and also the second Tract on Civil

Liberty, I must beg leave to refer those

who may wish for more information on the

subject of the public debts and funds.

State-
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Statement of the Principal and Annual Charge

of the Public Debts in January 1783; toge-

ther with their Increase to that Time from Midsum

mer iyjS'

Funded Debt in Jan. 1783.

Amount of the capitals and Annual Charge,

annual charge, at Midsum- Principal. consisting of interest and

men775,of IheBank, South- Management.

Sea, and East-India Stocks

and Annuities, including a

million borrowed on pensions,

&c. in 1726. All carrying

an interest of 3 per cent, in

Jan. 1783. (See the parti

culars in the Second Tract on £. £. s. d.

Civil Liberty, p. 119.) - 122.963,254—Int. 3.688,897 o o

M1. 67,941 o o

Value, reckoning interest at 5

percent, of 54,900/. 14 s. Ex- , ,

chequer Annuity, of which

8 years were unexpired in Jan.

1783. Ib. p. 133. — 355,000—Int. 54,900 14 o

M'. 1*350 O O

Value, reckoning interest at 5

per cent, of 76,302/. 13s. Ex

chequer Annuities, of which

22 years remained unexpired

in Jan. 1783 — — 1.004,000—Int. 76,302 13 o

Mf. 3,900 0 o

Annuities for lives, with be

nefit of survivorship, granted

by 5 Geo. III. The values

reckoned the fame with the

original sum contributed — 1 8,000 — . 540 O O

Annuities for lives, with bene

fit of survivorship, granted in

1693, reduced to five lives in

1755, and to one life in 1782 1,081 — 1,081 o o

Carried over — 124.341,335 — 3.994,912 7 o

0.3
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Principal. Annual Charge.

' Brought over — 124.341,335 ~ 3.894,912 7 o

Annuities on two and three

lives, granted in 1694, reduced

from 22,633/. 'n I701 to

20,755/. in 1714, to 17,527/.

in 1727, to 10,944/. in 1753,

and to 8,207/. in 1782, and

then reckoned worth three

years purchase — — £4,621 — 8,027 ° °

Annuities on single lives, grant

ed in 1745, 1746, and 1757,

reduced in January 1782 to

64*574/. ; and their value

reckoned at ten years pur-

chase — — _ 645,740 — 64,574 o O

Long-annuities for 99 years, from

Jan. 1 76 1, and 98 years from

1762 ; of which 77 years were

unexpired in January 1783,

worth at 5 per cent, (by Ta

ble II. -in the Collection of

Tables, Vol.11.) 19 .y^ years

purchase — _ — 4.848,322—Int. 248,250 o o

M'. 3,491 o o

Total of the principal and"]

annual charge of the funded I

debt incurred before Mid- \ 129.860,018 — 4.219,254 7 O

summer 1775, and remain- 1

ing due in Jan. 1783 —J

Additions since 1775.

64,500 0 0

1,209 7 0

200,000 0 0

2,8l2 10 0

In 1776, 3 per cent, stock granted

with the profits of a lottery

to gain two millions — 2.150,000—Int.

_ M*.

In J777, $ per cent, stock — 5.000,000—Int.

Premium annexed (besides the

profits of a lottery and half a

year's interest) to obtain five

millions in money— 25,000/.

per ann. for 10 years, worth

M«.

Carried up — 137.010,018 — 4.487,776 4 o
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Principal. Annual Charge.

£ J' < '' ^• ' Brought up — 137,010,018 — 4.487,776 40

-in Jan. 1783 (reckoning in

terest at 5 percent.) 3^^ years

purchase — — 88,500—Int. 25,000 o o

M'. 351 11 o

In 1778—"^percent, stock —, 6.000,00©—Int. 180,000 00

Mr. 3,375 o; o

Premium annexed (besides a lot

tery and half a year's interest)

to obtain 6 millions in money ,

—147,150/. 17*. per ann. for

30 years ; of which term 25

years remained unexpired in

Jan. 1783, worth at 5 per cent.

14^ years purchase — 2.074,827—Int. 147,150 17 o

M*. 2,069 6 o

JI/o, a life-annuity of 2,849/.

13;. reduced by deaths in

1782 to 2,819/. 17s. and

reckoned then worth, at $per

cent. 14 years purchase . — 39»47& — 2,819 1J O

In 1779— 3 per cent, stock — 7.000,00a—Int. 210,000 o O

M'. 3»937 I0 °

Premium annexed (besides a lot

tery and half a»year's interest)

to obtain 7 millions in money

— 257,181/. I jt. sd. per ann.

for 29 years, of which term

25 years remained in Jan. . ■ .

1783, worth at 5 per cent.

I4TV years purchase — 3.626,253—Int. 257,181 1 5

M'. 3,6i6 12 2

/flfo •, a life-annuity of 5,318/.

i8r. jd. reduced by deaths in

1782 to 5,276/. i8x. yd. and

reckoned worth (at 5 per cent.)

14 years purchase — 73,^77 — 5,27& *8 7

In j 780—4 percent, slock — 12.000,000—Int. 480,000 o O

M'. 6,750 0 o

Premium (with a lottery and

half a year's interest) to ob- .

tain 12 millions in money—

^17,500/. per ann. for 80

Carried over ■— 167.912,953 — 5-8J5,304 *7 &

0,4
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Principal. Annual Chauce.

£. ■£. s. d.

Brought over — 167.912,953 — 5.815,304 17 2

years, of which term 77 years

remained in Jan. 1783, worth

(at 5 per cent.) 19^ years

purchase -^ —

In 1 781—3 per cent, stock —•

4 per cent, stock —

Both given (with a lottery and

half a year's interest) for 12

millions in money.

In 1782—$per cent, stock —

4 per cent, stock —

Both given (with a lottery and

half a year's interest) for 13J.

millions, in money.

Also; a premium— 118,125/. Per

ann. for 78 years, of which

term 77 years were unexpired

in Jan. 1783, worth (at 5 per

cent.) 1 9Tyr years purchase 2.306,981—Int. 11.8,125. O o

M'. 1,661 O O

4.247.775—Tnt. 217,500 0 0

M*. 3,°58 11 10

18.000,000—Int. 54o,ogo 0 0

M\ 10,125 0 0

3.000,000— Int. J20,C0O 0 0

M<. 1,687 10 0

13.500,000—Int. 405,000 0 0

M[.
7»593

•4 0

6.750,000—Int. 270,000 0 0

M'. 3>796 16 0

Whole capital and an

nual charge of the funded

debt in Jan. 1783 — 215.717,709 7-5'3>852 9

Deduct the capital and annual

charge at Midsummer 1775 129860,018 4.219,254 7

Remains the increase of the")

funded debt and annual charge I 0 „ ' ', , » 0

attending it from Midsummer f 85"857.69l W 3-294,59» * °

1775^ to Jan. 1783 . — J.

(a) The money received has been 57^ millions; that is, 28 millions lef,

than the increase of debt.

Unfunded
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Unfunded Debt in Jan. 1783.

N. B. By the unfunded debt is meant all expences, deficiencies, and

Out-standing debts, for paying the principal or interest of which

no provision has been made by parliament ; and which, therefore,

must be provided for in the supplies of the present or some future

year.

Navy debt on the 31st of Dec. 1782, including the /.

transport service — — — — 14.207,415

Army expences in 1782 not provided for, including the

vote of credit — — — — 3.616,795

Ordnance expences incurred in 1782, but not provided

for (a) — — —• — 8'i9,259

Ordnance debt outstanding in Jan. 1783 (a) — 905,244

Exchequer btfls outstanding — — 3.400,000

Borrowed of the Bank in 1781 on exchequer-bills — 2.000,000

Due to the Bank on the land-tax —■ — — 4.008,984

Due to the Bank on the malt-tax — — — 909,580

Deficiencies of the new taxes made good by the sinking-

fund in 1782, and to be replaced by the supplies for

1783 —• -*■ — — 1.000,000

War expences for 1783, including all arrears and re

mains of the war — — — 6.000,000

Total . — 36.867,277

Explanation.

The debts to the Bank on the malt and land taxes are the averages '

of those debts as they stood in January, for four years before 1783.

The taxes for paying the interest of loans from 1776 to 1781,

were deficient at (b) Easter 1782, 487,919/. The taxes for paying

. . ■ 806,176/.

{a) See the,Duke of Richmond's report to the House of Commons on the ..

elimate of the Ordnance for 1783.

'b) Deficiency (reckoning no expences of management) from £.

Easter 1781 to Easter 1782 of the taxes imposed in 1777 68,886

■ ' i. . in 1778 163,966

in 1779 65,457

in 1780 38,820

in 1 78 1 134,929

Expeices of management '*— — — 38.992

Total if deficiencies — — — ■ — 511,050

Deductthe excess of the taxes of 1776 — — -*- 23>i3i

Remain&the amount of the deficiencies of the new taxes for ? .

payingthe annual charges of loans from 1776 to 1783 • I * ' '* *

See
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806,176/. the annual charge incurred by the loan of last year (1782),

have been deficient almost the whole of this charge, on account of

their not having commenced till half a year after the commence

ment of the interest ; and also, on account of the unproductiveness

of all new .taxes for the first half-year after their commencement.

The preliminaries of peace were signed on the 20th of Jan. 1783;

but the usual expences of the war must be continued for some months

beyond this time ; and it is probable that stating them, as is here

done, (including every remain of the war) at six millions is much

too moderate.

It must be further considered, that there are many debts and

arrears and demands for services in consequence of the war, not ca

pable ©f being at present estimated or known, which must be ex

pected to be brought to account hereafter.

To the unfunded debt, as now stated — — 36.867,277

Add the capital in Jan. 1783 of thefunded debt before

stated — — — — 215.717,709

Total of funded and unfunded debt in Jan. 1783 252.584,986

It should be remembered, that the amount of the public debts and

incumbrances is here given on the supposition that it will receive

no increase by funding that part of it which is unfunded ; but such

are our methods of funding, that it must be expected this will make

an addition to it of many millions.

j * Jo"

From the unfunded debt in Jan. 1783 , — — 36.867,277

Deduct the unfunded debt in' 1775, £■

consisting of exchequer bills ■— 1.250,000

Navy debt — — — 1.850,000

Debt to the Bank on the land-tax 2.274,054.

Debt to the Bank on the malt-tax 1.696,000

7.070,054 7-°7°,c54

Remains the increase of the unfunded debt from Jan. 1776

to Jan. 1783 — — — — 29.7C/,223

Add the increase of the funded debt before stated — 85.8/7,691

Total increase of the capital of the public debts

occasioned by the war from Janv 1776 to Jan. 1783 115654,914

i -

See the report of the committee appointed by the House to entuire into and

■jiate the annual produce of the tuxes granted towards paying the iterest of the

sums raised by annuities betiueen the yh of Jan. 1776 and the §tb fApril 1782,

1 and the deficiencies thereafi\

' Of
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Of the unfunded debt 25 millions at least must be

funded ; and supposing this done at 4.4. per cent, and the

remainder to bear an interest (payable out of the {a)

supplies) at 3 per cent, the account of annual charges

attending the public debts will stand as follows :

Annual charge of the funded debt on Jan. 5th, £.

1783. Seep. 232. — ; — — 7-5'3>852

Interest at \~ per cent, on 25 millions to be funded - 1.125,000

"M1. 14,061

Interest at 3 per cent, on (b) 1 1.867,277/. being the re

mainder of the unfunded debt — — 356,018

Total annual charge attending the public debts in r/83 9-°o8,Q3i

Deduct the interest at 3 per cent, of

7.070,051/. being the unfunded debt £.

in Jan. 1776 — — — 212,100

Also ; the annual charge before stated

of the funded debt in 1775 — 4.219,255

4-43'>355 — 4--43M55

Remains the whole increase of the annual charge at-1

tending the public debts (funded and unfunded) oc- $• 4-577,576

casioned by the war from Jan. 1776 to Jan. 1783 J

From this increase deduct the net annual

produce of the taxes granted from £.

1776101781 — — 2.000,603 (a)

Also ; the produce of the taxes granted

in 1782, supposing them not deficient,

management included — — 806,076

2.806,679 — 2.806,679

Remains the amount of new taxes necessary to be pro- "J

vided in 1783 and the subsequent years to render the I „

increase of revenue equal to the increased charge s ' ' ' 97

upon it — — — — J

Such at present is the state of our debts. Time alone can unfold

their suture progress, and the calamities towards which they are carry

ing us. ■ - .

[a) 1.400,000/. part of the exchequer-bills included in this remainder,

carry interest at $d. per day, which is equivalent to 4/. II s. ^d. per ann.

(t) The whole annual charge brought upon the public by £.

the loans from 1776-101781 was — — 2.488,522

Deduct the deficiencies of the. taxes for defraying this

charge. See p. '233. — — — 487.919

Remains the net annual produce of these taxes ,— 3.000.603

2 ESSAY
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ESSAY I *

Containing Observations on the Ex

pectations of Lives ; the Increase of

Mankind ; the -Number of Inhabi

tants in London ; and the Influ

ence ofgreat Towns, oq Health and

Population-

In a Letter to Benjamin Franklin,

£fp L.L.D. and F,R.S,

Dear'Sir,

I Beg leave to submit tp your perusal the

following observations. If you think them

of any importance, I shall be obliged to you

for communicating them to the Royal So

ciety, you will find, that the chief subject

of them, is the present state of the. city of

London, with respect to healthfulness and

number of inhabitants, as far as it can be

collected from the bills of mortality. This

is a subject which has been considered by

Others $ but the proper method of calculating

* This Essay was read to the Royai Society,

April 27th, 1769, and has been published in the Philo

sophical Transactions, Vol. 59. It is he*e republished

with corrections j and with several additions, particularly

the PoJlscripU

from
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from the bills has not, I think, been suffi

ciently explained.

No competent judgment can be formed of

the following observations, without a clear

notion of what the writers on Life-Annuities

and Reversions have called the Expectation of

Life. Perhaps this is hot properly under

stood ; and Mr. De Moivre's manner of ex

pressing himself about it is very liable to be

mistaken.

The most obvious fense of the expectation

of a given life is, " That particular number

" of years which a life of a given age has

" an equal chance of enjoying." This is

the time that a person may reasonably ex

pert to live j for the chances against his liv

ing longer are greater than thosefor it j and,

therefore, he cannot entertain an expectation

of living longer, consistently with probability.

This period does not coincide with what the

writers on Annuities call the expectation oflife,

except on the supposition of an uniform de

crease in the probabilities of life, as Mr.

Simpson has observed in his SeleCi Exercises,

p. 273.—It is necessary to add, that, even on

this supposition, it does not coincide with

what is called the expectation of life, in any

cafe of joint lives. Thus, two lives of 40

have an even chance, according to Mr. De

Moivre's hypothesis {a), of continuing to

gether only 13s years. But the expectation

[a) See the Notes in page 2 and 23.

5
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of two equal joint lives, being (according to

the fame hypothesis) always a third of the

common complement ; it is, in this cafe, 154

years. It is. necessary, therefore, to observe,

that there is another fense of this phrase,

which ought to be carefully distinguished

from that now mentioned. It may signify,

" The mean continuance of any given Jingle,

** joint, or surviving lives, according to any

** given Table of Observations :" that is, the

number of years which, taking them one

with another, they actually enjoy, and may be

considered as sure of enjoying; those who live

or survive beyond that period, enjoying as

much more time in proportion to their num

ber, as those who fall Jhort of it enjoy less.

Thus ; Supposing 46 persons alive, all 40

years of age ; and that, according to Mr. De

Moivre's hypothesis, one will die every year

'till they are all dead in 46 years ; half 46, or

23, will be their expectation of life : That is,

The number of years enjoyed by them all,

will be just the same as if every one of them

had lived 23 years, and then died ; so that,

supposing no interest of money, there would

be no difference in value between annuities

payable for life to every single person in such

a set, and equal annuities payable to another

equal set of persons of the fame common age,

supposed to be all sure of living just 23 years

and no more.

In
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In like manner; the third of 46 years, of

I5 years and 4 months («), is the expectation.

of two joint lives both 40 ; and this is also

the expectation os the survivor. That is ;

supposing a set of marriages between persons

all 40, they will, one with another, last just

this time* and the survivors will last the samd

time* And annuities payable during the con

tinuance of such marriages would, supposing

no interest of money, be os exactly the same

Value with annuities to begin at the extinc

tion of such marriages, and to be paid, during

life, to the survivors.—In adding together

the years which any great number of such

marriages and their survivorships have lasted,

the sums would be found to be equal.

One is naturally led to understand the

expectation of life in the first of the fenses

now explained, when, by Mr. Simpson and

Mr. De Moivre, it is called, the number of

years which, upon an equality of chance, a per

son may expect to enjoy ; or, the time which a

person ofa given age mayjus/y expect to continue

in being; and, in the last fense, when it is

called, the share of life due to a person. But,

as in reality it is always used in the last

of these senses, the former language mould

not be applied to it: And it is in this last

fense, that it coincides with thejums of the

present probabilities, that any given single

or joint lives shall attain to the end of the

(«) See Note (K) at the end of next volume.

3 rt>
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1st, 2d, 3d, &c. moments, from this time to

the end of their possible existence; or, (in

the cafe of survivorships) with theUrm of the

probabilities, that there shall be a survivor at

the end of the 1st, 2d, 3d, &c. moments,

from the present time to the end of the

possible existence of survivorssiip. This coin

cidence every one conversant in these subjects'

must fee, upon reflecting, that both these

senses give the true present value of a life-

annuity, secured by land, without interest of

money (a).

This period in joint lives, I have observ

ed, is never the fame with the period which

they have an equal chance of enjoying ; and

in single lives, I have observed, they are the

same only on the supposition of an uniform

decrease in the probabilities of life. If this

decrease, instead of being always uniform, is

accelerated m the last stages of life; the for

mer period, in single lives, will be less than

the latter ; if retarded, it will be greater.

It is necessary to add, that the number

expressing the former period, multiplied by

the number of single or joint lives whose ex

pectation it is, added annually to a society or

town, gives the whole number living toge

ther, to which such an annual addition

would in time grow. Thus; since 19, of

the third of 57, is the expectation of two

(<?) See Note (K) at the end of next volume.

joint
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joint lives whose common age is 29, or com

mon complement $7 ; twenty marriages every

year between persons of this age would, in

57 years, grow to 20 times 19, or 380 mar

riages always existing together. The num

ber of survivors also arising from these mar-^

riages, and always in life together, would, in

twice sj years, increase to the same number.

And, since the expectation of a single life is

always half its complement ; in 57 years like

wise, 20 single persons aged 29, added annu

ally to a town, would increase to 20 times

28.5 or 570; and, when arrived at this

number, the deaths every year will just equal

the accessions, and no further increase be

possible.

It appears from hence, that the particu

lar proportion that becomes extinct every

year, out of the whole number constantly

existing together of single or joint lives,

must, wherever this number undergoes no

variation, be exactly the same with the ex

pectation of those lives, at the time when

their existence commenced. Thus ; was it

found that a 19th part of all the marriages

among any bodies of men, whose numbers do

not vary, are dissolved every year by the

deaths of either the husband or wife, it

would appear that 19 was, at the time they

were contracted, the expectation of these

marriages. In like manner; was it found

in a society, limited to a fixed number of

members,
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members, that a 28th part dies annually out

of the whole number of members, it would

appear that 28 was their common expecta

tion of life at the time they entered. So

likewise ; were it found in any town or di-

strict, where the number of births and burials

are equal, that a 20th or ^eth part of the

inhabitants die annually, it would appear,

that 20 or 30 was the expectation of a child

just born in that town or disirict. These ex

pectations, therefore, for all single lives, are

easily found by a 'Table of Observations, shew

ing the number that dis annually at all ap-es,

out of a given number alive at those ages ; and

the general rule far this purpose, is ** to di-

" vide the sum of all the living in the Table,

" at the age whose expectation is required,

" and at all greater ages, by the sum of all

** that die annually at that age, and above it;

" or, which is the same, by the number (in

" the Table) of the living at that age; and

<c half unity subtracted from the quotient will

" be the required expectation {a)-" Thus, in

Dr. Halley's Table, the sum of all the living

at 20 and upwards is, 20,724. The number

living, at that age is 598; and the former

{a) This rule, and also rules for finding in all cases

the expectations of joint lives and survivorships, may be

deduced with great ease, by having recourse to the doc

trine of fluxions. In this method, Mr. De Moivre fays,

he discovered them. See note (K), where an account

will be given of these deductions, omitted by Mr. De

Moivre.

Vol. I. R number
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number divided by the latter, and half unity

(a) subtracted from the quotient, gives 34.15

for the expectation of 20. The expectation

of the fame life by Mr. Simpsons Table,

formed from the bills of mortality of Lon

don, is 28.9 (6).

These

(a) If we conceive the recruit necessary to supply the

•waste of every year to be made always at the end of the

year, the dividend ought to be the medium between the

numbers living at the beginning and the end of the year.

That is, it ought to be taken less than the sum of the liv

ing in the Table at and above the given age, by half the

number that die in the year ; the efa-ct of which diminu

tion will be the same with the subtraclion here directed.—

The reason of this subtraction will be further explained,

in the beginning of the 4th Essay.

(b) It appears in p. 235 and 236, that the expectations of

single and joint lives are the same with the values of annui

ties on these lives, supposing no interest or improvement

of money.—In considering this subject, it will, probably,

occur to some, that, allowing interest for money, the values

of lives must be the fame with the values of annuities

certain for a number of years equal to the expeUations of

the lives. But care must be taken not to fall into this

mistake. The latter values are always greater than the

former: And the reason is, that, tho' a number of single

or joint lives of given ages will, among them, enjoy agi-

ven number of years, yet some of them will enjoy a much

greater, and some a much less number of years. Thus ;

100 marriages among persons, all 29, would, as I have

said, one with another, exist 19 years; and an office

bound to pay annuities to such marriages during their

continuance, might reckon upon making 19 payments

for each marriage. But then, many of these payments

would not be made 'till the end of 30, and some not 'till

the end of 40 years. And it is apparent, that on account

of the greater value of quick than late payments, when

money bears interest, 19 payments so made cannot be

worth
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These observations bring me to the prin

cipal point which I have had all along in

view. They suggest to us an easy method

of finding the number of inhabitants in a

place, from a Table of Observations or the

bills of mortality for that place, supposing the

yearly births and burials equal. " Find by

" the Table, in the way just described, the

" expectation of an infant just born ; and this,'

"' multiplied by the number of yearly births,-

" will be the number of inhabitants." At

Brejlaw, according to Dr. Halley's Table,'

though half die under 16. and therefore art
o *

worth as much, as the fame number of payments made

regularly at the end of every year, 'till in 19 years they

are all made.

This observation might be employed, to demonstrate

further, t,hfe error os those who have maintained, that the

value of a given life is the same with the value of an an

nuity certain, for as many years as the life has an equal

chance of existing. Were this true, an annuity on a life,

supposed to be exposed to such danger in a particular year

as to create an equal chance whether it will not tail that

year, would, at the beginning of the year, be worth no

thing, though supposed to be sure of continuing for ever,'

if it escaped that danger : Nor, in general, would the

values of annuities on a set of lives be at all affected by

any alterations in the rate of mortality among them, pro

vided these alterations were such,' as did not affect the pe

riod during which they had an equal chance of existing,

—But there can be no occasion for taking notice of an'

opinion, which has been embraced only by persons ig

norant of mathematics, and plainly unacquainted with'

she genuine principles of calculation' on this subject.—

See a pamphlet on Life-Annuities by Wcymcm Lee, Klqy

t>( the Inner Temple.

R 2 mi
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insant just; born has an equal chance of liv

ing only 1 6 years ; yet his expectation, found

by the rule I have given, is near 28 years;

and this, multiplied by 1238, the number

born annually, gives 34,664, the number of

inhabitants. In like manner, it appears from

Mr. Simpsons Table, that, though an infant

just: born in London has not an equal chance

of living 3 years, his expectation is 19 years

and a quarter. Let us reckon Jt as high as

20 years. This number, multiplied by the

yearly births, would give the number of in

habitants- in London, were the births and

burials equal.—The medium of the yearly

births, for ten years, from 1759 to 1768,

was 1:5,710. And 1^,710 multiplied by

20, gives 314,200^ which is the number

of inhabitants that there would be in Lon

don, according to the Bills, were the yearly

burials no more than equal to the births :

that is, were it to support itself in its num

ber of inhabitants, without any supply from

the country. But for the period I have

mentioned, the burials were, at an average,

22,956, and exceeded the christenings 7,246.

This is, therefore, the yearly addition of

people to London from other parts of the

kingdom, by whom it is kept up. Sup

pose them to be all, one with another, per

sons who have, when they remove to Lon

don, an expectation of life equal to 30 years.

That is ; suppose them to be all of the age

3 of
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of 18 or 20, a supposition certainly far be

yond the truth. From hence will arise, ac

cording to what has been before observed, an

addition of 30 multiplied by 7.246 ; that is,

217,380 inhabitants. This number, added

to the former, makes 531,580 ; and this, I

think, at most, would be the number of in

habitants in London were the bills perfect.

But it is certain, that they give the number

of births and burials too little. There are

many burying places which are never brought

into the bills. Many also emigrate to the

navy and army and country ; and these ought

to be added to the number of deaths. What

the deficiencies arising from hence are, can

not be determined [a). Suppose them equi

valent to 6000 every year in the births, and

6000 in the burials. This would make an

addition of 20 times 6000, or 120,000, to

(a) Two whole parishes are omitted in the bills, or

Ji-larybone and Pancras parishes. The former of these

parishes is now one of the largest in London, The an

nual medium of burials in it for live years to 1771, was

780. In Pancras parish this medium for the same period

was 322. From an accurate account taken in March

1772 of that part of this last parish which joins to Lon

don, it appeared that the number of inhabitants was then

3479, of whom 1594. were lodgers, and thar the num

ber of houses was 476, of which about 330 had been

built in seven years. Mr. Wales, in a pamphlet of which

more notice will be taken presently, gives the annual me

dium of burials, for 5 years to 1779, in Marybone parish,

1145; of biitlis ioc8. In Pancras, he gives the burials

for the same period, 339 ; the births, 234.

R 7 the
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the last number; and the whole number of

inhabitants would be 651,580. If the bur

rials are deficient only two-thirds of this

number, or 4000 ; and the births the whole

of it j 20 multiplied by 6000, must be add

ed to 314,290, on account of the defects

in the births : And, since the excess of the

burials above the births will then be only

5,246; 30 multiplied by 5,246 or 157,380,

will be the number to be added on this ac

count ; and the sum, or number of inhabi

tants, will be 591,580.—But if, on the

contrary, the burials are deficient 6000,

and the births only 4000; 80,000 must be

added to 314,200, on account of the defi

ciencies in the births; and 30 multiplied

by 9,246, or 277,380, on account of the

excess of the burials above the births; and

the whole number of inhabitants will be

671,580.

Every supposition in these calculations is

too high. Emigrants from London are, in

particular, allowed the same expectation of

continuance in London with those who are

born in it, or who come to it in the firmest

part of life, and never afterwards leave it;

whereas it is not credible that the former

expectation should be so much as half the lat

ter. But I have a further reason for thinking

that this calculation gives too high num

bers, which has with me irresistible weight.
OT

]i has been seen, that the number of inha

bitants
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bitants comes out less on the supposition,

that the defects in the christenings are greater

than those in the burials. Now it seems evi

dent that this is really the cafe ; and, as it

is a fact not attended to, I will here endea

vour to explain distinctly the reason which

proves it.

The proportion of the number of births

in London, to the number who live to be 10

years of age, is, by the Bills, 16 to 5. Any

one may find this to be true, by subtracting

the annual medium of those who have died

under io for some years past, from the an

nual medium of births for the same number

of years.—Now, tho' without doubt Lon

don is very fatal to children, yet it seems in

credible that it mould be ib satal as this im

plies. The Bills, therefore, probably, give the

number of those who die under 10 too great

in proportion to the number of births ; and

there can be no other cause of this, than a

greater deficiency in the births than in the

burials. Were the deficiencies in both equal i

that is, were the burials, in proportion to

their number, just as deficient as the births

are in proportion to their number, the pro

portion of those who reach 10 years oi age

to the number born, would be right in the

Bills, let the deficiencies themselves be ever

so considerable. On the contrary ; were the

deficiencies in the burials greater than in the

births, this proportion would be given too

R 4. greatj
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great ; and it is only when the former arc

least, that this proportion can be given too

little.—Thus j let the number of annual

burials be 23,000; of births 15,700 ; and

the number dying annually under 10,

ic,8oo. Then 4,900 will reach 10, of

15,700 born annually ; that is, 5 out of 16,

«—Were there no deficiencies in the burials,

and were it fact that only half the number

born die under 10 ; it would follow, that

there was an annual deficiency equal to 4,900

subtracted from 10,800, or 5,900, in the

births.—Were the births a third part too

little, and the burials also a third part too

little, the true number of births, burials,

and of children dying under 10, would be

20,933—30,666—and 14,400; and, there

fore, the number that would live to iq

years of age, would be 6,533 out of 20,933,

or 5 of 16 as before.—Were the births a

third part, and the burials so much as two-

fifths, wrong, the number of births, bu

rials, and children dying under 10 would

be 20,933—32,200—and 15,120. And,

therefore, the number that would live to 10

would be 5,813 out of 20,933, or ^ve ou$

of 18.—Were the births a third part wrong,

and the burials but a 6th, the foregoing num

bers would be 20,933—26,^33— 12,600$

and therefore, the number that would live

to 10 would be 8,333 out of 20,933, or 5

out of 12.56; and this proportion seems

as
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as low as is consistent with probability. It

is somewhat less than the proportion in

Mr. Simpsons Table of London Observations ;

and much less than the proportion in the

Table of Observations for Breslaw. The

deficiencies, therefore, in the register of

births, must be greater than those in the

register of burials (a) ; and the least num

ber I have given, or 59 1,580 {b) is nearest

to

(a) One obvious reason qf this fact is, that none of the

births among "Jews, Quakers, Papists, and the three deno

minations of Dissenters are included in the Bills, whereas

many of their burials are. It is further to be attended to,

that the abortive and still-born, amounting to about 600

annually, are included in the burials, but never in the

births. If we add these to the christenings, preserving

the burials the same, the proportion of the born accord

ing to the Bills, who have reached ten for sixteen years,

from 1756 to 1 77 1, will be very nearly one third instead

of fivesixteenths.

[b) Mr. Wales, the ingenious master of the royal ma

thematical school in Chris's Hospital, has lately, in a

pamphlet entitled, An Enquiry Into the present State of the

Population of England and Wales, made several remarks

on the Observations in this Eslay. He objects particu

larly to this calculation, and expresses, p. 12, his fur-

prize that it should have escaped my attention, that if

the births are considerably more deficient than the bu

rials, the expectation of life by which the number of

these births is multiplied will be greater, particularly at

this time, when the number of births approaches so

much nearer than it did to the number of burials.

But Mr. Wales should have observed, that in order to be

certain of not making the number of inhabitants in Lon

don less than it is, I have all along in this calculation

reckoned the expectation of a child at birth in London so

high
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to the true number of inhabitants. How

ever, should any one, after all, think that

it

high as 20 years ; and that this is a greater expectation

than such a child could have, according to the Bills from

1759 to 1768, supposing the deficiencies in the christen

ings so considerable as a third, while in the burials they

were only a sixth. In page 15th, he says, that ac

cording to my Tables for London, formed on the supposi

tion that the burials exceed the births a fourth, the ex

pectation of a child just born in London is 20 years and

three quarters. Had Mr. Wales attended more to this

subject, he would have found, that in reality this ex

pectation is no more than 18; and that 20 and three

quarters is the expectation, according to my Tables, not

of a child just born in London, but of all the inhabitants

of London at the time they enter it. See the 4th Eflay

towards the middle, and the Tables for London in the

Collection of Tables. He would also have found,

that even in the present improved state of London it is

not possible, without afluming suppositions which are

perfectly extravagam, to frame a table from the Bills that

ihall give the expectation of a child at birth in London

much more than 20. He intimates, however, that it

may now approach even to 25}; but concludes, tho' he

could not stop to make the calculation, that it cannot be

Jess than 24. He will fee how wrong he has been in

drawing this conclusion, if he will consult the Essay,

and the Tables to which I have just referred. The 16th

Table, in particular, gives the probabilities of life be

tween 8 and 16 higher than (according to Mr. Wales's

account) they have been found to be among the children

in Christ's Hospital for 20 years before 178L It gives them

likewise too high after 20; and yet even this Table

makes the expectation of a child just born in London

only iq\. —Mr. Wales, in consequence of concluding

without calculation this expectation to be 24, makes the

inhabitants of London to be 625,131. Had he taken

it a: 20, he woul4 have taken it higher than it is, and

by
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it is not improbable that only 5 of 16 should

Jive in London to be 10 years of age ; or that

above two-thirds die under this age ; the con

sequence will still be, that the foregoing cal

culation has been carried too high. For it

will from hence follow, that the expectation

of a child just born in London must be far

short of the number at which I have taken

it, or of 20 years.—It is only 19 \ on the

supposition that half die under 3 years of

age, and that 5 of 16 live to be 29 years of

age, agreeably to Mr. Simpsons Table. But

if it js indeed true, that half die under 2

years of age, and 5 of 16 under 10, agree

ably to the Bills, this expectation cannot be

so much as 17; and all the numbers before

given will be considerably reduced.

Upon the whole : I am forced to con

clude from trjefe observations, that the se

cond number I have given, or 651,580,

though short of the number of inhabitants

commonly supposed in London, is, very pro

bably, much greater, but cannot be less,

than the true number. Indeed, it is in ge

neral evident, that in cafes of this kind num-

by proceeding on his own principles found that the inha- ■

bitants of London cannot be so many as 528,859.

I cannot conclude this Note without adding, thattho'

it appears from hence, that Mr. Wales has been much

too hasty in some of his remarks, yet I think myself

greatly obliged to him for them. It will come in my

way to take notice of more pf them in the course of this

work.

bers
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bers are very much over-rated. The inge

nious Dr. Brakenridge, 14 years ago, when

the Bills were lower than they are now,

from the number of houses, and allowing

fix to a house, made the number of inhabi

tants 751,800. But he has taken the num

ber of houses much greater than it really

js ; and six to a house is probably too large

an allowance (a).

Another

(a) Vid. Phil. Transactions, Vol. XLVI1I, p. 788,

In a paper subsequent to this, read to the Royal Society

in March 1758, Dr. Brakenridge tells us, that in a late

survey it appeared, that in all Middlesex, London, Weji-

minjier, and Southwari, there were 87,614 houses, of

which 19,324 were cottages, and 4810 ernpty. And he

acknowledges, that this, if right, proves London to be

much less populous than he had made it. See Phi!,

Trans. Vol. L. p. 471.—Mr. Maitland gives two ac

counts of the number of houses within the Bills. One

carefully taken from the books of all the parishes and

precincts belonging to London ; and another taken from

a particular survey in 1737, made by himself with in

credible pains. The first account makes the number of

houses 85,805. The second account makes it 95,968.

And the reason of the difference he observes, is, that

many landlords of small places paying all taxes, they

are in the parish books reckoned as so many single houses,

though each of them contain several houses. See Mr,

Maitland's History of London, 2d Book at the end.—It

will be observed presently, that the number of inhabi

tants in London in 1737, was considerably greater than

it is now.

From a Table which I have given at the end of this

Effav, containing the results of actual surveys of the

number of inhabitants, houses, and samilies in many

different places, it will appear that five to a house may

no't
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Another method which Dr. Brakenridge

took to determine the number of inhabi

tants in London was from the annual num

ber of burials, addi;*g 2000 to the Bills for

omissions, and supposing a 30th part to die

every year. In order to prove this to be a

moderate supposition he observes that, ac

cording to Dr. Halley's Observations, a 34th

part die every year at Brejlaw. But this

obser

not be much too small an allowance for London; but

that it certainly is too large an allowance for England

in general. And this will prove that Dr. Brakenrid";

has over-rated the number of people in England as well

as in London. In a letter to George Lewis Scott, Esq.

published in 1756 in the Phil. Trans. Vol. xlix. p. 877,

he says, that he had been certainly informed that the

number of houses rated to the window-tax was 600,000.

The number of cottages not rated, he adds, could not

exceed 200,000; and from these data, by allowing six

to a house, he makes the number of inhabitants in Eng

land to be 5.340,000.—Dr. Brakenridge -was much mis

taken with reipect to the cottages. Their number in

1761 was (according to the returns of the surveyors of

the house duties) 276,149; and the whole number of

houses in England and Wales was in the fame year

980,692.—In 1777, according to the fame returns, the

cottages were 251,261, and the whole number of houses

052,734. Let, however, the number of houses now in-

England and Wales be called a million, and the number

of people will be four millions and a half, or five mil

lions at most. See a more particular account in my Es

say on the Population of England from the Revolution to

the present time, printed for Mr. Cadellm 1780.—The

number of houses in Ireland in 1754 was 395,439. In

1767 it was 424,046; according to the account in the

Gentleman's and Citizen's Almanack, published at Dub

lin.
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observation was made too inadvertently.-

The number of annual burials there, ac

cording to Dr. Ualleys account, was 1 174,

and the number of inhabitants, as deduced

by him from his Table, was 34,000; and

therefore a 29th part died every year. Be

sides ; any one may find, that in reality the

Table is constructed on the supposition, that

the whole number born, or 1238,- die every

year ; from whence it will follow that a

28th part died every year {a). Dr. Broken-

ridge, therefore, had he attended to this,-

would have stated a 24th part as the pro-

lin. Let \\ be allowed to a house, and the number of

people in Ireland will be 1.908,207.—The inhabitants of

Scotland consisted 2S years ago of between 16,000 and

17,000 Papists, and between 1.240,000 and 1.280,000

Protestants, according to an estimate which was made, I

am informed, with labour and expence by the Rev. Dr.'

Webster.—It follows, therefore, that the whole number

of people in Britain and Ireland must be about eight mil

lions. In the Supplement in the next volume I shall

have occasion to say more on this subject, and to take

notice of the arguments offered by Mr. Wales and Mr.

Hewlett, to prove that our population is increasing.

(a) Care should be taken, in considering Dr. Halley's

Table, not to take the first number in it, or 1000, for so

.many just born. 1238, he tells us, was the annual me

dium of births, and 1000 is the number he supposes all

living at one year and under. It was inattention to this

that led Dr. Brakenridge to his mistake.

It will be shewn in the 4th Essay, that the number of

the living under 20, is given too high in this Table ;■

and from hence it will follow, that more than a 28th'

part of the inhabitants die at BreJIaw annually.

portion?
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portion that dies in London every year, and

this would have taken off 150,000 from

the number he has given. But even this

must be less than the just proportion. For

let three-fourths of all who either die in

London or migrate from it, be such as have

been born in London ; and let the rest be

persons who have removed to London from

the country, or from foreign nations. The

expeSlation of the former, it has been shewn,

cannot be 20 years ; and 30 years have been

allowed to the latter. One with another,

then, they will have an expectation of 22 s-

years. That is j one of ii\ will die every

year {a). And, consequently, supposing the

annual

[a] The mean number of inhabitants in Rome, of all

ages and conditions, for ten years ending in 1771, was

158,957. The annual medium of births for the same

time was 4851; and of buri.ils 7367. One in 2',',

therefore, died annually. See Phil. Trans. Vol. 65,

p. 445. In 1752, the accurate and diligent Mr. Struyk

took particular pains to determine the number of inha

bitants in Amsterdam ; and the result of his enquiry was,

that very probably it did not amount to 200,000. The

annual medium of burials for six years, from 1747 to

1752, was 8247 ; and for live years, from 1772 to 1776,

it was 8447. One in 24, therefore, died annually.—

At Amsterdam, there is a great number of Jews, and

their burials are not included in the Bills. There must,

I suppose, be other deficiencies, and an allowance for

these would, I doubi not, increase the proportion of in

habitants who die annually, to one in 21 or 22.—At

Dublin, in the year 1695, the number of inhabitants

was found, by an exadt survey, to be 40.508. (See

'Kilos.
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annual recruit from the country to be

7000 (a), the number of births 3 times

■ 7000

Philos. Transactions, No. 261). I find ho account of

the annual burials just at that time ; biit from 1661 to

168 J, the medium had been 1613; and from 1 7 15 to

1728 it was 2123. There can, therefore, be no mate

rial error in supposing that, in 1695, it was j8oo; and

this makes 1 in 22 to die annually. Sec Dr. Short's Com

parative History , p. 15, and New Observations, p. 228.—

The annual medium of burials for five years ending in

1775, in Manchester and Salford, was 973. The num

ber of inhabitants in 1773 was 27,246. About a 28th

part, therefore, died annually. Hut it should be con

sidered here, that Manchester increases fast by accessions

from the country, and that the effect of such an increase

must be to raise the proportion of inhabitants to the deaths,

and also the proportion of the births and weddings to the

burials, higher than they would otherwise be.—The an

nual medium of burials at Stockholm in Sweden, from

1758 to 1763, was 3802. The number of inhabitants

in 1763 was 72,979. One in 19 therefore died annually.

See a memoir by M. Vargentin, in the 15th Vol. of the

Collection Academique, printed at Paris 1772.

Mr. Moitland, in his History of London, Vol. II.

page 744, by a laborious, but too unsatifactory investi-

gatron, makes 1 in 24! to die in Londcn annually; and

<pn the suppositions, that—this, is the true proportion

dying annually, at all times, -in London, and that the

deficiencies in the burials (including the burials in Ma-

rybone and Pancras parishes) amount to 3038 annually ;

he determines, that the number of inhabitants within the

bills was 725,903, in the year 1737.

The number of burials not brought to account in the

Bills is, probably, now much greater than either Dr.

Brakcnridge or Mr. Maitland suppose it. I have reck

oned it so high as 6cco, in order to be more sure of not

falling below the truth.

It will appear in the last Essay, with an evidence little

short of demonstration, that, at least, 1 in 20J die an

nually
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7000 or 21,000, and the burials and migra

tions 28,000 (which are all very high sup

positions),

hually in London, and that, consequently, the number of

inhabitants, if the burials are 26,600, cannot exceed

539'5<=o.

(a) Mr. Wales, tho' he seems to acknowledge that^sr-

fnerly the number of annual recruits from the country to

London was much greater than it is here supposed, yet

reckons that how it may be sairly stated at no more than.

1779. See Mr. Wales'* Enquiry,' p. 16. It may be proper

to consider here how improbable it is that such a change

as this should have taken place at a time when the com

munication between London and the country has been

made so easy as it is^ and when also a disposition to mi

grate to Londoh seems to be more prevalent than ever.—

But it is unnecessary to insist on this, for in the 4th Es

say it will be proved by decisive evidence, that these recruits

cannot even now be so little as double the number at which

Mr. Wales has stated them. It is true indeed, that tho' the

burials have been falling, the christenings have been rising,

for the last ten years. But this does not necessarily imply,

that the emigrants from the country are less numerous

than they were. It may, on the contrary, be owing to

a greater afflux of people to London in the prolific stages

of life occasioning an increase of the christenings, with-

6ut at present occasioning such an increase of the burials

as is sufficient to balance the causes that diminish them.

The Lying-in Hospitals lately established in London in

crease the christenings, by drawing many into them to

lye-in who reside out of the limits of the Bills; and the

burials are diminished by the custom of sending insants to

be nursed in the country, by the new burying grounds

which have been lately opened, and particularly by an Act

of Parliament which we owe to the humanity of Mr.

Hanway, passed in 1767, and requiring all parifli infants to

be sent in three weeks into the country to be nursed there

for six years, The improved slate of London with re

spect to healthiness might be also here mentioned j but'

this has been greatly over-rated. The values of lives in

Vol. I. S London'
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positions), the number of inhabitants will be,

22s multiplied by 28,600, or 630,000 (a).

I will just; mention here one other in

stance of exaggeration on the present sub

ject.

Mr. Corbyn Morris, in his useful Observa

tions on the paji growth andpresentJlate of the

city of London, published in 1751, supposes

that no more than a 60th part of the inhabi

tants of London, who are above 20, die every

year, and from hence he concludes that the

number of inhabitants was near a million.

In this supposition there was an error of at

London after the age of 20, are much the fame that they

were 40 years ago ; and there is no evidence to prove,

that they are much greater before 20. This will be shewn,

at the end of the 4th Esiay, and in the Observations

on Table 15th in the next volume. According to

Mr. Hewlett's account, in page 91, of his Examina

tion of my Eflay on the Population of England and

Wales, above 2000 deaths of children under two years-

of age have been taken out of the Bills by the Parish

Act j.ust mentioned. This probably goes much be

yond the truth. Should the true number be only a

thousand, it will follow that the slate of insants in London

is but little mended. For on this supposition a thousand

mud be added to the number given in the Bills as dying,

under two years of age, which will make it near half the

number born as it was 20 years ago; But the addition of

2000 would ma-ke the mortality of insants (supposing,

parish- insants not sent into the country) greater now in

London than it ever was.

(a) If with Mr. jVales ("he annual recruit is taken at

no more than 1779, the inhabitants on the high supposi

tions here made that the burials are 28,000, the expecta

tions at birth 20, and at migration 30, will be only

577,79°-

least
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least osie half. According to Di\- Halless

Table, it has been shewn, that a 34th part

of all at 20 and upwards, die every year at

Brejlaw. In London, a 29th part, according

to Mr. Simpson's Table, and also according

to all other Tables of London Observations.

Had, therefore, Mr. Morris stated a 30th

part of all above 20 dying annually in Lon

don, he would have gone beyond the truth*

and his conclusion would have been 400,000

less than it is.

Dr. Brakenridge observed, that the num

ber of inhabitants, at the time he calculat

ed, was 127,000 less than it had been. The

Bills have lately advanced a little, but still

they are much below what they were from

1717 to 1743. The medium of the annual

births, for 20 years, from 1716 to 1736, was

18,000, and of burials 26,529? and, by cal

culating from hence on all the same suppo

sitions with those which made 651,580 to.

be the present number of inhabitants in Lon

don, it will be found that the number then

was 735,840, or 84,260 greater than the

number at present (a). London, therefore,

for the last 30 years, has been decreasing;

and though now it is increasing again, yet

there

(a) In the Essay on the Population of England and

Wales, I have mentioned several sacts which seem to

shew, that even so long ago as the Revolution, London

was more populous than it is at present. The chief of

these .facts are the following :

S 2 first j
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there is reason to think that the additions

lately made to the number of buildings

round it, are owing, chiefly to the increase

of

'♦

First; The returns in 1777 of the surveyors of the

house and window duties make the number of houses

then in Southwark, Wejlminjlery London, and all Middle

sex, including cottages and uninhabited hou-ses, to be

90,578.—Sir William Petty, in 1687, says, that the

number of houjes, (which he expressly distinguishes from

families) in London appeared by the register to be 105,315.

See his Political Arithmetic, p. 74. His words in p. 79V

are, " by certificate from the hearth-office, I find the

" houses within the Bills of Mortality to be 105,315."—

Dr. Davenanfs account agrees with this, who, from the

fame hearth-office, gives 1 1 1,215 as the number of houses'

in London (exclusive of Southwark) Westminster, and all

Middlesex, on Lady-day 1690. See Dr. Davenani's-

Works, Vol. 1. p.. 38. The annual average of re

gistered burials also for five years before 1690 was near

2000 more than it has been for the last five years.

This seems as direct evidence as can well be given in a.

point of this kind. In order to give more weight to the

fact last mentioned, I have, in the Essay just referred to,

observed that there are twelve parishes now included in-

the Bills, which were omitted formerly. But Mr.

Wales has very properly corrected me in this instance by

observing, that these parishes at the time they were ad

ded to the Bills were new parishes formed out of old

parishes, which had been always- included in the Bills,

There is, therefore, no such regard due to this omission

as* I imagined.—It may be sarther observed with respect

to the excess of the burials at the Revolution; that the

deficiencies in the register of burials are greater now than

they were then ; and there are two causes that may pos

sibly have produced this essect. First, the opening of

some burial places among the Methodists, where many

are now buried who used to be buried in churches. And,

Secondly, the interment out of the Bills of the greater

part of the parish-children who die, in consequence of

the Act of Parliament mentianed in the note, p. 257.—

There
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of luxury, and the inhabitants requiring

more room to live upon {a).

It

There are, however, other causes which have lessened

these deficiencies j and, particularly, the decrease of

the three denominations of Dissenters in London. My

own recollection, as well as a great deal of other evi

dence, leaves me no room to doubt of this. Mr. How-

kit, however, in the pamphlet already quoted, asserts

the contrary ; and gives a list of burials among Dis

senters, which makes their number more than three

times greater than it was when Mr. Maltland pub

lished his History of London. But this is all a mistake.

The principal burying places in his list happen to

be places lately opened, to which, partly from a re

gard to cheapness, not Dissenters only, but people of

3II forts are brought to be buried. This is particularly

the cafe with CougblancTs ground, Holywell Mount, and

Britain's ground, IVhitechapel.—The chief burying place

of Dissenters has always been Tindail's ground in Bunhill

Fields; but even this is by no means confined to Dis

senters, and the number of burials in it has been for a

course of years decreasing ; and instead of being now, as

Mr. Hqivlcft gives it, 3400 annually, is not a third of

this number.—In 1779 the exact number was 434, ac

cording to an account which has been extracted for me

from the Register.

(a) The medium of annual burials in tfae 97 parishes,

within the walls was,

From 1655 to 1664, -—— 32D4

From 1680 to 1690, ■ 3139

From0 1730 to 1740, 2316

From 1758 to 1768, 1020

From 1771 to 1780, — 1491

This account proves, that though, since 1655, London

has doubled its inhabitants, yet, within the walls, they

have decreased ; and so rapidly for the last 40 years as to

be now reduced to less than half.—The like may be ob

served of the 17 parishes immediately without the walls.

Since 1730, these parishes have been decreasing so sast,

S 3 that
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It should be remembered, that the num--

ber of inhabitants in London is now so much

less as I have made it, than it was 40 years

ago, on, the supposition, that the proportion

of the omissions in the births to those in the

burials, was the same then that it is pow.

But it appears that this is not the fact.—,

From 1728, (the year when the ages of the

dead were first given in the Bills) to 1742,

pear five-sixths of those who were born died

under 10, according to the Bills. From

1742 to 1752 three quarters : Arid ever

since 1752, this proportion has stood nearly

as it is now, or at somewhat more than two-

thirds. The omissions in the births, therer

fore, compared with those in the burials,

were greater formerly; and this must render

the difference between the number of inha

bitants now apd formerly somewhat less con

siderable than it may seem to be from the

face of the Bills. One reason, why the

proportion pf the amounts of the births and

burials in the Bills, comes now nearer than

that the annual burials in them have funk from 8672 to

pear 5000, which is lower than they were before the

year 1660. In JVejhninJier, on the contrary, and the

23 out- parishes in Middlesex and Surrey, the annual

burials have since 1660 advanced from about 4000 to

l6,coo, the medium for some years before 1769.

These facts prove, that the inhabitants of London are

now much less crowded together than they were. It

appears, in particular, that within the walls the inhabi

tants take as much room to live upon as double their

number did formerly.—The very fame conclusions may

be draiyn from an examination of the christenings.

it
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it did, to the true proportion, may, per

haps, be, that the number of Dissenters is

lessened (a).

I will add, that it is probable that London

is now become less fatal to children than it

was j and that this is a further circumstance

which must reduce the difference I have

mentioned ; and which is likewise necessary

to be joined to the greater deficiencies in the

births, in order to account for the very small

proportion of children who survived 10 years

of age, during the two first of the periods I

have specified-—Since 1752, Londonhzs been

thrown more open. The custom of keeping

country-houses, and of sending children to

be nursed in the country, has prevailed more.

But, particularly, the destructive use of spi

rituous liquors among the poor has been

checked {£>).■

I have

(a) See the end of the Note in page 260.

[b) The enquiry in the preceding pages into the num

ber of inhabitants in London was fir It published above

eleven years ago. Four years ago (or in 1777) the sur

veyors of the house and window duties were ordered to

make returns to the tax-office of the number of houses of

fillfirts in London, Soufhwari, IVejlminJler, and the county

of Middlesex, The number returned was .90,570. This

seems to leave no room for much dispute. Allowing six

to a house, the number of inhabitants within the Bills,

with the addition of the whole county, will be 543,420.

See the Note in p. 260 and 252 ; and a more particular

account in my Essay on the Population of Englandfrom the

Revolution to the prcjent time.

Mr. IVales, in the pamphlet quoted in the Notes, p.

249 and p. 257, withou: taking any notice of these re-

t S 4 " turns,
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I have shewn that in London, even in its

present state, and according to the most mo

derate

turns, calculates the number of houses and inhabitants in

London in the following manner.—Mr. Maitland, in

1737 (when the registered births for 20 years had been

above a thousand per ann. and the burials above 6oop

per ann. more than they are at present) found the number

of houses in London to be 95,968. To this number Mr.

Wales adds 4032, in order to make up 100,000 ; and by

allowing 6' to each house, finds the number of inhabitants

to be 650,000.

Leaving the reader to judge as he pleases of this calcu

lation, 1 shall reckon myself more out of danger of be

ing wrong in following the documents I have just men

tioned, and in stating from them the inhabitants of Lon

don zvithin the Bills, with the addition of Pancras and

Marybone parishes, at half a million.—The annual me

dium of burials for the five years ending in 1780 was,

according to the Bills, 20,743. Add 6oco for omijV

sions, and the number of burials will be 26,743, or a

19th part nearly of the inhabitants, which is the pro

portion dying annually at Stockholm. See the Note,

p. 256.

If the omissions are only 3038, agreeably to the result

os Mr. Maitland's enquiries, one in 21 will die an

nually.—Mr. Howlet(,\n bis Examination already quoted,

p. 91, makes the deficiencies in. the burials to be much

greater than either of these estimates. He reckons that a

deficiency of 2 1 00 burials has been occasioned by the

Act of Parliament, requiring parish infants to be nursed

for six years in the country, which implies that so many

now die annually in the country who ought to be included

in the Bills. But this is not his meaning; for he fays,

that of 2800 infants which come annually upon parishes,

and are required to be removed in three weeks into the

country, only 250 die there in fix years ; whereas 450 die

in the three weeks before their removal. The deficiency,

therefore, in the Bills. arising from hence, can be only

250. But this carries us to the contrary extreme, and

makes the probabilities of the duration of life among in-

6 fants,
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(derate computation, half the number born

die under three years of age. In Vienna and

Stock-

fants, committed by parishes tp the care of foster-mo

thers, to be much greater than were ever known among

insants in the best situations.—Mr. Howlctt's meaning ap

pears to be, that 2100 deaths are prevented annually by

this Act of Parliament. The observation just made

shews, that it is impossible this should be true; but sup

posing it true, it will be obvjous, that a prevention of

deaths ought not to be reckoned among deficiencies ; for

,pn the fame ground the deaths prevented by cleansing and

opening the streets, and other salutary regulations, might

be so reckoned.—This Act of Parliament has undoubtedly

prevented a great number of deaths. Before it was

passed, almost all parish infants died in the first six years.

Let us reckon that now of 2800 brought annually into

workhouses, only a thousand die in this time, after be

ing removed in three weeks into the country to be

nursed. This would be a change unspeakably for the

better; and it would imply that the probabilities of the

duration of life among them is higher than rs common

among children in London. On this supposition the de

ficiency under consideration will be a thousand; and if

will appear that 1100 ought to be taken from Mr. How-

sett's total of deficiencies. But much greater deductions

ought to be made on other accounts.— He gives 2000 as

a deficiency occasioned by carrying out so many to be bu

ried in the neighbouring villages, without making any al

lowance for the burials brought in. He gives also the

burials in the Eajl-lndia (hips lt-rving abroad ; the burials

in the hospitals, Northampton-chapel, Bunhill, as all burials

of persons residing within the Bills; and thus makes the

deficiencies amount to 1 1*273, and the total of annual bu

rials to 31,941. He farther calculates that the kingdon)

in general, and Londin in particular, is improved a tenth

in healthiness ; and on this account he adds a tenth to the

total just mentioned, and in this way makes the number

of inhabitants in London to be about 8oo,coo. — Such are

Mr. Howlett's calculations.—In his list of deficiencies he

sets down 1400 for the annual burials in Bunhill. prom

the
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Stockholm, under two. In Manchester', under

Jive. In Norwich, under Jive. In Nor

thampton, under (a) ten. — But it appears

from Graunt's (6) accurate account of the

births, weddings, and burials in three

country parishes for 90 years ; and also,

from Dr. Short's collection of observations

in his Comparative History, and his Treatise,

entitled, New Observations on 'Town and

Country Bills oj Mortality ; that in country

villages and parishes, the major part live to

the note in p. 261, it appears that this number is near

1000 greater than the truth.—The annual burials at Nor

thampton -chapel, Clerkenwell, opened about four years ago,

he makes to be 2080. The information I have received

from thence is, that, taking one week with another, they

may be reckoned at present 30 in a week, or 1560 in a year.

This, probably, Mr. Howlett has mistaken for 40 in a

week, and thus has been led to make them 2080 in a year.

They are, however, increasing, and every year dimir

nisliing more and more the burials in the churches, the

lowness of the fees gaining for this burying ground, and

the other burying grounds mentioned in the note p. 261, a

particular preference among the lower ranks of people.

(a) See the Tables at the end of this work. ^The

whole number buried in the parish church of Manchester

for six years, from 1773 to 277^' was 4I20, °f whom

2174 were children under five. But it must be consi

dered, that in this town the births exceed the burials,

and that consequently the Bills give the proportion dying

in childhood too high.

(b) See Natural and Political Observations on the Bills of

Mortality, by Capt. John Graunt, F. R. S—See also Mr.

Durham's Phifico-Tkeology, p. 174, where it appears, that

in the parish of Aynho in Northamptonjkire, tho' the births

had been, for 118 years, to the marriages as 6 to j j yet

the burials had been to the marriages only as 3I to 1.

3 mature
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mature age, and even to marry. In the

parish of Holy- Cross (a), near Salop, it ap

pears from a curious register, which has

been kept by the Rev. Mr. Gorsuch, the

vicar, that, of 655 who have died there at

all ages for the last 20 years, 321, or near

(«) This parish contains in it a village which is a part

jof the suburbs of Shrewfiury. It consists of 1400 acres

of arable and pasture land ; besides 300 acres taken up

by houses and gardens. It is fix miles in circumference;

half of which lies along the banks of the river Severn.—

I mention these particulars to shew, that it may be reck

oned a country parish ; tho', perhaps, not perfectly so, on

account of its nearness to Shrew/bury .—The christenings

in it exceed the burials in the proportion of 15 to 13;

and the number of inhabitants (mostly labouring peo

ple) has, for the last 20 years, kept nearly to 1050,

without any considerable increase.—The register of this

parish from 1750 to 1760, has been publistied in the

Llld volume of the Philosophical Transaclions, Part I.

Art. 25. And a continuation of it from 1760 to

1770, in the LXIst Volume, p. 57. It is kept with

particular care and accuracy by Mr. Gorsuch ; and fur

nishes very useful data for determining the value of

country lives.-—-It deserves to be mentioned particularly,

that noforeigners oxjlrangers, who happen to die in this

parish, or who may be brought into it to be buried, are

entered into the register : Nor are any of the fixed inha

bitants omitted, tho' carried put to be buried.

Nov. 1781. Mr. Gorfucb has lately been so kind as to

favour me with a further continuation of his Observar

tions to 1780, which makes them complete for 30 years.

An abstract of them, and a Table of the decrements of

life deduced from them, which I reckon one of the most

correct that has been ever published, will be found in the

Collection of Tables in the next Volume. The con

clusions mentioned above are confirmed by the addition of

these last Q reservations.

one
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one half, have lived to 30 years of age:

And, by forming a Table of Observations

from this register, in the manner which

will be described in the last Essav, I find

that a child just born in this parish has an

expectation of 33 years; and that, in ge

neral, under the age of 50, the expectations

of lives here exceed those in London, in the

proportion of about 4 to 3.—In the parish of

Ackworth, Torkjhire, it appears, from an exact

account kept by Dr. Lee, of the ages at which

all died there for 20 years, or from 1747 to

1767, that half the inhabitants live to the

age of 46—In the province of Vaud, Swit

zerland, consisting of 1 12,951 (a) inhabitants,

half live to 41.—So great is the difference

between the duration of human life in

towns and in the country.—Further evidence

for the truth of this observation may be de

duced from the account given by Dr. 'Thomas

Heberden, and published in the Philosophical

Transactions (Vol. LVII. p. 461), of the

increase and mortality of the inhabitants of the

island of Madeira. In this island, it seems,

the weddings have been to the births, for

8 years, from 1759 to 1766, as 10 to 48.8. ;

and to the burials, as 10 to 27.5, or 9 to

2475. Double these proportions, there

fore, or the proportion of 20 to 46.8, and

pf 18 to 24.75, are l^e proportions of the

(a) See the Supplement in the next Volume.

num
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number marrying annually, to the number

born and the number dying. Let one mar

riage in three be a 2d or {a) 3d marriage on

the side of either the man or the woman ;

or, in other words, let one in six of all that

marry be widows and widowers; and 9 mar

riages will imply 15 persons who have grown

«p to maturity, and lived to marry once or

oftener; and the proportion of the number

marrying annually the first time, to the

number dying annually, will be 15 to

24.75, or 3 to 5. It may seem to follow

from hence, that in this island three-fifths

of those who die have been married; and,

consequently, that only two-fifths of the

inhabitants die in childhood and celibacy j

and this would be a just conclusion were

there no increase, or had the births and bu

rials been equal. But it must be remem

bered, that the general effect of an increase

while it is going on in a country, is to ren

der the proportion of persons marrying an

nually, to the annual deaths, greater, and to

the annual births less, than the true propor

tion marrying, out of any given number

born. This proportion generally lies be

tween the other two proportions, but always

(a) This proportion is taken from sact.—In all Pome

rania, during 9 years, from 1748 to 1756, the number of

persons who married was 56,956; and of these, 10,586

were widows and widowers. Sufmiich's Works, Vol. I.

Tables, p. 98.

nearest
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I

nearest to the first (a) ; and, in the present

case, it cannot be so little as one half. A-

greeably

(a) In a country where there is no increase or de

crease of the inhabitants, and where also life, in its first

periods, is so stable, and marriage so much encouraged,

that half of all who are born live to be married, the an

nual births and burials must be equal, and also quadruple

the number of weddings, after allowing for 2d and 3d

marriages. Suppose in these circumstances (every thing

else remaining the same) the probabilities of life, during its

first stages, to be improved. In this case, more than half

the born will live to be married, and an increase will take

place. The births will exceed the burials, and both fall

below quadruple the weddings ; or, which is the fame,

below double the number annually married.—Suppose

next (the probabilities of life and the encouragement to mar*

riage remaining the same) the prolificknefs only of the

marriages to be improved. In this case it is plain, that

an increase also will take place ; but the annual births and

burials, instead of being less, will now both rise above

quadruple the weddings ; and therefore the proportion of

the born to that part of the born who marry (being by

supposition two to one) will be less than the proportion

of either the annual births or the annual burials, to the

number marrying annually.-^-Suppose again (the encourage

ment to marriage remaining, the same) that the probabilities

of life and the prolifi'chiefs of marriages are both improved.

In this case, a more rapid increase will take place, or a

greater excess of the births above the burials ; but at the

same time they will keep nearer to quadruple the wed

dings, than if the latter cause only had operated, and

produced the same increase.—I should be too minute and

tedious, were 1 to explain these observations at large. It

follows from them, that, in every country or situation

Where, for a course of years, the burials have been either

equal to or less than the births, and both under quadruple

the marriages ; and also that, wherever the burials are

less than quadruple the annual marriages, and at the fame

time
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greeably to this, it appears also from Dr.

Heberden'% account, that the expectation of a

child just born in Madeira is about 39 years ;

or more than double the expectation of a

child just born in London. For the number

of inhabitants was found, by a survey made

in the beginning of the year 1767, to be

64,614. The annual medium of burials

had been, for eight years, 1293; of births

time the births greater, there the major part of all that

are born live to marry.

I have (hewn how the allowance is to be made for 2d

and 3d marriages. Very wrong conclusions will be drawn

if this allowance is not made. But it is, in part, com

pensated by the natural children which are included in

the births, and which raise the proportion of the births

to the weddings higher than it ought to be, and there

fore bring it nearer to the true proportion of the number

born annually, to those who marry annually, after de

ducting those who marry a ad or 3d time.

In drawing conclusions from the proportion of annual

births and burials, in different situations, some writers-

on the increase of mankind, have not given due attention

to the difference in these proportions, arising from the

different circumstances of increase or decrease among a

people. One instance of this I have now mentioned -y

arad one further instance of it is necessary to be mentioned.

T/he proportion of annual births to weddings has been

considered as giving the true number of children derived

1 from each marriage, taking all marriages one with ano

ther. But this is true only when, for many years, the

births and burials have kept nearly equal. Where

there is an excess of the births occasioning an increase,

the proportion of annual births to weddings must be less

than the proportion of children derived from each mar

riage ; and the contrary must take place where there is a

decrease.

2201.,
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22or. The number of inhabitants, divided

by the annual medium of burials, gives

49.89 j or the expectation nearly of a child

just born, supposing the births had been

1293, and constantly equal to the burials,

the number of inhabitants remaining the

fame. And the fame number, divided by

the annual medium of births, gives 29.35 ?

or the expectation of a child just born sup

posing the burials 2201 i the number of births

and of inhabitants remaining the same. And

the true expectation of life must be some

where near the mean between 49.89 and

29-35«.

Again : A 50th part of the inhabitants of

Madeira, it appears, die annually. In Lon

don, I have shewn, that above twice this

proportion dies annually. In smaller towns

a smaller proportion dies (a) ; and the births

also

(a) In London^ this proportion is, at the highest-, 1 irt

20|.—In Norwich, 1 in 24^.—In Northampton. 1 in 26-|.-

See the last Eflay. In the parish of Newbury, BerkSy

consisting of 3732 persons, all town inhabitants, the an

nual medium of deaths for 19 years, or from 1747 to'

1765, has been 136. In this town,- therefore, 1 in t"f\

die annually. The contiguous parish of Speen consisted,'

in 1757* of 12CO inhabitants, about 520 of whom were

inhabitants of that part of the town of Newbwy which is

in this parish^ and the rest were country inhabitants. For

34 years, or from 1724 to 1757, thirty-nine died here

annually; or 1 in 31.—In both these parishes the births

and burials are nearly equal.—-I believe these facts may

be depended on; and they seem to shew us very di

stinctly
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also come nearer to the burials.—In general ;

there seems reason to think that in towns

(allowing for particular advantages of situa

tion; trade, police, cleanliness, and open

ness; which some towns may have;) the ex-

Cess of the burials above the births, and the

proportion of inhabitants dying annually^

are more or less as the towns are greater or

smaller. Irt London itself, about 160 years

ago, when it was scarcely a fourth of its

present bulk, the births were much nearer

to the burials; than they are now. But

in country parishes and villages, the births

almost always exceed the burials ; and I

believe it never happens, except in very par

ticular situations, that more than a 40th (a)

part

ftinctly the gradations iri the degrees of human mortality

from great towns to moderate towns, arid from moderate

towns to small towns, and to parishes, consisting partly

of town and partly of country inhabitants. The next

note will shew what the degree of human mortality is in

places purely country*

.. (a) According to Graunt's account of a parish in Hamp

shire, not reckoned, he says, remarkably healthful, a 50th

part of the inhabitants had died annually for 90 years.

Natural and Political Observations, &c. Chap. xii.—In the

parish of Ackworth, Torkjhire, one of 47 die annually.

See the register of this parish at the end of the first addi

tional Essay in the next volume. In the province of

Vaud, Switzerland^ one in 45 die annually. See the

first part of the Supplement in the next volume. In

1098 country parishes, mentioned by Sufinikb, the an

nual average of deaths, for six years, ending in 1749,

was 5255. The number of inhabitants was 225,357

Vol. L T One,
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part of the inhabitants die annually. In

the four provinces of New-England there is

a very rapid increase of the inhabitants j

but, notwithstanding this, at Boston, the ca

pital, the inhabitants would decrease, were

there no supply from the country : For, if

the account I have seen is just, from 1 73 1

to 1762, the burials all along exceeded the

One, therefore, in 43 died annually.—In ro6 other pa

rishes, mentioned by him, this proportion was 1 in 50.

In the dukedom of Wurtemberg, the inhabitants, Mr.

Susmikh says, are numbered every year ; and from the

average of five years, ending in 1754, it appeared that,'

taking the towns and country together, 1 in 32 died an

nually.—In another province, which he mentions, con

sisting of 635,998 inhabitants, 1 in 33 died annually*

From these sacts he concludes, that, taking a whole

country in gross, including all cities and villages, man

kind enjoy among them about 32 or 33 years each of ex

istence. This, very probably, is below the truth ; from

'whence it will follow, that a child born in a country

'parish or village, has, at least, an expectation of 36 or

37 years ; supposing the proportion of country to town

inhabitants to be as 3^ to 1 ; which, I think, this in

genious writer's observations prove to be nearly the cafe

in Pomerania, Brandenburgh, and some other kingdoms.

In all Sweden, consisting in 1763 of 2.446,394 inha

bitants, the annual' medium of deaths for 9 years, ending

in 1763, was 69,1255 and therefore one in 35 and two-

fifths died annually. The medium of births was 90,245 ;

'of marriages 21,220. See the first additional Essay in

the next volume.—In the kingdom of Naples, consisting

of 4-311,503 inhabitants in 1777, the medium of deaths

for 5 years was 115,412; and therefore one in 37 and a

third died annually. The births were 166,808. See the

Ejfay on the Population of England, &c. page 15.

births
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births (a). So remarkably do towns, in

consequence of their unfavourableness to

health, and the luxury which generally

prevails in them, check the' increase of

countries.

Healthfulnefs and prolifickness are, pro

bably, causes of increase seldom separated.

In conformity to this observation, it appears

from comparing the births and weddings,

in countries and towns where registers of

them have been kept, that in the former,

marriages, one with another, seldom produce

less than four children each ; generally be

tween four and five, and sometimes above

five (6). In all Sweden the births and wed

dings

'a) See a particular account of the births and burials

in this town from 1731 to to 1752 in the Gentleman's Ma

gazine for 1753, p. 413.

(b) Any one may fee what evidence there is for this,

by consulting Dr. Short's two books already quoted, and

the Abridgment of the Philosophical Transaflions, Vol. VII.

part iv. p. 46, and Graunt's account, already quoted, a£ the

births, weddings, and burials in three country parishes for

90 years ; compared with similar accounts in towns. In

considering these accounts, it should not be forgotten

that allowances must be made for the different circum

stances of increase or decrease in a place, agreeably to

the observation at the end of the note in page 271.

In April 1779 the inhabitants of the parish of Bid-

dutph, in Staffordshire, were numbered, and found to be

495 males, and 540 females, making 267 families. The

annual average of births for 20 years preceding 1780 had

been 21.4 males, and 17.5 females; of burials 10.85

males, and 10.3 females; of marriages 6.15.—The fame

T 2 averages
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dings are to one another as 4 J to 1.—In all

France as 4* to 1. But in towns this pro

portion is generally between 3 and 4 to 1.

I have sometimes heard the great num

ber of old people in ^London mentioned,

to prove' its favourableness to health and

long life. But no observation can be more

erroneous. There ought, in reality, to be

more old people in London, in proportion to

the number of inhabitants, than in any

smaller towns ; because at least one quarter

of its inhabitants are persons who come in

to it from the country, in the most robust

part of life, and with a much greater proba

bility

averages for 60 years had been 16.9 males born annually,

and 14.7 females; 9.4 males buried annually, and 9.93

females ; marriages 5.46.—Taking, therefore, the highest

of these averages, it appears that in this parilh a 46th

part of the mains die annually, but only a 52d part of the

females ; that the annual births are nearly a 26th part of

the inhabitants; and that every marriage, supposing 110

allowance for illegitimate births, produces six children. —

This account I owe to an information communicated by

the Rev. Mr. Wilson, the minister of this parish, to Dr.

Haygarth at Chejler.

The parish of Swinderby, in Lincoln/hire, consisted in

June 1771 (as I have learnt from Mr. Disney, the worthy

minister of that parish) of 52 families and 224 fouls, 95 of

whom were heads of families, 87 children, 32 servants, and

10 inmates.—-The births, marriages and burials for 30 years

before 1771 had been 199, 47 and 154. '1 he proportion

of marriages to births therefore, was as 1 to 4].—A

number equal to a 34th of the inhabitants had been

born annually, and a 44th part died annually.—-The in-

hiibitants of Okeforcl, in Divonftjire, were in 1770, 422.

The
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bility of living to old age, than if they had

come into it in the weakness of infancy.

But, notwithstanding this advantage, there

■ are much fewer persons who live to great

ages in London, than in most other places ,

where observations have been made.—At

JBre/law it appears, by Dr. Hal/ey's Table,

that 41 of 1238 born, or a 30th part, live

to be 80 years of age. In the parish of

All-saints, in Northampton, an account has

been kept ever since 1733 of the ages at

which the inhabitants die ; and I find that

a 22d part die there turned of 80. At

Norwich a like account has been kept ; and

The average of births for 20 years to 1769 had been 12,

and of burials 7~. A 35th part, therefore, was born

annually, and a 56th part died.

In 1770, 1771, 1772, 1773, and 1774, the intendajtfs

of provinces in France were ordered to make returns of

the births, deaths and marriages in their respective di

stricts. The annual medium of births for these five

years was 928,918; of deaths 793,931; and of mar

riages 192,180, See the Effay on the. Population of

England, p. 14, 15, and 30.—The births and marriages

were, therefore, in the proportion mentioned in the text.

From the last note but one it appears that a 35th part of

the inhabitants of a country may be reckoned to. die an

nually. Multiply, therefore, 793,931 by 35, and the

kingdom of France will appear to consist of near 28 mil

lions of inhabitants. Nor is there any reason to think

this to be greater than the true number; for the deaths,

as well as the births and marriages, are probably given

too small, it being scarcely possible to avoid omissions in,

such returns. It appears further from the great excess

of births, that the population of France must be in-?

creasing.

T 3 it
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it appears, that for the last 30 years, a 27th

part of the inhabitants have died, turn

ed of the same age.~—According to Mr.

Kerjfebooms Table of Observations, publish

ed at the end of Mr. De Moivre's Treatise on

the Doctrine of Chances, a i<\.th part die

turned of 80. And this is the very propor

tion that died turned of 80 in the parish of

Ackworth, for the 20 years, mentioned page

268. In the parish of Holy-Cross, already

mentioned, p. 267, 1 in I if, or 2 in 22 of

the inhabitants live to 8b (a).—But in Lon

don, for 30 years, ending at the year 1768,

only 25 of every 1000, who have died, <jr a

40th part, have lived to this age (b) ; which

may be easily discovered, by dividing the

ium of all who have died during these years

at all ages, by the sum of all who have died

above 80 (c).

Among

(a) This, however, will appear itself inconsiderable,

if the following account is true: " In 1761 the burials

" in the district of Chrijlianna, in Norway, amounted

" to 6,929, and the christenings to 11,024. Among

" those who died, 394, or 1 in 18, had lived to the

" age of 90 ; 63 to the age of 100, and seven to the

" age of 101.—In the diocese of Bergen, the persons

" who died amounted to 2,580, of whom 18 lived

" to' the age of 100 ; one woman to the age of 104, and

" another woman to the age of 108."

See the Annual Register for 1761, p. 191.

(b) For five years to 1 780 only one in 46 has lived to 80,

(c) In the parish church of Alanchejier, of 4126 bu

sied during iijc years ending in 1778, a hundred and

twenty
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Among the peculiar evils to which great

towns are subject, I might further mention

the Plague. Before the year 1 666, this

dreadful calamity laid London almost waste

once in every 1 5 or 20 years; and there is

no reason to think, that it was not generally

* bred

twenty nine, or a 32c! part, had lived to 80 or more.

This proportion would be considerably greater were

there no increase of Manchester, and no excess of the

births above the burials. The same is true of iVar-

rington, in LancaJJAre, where of 2430 buried in eight

years ending in 1780, sixty-seven, or a 36th part, had

lived to 80 or upwards ; and also of the parish of Ec-

cles in the fame county, where of 1 123 buried in four

years, from 1776 to 1779, fifty-one, or a 22d part, had

lived to 80.—In Chester, where the births and bu

rials are nearly equal, of 1969 females who died in the

course of 9 years, from 1772 to 1780, 149 or a 13th

part, had Jived to 80; but of males, only 72 out of

1764, or a 25th part. See the Tables in the next Vo

lume. In all Sweden, where the births exceed the bu

rials in the proportion of nearly 13 to 10, 7 10 females of

10,000 born (or a 14th part) and 555 males, of 10,000

(or an 18th part) live to 80: But in Stockholm only

one in a 100 of the females born there, and one in 300

of the males, live to this age. See the Tables in the

next Volume.

These sacts give a frightful view of the fatality of

great towns to human life. A farther account, with

answers to some objections, may be found in the next

volume, in the first additional Essay on the difference be

tween the duration of human life in great towns and in country

parijhes.

1 have said above, that a 40th part of all who die in

London live to 80. But it should be considered, that a

great proportion of those who die in London came into

T 4 it
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bred within itself. A most happy alteration,

has taken place ; which, perhaps, in part is

owing to the greater advantages of cleanli

ness and openness which London has enjoyed

since it was rebuilt ; and which lately have

been very wisely improved.

The facts I have now taken notice of arc

so important that, I think they deserve more

attention than has been hitherto bestowed

upon them. Every one knows that the

strength of a state consists in the number of

people. The encouragement of population,

therefore, ought to be one of the first ob

jects of policy in every state ; and some of

the worst enemies of population are the lux

ury, the licentiousness, and debility produced

and propagated by great towns,

it in the firmest parts of life, and that consequently no

thing can be from hence determined with respect to the

proportion of the natives of London who live to 80.

This must be a' much smaller proportion. The. cor

rected Table of Observations for London for Table 15th

in the next Volume) makes it as 25 to 1518, or as 1 to

60. But even this corrected Table certainly gives the

probabilities of living in London at most ages, too high ;

and were there such accurate data for forming a Table

for London as have been furnished by the Observations

at Stockholm, the rate of mortality in the two cities

would not perhaps appear to be very different. More

will be said on this subject in the introduction to the

Tables in the riext volume.

I have.
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I have observed that London is now (a)

increasing. But it appears, that, in truth,

this is an event more to be dreaded than de

sired. The more London increases, the more

the rest of the kingdom must be deserted ;

the fewer hands must be left for agriculture ;

and, consequently, the less must be the plen

ty, and the higher the price pf all the means

of subsistence. Moderate towns, being feats

of refinement, emulation, and arts, may be

public advantages. But great towns, long

before they grow to half the bulk of London,

become checks on population of too hurtful

a nature, nurseries of debauchery and volup

tuousness j and, in many respects, greater

evils than can \>c compensated by any ad

vantages (£>).
W Dr.

(a) If we may trust the Bills, London has decreased

fjnce this was written. The annual medium 6f burials

ibr five years ending in 1770, 1777, and 1780, was

22,688—21,087—and 20,743.—The medium for three

years to 1 780, was 20,445. But this decrease has pro

bably been owing to the causes mentioned in the notes,

p. 257 and 266.

(b) The mean annual births, weddings, and burials in

the following towns, for some years before 1772, have

been nearly,

Births. Weddings. Burials.

At Paris, — — 19,100 — 4,400 — 19,400

Vienna, horn I-; si \ , 8oo _ _ 6,6oo

to 1769 — J J'

Amsterdam, from 1 fi _

I761 tO I77O j *' >T If

Copenhagen, 2,700 — 886 — 3,300

At
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Dr. Heberden observes that, in Madeira,

the inhabitants double their own number in

84 years. But this (as you, Sir, well know)

is a very slow increase, compared with that

which takes place among our colonies in

America. In the back settlements, where

the inhabitants apply themselves entirely to

agriculture, and luxury is not known, they

double their own number in 1 5 years ; and all

thro' the northern colonies, in 25 years {a).

This is an instance of increase so rapid, as to

have scarcely any parallel. The births in

these countries must exceed the burials

much more than in Madeira ; and a greater

proportion of the born must reach maturi

ty.—In 1738, the number of inhabitants in

Births. Weddings. ' Burials.

At Berlin, for 5 years, 7 ' 0 _ _ „
ending at 1 759 } ^55 - 9§0 - 5,054

Stockholm, for 9 f

years, ending £ 2,535 — — 3,78s

in 1763 —3

It deserves notice, that before 1770, all that died in the

hospitals at Vienna were omitted in the Bills.—Of the

Paris Bills a more particular account will be given in the

Postscript to this Essay.—The annual medium of burials

at Atnfterdam for 10 years to 171c, was 7,288.—For 10

years to 1780, it was 8,710; but three of these last years-

were reckoned very sickly years.

{a) See a Discourse on Christian Union, by Dr. Styles,

Bo/Ion, 1 76 1, p. 103, 109, &c.—See also, The Interest of

Great Britain considered with regard to her Colonies, together

with Observations concerning the Increase ofMankind, peopling

os Countries, &c. p. 35. 2d edit. London, 1761.

New
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New'Jersey was taken by order of the go

vernment, and found to be 47,369. Seven

years afterwards, the number of inhabitants

was again taken ; and found to be increased,

by procreation only, above 14,000 ; and very

near one half of the inhabitants were found

to be under (a) 16 years of age. In 22 years,

therefore, they must have doubled their own

number, and the births must have exceeded

the burials 2000 annually. As the increase

here is much quicker than in Madeira, we

may be sure that a smaller proportion of the

inhabitants must die annually. Let us,

however, suppose it the same, or a 50th part.

This will make the annual burials to have

been, during these seven years, ioooj and

the annual births 3000 ; or an 1 8th part of

the inhabitants.—Similar observations may

be made on the much quicker increase in

Rhode Island, as related in the presace to the

Colleclion of the London Bills of Mortality ; and

also in the valuable pamphlet last quoted, on

the Intereft of Great Britain with regard to her

Colonies, p. 36.—What a prodigious differ

ence must there be, between the vigour and

the happiness of human life in such situa

tions, and in such a place as London ?—The

original number of persons who, in 1643,

(a) According to Dr. Hal/ey's Table, the number of

the living under 16, is but a third of all the living at all

ages.

had
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had settled in New-England, was 21,20c,

Ever since, it is reckoned, that more have

left them than have gone to them [a). In.

the year 1760, they were increased to half a

million. They have, therefore, all along

doubled their own number in 25 years. And

if they continue to increase at the same rate,

. they will, 70 years hence, in New-England

alone, be four millions; and in all the colo

nies (b), above twice the number of inhabi

tants in Great Britain (c).—But I am wan

dering,

. (a) See Dr. Styles's pamphlet, just quoted, p. 1 10, &c,

[b) In the original letter to Dr. Franklin, containing

these observations, and communicated by him to the Royal

Society (in April 1769), the following words were here

added.—" Formerly an increasing number of friends,

" but now likely to be converted, by an unjust and satal

** policy, into an increasing number of enemies."—This

reflexion was occasioned by the discontents which were

then prevalent in the colonies, and which had been pro

duced first by the Stamp Act, and after the repeal of

that act, by the duties laid in America on tea, paper,

glass, &c. When read to the Royal Society, it was

softened by the omission of the words " unjust and satal

" policy;" but, notwithstanding this, jt gave offence;

and was suppressed in all the former publications of these

Observations.—I need not fay how dreadfully the appre

hensions expressed by it have been since verified.

(<■) The rate of increase, supposing the procreative

powers the same, depends on two causes : The " encou-

" ragement to marriage ;" and the " expeSfation of a child

*' just born." When one of these is given, the increase

Will be always in proportion to the ofher. That is ; As

much greater or less as the ratio is of the numbers who

reach maturity, and of those who marry, to the number

6 born,
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dering from my purpose in this letter . The

point I had chiefly in view was, the present

state

born, so much quicker ar flower will be the increase.— Let

us suppose the operation of these causes such, as to produce

an annual excess of the births above the burials, equal to a

36th part of the whole number of inhabitants. It may

seem to follow from hence, that the inhabitants would

double their own number in 36 years ; and thus some

have calculated. But the truth is, that they would dou

ble their own number in much less time. Every addition

to the number of inhabitants from the births, produces a

proportionably greater number of births, and a greater

excess of these above the burials ; and if we suppose the

excess to increase annually at the same rate with the in

habitants, or so as to preserve the ratio of it to the num

ber of inhabitants always the same, and call this ratio

-, the period of doubling will be the quotient produced

by dividing the logarithm of 2 by the difference between

the logarithms of r -f- 1 and r ; as might be easily de

monstrated. In the present case, r being 36, and r + r

being 37, the period of doubling comes out 25 years. If

r is taken equal to 22, the period of doubling will be 15

years.—But it' is certain that this ratio may, in many '

■situations, be greater than T'T ; and, instead of remaining

the same, or becoming less, it may increase, the conse

quence of which will be, that the period of doubling will

be shorter than this rule gives it.—According to Dr.

Halley's Table, the number of persons between 20 and

42 years of age is a third part of the whole number living

at all ages. The prolific part, therefore, of a country

may very well be a 4th of the whole number of inhabi

tants ; and supposing four of these, or every other mar

riage between persons all under 42, to produce one birth

every year, the annual number of births will be a 16th

part of the whole number of people. And, therefore,

supposing the burials to be a 48th part, the annual excess

of the births above the burials will be a 24th part, and the

period of doubling 17 years.

The
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slate os London as to healthfulness, number

of inhabitants, and its influence on popula

tion. The observations I have made may,

perhaps, help to shew, how the most is to be

made of the lights afforded by the London

Bills ; and serve as a specimen of the proper

method of calculating from them. It is in

deed extremely to be wished, that they were

less imperfect than they are, and extended

further. More parishes round London might

be

The number of inhabitants in New England was, as

1 have said from Dr. Styles's pamphlet, half a million in

1-760. If they have gone on increasing at the same rate

ever since, they must be in the present year (1769) about

640,000 ; and it seems to appear that in sact they are

more than this number. For, since writing the above

observations, I have seen a particular account, grounded

chiefly on surveys lately taken with a view to taxation,

and for other purposes, of the number of males between

16 and 60 in the four provinces. According to this ac

count, the number of such males is 218,000. The

whole number of people, therefore, between 16 and 60,

must be nearly 436,000. In order to be more sure of

avoiding excess, 1 will call them only 400,000. In Dr.

Halley's Table, the proportion of all the living under 16

and above 60, to the rest of the living, is 13-33 to 20;

and this will make the number of people now living in

the four provinces of New-England to be 666,000. But

on account of the rapid increase, this proportion must be

considerably greater in New-England, than that given by

Dr. Halley's. Table. In New Jersey, I have said the num

ber of people under 16, was found to be almost equal to

the number above 16. Suppose, however, that in New-

England, where the increase is flower, the proportion I

have mentioned is only 16 to20j and then the whole

number of people in 1769 must be 720,000.

I can-r
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be taken into them ; and, by an easy im

provement in the parish registers now kept,

they might be extended through all the pa

rishes and towns in the kingdom. The ad

vantages arising from hence would be very

considerable. It would give the precise law

according to which human life wastes in its

different stages ; and thus supply the necessary

data for computing accurately the values of

all life-annuities and reversions. It would,

likewise, shew the different degrees of health-

fulness of different situations, mark the pro

gress of population from year to year, keep

always in view the number of people in the

kingdom, and, in many other respects, fur

nish instruction of the greatest importance to

the state. Mr. De Moivre, at the end of his

book on the Doctrine of Chances, has re

commended a general regulation of this kind ;

I cannot conclude this note without adding a remark to

remove an objection which may occur to some in reading

Dr. Heberdens account of Madeira, to which I have re

ferred. In that account 5945 is given as the number of

children under seven in the island, at the beginning of the

year 1767. The medium of annual births, for eight

years, had been 2201 ; of burials 1293. In six years,

therefore, 13,206 must have been born; and if, at the

end of six years, no more 'than 5945 of these were alive,

1210 must have died every year. That is; almost all

the burials in the island, for six years, must have been

burials of children under seven years of age. This is

plainly incredible ; and, therefore, it seems certain, that

the number of children under seven years of age must,

through some mistake, be given, in that account, 3000

or 4000 too little.

and
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and observed, particularly, that at least it is

to be wished* that an account was taken, at

proper intervals, of all the living in the king

dom, with their ages and occupations ;

which would; in some degree, answer most:

of the purposes I have mentioned.—-But*

dear Sir, I am sensible it is high time to

finish these remarks. I have been carried in

them far beyond the limits I at first in

tended. I always think with pleasure and

gratitude of your friendship. . The world

owes to you many important discoveries j

and your name must live as long as there

is any knowledge of philosophy among man

kind. That you may ever enjoy all that

can make you most happy, is the sincere

wish of,

Sir*

Your much obliged,

and very humble Servant*

Newington-Green,

April 3, 1769.

Richard Price.

POST-
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POSTSCRIPT.

A T Edinburgh, bills of mortality, of the

•,**' same kind with those in London, have

been kept for many years. I have, since

the foregoing letter was written, examined

these Bills, and formed a Table of Observa

tions from them, as I found them for a pe

riod of 20 years, beginning in 1739, and

ending in 1758.—As this is a town of mo

derate bulk, and seems to have a" particular

advantage of situation j I expected to find

the probabilities of life in it, nearly the

fame with those at Brejlaw, Northampton,

and Norwich ; but I have been surprized to

observe, that this is not the cafe. During

the period I have mentioned, only one in

42 of all who died at Edinburgh, reached

80 years of age.—In general ; it appears,

that the probabilities of life in this town

are much the same, thro' all the stages of

life, with those in London, the chief diffe

rence being, that after 30, they are rather

lower at Edinburgh".—It is not difficult to ac

count for this.—It affords, I think, a strik

ing proof of the pernicious effects arising

from uncleanliness, and crouding together

on one spot too many inhabitants. At

Edinburgh, Mr. Maitland says, " the build-

" ings, elsewhere called houses, are denomi-

" nated lands ; and the apartments, in other

Vol. I. U " places
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** places namcdfories, here called houses, are

** so many freeholds inhabited by different

** families; whereby the houses are so ex-

** cessively crouded with people, that the

** inhabitants of this city may be justly pre-

" fumed to be more numerous than those of

" some towns of triple its dimensions." See

Maitland's Hi/lory os' Edinburgh, p. 140.

In the year 1748, the whole number of

apartments or families in the city and liberties

of Edinburgh, was 9064. This Mr. Mait-

land mentions as the result of particular exa

mination, and undoubtedly right. Ib. p. 217,

218.—In 1743, an accurate account was

taken, by the desire of this writer, of the

number offamilies and inhabitants in the pa

rish of St. Cuthbert. Ib.p.iyi. The number

c£families was 2370, and of inhabitants at all

ages, 9731. The proportion, therefore, of

inhabitants to families, was 41V to 1 ; and,

supposing this the true proportion for the

whole town, the number of inhabitants will

be 4tV multiplied by 9064, or 37,162.—

The yearly medium of deaths in the town

and liberties for eight years, from 1741 to

1748, was 1783. Ib. p. 220 and 222. And,

consequently, one in 20^ died annually.

Mr. Maitland, tho' possessed of the data

from which these conclusions necessarily fol

lowed, has made the number of inhabitants

50,120, in consequence of a disposition to

exaggerate in these matters, and of assuming,

■ without

3
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without any reason, a 28th part of the inha

bitants as dying annually.

In page 220, he expresses much surprize

at rinding, that the number of males in this

town was less than the number of females,

in the proportion of 3 to 4. But this is by

no means peculiar to Edinburgh.

All I have been saying mult be understood

of the state of Edinburgh, before the year

1758. The Bills, for the last 12 years, have

been so irregular, and so different from the

same Bills for the preceding years, and from

all other Bills, that I cannot give them any

credit. Either some particular incorrectness

has crept into the method of keeping them -,

or there has been some change in the state

of the town which renders them of no use.

From the note in p. 281, it appears, that

the christenings and burials at Paris, come

very near to equality. This once led me to

suspect, that there must be some particular

singularity in the state of Paris, which ren

dered it much less prejudicial to health and

population than great towns commonly are.

But better information has lately obliged me

to entertain very different sentiments.—The

difference between the births and burials at

Paris, is much greater than the Bills shew.

** Children here are baptized the instant

** they are born j and, in a day or two af-

" terwards, it is the custom to fend them to

U 2 " the
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" the adjacent villages to be nursed. A

" great number, therefore, of the infants born

" at Paris die in the country, and these

" appear only in the register of christen-

" ings." See a book entitled the Po1ice

of France, page 1 27. And Buffon's Natural

History, Tom. II. at the end.—" All the

" children also received into the Foundling-

" Hospital, are immediately sent to be nurs-

" ed in the country, at a distance from Paris,

" where they remain 5 or 6 years ; at the end

" of which time they are brought again to

" Paris, the boys to be placed in the suburbs

" of St. Antoine, and the girls at Salpetriere,

" to be further maintained 'till they arrive at

" the age of twelve years." Police of France,

p. 81.—The following passage in the same

writer, containing a further account of this

Hospital, is important ; and therefore, tho'

long, I cannot help transcribing it.—" Let.

" us suppose, that out of 4000 children an-

" nually carried into the country, two thirds

** may die, during the five years they are

" destined to remain at nurse ; so that only

" 1333 would constantly be the annual

" number sent back to Paris; who, being

" kept at the two Hospitals St. Antoine and

" Salpetriere just mentioned, 'till they are 12,

" and succeeded by a like number each year,

*.* the total number composed of all brought.

** in the successive years, would make the

*,* constant resting stock to amount to 9331.

5 " But
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** But of these we will suppose a 5th part

" to die every year. Yet even then the

** constant resting stock of children ought to

" be 7465. How greatly then must we be

" surprized to find, by the authentic account

** taken from their own books, only 640

" boys in the college of St. Antoine, and not

** more than 600 girls at the Salpetriere ;

" so that the resting stock of returned found-

" lings appears to be no more than 1240,

" which being deducted ^-0017465, will make

" the difference in the deficiencies 6225.

" What then becomes of these?—Are they

" reclaimed by their parents ?—Or do they

** perish for want of care ?—In answer to

** which questions it was explained to me;

" that as many of the lower class of people

" were induced to marry, in order to be ex-

" cused from serving in the militia ; so when

"these have children, which they are un-

" able to maintain, they usually send them to

" this hospital; which, therefore, must be

" looked upon, as not only a charity for the

ft care of exposed and deserted children whose

" parents are unknown, but also as a public

** nursery for the sustenance of the children

** of poor people, who, tho' registered at the

" office, are often reclain>ed from their coun-

" try nurses by their parents. This accounts,

" in. some measure, for the small stock of

" children brought back to the hospital at

" Paris.—The further difference is suspected

U 3 " to
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** to be owing to the insufficient nourishment

" they receive j as this particular charity, as

" well as the General Hospital, adopts that

" preposterous method of taking in an un-

" limited number, while there is only a li-

** mited income for their subsistence." Ib.

page 83.

These facts prove, that, ar the same time

that the register of chrjlenings at Paris must

be full, the register of burials must be very

deficient. Let the deficiencies be reckoned

at 3700; and, consequently, the annual

burials at 23,100. The annual average of

weddings, given in p. 281, is 4400; and,

therefore, the number of persons who marry

annually must be 8800. Deduct a 6th part [a)

for "widows and widowers, and 7134 will be

the number of virgins and hatchelors marrying

annually.—The difference between the chris

tenings and burials is 4000 ; which, there

fore, is the number of annual recruits from

the country. These, in general, must be

persons in mature life. Suppose 3000 of

them to marry after settling at Paris. Then,

7134 lessened by 3000, or 4134 will be the

number of persons born at Paris who grow

up to marry; and 14,966, or nearfour-jifths

of all who are born at Paris, will be the

number dying annually in childhood and

celibacy. Nor is this at all improbable, for

(«) Vid, Note, p. 269,

it
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it appears from the most authentic documents

that three-fifths of all that are born at Stock'

holm die under five years of age. It has

been observed in p. 270, &c. that in country

parishes above half the inhabitants live to

marry.

.The suppositions, on which I have made,

this computation for Paris, seem moderate j

but if any one thinks otherwise, he may

make the same calculation on any other sup

positions.

The births at Paris are above four times

the weddings ; and it may seem, therefore,

that here, as well as in the most healthy

country situations, every wedding produces

above four children. I have observed no

thing like this in any other great -town.

Many children born in the country are, I

suppose (sl), brought to the Foundling-Hos

pital, and there christened. T#his Hospital

may likewise occasion a more than common

number of illegitimate births. And, besides,

some who leave the country to settle at Paris,

may come thither already married. These

are circumstances that will swell the register

of births, without having any effect on the

weddings. I do not, however, know that

(a) " If the parents of a child brought to this Hospital

" are known, the register of its baptism must be pro-

" duced. If the parents are unknown, the child must

** be baptised after being received." Po/ice of France,

page 82.

U 4 any
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any of them take place at Paris; and, per

haps, it must be granted, that it is distin

guished in this respect from most other towns.

Nor can I wonder at this, if it be indeed

true, not only, that all married men in

France are excused serving in the militia

from whence draughts are made for the

army, but also, that * fifth of all the. chil

dren bcrn at Paris are sent to the Foundling-

Hospital {a). These are encouragements to

mar

(a) See the Police of France, p. 83-—This writer

adds, that a third of all that die at Paris die in Hospitals.

" In the Hotel Dieu (a great Hospital, situated in the

" middle of the city) we may, he says, behold a horrid

" scene of misery ; for, the beds being too few for the

" numbers admitted, it is common to fee 4, or 6, or

** even 8 in a bed together, lying 4 at one end, and 4

** at the other, ill of various distempers in several de^

" grees ; some bad, others worse ; some dyinsj, others

" dead. --Above a fifth of all admitted to this Hospital

** die; the annual numbers admitted being 21,823. The

** medium of deaths for three years from 1 75 1 to 1753,

" 4650.—The medium of deaths for the same years in

" all the Hospitals was 6181." Ib- p. 85.—In our twa

great city Hospitals, St. Thomas's and St. Bartholomew's,

about 600 die annually; or one in 13 of all admitted as

in-patients. An account of the Hotel Dieu at Paris,

much the same with that now given, may be found in

the Memoirs of the Tear Two Thousand Five Hundred lately

published, and translated from the French by IV. Hooper,

M. D. " A citizen or stranger (this writer fays) who

" falls sick, and is sent thither, is imprisoned in a noisome

" bed, between a corpse and a person expiring in agonies,

'* to breathe the noxious vapours from the dead and the

" dying, and convert a simple indisposition into a cruel

u disease,—Six thousand wretches are crouded together

" into
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marriage that no other city enjoys. It has

been seen that the Foundling-Hospital, tho'

attended with this effect, is, probably, in

the highest degree pernicious.

At the end of the 2d vol. of Monsieur

De Buffon's Natural History, there are Ta

bles formed from the Obiervations of M.

Du Pre de S. Maur, of the French Aca

demy, containing an account of the ages at

which 13,139 persons died in three parishes

at Paris; and also, of the ages at which

10,805 persons died in 12 country parishes

and villages near Paris.—According to these

Tables, many more die in the beginning of

life, and much fewer in the latter part of

life, in the country than in Paris. But the

circumstances of Paris, and the country

round it, are such, that no argument can

be drawn from hence in favour of Paris.

Many of the children dying in the country,

are children sent thither from Paris to be

nursed ; and, on the other hand, many,

" into this Hospital, where the air has no free circula-

" tion ; and the arm of the river which flows by, re-

•* ceives all its filth, and is drank, abounding with the

u feeds of corruption, by half the city." The London

Hospitals, it appears, have greatly the advantage ; but

indeed, with respect to Hospitals in general, as now con-

Jlrucled and regulated, I cannot help fearing that they

cause more distempers than they cure, and destroy more

Jives than they save. See Thoughts on Hospitals, by Mr.

Jikin, surgeon, together with a Letter to the Author,

ty Dr. Percival.

perhaps
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perhaps mojl, of those who die in old age

at Paris, are persons who have removed

thither from the country, some to Hospitals,

and some to places and settlements. It is

evident, therefore, that these Tables give a

representation of the probabilities of life at

Paris, which, when compared with those in

the adjacent country (a), is just the reverse

of the truth. Were the children born at

Paris, who die in the country, to be trans

ferred to the town register; and, on the

contrary, the adults born in the country,

who die at Paris, to be transferred to the

country register, there is no reason to doubt,

but that the probabilities of life at Paris,

would be found as low, in comparison with

those in the country, as the probabilities

of life in London are ; or, perhaps, much

lower.—This observation is applicable, in

some degree, to most other great towns j

and, in general, on account of the migra

tions from the country to towns, navies and

armies, we may be satisfied, that we err on

the side of defect, whenever we judge of

the probabilities of life in the country, from

the numbers dying in the several stages of

life ; and, on the side of excess, whenever,

{a) It is for this reason that these Tables, when com

bined, exhibit justly the mean probabilities of life for town

and country taken together; and that the Table of the

decrements of life deduced from them by M. Buffon and

Mr. Du Pre, agrees nearly with Dr. Haliey's Table.

in
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in the same way, we judge os the probabi

lities of life in towns. And this, it is ob

vious, has a tendency to confirm all that has

been said in the preceding Essay, concerning

the pernicious effects of great towns on hu

man life.

There are several ordonnances and arrets of

council which fix the boundaries of Paris*

and prohibit all new buildings beyond those

boundaries.—The reasons of this regulation,

as set forth in one of these arrets, are re-.

markable; and it will not be improper to

recite them.—" By the excessive aggrandiz-

" ing of the city, it is said, the air would be

" rendered unwholesome, and the cleaning

" the streets more difficult."—" Augment-

•* ing the number of inhabitants would aug-

" ment the price of provisions, labour, and

" manufactures."—" That ground would be

" covered with buildings which ought to be

" cultivated in raising the necessary subsist-

" ence for the inhabitants ; and thereby ha-

" zard a scarcity."—" The people in the

" neighbouring towns and villages would be

" tempted to come and fix their residence, in

" the capital, and desert the country/*—

" And lastly; the difficulty of governing so

" great a number of people, would occasion

" a disorder in the Po/ice, and give an oppor-

" tunity to rogues to commit robberies and

"' murders (a)."

(<?) Vid, Police of Frame, p, 130.

No
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No one can think overgrown cities greater

evils than I do. But, yet, I can by no means

approve of this policy. The effect of it must;

be, crouding together too many people with

in the prescribed boundaries, and rendering

a town more the feat of uncleanliness, infec

tion and disease.—The number of houses in

Paris is reckoned about 28,000 (a), but the

number of inhabitants, (supposing a 20th

part to die annually, and the true number of

burials to be 23,000) must be 460,000 ; or

about 16 times the number of houses.

It is happy for London, that there have

been no laws to restrain its increase. In con

sequence of being allowed to extend itself on

all sides into the country, the inhabitants

now take near twice the room to live upon

that they did; and it must be rendered less

the means of shortening human life.

(a) Vid. Police of France, p. 130.

I find, in a Book entitled, Recherches fur la Popula

tion des Generalises (PAuvergne, de Lyon, de Rouen, &c.

by M. Messance, and printed at Paris in 1766, the

number of houses at Paris is given 23,565, from a ca

pitation tax in 1755; and the number of samilies 71,114,.

There must, I suppose, be some deficiencies in this ac

count ; but M. Mcjfance, by allowing most extravagantly

(See the Table at the end of this Postscript) 8 to a sa

mily, infers from it that the number of inhabitants at

Paris is 568,912.—On very unsatisfactory grounds also

he makes the inhabitants of France to be near 24

millions. Sufmikh calls them 16 millions. But the re

turns mentioned in the note, p. 277, determine them to

be a much larger number, and leave little room for con

troversy on this subject.

In
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In page 282, I have given the annual me

dium of births, weddings and burials at Ber

lin, from 1755 to 1759.—In 1747, an ac

count was taken with the utmost care, by

the order of the King of Prussia, of the

number of inhabitants in this town ; and, it

was found to be 107,224.—In order to be

more certain, zsecond account was taken the

same year; and the number found the fame

within 200.—In 1755, the inhabitants were

increased to 1 26,66 1 . Their number, there

fore, in 1758, could scarcely be less than

134,000; and must have been to the annual

burials nearly as 265 to 1.—This proportion

is higher than could be expected in a town

so considerable; and also so much croud-

ed, as to have, at an average, 16 inhabi

tants in every house. But an observation

already made, must, be here remembered.

—Berlin, for many years, had been in

creasing very fast, by a conflux of people

from the surrounding country and provinces.

About the year 1700, the medium of annual

burials was no more than 1000. In 50 years,

therefore, it has more than quadrupled it

self.—In a city increasing with such rapidity,

the ratio of inhabitants to the annual deaths,

must be greatly above the just standard.—

Were there now, such accessions to London

of deserters from the country, in the begin

ning of mature life, as would cause the

number of inhabitants to increase at the rate

of
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of 10,000 every year, it would in 50 years

be doubled j and the proportion of inhabi

tants to deaths would rife gradually, 'till it

came to be about one-third greater. Ber lin,

we have seen, has, in fact, increased at double

this rate; and, therefore, the number of in

habitants dying annually in it is in reality

very high.

The ingenious Sufinilcb, to whose works

I owe my information concerning Berlin,

makes the proportion of people who die an

nually in great towns, to be from t't to iV;

in moderate towns, from Vt to -/T ; and in the

country from TV to TV.—The observations

and facts in this Essay, joined to those which

will be found in the 4th Essay, and the Sup'

flement in the next volume, prove, I think,

that these proportions may bemore trulystated

as follows.—Great towns, from TV or Vs- to -£t

or i'-+. Moderate towns, from TV to ■**■»■, The

country, from tt- or ^V» to -5-V or -^.—This,

however, must be understood with exceptions.

There may be moderate towns so ill situated,

or whose inhabitants may be so crouded to

gether, as to render the proportion of deaths

in them greater than in the largest towns :

And, of this, Edinburgh, if it is not now,

was 30 years ago an example.—"There may

be also great towns in which, from a sud

den increase, this proportion may be less

than in small towns : And of this I have just

given an example in Berlin.——On the

con
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contrary j there may be moderate towns so

advantageously circumstanced as to be equally

healthy with many country pariJJies ; and of

this, Chester seems to be a very singular in

stance. See the Introduction to the Ta

bles in the next volume.—And there are

some country parishes so ill situated as to

be no less unhealthy than great towns ; of

which a marshy parish in Switzerland, de

scribed in a letter to Dr. Hor/ley at the end of

the next volume, is an instance.

In
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ESSAY II.

On Mr. De Moivre's Rules for cal

culating the Values of Joint Lives ;

with a Postscript, containing a Spe

cimen of the mojl expeditious Me

thod of calculating the Values of

Single and Joint Lives^ according

to any Table of Observations.

THE calculation of the values of Jingle

and joint lives, from given Tables of

Observation, being tedious and troublesome;

Mr. De Moivre has had recourse to two hy

potheses, which give easy rules for this pur

pose ; and which, he thought, corresponded

with sufficient exactness to Observations.—

The first of these hypotheses is, that the pro

babilities of life decrease, as we advance from

childhood to old age, in an arithmetical pro

gression ; or in such a manner, that the diffe

rence is always the same, between the num

ber of persons living at the beginning of any

one year, and the number living at the be

ginning of the next following year.—The

other hypothesis is^ that the probabilities of

life
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life decrease in a geometrical progression ; or

in such a manner, that the proportion is al

ways the same, between the number of per

sons living at the beginning of any one year,

and the number living at the beginning of

the next following year.—All the Tables

of Observation shew, that the real law, ac

cording to which human life wastes, comes

much nearer to the former hypothecs, than

the latter.—In Tables V, VI, and VII, in the

next volume, it is so near the former hypo

thesis, that the difference between them in the

middle stages of life is scarcely worth re

garding. According to this hypothesis, there

fore, (accommodated to the Brejlanv Table, in

the manner mentioned in the note, page 2.)

Mr. De Moivre calculated the values ofsingle

lives; and the rules founded upon it for this

purpose are so easy, that an operation which

would otherwise take up much time, may

be performed almost immediately.

By proceeding on the same principles, the

values of joint lives might have been calcu-*

lated ; but the rules for this purpose derived

from these principles, are far from being

equally easy in practice. Here, therefore,

Mr. De Moivre quitted his frjl hypothesis ;

and finding, that the second hypothesis af

forded, in the cafe of joint lives, rules that

were as easy, as the rules given by the other

hypothesis were in the cafe of single lives,

he chose to adopt this hypothesis ; believing

X 3 «
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at the same time, that the values ofjoint lives,

obtained by rules derived from it, would

not deviate much from the truth. But in

this he was greatly mistaken. The values

of two joint lives obtained by these rules are

so wrong, that in finding the present value,

in &single payment, of one life after another,

they generally give results which are near a

quarter of the true value too great; and

about two-fifths too great, when the value is

fought in annual payments during the joint

lives. These are errors so considerable, that

I think it of particular importance that .the.

public mould be informed of them, in or

der to prevent the inconveniencies and per

plexities they may occasion.

Mr. Simpjbn (in the Appendix to his Trea

tise on the DoSirine of Annuities and Rever-

Jions) has observed, that Mr. £>e Moivre's

rules for finding the values of joint lives are

wrong; : But I don't know, that it. has been

ever attended to, that they areso wrong as.I

;have found them. Mr. Simpson's remarks

point out chiefly the errors in these rules,

when the values of three or more joint lives

are calculated by them; but, 'till I was

forced to. a particular examination of this

subject by some difficulties into which I

found myself brought by following Mr. De

Mohre too implicitly, I did not at all sus

pect, that any such errors as I have men

tioned, could arise from these rules, when

th?
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the values of only two joint lives are calcu

lated by them. Mr. De Moivre, in conse

quence of other remarks contained in Mr. '

Simpsons Appendix, altered, in the 4th edi

tion of his Treatise, some of his rules. It

is surprizing he did not see reason at the same

time to alter these.

That there may be no doubt about the

truth of these observations, I will just men

tion a few examples of the -difference be

tween the values of a given reversionary an

nuity, according to the rules to which I

have objected, and the values, according

to the exact method of deducing them from

Mr. De Moivre'sfirst hypothesis.

Let the proposed annuity be 30/., to be

enjoyed for what shall happen to remain of

the life of a person now 40 years of age, as*-

ter the life of another person of the same

age. The value of the joint lives (interest

being at ^percent.*) is, by the 2d hypothesis,

or problem 2d of Mr. De Moivre $ Treatise

on Life-Annuities, 8.964; which subtracted

from 13.196, (the value, by the first hy

pothesis, of a single life at 40) gives 4.23 ;

which remainder, multiplied by 30, gives

/. 126.9, or the value of the reversion in

a single present payment. And 126.9, di

vided by the foregoing value of the joint

lives, is /. 14.16; or, the value of the

reversion in annual payments during the

joint lives.—^-But the true values are /. 101.1

X 4 in
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in a single payment, by Quest. I. chap. I.;

and/. 10.3, in annual payments, by Quest.

IV,—The former values, therefore, are a

quarter of the true value too great in the

Jingle payment ; and near two-fjths too great

in the annual payments.

The true value of the same annuity for a

life at 66, after another life of the same age,

is, (reckoning interest as before, at 4 per cent.)

68/. in a single payment ; and /. 13.5 in an

nual payments.—But these values, according

o the Problem just quoted, are 9 1 /. and 2 1 /.

one of which is near a third, and the other

above half the true value too great.

In unequal lives these errors may be no less

considerable.—-Thus ; if the value of the

proposed annuity be required for a life at 70,

after a life at 30 years of age; it will, by

the same Problem, be /, 26.5, in a.single pay

ment; and /. 5.1, in annual payments during

the joint lives. But the true values are 17/,

and /. 3.05.

Where 3 or more lives are concerned the

errors will be still greater.

The true values of the joint lives, men

tioned in these Examples, have been calcu

lated by a rule in page 16, of Mr. Simpson's

Treatise on the Doctrine of Annuities and Re

versions, and explained in note (L) at the end

of the next volume.—To save, however, agreat

deaj of trouble hereafter, I have thoughtproper

tp

6
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to calculate Table II at the end of the next

volume, which gives the exact values ac

cording to Mr. De Moivre'ssirjt hypothesis,

of two joint lives, for every five years of hu*

man life, from 10 to jq.

This hypothesis, I have observed, does not

differ much from the Tables of Observation

for Brejlaw, Northampton and Norwich- Be1-

tween the ages of 30 and 40, it gives the va

lues of single lives almost the same with the

Brejlaw Table. Under 30, it gives them some

what kjs ; and above 40, somewhat greater.

But it ought to be remembered, that wherever

it does this, it gives, at the same ages, the va

lues of the joint lives also too little or too

great ; and that, consequently, the results

from it, in calculating the values of Rever->

Jions, and of the longejl of given lives, come

so much nearer to exactness.

The rules to which I have objected are the

pnly ones given by Mr. De Moivre, in all the

editions of his Treatise on Life-Annuities.

But it seems, this great mathematician be

came at last sensible, that they were too in

correct ; and, therefore, at the end of the last

edition of his Treatise on the Doclrine of

Chances, page 320, (a work which gets into

comparatively few hands) he has given other

rules which come nearer the truth. But

even these rules produce errors so great in

many
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many cases, (particularly when combined

with the errors of the hypothesis) that it

will be best never to use them.

Postscript for the Fourth Edition.

CINCE the former editions of this work I

*-* have found reason to be dissatisfied with

Mr. De Moivre's Jirfi as well as his second

hypothesis. There is no situation in which,

in the first and last periods of life, it corre

sponds to fact j and in some situations, par

ticularly great towns and country parishes,

it does not correspond sufficiently to fact in

any periods of life. An inspection of the

Tables of Observation in the next volume

will prove this. However useful, there

fore, this hypothesis may be in many cafes,

it would be best not to be under any ne

cessity of having recourse to it; and for

this reason, and also to render this work as

complete as I am capable, of making it, I

have, while this edition has been in the

press, and with the help of some friends,

calculated the Tables in the next volume of'

the values of single and joint [a] lives from

the Northampton register of mortality. This

[a) The value of the reversionary annuity, mentioned

in p. 311, is by these Tables 14.83 in annual payments,

instead of 13-5, as there given from the hypothesis.

registe.r
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register has been chosen for this purpose, be

cause it gives the mean values of lives be

tween the highest and lowest, and is on this

account, and also in consequence of the

corrections I have made in it, better fitted

for general use than any other. 1 have,

however, retained the Tables of these va

lues according to Mr. De Moivre's Hypo

thesis, published in the former editions of

this work, because all the examples in the

preceding part of this work have been taken

- from them, and there are some cafes in which

they may still prove of use.

The computation of the values of joint

lives correctly from a given Table of Ob

servations, is a business so tedious and tire

some, that it has scarcely been ever exe

cuted, except by Mr. Simpson from the Lon

don Observations ; and as these give the va

lues of lives among a body of people taken

.; in the gross in one of the worst of all si

tuations, they are by no means fit for com

mon use. 1 have, therefore, employed a

good deal of attention to find out the most

easy and expeditious method of making these

calculations ; and I shall here give the fol

lowing Specimen of a method (deduced from

that described' by Mr. Morgan in his Treatise

on Life-Annuities and Assurances, chap. 2d,

sect. ?d, p. 56) which, at the same time

that it renders mistakes impossible, will ex

pedite
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pedite this work as much as the nature of it

will allow, and render the computation of

the values of any number of joint lives not

more difficult or tedious than the computa

tion of the values of an equal number of

single lives.

Let the Table of Observations be that for

Northampton, or Table 6th, in the next vo

lume ; and let the rate of interest be 4 per

cent.

Write down on a paper to be always kept

in sight the Logarithms of all the numbers

in the column of the living without the la-

dices,

Example first.

Living at age o — 11650 — Log™. .066325

1 year

&c.

8650 —

occ.

.937016

age 81 —- 406 -^» .608526

82 — 346 — -539°76

.460897
«3-

84—

289 —

234—

&c.

.369215

6cc. &c.

age9i —
34— •53'478

92 — 24— .38021 1

93 —
16—. .204119

94— 9 — .95424?

95 —
4^-v .602059

96- X "i ■«* .000000

Find
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Find the Logarithm of il. increased by

its interest for a year, and also the Loga

rithm of the value of 1/. payable at the

end of a number of years equal to the dif

ference between the greatest and least ages

in the Table of Observations lessened by

the difference of age between the joint lives1

whose values are to be calculated.

Example second.
'U-s;

Interest being at 4 per cent. if. increased

by its*interest for a year is 1.04; and the

Logarithm of 1.04 is .0170333.

In the Northampton Table of Observations

the greatest age is 96, and the leajl age is o.

The difference, therefore, is 96 ; and sup

posing the given difference of age between

the two joint lives to be 10 years, the value

of 1 1, payable at the end of a number of

years equal to the difference between the

greatest and least ages in the Table lessened

by the difference of age between the joint

lives, will be the value of 1 /. payable at

the end of 86 years. Table 1st, in the next

volume, shews this value to be .0342872

(reckoning interest at 4 per cent.) the Loga

rithm of which number (striking out the

Index) is .535133.

N. B. The best way of finding this Lo

garithm is by multiplying the Logarithm- of

1 /. with its interest for a year by the dif

ference
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ference between the greatest and least ages iri

the Table lessened by the difference of age

between the joint lives, and subtracting the

product from unity. The remainder will

be the Logarithm sought. Thus, in the

present example .0170333 multiplied by 86,

gives (without the Index) .464864, which

subtracted from unity leaves .535136. ■ <

Had the given difference of age between

the two joint lives been 15 years, and

the youngest age in the Table of Observa

tions 3, and the oldest 94, the Logarithm

.0170333, instead of being multiplied by

86, must have been multiplied by yo, and

the product (without the Index) subtracted

from unity would have been .705469.

Having made these preparations, the cal

culations must begin with the oldest joint

lives, and proceed upwards according to the

following specimen.

Specimen



SPECIMENofaneaſyandexpeditiousMethodofcalculatingtheValuesoftwoJointLives.

Intereſtat4perCent.—DifferenceofAge10Years.—NorthamptonTableofObſervations.

.9542.42—.204119-—.38ozI1-—.531.478

84,&c.years.ScefirſtExample–C.161363-—.269512-—.369215—.46c897-—.539.076-–.6c8526

B+C—————D.161308––.871571-—.323457-—.665or6—.919287––.14ccoLogº.ofthenumbers(withunityadded)37157323457D919.2874COC+

of1ſt,2d,3d,&c.Log".inH–F---––.o.4597––.14762-—.208o;I–—.270553

D+E—————F,161368-—.946.108—.470019—.873C57––.189840

•o17033(a)addedto2d,3d,4th,&c.

LogarithmsinD————G.8886.04—.340400-—.682049–—.933520—.157637

F–G-—H.272764––.6o;678–—.788570-—.936747-—.o.328o3

A+G---—I.423740-—.892659–—.251251-—.522555––.760305

H+I-—K.6965o--.498.337–—.o.39821-—.4593oz-—.793io9

NumbersoftheLog".inI——L265.303-—781or6-—178341-—33.3087—575846

NumbersoftheLog",inK——M49717-—315019—109603-—287941–—62lo25

(a).Thismuſtbeon28372—c.140493-ol7-33–3:1183–02559;9,astheratesofintereſtare3,3},4,5,or6percent.;andthefirſtLogarithminAfortheſeſeveralratesofintereſt,onwhichallthatfollowinthatlinedepend,istobededucedfromthembytheruleinthe
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Io96o35-—

287944–—62lo28

fºndExample,
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Observations.

IN the addition of the Logarithms in this

Specimen, the decimal parts only are to be

retained.

In subtracting them, it is of no conse

quence whether a Logarithm is greater or

less than that from which it is to be sub

tracted.

In every column, the numbers in the

lines B, C, D, E, F, G, H, give the value.

The other numbers give the proof.

The Jitft Logarithms in the lines B and C

are always the Logarithms of the numbers

of the living at the oldest ages in the Table

of Observations, which have the given dif

ference of age ; and the following Loga

rithms are the Logarithms of the numbers

living at the next ages, each one year younger

than the preceding.

The values of the two joint lives are the

numbers of the Logarithms in Hj and the

proof of these values consists in the equality

of the sum of the numbers in L and M in one

column, to the number in M in the following

column. And it should be particularly ob

served that this proof answers sufficiently if,

in consequence of placing the numbers in L

and M over one another in any order, a sum

can be made out whose first si x figures are equal

within- 5 or 6 units to the succeeding num

ber
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ber in M. If the proof does not answer

within this limit, the calculations have been

too incorrect [a), and it will be necessary to

examine the numbers not verified by the last

proof; namely, the numbers of the two

Logarithms in I and H in the preceding co

lumn ; the Logarithms in B and C and D in

thesubsequent column ; and the Logarithms

in A, E, F, G, H, I and K in the column

where the proof is found to be deficient.

Example.

The addition, in the foregoing specimen,

of the first numbers in L and M to one ano

ther, when the Jirfi figure in M is placed

under thesecond in L, makes 315020, which

is within one unit the same with 3 150 19,

the second number in the line M ; and this

proves the calculations so far to be suffi

ciently correct. In like manner ; the ad

dition of the' third numbers in L and M

gives the. fourth in M within three units.

But had the addition of the numbers in L and

M given the subsequent number in M only

withinyfor units; that is, had it given the num

ber 287947 or 287935, an incorrectness of too

much consequence must have insinuated it-

{a) This supposes that the values of the joint lives are

to be found to three places of decimals. The agreement

of five figures within 4 or 5 units will be sufficient, if the

values are required only to two places of decimals.

Vol. I. Y self,
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self, and it would have been proper to exa

mine the numbers and Logarithms just men

tioned, in order to detect it.

In calculating the lajl value; that is, the

value when the youngest of the lives is the

youngest in the Table (or a life just born,

according to most Tables) this proof will

change into a new proof, verifying all the

preceding values. For the Logarithm of i/„

with its interest for a year (that is, .017033

when the interest is 4 per cent.) subtracted

from the Logarithm in F, will leave a Lo

garithm, the number of which will be the

sum of the numbers in L and M in the pre

ceding column.

This Specimen will be accommodated to

the calculation of the values of Jingle

lives (a), by striking out the Logarithms

in C, and making those in D the same with

those in B j and also making the first Loga

rithm in A, from which all that follow are

deduced, the Logarithm of 1/. payable at

the end of a number of years, equal to the

oldest age in the Table when it begins at

birth, or to the difference between the oldest

and youngest when it begins at any age after

.birth.

(a) In this case, and also in calculating the values of

tqual joint lives, the first Logarithm in F (when the

number living at the oldest age in the Table is 1) will

be nothings but notwithstanding this, the first Loga

rithm in G must be subtracted from it just as if it was

unity, in older to obtain the first Logarithm in H.

This
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This Specimen will be accommodated to

the calculation of the values of any three

joint lives, if to the Logarithms in B and

C are added (in order to obtain D) the Lo

garithms of the numbers living at any other

ages, the difference between which and the

ages in B and C is given \ and if, likewise,

the series of Logarithms in A is deduced

from the Logarithm of the value of 1/.

payable at the end of a number of years

equal (if the ages begin at o) to the oldest

in the Table; or (if they do not begin at o)

to the difference of age between the oldest

and youngest in the Table ; lessened (in both

cafes) by the difference of age between the

oldest and youngest of the three joint lives

whose values are sought. Thus. Sup

posing the given differences between the

ages of the joint lives whose values are to

be calculated to be 5 and 10 years, and the

interest 4 per cent, and the Table of Obser

vations to terminate (as the Northampton Ta

ble does) at 96 years of age, and to begin at

o. The series of Logarithms to be added

to those in B and C in order to obtain D,

will be the Logarithms of the living at 91

in the first column, at 90 in the second, at

89 in the third, &c. And the Logarithms

in A will be the same with those in the

Specimen. But had the differences of age

been 10 and 15 years, the Logarithms to

be added to those in B and C would have

Y 2 been.
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been the Logarithms of the living at 8 r, 80,

79, &c. and the first Logarithm in A would

have been the product of 81 into .017033

subtracted from unity or .620302, and the

following Logarithms in, A would have been

.017033 added continually to this Loga

rithm.

It is hence evident that in this method

computations of the values of any given two

or three orfour joint lives are nearly as easy as

computations of the values ofsingle lives ; and

may, after some practice, be performed al

most as expeditiously as the numbers can be

written.

An error in a book of Logarithms may,

if not suspected, produce infinite perplexity;

■and therefore, when, after repeating any cal

culation, the source of an error cannot be

discovered, it will be right to examine the

Tables from whence the Logarithms have

been taken. In general, the order in which

the numbers follow one another will imme

diately discover an error of the press ; but if

not, a different book of Logarithms should

be consulted j and if possible, Mr. Gar

diner's, which is so correct as to be almost

invaluable.

It may be proper to observe once more,

that it is very easy to take from Sherwin's

or Gardiner's Tables the numbers of Lo

garithms, and the Logarithms of numbers

tofx figures j and that if this is done, the

re-
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resulting values will be always accurate to at

least the third place of decimals. But, if

such a degree of accuracy is thought need

less, it will be sufficient to take them toJive

figures.

The Theorems on which the method of

calculation here explained (exclusive of the

proof) are grounded, will be given in note

N at the end of the next volume. But a

more distinct investigation of these Theorems,

and also an explanation of the principles on

which the proof is founded, has been given

by Mr. Morgan in his Treatise on Annuities

and Assurances, Chap. lid. Sect. 2d.

The rules for finding, from the values of

two or three joint lives, the values of the

longejl of any two or three lives ; and also a

very easy rule for obtaining nearly the value

of any three joint lives from the values of

two joint lives, will be given in the next

volume at the end of the Table, shewing

the values of two joint lives according to the

Northampton Observations.

ESSAY
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ESSAY III.

Of the Method of calculating the

Values of Reverfons depending on

Survivorships.

ALL Questions relating to the values of

lives and reversions, are at present of

particular importance in this kingdom.

Much business is continually transacted in

this way; and any considerable errors in the

methods of solving such questions, must in

time produce very bad consequences.—The

design of the following observations is to

point out a particular error, into which there

is danger of falling, in finding the values of

such reversions as depend on survivorships.

In doing this, I mall, in order to be as plain

as poflible, take the following cafe. " A,

" aged 40, expects to come to the possession

'* of an estate, should he survive B, aged

** likewise 40. In these circumstances he

" offers, in order to raise a present sum, to

*' give security for 40/. per annum, out of

" the estate at his death, provided he should

" get
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*c get into possession; that is, provided he

" should survive B. What is the sum that

" ought now to be advanced to him, in

" consideration of such security, reckoning

" compound interest at 4. per cent, f"

Mr. De Moivre's directions in his Trea

tise on Annuities, Problems 17th and 20th,

lead us to seek the required sum in this cafe,

by the following process.

Find first, the present sum A should re

ceive, for the reversion of 40/. per annum for

ever after his death ; supposing it not depen

dent on his surviving B. The present value

of such a reversion is ** the {a) value of the

** life subtracted from the perpetuity, and

** the remainder multiplied by the annual

** rent."—The value of the life is, by Mr*

De Moivre's Hypothesis, 13.196. This

subtracted from 25, the perpetuity, leaves

11.80; which, multiplied by 40, gives

7.472; the value of the supposed estate,

after the life of A. But, as Mr. De Moivre

observes, the lender having a chance to lose

his money, a compensation ought to be made

to him for the risk he runs, which is founded

on the possibility, that a man of 40 years of

age may not survive another person of the

same age. This chance is an equal chance;

and, therefore, half the preceding sum, or

(a) By Scholium, p. 34, and Problem 26th, p. 293,

of Mr. Simpson's Select Exercises.

y 4 236/.
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236/. is the money which should be advanced

now on the expectation mentioned.

This solution carries a plausible appear

ance j and most persons will, probably, be

ready to pronounce it right; nor will this

be at all wonderful, as so great a master of

these subjects as Mr. De Moivre appears to

have been milled by it. —Nothing more is

necessary to prove it to be sallacious, than

proceeding in the same way to solve the fol

lowing similar Question.

" A, aged 40, offers to give security for

" 40/. per annum, to be entered upon at his

.** death, provided it should happen before the

" death of B, aged likewise 40. What sum

** should now be advanced to him for such

." a reversion, interest being reckoned at 4

** per cent, f"'

In solving this Problem, agreeably to the

method just described, we are to find the va

lue of 40/. per annum, to be entered upon

certainly at the death of A ; and then to mul

tiply this value by the chance that A mall

not survive B, or by \ ; and in this way the

answer comes out the same with that already

given.

Now it may be easily seen, that this must

be wrong. The value of a reversion, to be

received when a person of a given age dies,

cannot be the same, whether the condition

of obtaining it is, that he shall die before, or

that he shall die after another person. That

is*
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is, whether it is provided, that a purchaser, if

he succeeds, (hall get into possession sooner or

later. The reversion in the latter cafe must,

without doubt, be of less value than in the

former.

The first Question here proposed, resolves

itself into, the following general Question.

** What is the present value of a given re-

" versionary estate, to be entered upon after

" the failure of two lives, provided one in

" particular of them should be the longejl

" liseT'

Now, the present value of an estate to be

enjoyed for ever, after the failure of the long

ejl of two lives, is " the value of the longejl

" of the two lives, subtracted from the per-

" petuity ; and the remainder multiplied by

" the annual rent of the estate."—-The value

of the longest of two lives is (as is well known)

the value of the two joint lives, subtracted

from the sum of the (a) values of the two

Jingle lives. In the present case, therefore, it

is 9.82, (the value of two joint lives at the

age of 40 by Mr. De Moivre's Hypothesis, or

by Table lid in the last leaves of the next

volume) subtracted from twice 13.196 ; (the

value of %Jingle life at the same age) that is,

j 6. 57 year's purchase. And this subtracted

{a) See Mr. De Moivre on Annuities, Problem IV;

or Mr. Simpson's Doiirine of Annuities and Reversions, fro-

bjem II.

c from
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from 25, (the perpetuity) gives 8.43 ;

which, multiplied by 40, gives /. 337.2,

the value of the given estate were it cer

tainly to be enjoyed, after the extinction of

the longest of two lives both 40 ; that is,

whether one or other of them failed last. But

that A's life in particular mould fail last,

is an even chance. The true value of the

reversion, therefore, is half the last value,

or /. 168.6.

In like manner. The second Question is

the same with the Question, " What is the

" present value of 40/. per ann. for ever, to

" be entered upon after the extinction of two

" joint lives both 40 ; that is, whenever ei-

" ther of them shall fail ; provided the first

" that fails should happen to be A's life in

*' particular ?"—And the answer is found by

subtracting the present value of the twojoint

lives from the perpetuity, and multiplying the

remainder by f , or by the chance that A in

particular shall die first : And this will give

the required value, /. 303.4 (a).

In short. It appears in both these cases,

that, according to the first method#of solu

tion, we are to subtract from the perpetuity

the value of one of the single lives, when, in

theformer cafe, the value of the longejl of the

two lives, and, in the latter cafe, the value

(a) I have, tho' scarcely necessary, given a demonstra

tion of these Solutions in note M. at the end of the next

volume.

of
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of their joint continuance, ought, in reality, to

be subtracted. I need not say what prodigi

ous errors may often arise from hence ; and

how unfit such a method of solution is for

practice.

Mr. Simpson, in p. 322, of his Select Ex

ercises, speaks on this subject in the follow

ing manner.—" I have been very particular

'* on these kinds of Problems ; and the more

" so, as there has been no method before

" published, that I know of, by which they

** can be rightly determined. 'Tis true, the

" manner of proceeding, by first finding the

" probability of survivorship, (which me-

** thod is used in my former work, and

" which a celebrated author has largely in-

" fisted on in three succesiive editions) may

** be applied to good advantage, when the

" given ages are nearly equal ; but then it is

" certain, that this is not a genuine way of

" going to work, and that the conclusions

" hence derived are at best but near approxi-

" mations."

This excellent mathematician has here ex

pressed himself much too favourably of the

method os solution on which I have remark

ed.—In both the cases I have specified, the

ages are equal ; and yet, in one of them the

error is a good deal above a third of the true

value, and in the other zjtstb: And, it is

obvious, that in cafes where three equal lives

are taken, the errors will be much greater.

—Mr.
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—Mr. Simpsons Observations in this passage

are true only, when applied to a different me

thod used by himself, in the 28th and fol

lowing Problems of his Treatise on the Doc

trine of Annuities and Reversions. This me

thod is exact when the lives are equal j but,

it gives results which are too far from the

truth, when there is any considerable inequa

lity between the lives.

It is with reluctance I have made some of

these remarks. Mr. De Moivre has made

every important improvements in this branch

of science ; and the highest respect is due to

his name and authority. This, however,

only renders these remarks more necessary.

In the first Chapter (Questions 10th, 1 ith,

1 2th, 14th, 6cc.) I have given a minute ac

count of the method of finding, in all cafes,

the values of the reversions which have been

the subject of this Essay.—But Mr. Morgan

has, in his Treatise on Life Assurances, car

ried this enquiry much farther.

ESSAY
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ESSAY IV.

Observations on the proper Method of

cojtJlruBiiig *Tables for determining

the Rate of human Mortality', the

Number of Inhabitants, and the

Values- of Lives in any Town or

DiflriB, from Bills of Mortality in

which are given, the Numbers dying

annually at all Ages.

IN every place that just supports itself in

the number of its inhabitants, without

any recruits from other places ; or where,

for a course of years, there has been no in

crease or decrease, the number of persons

dying every year at any particular age, and

above it, must be equal to the number of the

living at that age.—The number, for exam

ple, dying every year, at all ages, from the

beginning to the utmost extremity of life, must,

in such a situation, be just equal to the whole

number born every year. And for the same

reason, the number dying every year at one

year of age and upwards ; at two years of age

and upwards ; at three and upwards, and so

on;
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on; must be equal to the numbers that

reach to those ages every year ; or, which is

the same, to the numbers of the living at

those ages. It is obvious, that unless this

happens, the number of inhabitants cannot

remain the same. If the former number is

greater than the latter, the inhabitants must

decrease; if less, they must increase.—From

this observation it follows, that in a town or

country where there is no increase or de

crease, bills of mortality which give the

ages at which all die, will shew the exact

number of inhabitants ; and also the exact

law, according to which human life wastes in

that town or country.

In order to find the number of inhabitants;

the mean numbers dying annually, at every

particular age and upwards, must be taken

as given by the bills, and placed under one

another in the order of the second column of

the 5th, 6th, 7th, &c. Tables at the begin

ning of the next volume. These numbers

will, it has appeared, be the numbers of the

living at o, 1, 2, 3, &c. years of age; and,

consequently, the sum, diminished by half

the number living at age o, or by half

the number born annually (a), will be the

whole

(a) This subtraction is necessary for the following rea

son.—In a Table formed in the manner here directed, it

is supposed, that the numbers in the second column are

all living together at the beginning of every year. Thus ;

the number in the second column opposite to o in the

3 ' " firf
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whole number of inhabitants.—In such a se

ries of numbers, the excess of each number

above that which immediately follows it, will

be the number dying every year, out of the

particular number alive at the beginning of

the year ; and these excesses set down regu

larly as in the third column of the Table to

which I have referred, will mew the diffe

rent rates at which human life wastes thro'

all its different periods, and the different

probabilities of life at all particular ages.

It must be remembered, that what has

been now said goes on the supposition, that

the place, whose bills of mortality are given,

supports itself, by procreation only, in the

number of its inhabitants. In towns this

very seldom happens, on account of the

first column, the Table supposes to be all just born to

gether on the first day of the year. The number, like

wise, opposite to 1, it supposes to attain to one year of

age just at the same time that the former number is born.

And the like is true of every number in the second co

lumn.—During the course of the year, as many will die at

all ages as were born at the beginning of the year ; and,

consequently, there will be an excess of the number alive

at the beginning of the year, above the number alive at

the end of the year, equal to the whole number of the

annual births ; and the true number constantly alive to

gether, is the arithmetical mean between these two num

bers ; or, agreeably to the rule I have given, the sum of

the numbers in the second column of the Table, lessened

by half the number of annual births. See Essay I. page

241, &c.

luxury
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luxury and debauchery which generally pre

vail in them. They are, therefore, com

monly kept up by a constant accession of

strangers or settlers, who remove to them

from country parishes and villages. In these

circumstances, in order to find the true

number of inhabitants, and probabilities of

life, from bills of mortality containing au

account of the ages at which all die; it is

necessary that the proportion of the annual

births to the annual settlers should be known j

and also the period of life at which the latter

remove.—Both these particulars may be dis

covered in the following method.

If for a course of years there has been no

sensible increase or decrease in a place, the

number of annual settlers will be equal to

the excess of the annual burials above the

annual births. If there is an increase, it will

be greater than this excess. If there is a de-

crease, it will be less.

The period of life at which these settlers

remove, will appear in the Bills by an in

crease in the number of deaths at that pe

riod and beyond it. Thus ; in the London

Bills, the number of deaths, between 20 and

30, is generally above double, and between

30 and 40, near triple the number of deaths

between 10 and 20: And the true account

of this is, that from the age of 1 8 or 20, to 35

or 40, there is a confluence of people every

year to London from the country, which oc

casions

\
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easions a great increase in the number of in

habitants at these ages ; and, consequently,

raises the deaths for all ages above lo, con

siderably above their due proportion, when

compared with the number of deaths before

20.—This is observable in all the bills of

mortality for towns with which I am ac

quainted, not excepting even the Brejlaw

Billo. Dr. Halley takes notice, that these

Bills give the number of deaths, between 10

and 20, too small. This he considered as an.

irregularity, owing to chance j and, there

fore, in forming his Table of Observations,

he took the liberty so far to correct it, as

to render the proportion of those who die

to the living in this division of life, nearly

the fame with the proportion which, he says,

he had been informed (a) die annually of the

young lads in Chrijl-Cburck Ho/pital. But

the truth is, that this irregularity in the Bills

was derived from the cause I have just assign

ed.—During the five years for which the

Brejlaw Bills are given by Dr. Halley, the

births did, indeed, a little exceed the burials j

but, it appears, that this was the effect of

some peculiar causes that happened to ope

rate just at that time; for, during a com

plete century from 1633 to 1734, the annual

(a) See Lowthorp's Abridgment of the Philosophical

Transactions, vol. III. p. 670.

Vol. I. Z me-
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medium of births was 1089 (a), and of bu

rials 1256 (6). This town, therefore, must

have been all along kept up by a number of

yearly recruits from other places, equal to

about aseventh part of the yearly births.

What has been now observed concerning

the period of life at which people remove

from the country to settle in towns, would

appear sufficiently probable, were there no

such evidence for it as I have mentioned ;

for it might be well reckoned, that these

people in general, must be single persons in

the beginning of mature life, who, not hav

ing yet obtained settlements in the places

where they were born, migrate to towns in

quest of employments.

Having premised these Observations, I

shall next endeavour to explain distinctly,

the effect which these accessions to towns

must have, on Tables of Observation formed

from their bills of mortality. This is a

(a) See Dr. Short's Comparative History, p. 63.

(b) It appears from the account in the Philosophical

Transaclions, (Abridgment, vol. VII. No. 380, p. 46, &c.)

that from 1717 to 1725, the annual medium of births at

Brejlaw was 1252, of burials 1507 ; and also, that much

the greatest part of the births died under jo years of

age.—From a Table in Sufmilch's works, Vol. I. p. 38,

it appears, that, in reality, the greater part of all that

die in this town are children under five years of age.

■subject
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subject proper to be insisted on, because

mistakes have been committed about it ; and

because also, the discussion of it is necessary

to shew, how near to truth the values of

lives come as deduced from such Tables.

The following general rule may be given

on this subject.

If a place has, for a course of years, been

maintained in a state nearly stationary, as to

number of inhabitants, by supplies or recruits

coming in every year, to prevent the decrease

that would arise from the excess of the burials

above the births ; a Table formed on the prin-

" ciple, that the number dying annually, afters

" every particular age, is equal to the num-

" ber living at that age," will give the num

ber of inhabitants and the probabilities of

life, too great for all ages preceding that at

which the supplies cease j and after this, it

will give them right.—If the accessions are

so great as to caule an increase in the place,

such a Table will give the number of in

habitants and the probabilities of life, too

little, after the age at which the accessions

cease [a] ; and too great, if there is a de

crease.

(a) Agreeably to the'e Observations 5 if a place in

creases, not in consequence of accessions from other

places, but of a constant excess of the births above the

deaths ; a Table, constructed on the principle I have

mentioned, will give the probabilities of life too low

through the whole extent of lite ; because, in such cir

cumstances, the number of deaths in the_/F>y? stages of

Z 2 life
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crease* Before that age it will in both cafes

give them too great j but most considerably

so in the former case, or when there is an

increase.

For example. Let us suppose, that 244

of those born in a town, attain annually to

20 years of age; and that 250 more, alt

likewise 20 years of age, come into it an

nually from other places > in consequence of

which, it has, for a course of years, been

just maintained in the number of its inha

bitants, without any sensible increase or de

crease. In these circumstances, the number of

the living in the town of the age of 20, will

be always 244 natives and 2 50 settlers, or

494 in all ; and, since these are supposed all

to die in the town, and no more recruits are

supposed to come in; 494 will be likewise

the number dying annually at 20 and up

wards.—In the fame manner j it will ap

pear on these suppositions,, that the number

of the living, at every age, subsequent to

20, will be equal to the number dying an

nually at that age and above it j. and, con

sequently, that the number of inhabitants

and the decrements of life, for every such-

age, will be given exactly by the Table I

lisa must be too great, in comparison of the number of

deaths in the latter stages-; and more or less so, as the

increase is more or less rapid. The contrary, in all re

spects, takes place where there is a decrease, arising from

the excess of the deaths above the births-.

have
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have supposed. But for all ages before 20,

they will be given much too great. For let

280 of all born in the town, reach 10. In

this cafe, 280 will be the true number of

the living in the town, at the age of lOj

and the recruits not coming in 'till 20, the

number given by the Bills, as dying be

tween 10 and 20, will be the true number

dying annually of the living in this division

of life. Let this number be 36 ; and it will

follow, that the Table ought to make the

numbers of the living at the ages between 10

and 20, a series of decreasing means between

280 and (280 diminished by 36, or) 244.

But in forming the Table on the principle \

have mentioned, 250 (the number above 20

dying annually in the town who were not

born in it) will be added to each number in

this series ; and, therefore, the Table will

give the numbers of the living, and the pro

babilities of life in this division of life, almost

twice as great as they really are.—This ob

servation, it is manifest, may be applied to

all the ages under 20.

It is necessary to add, that such a Table

will give the number of inhabitants, and the

probabilities of life, equally wrong before

20, whether the recruits all come in at

20, agreeably to the supposition just made,

or only begin then to come in. In this last

cafe, the Table will give the number of

inhabitants, and probabilities of life, too

Z 3 great
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great throughout the whole extent of life,

if the recruits come in at all ages above 20.

But if they cease at any particular age, it

will give them right only from that age; and

before, it will err all along on the side of

excess ; but less considerably between 20

and that age, than before 20. For ex

ample. If, of the 250 I have supposed to

come in at 20, only 150 then come in, and

the. rest at 30; the numbers of the living

will be given 100 too high, at every age be

tween 20 and 30 j but, as just shewn, they

will be given 250 too high at every age be

fore 20.—In general, therefore, the number

of the living at any particular age, must be

given by the supposed Table, as many too

great as there are annual settlers after that

age : And, if these supplies come in at all

ages indiscriminately, during any certain in

terval of life j the number of inhabitants

and the probabilities of life will be conti

nually growing less and less wrong, the

nearer any age is to the end of that interval.

«^-These Observations prove, that Tables of

Observation formed in the common way,

from bills of mortality for places, where

there is an excess of the burials above the

births, must be erroneous, for a great part

of the duration of life, in proportion to

the degree of that excess. They shew

likewise, at what parts of life the errors

in such Tables are most considerable, and

how

5
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how they may be in a great measure cor

rected.

All this I shall beg leave to exemplify and

illustrate a little further, in the particular

cafe of London.

The number of deaths, between the ages

of 10 and 20, is always so small in the Lon

don Bills, that it seems certain few recruits

come to London under 20 ; or at least not so

many as before this age are sent out for

education to schools and universities. After

20, great numbers come in 'till 30, and

some perhaps 'till 40 or 50.—The London

Tables of Observation, therefore, being

formed on the principle I have mentioned,

cannot give the probabilities of life right

'till 40. Between 30 and 40 they must be

a little too high ; but more so between 20

and 30 ; and most of all so before 20.—It

follows also, that these Tables must give

the number of inhabitants in London much

too- great.

Table XIII. in the next volume, is a

Table formed in the manner I have ex

plained, from the London Bills for 10 years,

from 1759 to 1768 ; and adapted to a 1060

born as a radix. The sum of the numbers

in the second column, diminished by half

the number born, is 25,757. According

to this Table then, for every 1000 deaths in

Z 4 Lon-
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London, there are 25 times and i that num

ber of inhabitants ; or, in other words, the

expectation of a child just born is 25! j and

the inhabitants are to the annual burials, as

25! to 1 .—But it has appeared, that the num*

bers in the second column being given on the

supposition, that all who die in London were

born there, must be too great j and we

have from hence a demonstration, that

the probabilities of life are given in the

common Tables of London Observations,

too high, for, at least, the first 30 years of

life; and also, that the number of inhabi

tants in London must be less than 25 £, mul

tiplied by the annual Surials.-r^The common

Tables, therefore, of London Observations,

undoubtedly want to be corrected (a) ; and

the way of doing this, and in general, the

right method of forming genuine Tables of

Observation for towns, may be learnt from

the following rule.

" From the sum of all that dje annually,

" after any given age, subtract the number

'* of annual settlers after that 3ge$ and the

(a) The ingenious and accurate Mr. Simp/on saw thaf

it was necessary to correct the London Tables, and he has

done it with great judgment; but, I think, too imper

fectly, and without going upon any fixt principles, or

shewing particularly, how Tables of' Observation ought

to be formed, and how sar in different circumstances, and

at differerit ages, they are to be depended on.

f* re*
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" remainder will be the number of the liv-

" ing at the given age."

This rule can want no explication or proof,

After what has been already said.

If, therefore, the number of annual settlers

in a town at every age could be ascertained ;

a perfect Table of Observations might be

formed for that town, from Bills of mor

tality containing an account of the ages at

which all die in it. But no more can be

learnt in this instance from any Bills, than

the whole number of annual settlers, and

the general division of life in which they

enter. This, however, may be sufficient to

enable us to form Tables that shall be to

lerably exact.—For instance. Suppose the

annual deaths in a town which has not in

creased or decreased, to have been for many

years, in the proportion of 4 to 3 to the

annual births. It will hence follow, that -J

of the persons who die in such a town are

supplies, or emigrants from other places ; and

not natives; And the sudden increase in the

deaths after 20, will also shew, agreeably to

what was before observed, that they enter

after this age. In forming therefore a Ta

ble for such a town, a quarter of all that

die at all ages throughout the whole extent

of life, must be deducted from the sum of

all that die aster every given age before 20 ;

and the remainder will be the true number

livjng at that given age. And if, at 20,

and
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and every age above it, this deduction is

omitted, or the number of the living at

every such age is taken the same with the

sum of all that die after it, the result will

be (supposing most of the supplies to come

in before 30, and all before 40) a Table

exact 'till 20; too high between 20 and

30; but nearly right for some years before

40; and after 40 exact again.—Such a Ta

ble, it is evident, will be the same with the

Table last described at all ages above 20 ;

and different from it only under 20.—It is

evident also that, on account of its giving

the probabilities of life too great for some

years, after 20, the number of inhabitants

deduced from it may be depended on as

greater than the truth j and more or less so,

as the annual recruits enter in general later

or sooner after 20.

Let us now consider, what the result of

these remarks will be, when applied particu

larly to the London Bills.

It must be here first observed, that, at

least one quarter of all that die in London

are emigrants from the country, and not na

tives.—The medium of annual burials for

10 years, from 1759 to 1768, was 22,956;

of births 15,710. The excess is 7246; or

near a third of the burials.—The same ex

cess, during 10 years, before 1750, was

10,500; or, ' near half the burials. Lon

don was then decreasing. For J2 or 15

years
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years before 1769 it was increasing. This

excess, therefore, agreeably to the foregoing

observations, was then greater than the num

ber of annual recruits ; and it is now less. I

have chosen, however, to suppose the num

ber of annual recruits to be now no more than

a quarter ot the annual burials, in order to al

low for more omissions in the births than the

burials j and also, in order to be more sure

of obtaining results that mall not exceed the

truth.

Of every thousand then who die in Lon

don, only 750 are natives, and 250 axe set

tlers who come to it after 18 or 20 years of

age:. And, consequently, in order to obtain

from the Bills a more correct Table than the

13th in the next volume, 250 must be sub

tracted from every one of the numbers in the

second column 'till 20 ; and the numbers in

the third column must be kept the same, the

Bills always giving these right.-—After 20,

the Table is to be continued unaltered ; and

the result will be, a Table which will give

the numbers of the living at all ages in Lon

don much nearer the truth, but still too

high.—-Such is the 14th Table in the next

volume.—The sum of all the numbers in

the second column of this Table, dimi

nished by 500, is 20,750. For every 1000

deaths, therefore, in- London, there are, ac

cording to this Table, 20,750 living persons

in
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in it ; or for every single death, 2o| inhabi

tants. It was before shewn, that the num

ber of inhabitants in London could not be so

great as 25 times \ the deaths. It now ap

pears, (since the numbers in the second co

lumn of this Table are too high) that the

number of inhabitants in London cannot be

so great as even 20 times | the deaths. And

this is a conclusion which, I believe, every

one who will bestow due attention on what

has been said, will find himself forced to re

ceive. It will not be amiss, however, to

confirm it by the following fact, the know

ledge of which I owe to the particular en

quiry and kind information of Mr. Harris*

the ingenious master of the Royal Mathema

tical School in Christ-Church Hospital.

The average of lads in this school has, for

30 years ending in 1768, been 831. They

are admitted at all ages between seven and

eleven; and few stay beyond 16. They

are, therefore, in general, lads between the

ages of eight and 16. They have better

accommodations than it can be supposed

children commonly have ; and about 300

of them have the particular advantage of

being educated in the country. In such

circumstances it may be well reckoned that

the proportion of children dying annually,

must be less than the general proportion of

children dying annually at the fame ages

in
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in London {a).—The fact is, that, for the

last 30 years, ii-J have died annually; or one

in yoy.

According to Table XIV, of all who

completed their 8th year in London, and

who are living at that age and at every in

termediate age till 16, one in 74 die an

nually. It follows, therefore, that, accord

ing to this Table, supposing the lads in

Christ-Church School all admitted exactly at

(a) Mr. Wales, the present master of this school, has, in

his Enquiry, &c. p. 33, confirmed this account ; adding,

that the number of children in it for twenty years ending

in 1780, had been 851, and the average of annual deaths

iOi, or one in 83; but that the number of children for

ten years (ending in J 780) had been 894, and the average

of annual deaths only 8-^, or about one in 100^. •

From hence Mr. Wales infers a great improvement in the

state of London with respect to healthiness. But this sact

is by no means a sufficient foundation for such a con

clusion. In numbers so inconsiderable, an average of

ten years cannot be depended on. Were it, however,

the true average, the reasons above given have a ten

dency to prove, notwithstanding the centrical situation of

this school, that it must be too low for London in ge»

neral. If so many as three-fourths of all that die in

London are natives, the proportion dying annually be

tween 8 and 16 must be as high as one in seventy-jive ; and

possibly this is even now less than the true proportion-

But it would be unreasonable to take it less than the first

proportion mentioned by Mr. Wales, or one in 83. The

consequence however of stating it at even one in 90, and

also one in a hundred, will be fliewn in the next note;

from which it will appear to be impossible, without ex

ceeding all the bounds of credibility, to make the ex

pectation of a child just bom in London much more than

twenty years.—See 1st Essay, notes p. 249, and p 257.

3

eight
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eight years of age, and none discharged be

fore they have completed 16 years- of age,

or resided eight years (suppositions much

too favourable) only a 74th part ought to

die annually. That Table, therefore, gives

the decrements of life in London at these

ages too little, and the numbers of the

living too great ; And, if this is true of

these ages, it must be true of all other ages

•under 20 ; and it follows demonstrably, in

conformity to what was before shewn, that

more people fettle in London after 20, than

the quarter I have supposed ; and that from

20 to 35 or 40, the numbers of the living

are given too great, in proportion to the de

crements of life.

In this Table the numbers in the second

column are doubled at 20, agreeably to what

really happens in London; and the sum of

the numbers in this column diminished by

half the whole number of deaths, gives the

expeStation of life, not of a child just born,

as in other Tables, but of all the inhabitants

of London at the time they enter it, whether

that be at birth, or at 20 years of age. The

expeBations, therefore, and the values of Lon

don lives under 20, cannot be calculated from

this Table. But it may be very easily fitted

for this purpose by first finding the number

of births which, according to the given decre

ments of life, will leave 494 alive at 20 ;

and then adapting the intermediate numbers

in
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in such a manner to this radix, as to preserve

all along the number of the living, in the

same proportion to the numbers of the dead.

This is done in the 15th Table in the next

volume ; and this Table may, I fancy, be re

commended as better adapted to the present

state of London than any other Table [a).

The values of lives, however, deduced from

(a) Had T, instead of subtracting 250 from Table

13th before the age of 20 (agreeably to the directions

in p. 347) subtracted only 200 (or supposed that only a

fifth part of all that die annually in London are emigrants

to it after 20) the resulting Table would have made the

number dying between 8 and 16, one in 90 ; and the ex

pectation at entrance into London, would have been 22,

and at birth, 19^. Had 166 only been subtracted, or

a 6th part of all that die in London supposed to be emi

grants from the country, the result would have been a

Table which would have made one in a 100 die between

8 and 16, and the expectations just mentioned 23 and

2iy. Nor will any difference worth regarding arise, if

Table 15th in the next volume, instead of being formed

after 19 from the Bills for ten years ended at 1768, had

been formed from the Bills for the last ten years, or for

ten years ending in 1780. Table 16th is such a Table;

and the observations annexed to it will shew how wrong

the ideas are which some have lately entertained of the im

proved state of London. Some alteration for the better

there must be ; but the correspondence between the Ta

bles of observation for whatever period they are formed

from the Bills, demonstrates that it is not considerable.

The great evils which produce the unhealthfulness of

towns are the closeness and foulness of the air, and the

irregular modes of living. If the former of these has

been diminished in London, the latter may have increased.

But the truth may be, that the diminution of the former

of these evils has not much extended itself to the lower

ranks of people in London, who form the body of the in

habitants.

it,
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it, are in general nearly the same with those

deduced by Mr. Simpson, from the London

Bills as they stood 40 years ago. The main

difference is, that after 52 and in old age,

this Table gives them somewhat lower than

Mr. Simpson's Table.

It has sufficiently appeared, whatjudgment

we are to form of the values of lives thus

deduced. During the greatest part of the

interval of life, in which the annual recruits

that keep up London come to it, these values

err certainly on the side of excess ; And it is

also probable, that they exceed the truth in

all the last stages of life (a).

The

(a) When the former editions of this Treatise were

published, it appeared to me probable, that, in confer

quence of retirements from London in the advanced pe

riods of life, the Bills gave the probabilities of living iri

London after seventy years of age too low rather than too

high. But I am now convinced of the contrary. Those

who withdraw from London in advanced life are only a

part of the inhabitants in the higher classes, themselves

a small part of the whole body of inhabitants ; and they

withdraw, if at all, before seventy years of age, and,

therefore, the loss of ihem in the Bills can have no ef

fect on the proportions of the numbers that die at all ages

after seventy. It has also occurred to me, that tho*

the probabilities of living before the age of seventy, as

given by the Bills, have continued remarkably the same

from 1728 (when the ages were first included in the Bills.)

to the present time (as will be (hewn in the Observations

on the London Tables in the next volume}, yet after the

age of 70 there has been a gradual diminution in them $

so that now, of all who die at all ages, only one in 46

dies at a greater age than 80 > whereas at the period just

men«
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The number of inhabitants in London may

also be learnt from what has been offered,

more

mentioned, one in 32 died above this age; and of all

who die above 70, only 31 in a hundred now die above

80, and 4 in a 100 above go ; whereas, at the fame pe

riod, (or 50 years ago) 43 in a hundred used to die above

80, and 11 in a hundred above 90.

But what has principally determined my judgment in

this instance is a comparison of the probabilities of

living in Stockholm, as deduced from the Stock

holm Bills, with the correct probabilities as determined

by an actual account taken at three different times of the

number of the inhabitants living at all ages.—This

Comparison shews that Bills of mortality for great towns

give the probabilities of living too high at all ages ; and

particularly at the end as well as the beginning of life j

for the proportion of inhabitants between 70 and 80

dying annually at Stockholm was, according to the

survey, 10 out of 63; and between 80 and go, ten out

of 28; and above 90, ten out of 25 ; whereas, according

to the Bills, these proportions are ten out of 100, 55,

and 24 respectively.

The London, sienna, and Berlin Bills give the pro

babilities of living between 70 and 80, and between 80

and go, nearly the same with these, as may be learnt

from the Tables of Observations for these towns in the

next volume; and as at Stockholm, they are certainly too

high ; the reasonable conclusion is, that they are so like

wise in the other towns : The truth, perhaps, may be,

that more persons (invited by the conveniencies in towns)

remove into them in old age, than withdraw from them.

No one, probably, will think that the change which I

have mentioned in the London Bills can be owing to a

growing unfavourableness of London to the health of old

people. The following observations will sufficiently ac

count for this sact.

London, after the loss of a quarter of its inhabitants

by the plague in 1665, and the devastation of the sire

Vol. I. A a in
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more nearly than by any method which has

been hitherto taken. It cannot, it has been

shewn, exceed 20 times | the number of an

nual deaths. Could, therefore, the annual

deaths be ascertained, we should know the

number of inhabitants within pretty narrow

limits. But the omissions in the Bills are

such, that it is not possible to ascertain, with

exactness, the annual deaths. Dr. Braken-

■ridge supposed these omissions to amount to

2000 annually. The result of a very minute

enquiry by Mr. Maitland is, that in the year

1729, they amounted to 3038. But they

are probably now more considerable than

they ever were (a). Let them be 6000 ; and

the

in 1666, recovered so fast as in three or four years to be

come more populous than it had ever been ; and it con

tinued to increase till the Revolution in 1688 ; after which

period, and during the reigns of King William and Queen

Jnnc, it seems, if we may judge from the Bills, to have

stagnated and declined. There must, therefore, for some

years after 1666, have been a very extraordinary influx of

people to it ; and they must have been, for the most part,

people in the beginning of mature life, who would not

all die oft" in less than 60 or 70 years, and, therefore,

would, about the year 1728, render London fuller of in

habitants turned of 80 and 90, than it could be at any

other period.

(*) Vid. Presace to a Collection of the Bills of Mor

tality from 1657 to 1758, p. 4, &c. Since the above

was written the burials, as given in the Bills, have fallen

from 22,688 (the annual average for five years to 1770)

te 20,743, the same average to 1780. Adding 6000 to

this
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the number of inhabitants (supposing the

burials 29,000) wjll be 601,750 at mod.

All the preceding Observations are, it is

plain, applicable to Bills of mortality for

towns in general ; and point out the way of

deducing from them genuine Tables of Ob

servations, which lhall give the true proba

bilities and values of lives, and the true num

ber of inhabitants, in the town whose Bills

are given. —--I shall beg leave to confirm and

illustrate this, in the particular cafe of the"

town of NoKTHAMPTON.

In this town, containing four parishes^

namely, All-Saints, St. Sepulchre's, St. Giles,

and St. Peter's, an account has been kept

ever since the year 1741, of the number of

males and females that have been christened

and buried (Dissenters included) in the whole

town. And in the parifn of All-faints, con

taining the greatest part of the town, an ac-

Count has been kept ever since 1735, of the

ages at which all have died there.

Ift 1746, an account was taken of the num

ber of bouses, and of inhabitants in the town.

The number of houses was found to be 108 j ;

and the number of inhabitants 5136.—-In the

parishes of AlUSaints and St± Giles, the num-

this last number, and multiplying the total by io|, will

make the present number of inhabitants in London

554,917. But even this computation is too high, as

appears from the note in page 263.

A a 2 ber
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ber of male andfemale heads of families, ser

vants, lodgers, and children, were particularly

distinguished.—The heads of families were,

707 males; and 846 females. Children^

males 624; females 759.—Servants, males

203; females 280. — Lodgers, males 137*

females 287.—In St. Peter'sr males 99; fe

males 129.—In St. Sepulchre's, adults 638;

children 427. In this parish the sexes were

not distinguished.

The Christenings and Burials in the whole

town for 40 years, from J741 to 1780, have

been as follows :

Christened |pK1 3 f 6326—Annual medium 158

Buried { jijjj" 3757 J 7580—Annual medium 189J

In the parilh of All-Saints, from 1735 ta

1780, or 46 years,

Christened \ £ JL > 4220—Annual medium 91^.

Buried \ •- a 3/7 (. .ftgg—Annual medium 102

ircm. 2312 1 T *

Of these died,

Under 2 years of age — *$29

Between 2 and 5 — 362

Between 5 and 10 — 201

Between 10 and 20 — 189

Be-
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Between 20 and 30 —
373

Between 30 and

Between 40 and

Between 50 and

40 — 329

3655° —

60 — 384

Between 60 and

Between 70 and

70 —

80 —

378

35*

Between 80 and

Between 90 and :

90 — 199

[OO — 22

Total 4689

A Table formed from these data in the

manner of Table XIII in the next volume j

or, on the supposition, that all who die in

Northampton were born there, would give

the expectation of a child just born 28.83

years ; or, the proportion of the inhabitants

to the annual deaths, as 28.83 to 1. It has

been shewn, that this proportion, in a place

where the burials exceed the births, must be

greater than the true proportion of the num

ber of inhabitants to the annual deaths :

And this appears to be the real cafe. For

the Bills shew, that, from 1741 to 1750, or

for 10 years, about the time when the num

ber of inhabitants was 5136, the annual me

dium of burials was 197.5; which, multi

plied by 28.83, g'ves 5^93; or a 9th part

more than the true number.

A Table formed in the manner of Table

XIV in the next volume, would give the pro-

A a 3 portion
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portion of inhabitants to the annual deaths,

as 26.41 to 1 ; and this makes the inhabi

tants 5216, or very nearly the true number.

The Vlth Table, in the next volume, is

formed in the same manner with Table XV,

for London; And this is the genuine Table

of Observations for Northampton (a), from

which may be calculated the true probabi

lities and values of lives in that town.

(<j) In the present edition of this Treatise the follow

ing corrections have been made in this Table. First.

The Table printed in the former editions having been

formed from the Northampton Bills for 36 years, this

Table is rendered a little more cornct in consequence of

beine; formed from the same Bills for 46 years. Se

condly. The Bills give the numbers dying annually

between 20 and 30 greater than between 30 and 40 ;

but this being a circumstance which does not exist in

any other register of mortality, and undoubtedly owing

to some accidental and local causes, I have made the de

crements equal between 22 and 40 ; preserving, however,

the total of deaths between 20 and 40 the same that the

Bills give them.' Thirdly. The Bills giving only the

totals of deaths under two years of age, and between %

and 5, I have, without changing these totals, made the

proportions pf deaths for every particular year between 2

and 5, and for every quarter of a year after birth till one

year of age, the same nearly that the Chester register

makes them. See the Introduction to the collection of

Tables in the next volume.

Jn consequence of these alterations, and also of in

creasing the radix from 1 165 to 11 650, in order to adjust

the decrements with greater regularity and precision, this

Table, in my opinion, gives the mean probabilities and

values of lives at every age with more accuracy than any

p:b.er Table now extant.

At
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At Norwich, Bills of Mortality, of the

fame kind with those in London and North

ampton, have been kept for many years. I

have been favoured with a copy of these Bills

for 30 years, from 1740 to 1769. The an

nual medium of chrjlenings, during this pe

riod, has been 1057 [a), of burials 1206.

And from hence, together with the account

of the numbers dying in the several decads

of life, after 10, 1 have formed Table VII,

which (hews the true probabilities of life in

this town.

The following particulars seem to deserve

notice here.

First. Had these Tables been formed

from the Northampton and Norwich

Bills, for no longer time than any 10 years

taken together, of the periods I have men-

fa) In this register all that die before baptism, and

also al! that are born and die among Quakers, Jews, &c.

are omitted. There are also some other omissions ; and

the true annual medium of births and burials must be

greater than they are given in the Bills. But this will

have no effect on a Table of Observations, supposing

the proportions of the births to the burials, and of the

numbers dying in the different stages of life, given right.

—It is proper I {hould mention further here, that these

Bills give only the whole number of children dying un

der 10, without specifying the numbers dying under two

years of age, between 2 and 5, and between 5 and 10,

as in other Bills. I have, therefore, in forming the Ta

ble for Norwich, supposed the proportions of these

numbers the same that I have given them for Nor

thampton.

A a 4 tioned $
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tioned j they would not have given the values

of lives materially different. These Tables,

therefore, are founded on a sufficient num

ber of Observations ; and it appears, that

there is an invariable law which governs

the waste of human life in these towns.-—

The same remark might be made concern

ing London («).

Secondly. An account was taken at

Shrewsbury, in 1750, of the whole num

ber of inhabitants; distinguishing, particu

larly, the number at the age of 21 and up

wards.—The former number was 8141a

and the latter, 5187.—According to a Ta-

(a) Some have entertained a very wrong notion of the

imperfections in the London Bills. They do, indeed,

give the whole number of births and deaths much too lit

tle ; but the conclusions with respect to the probabilities

of life in London, and the proportion of inhabitants dying

annually, depend only on the proportions of the numbers

dying in the several divisions of life ; and these are given

right in the London Bills.—For first, There seems no

thing in this case, that can be likely to cause the defici

encies in the Bills to fall in one division of life more than

in another: But what decides this point is, that these

proportions, as given by the Bills for any ten, or even any

five years, come out nearly the same with one another j

and always very different from the proportions given by

other Bills.—There are no other variations, than such as

must arise from the fluctuations of London as to in

crease and decrease ; and also from some improvements

in its state, which have lately taken place, and parti

cularly the law lately pasted, ordering all parish insants

to be nursed in the country. See the note in page 257 ;

and the Observations on Table xvi in the next vo

lume.

ble
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ble formed for Northampton, in the same

manner with Table XIV for London, the

whole number of the living is to the num

ber of the living at 2 1 and upwards, as 26,41 1

to 16,5865 that is, as 8141 to 5113-—Ac

cording to a like Table for Norwich, these

numbers are to one another, as 24,500 to

15,680; that is, as 8141 to 5210.—These

Tables, therefore, give the proportion of the

whole number of inhabitants, to the number

of the living at 21 and upwards, almost ex

actly the same with the true proportion, as

it is at Shrewsbury {a): And this affords

an additional proof of the rectitude of the

principles on which these Tables have been

formed.

But further.-—The number of inhabitants,

not reckoning children, in the parishes of St.

Giles and All-Saints^ Northampton, was,

in 1746, 2460 j and the whole number of in

habitants in these two parifies was 3843.

(«) The annual medium of births at Shrewsbury,

.for 7 years, from 1762 to 1768, was 301 ; of burials 329.

It appears, therefore, that one in 2\\ of the inhabitants

die annually. But it should be remembered, that in 1766,

the small-pox and measles increased very much the mor

tality in this town ; and I find also, that, since 1750, a

nursery for foundlings from London was established here;

and that in 1768 this nursery contained 660 children and

servants. It seems, therefore, probable, that the true

medium of burials about the year 1750, must have been

less than 329 ; and that the proportion of inhabitants

dying annually, may not be much- greater than it is at

, Northampton j or 1 in 26.41.

See
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See p. 356.—In the account I have received,

the particular age at which the limit of child

hood was fixed in taking this survey, is not

mentioned ; but there seems reason to be

lieve, that it was 21 : And, taking this for

granted, the number of inhabitants, not chil

dren, will come out, (by such a Table for

Northampton as Table XIV" for Lon

don) 2414; or, nearly the fame with the

number really found in these parishes.—Had

this number been computed, from a Table

formed for Northampton, in the manner

of Table XIII, in next volume, it would

have come out only 2176. This remark is

applicable to the Table for Brejlaw, formed

by Dr. Halley, compared with the same Ta

ble, corrected for all the ages under 20 [a),

by the rule, p. 344. The necessity, there

fore, of that correction is verified by facts j

and it appears, abundantly, that the Tables I

(a) I have given Dr. Halleys Table in the Appendix

just as he framed it. A correction of it might be made

from the proportion of births to burials, mentioned p. 338,

A"d it would then appear, that a 25th part of the inha

bitants at Brejlaw die annually ; and that half the nura,

ber born die there under fix, as well as at Norwich. This

Table, as we now have it, makes half live to 16; but

the account mentioned in the note, page 338, shews this

not to be the truth. It likewise makes the number of

inhabitants at Shrewsbury, above the age of 21, to be

4730 ; and in the parishes of Æl-Saints and St. Giles, in

Northampton, 2230. It gives, therefore, these num

bers wrong ; whereas, as observed atove, a corrected

Table would give them true.

have
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have given for Northampton and Nor

wich may be depended on.

But, thirdly. In comparing these two Ta

bles, it may be observed, that there is a dif

ference between them in savour of North

ampton, fewer dying there in childhood,

and more in old age. The same would be

found to be true, were the Northampton

Table to be compared with a corrected Bres

law Table. It appears, therefore, agree

ably to what might have been expected, that

Northampton, being a small town com

pared with Breslaw and Norwich, is less

unfavourable to health and longevity. The

difference, however, is not considerable. Af

ter the age of 20, there is a striking confor

mity between all the three Tables, which

gives them great weight and authority,

Further. It ought to be noted, that

these Tables prove the decrements of life be

tween 25 and 75, in moderate towns, to be

nearly equal. At Northampton it ap

pears that, of a given number of persons

alive at 20, the same number die every year

'till 78, without any considerable interrup

tion, except between the ages of 30 and

40.-T-A like uniform decrease in the proba~

bilities of life appears in the Breslaw

and Norwich Tables; but not so remark

ably. It was this circumstance in the Bres

law Table, that led Mr. De Moivre to the

hypothesis, described in p. 2, 'and so often

3 men-
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mentioned in this work.—It gives the va

lues of lives in the middle stages nearly the

same that they are by these three Tables ;

but it is sar from being applicable with suf

ficient correctness to the valuation of lives

before 25 or after 75 years of age (a) ; nor

does it at all correspond to the law which

governs the waste of human life in great

towns, and in country parishes and villages.

This will appear immediately from inspect

ing the Tables in the next volume. I will

here only compare the expectations of life by

it with the expectations at the same ages in

London, and in a country parish, where the

exactest observations have been made. I

mean, in the parish of Holy-Cross near

Shrewsbury (b), mentioned in the first Essay,

page 267.

Expec-

(tf) Having in the three former editions of this work

given examples from this hypothesis, and the Tables

founded upon it and printed at the end of the next vo

lume, I have been obliged to continue them in this edi

tion'; but the truth is, that it does not in any part of life

give such correct values, particularly of joint lives, as

are necessary in some cases. And it is this, together with

the other reasons mentioned here, and in the Postscript to

the second Essay, that has induced me to employ a good

deal of time in calculating the Tables of the values of

lives from real observations, which will be found in the

next volume.

(b) The register of this parish, with a Table of the

probabilities and expectations of lives deduced from it,

will be given among the Tables in the next volume.

The
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Expectations of Life in London at

13y Hypothesis. Holy-Cross.

Age 10 34.8 38 46

20 28.9 —• 33 ■ 38.66

30 23.6 28 32.66

40 19.6 « 23 26.40

50 16.0 18 20.40

60 12.4 13 — 14.86

70 8.0 —'——— 8 10.00

There is one more fact which I shall here

take notice of ; and which deserves more at

tention than has been hitherto bestowed upon

it.

The expectation of a child just born here is 33.9."

At Northampton it is 25^. At Norwich, 23!.

In London, 18.—In this parish, 1 in 11 dies at 80, and

upwards. In Northampton; i in 22. In Nor

wich; 1 in 27. In London ; 1 in 60. See Essay I.

p. 280.

>I will add, that the probabilities of life here appear to

be much the (ame with the probabilities of life among

the ministers and professors in Scotland.—This is a sact

of some consequence ; and, therefore, I {hall give a brief

account of it.

The mean age at which the ministers and professors

enter into benefices and professorships in Scotland, is reck

oned to be 27. Their number is 974. The establish

ment among them for providing for their widows begun

on the 25th of March 1744 ; from which time to Novem

ber 22, 1779, 1037 nave died: That is; 29 annually ;

or 1 in 33^-. The expectation, therefore, of a life among

them, at the age of 27, is 33.6 ; which is nearly the

fame with the expeilation of a life of the same age in the

parish
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it. I mean ; " the difference between thd

" probabilities of life among males and fe~

" males, in favour of the latter."

From the account in p. 356, it appears,

that at Northampton, tho' more males

parish of Holy- Cross ; and 3 ] years more, than the ex-

feBation of the same age by Tables V, VI, and VII, irt

the next volume.—Now', the expectation ait a given age,

being composed of all the probabilities of life from that

age to the extremity of life ; there arises from hence

reason for concluding, that the probabilities of life

among the ministers in Scotland, cannot differ much in

any part of life from those in this parish. —But there is

another sact that confirms this observation.

The annual average of weddings among the ministers

and professors in Scotland, for 35 years ending in

1779, has been 30. The average of married persons

among them, for 17 years ending in 1767, had been

667. This number, divided by 30, gives *22, the ex

pectation of marriage among them; which is above 3

years more than the expectation of marriage would be, by

Dr. Halley's Table, on the supposition, that all mar

riages may be justly considered as commencing, one

with another, so early as the age of 30.—The expeclatiort

of two equal joint lives is to the cxpeilaticn of a single life

of the same age, as 2 to 3, by note (K.) at the end of

the next volume. It follows, therefore, that among the

ministers in Scotland, the expectation of a single life at 30

cannot be less than 33. Most probably it is more ; ort

account of the later commencement of marriage in the

situation of the Scotch ministers.—I reckon also, that %p.f

must be less than the mean age at which they enter their

benefices and professorships ; meaning by it, not the age

on each side of which equal numbers enter, but the age

at which the excess of the interval of time taken to enter

on one side, is just such as to compensate the greater num

bers who enter on the other side. See the conclusion of

note (F) in the next volume.

are
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are born than females, and nearly the same

number die; yet the number of living fe

males is greater than the number of males,

in the proportion of 2301 to 1770, or 39

to 30. This cannot be accounted for with

out supposing, that males are more short

lived than females.—One obvious reason of

this fact is, that males are more subject to-

untimely deaths by accidents of various

kinds ; and also, in general, more addicted

to the excesses and irregularities which

shorten life. But this is by no means the

only reason. P'or it should be observed, that

at Northampton the number of female

children was, in 1746, greater than the

number of male children, in the proportion

of 759 to 624.—The greater mortality of

males, therefore, takes place among chil

dren.—But this, together with the greater

mortality in general of males at all ages,

will more particularly appear from the fol

lowing recital of facts.

In the parish of Holy-Cross, Salop, the

ingenious Vicar, Mr. Gorfiicb, in 1760,

and again in 1770* took the number of

male and female inhabitants turned of

80. In 1760, the number of females

turned of this age, was 13; of males, 2.

In 1770, these numbers were, female?',

11 ; males, 6. And for 10 years to 1770,

eleven out of 365 had died between the

ages
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ages of 85 and 102; and they were all fe

males (a).

At Berlin, it appeared, from the accu

rate account which was taken of the inhabi

tants in 1747, and which has been men

tioned in p. 301, that the number of fe

male citizens exceeded the number of male

citizens, in the proportion of 459 to 391 :

And yet, out of this smaller number of

males, more had died for 20 years pre

ceding 1 75 1, in the proportion of 19 to

17 {&).

At Edinburgh, 1111743, the number of

females was to the number of males, as 4 to

3 ; (See Essay I. p. 291) but the females that

(a) For 20 years, from 1760 to 1 780, eleven out of

966 had died above 90 in this parish ; and they were all

females. See the Register of this parish to 1780, among

the collection of Tables in the next volume.

From an accurate survey of the parish of Sieltan, in

Yorkshire, taken in 1777, under the direction of Dr. Bis'

set, it appeared that 39 (that is, an 18th part) were 75

and upwards, 25 of whom were females, and only 14

males.'

According to an enumeration in 1762, a hundred and

five parishes and villages in the generality of Rouen in

France, consisted of 15943 families, and 60552 inhabi

tants, 6812 of whom were girls and 5670 boys, under

the age of fourteen.

(b) Vid. Susmikh, Gottliche Ordnung, &c. where a mi

nute account is given of the number of males and females

at Berlin in 1747; and also, of the numbers of each

lex that had died from 1722 to 1750.

died
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died annually, from 1749 to 1758, were to

the males, in no higher proportion than 34

to 3. Before 1749, the Bills gave the to

tals of burials, without distinguishing them

into the totals of males and females dying

every year.

Mr. Kerfebcotn, in his Essay on the num

bers of people in Holland, informs us,

that from the Tables of assignable Annuities

for lives in Holland, which had heen kept

there for 125 years, wherein the ages of

the persons dying are truly entered j it

appears* that females have, in all acci

dents of age, lived about 3 or 4 years

longer than the fame number of males.

See Philosophical TransaBions abridged, Vol.

IX. p. 326.

In Volume the 7th of the Philosophical

Transactions abridged, Part IV. p. 46, &c.

there is an account of the numbers of male

andfemale still-born children and chrysoms,

and of boys and girls under 10, of mar

ried men and married women, and of wi

dows and widowers, who died for a course

of years at Vienna, Bre/law, Dresden, Leipjic,

Ratifbon, and some other towns in Ger

many.

He that will take the pains to examine

these accounts will find that, though in these

towns the proportion of males and females

born is no higher than 19 to 18, yet the

Vol. I. B b pro-
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proportion of boys and girls (a) that die is

8 to 7 ; and that, in particular, thtjlill-bom

and chrysom males, are to the still-born and

chryjom females , as 3 to 2,

In these accounts it appears also, that of

7270 married persons who had died in these

towns (<£), 4336 were married men, and but

2934 married women; that is, three married

men died to two married women.—In all Po

merania, during 9 years, from 1748 to

1756, there died 13556 married men, and

10,007' married women j that is, nearly 15

to 11. Sufmilch, Gottliehe Ordnung, vol. i.

Tables, p. 97. The scheme for making

provision for the widows and orphans of the

ministers in Scotland, has obliged them

to keep an account of the number of wed

dings among them, and the number of W-

dows left annually ; and it appears, from the

reports of the trustees for carrying this scheme

into execution, that the annual medium of

weddings is 30. And the annual medium of

widows, who have come upon the scheme for

(a) In the' accounts from Erejlaiv it is particularly

mentioned, that by boys and girls are meant children to

10 years of age, of whom^ for 8 years from 1717 to 1725,

seven males died lo six females, exclusively of t\\eJ1ill-born

and chrysoms.

(b) In Brejlaw alone, for the eight years mentioned in

the last note, 1891 married men died, to 1196 married

women ; that is 5 to 3.

35 vears*
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35 years, is 191V. Of 30 marriages then

contracted annually, iqt'o- become extinct

by the deaths of hujbands ; and not 1 1 by

the deaths of wives.. That is ; among the

ministers and professors in Scotland, 19

married men die to 1 1 married women. It

appears, therefore, that there is the chance

of more than 7 to 4, that the woman shall

be the survivor of a marriage, and not the

man. In order to account for this by the

difference of age between men and their

wives, this difference ought to be at least

13 or 14 years. That is j supposing the

mean age at which women marry to be 23,

the mean age at which men marry ought to

be 36 or 37. But this seems to exceed the

bounds of..credibility ; and, therefore, very

probably, the greater mortality of males must

operate in this cafe.

It is further observable in the accounts

from Germany, to which I have referred,

that the number of widows dying annually,

is four times the number of widowers (a) ;

and,

(a) In Dresden alone, the number of widows who died,

in four years, was 584. The number of widowers, 149.

That is; 4 to 1.—At Wittenberg, during 11 years,

98 widowers died, and 376 widows.—At Gotha, during

20 years, 210 widowers and 760 widows. Susmilchi's Got-

tliche Ordnung, Vol. II. p. 273.—In the country, on ac

count of a less difference between the ages of husbands

and wives and more early marriages, the deaths of widoiv-

ers and ividows come nearer to one another j for in Po-

£ b 2 MfiRANIA,
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and, as widows are certainly, one with anq-

ther, several years younger than widowers $

it may be concluded from hence, that the

number of the fopner in life together could

pot be less than five times the latter.—This

fact is likewise confirmed, by the observa

tions which have been made among the mi

nisters in Scotland. The number of widows

in life, derived from the whole body of mi

nisters and professors, cannot be much short

of 400 j but the number of widowers among

them has, one year with another, been

scarcely 90 $ that is, not so much as a quar

ter of the number of widows.—It may be

easily seen, and it would not be difficult to

Remonstrate, that neither the greater num

ber of persons left widows, nor any pro

bable supposition, concerning the greater fre

quency of marriages among widowers, can

completely account for this, without admit

ting the greater mortality of males.—This,

therefore, appears on the whole to be a fact

well established : And it follows from it, that

in order to calculate the values of Life-An*

merania, during the 9 years mentioned in p. 370, the

widowers that died were 411, the widows K53'J or 2 to 5.

,—At Chester, during 9 years, from 1772 to 1779, the

number of widowers who died was 157 ; of widows 390.

,J—The number of widowers in the town »in 1774 was

258 ; of widows 736.—At Warrington^ during 7 years,

from 1773 to 1779, seventy-nine widowers died, and

155 widows. See the Introduction to the Tables in ths

liext volume. '1 ; .

3 nuities
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nuities and 'Reversions with exactness, there

ought to be distinct Tables of the Probabili

ties of Use for males andsemales. All that is,

necessary to obtain the proper data for form

ing such Tables is, that thesexes as well as,

the ages of the dead mould be specified in the

Bills j and this improvement would be ren

dered more complete by distinguishing the

males that die under the denominations of

boys, married men, widowers and batchelorsj

and the females under the denominations of

girls, married women, widows, and vir-r

gins(*). >

It has been observed, that the author of

nature" has provided, that more males should

(a) Since the former editions of this work, Registers

of mortality on the plan proposed here and in the two

following pages, have been established at Chester under

the direction of Dr. Haygarth ; at Warringlon, under the

direction of Mr. Alk'in ; and at Eccles near Manchester,

under the direction of Dr. Perdval. The two first of

these Registers (abstracts of which will be found in the

next volume) have furnished already data nearly sufficient

for forming distinct Tables of the values of lives among

males and females ; and they confirm what has been here

observed concerning the longer duration of human life

among females. But the best information on this subject

has been given by the Observations in Sweden, whick

came to my knowledge since the last publication of this

Treatise, and which have helped me not a little to im

prove the present edition of it, as may be seen in the next

volume.

For more sacts relating to the longer duration of life

among females, fee page 126 and 127 of this volume, and

the Supplement in the next volume.

be
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be born thanfemales, on account of the par

ticular waste of males, occasioned by wars and

other causes. Perhaps it might have been

observed with more reason, that this provi

sion had in view, that particular weakness

or delicacy in the constitution of males

which makes them more subject to morta

lity j and which, consequently, renders it

necessary, that more of them should be

produced, in order to preserve in the world

a due proportion between the two sexes [a),

Jn the course os this Essay, it has often

appeared, that I have been particularly in

debted to an information which I have re

ceived from Northampton.—I mould be

inexcusable, did I not mention, that I owe

this information to Mr. Lawton, an ingeni

ous gentleman in that town, who has pre

served the Bills of Mortality there with much

care, and been very obliging in communicat

ing them to me.—It is much to be desired,

that like accounts were kept in every town

and parish. It would be extremely agree

able to learn from them the different rates

of human mortality in different places, and

the number of people and progress of popu

lation in the kingdom. The trouble of keep

ing them would be trifling ; but the instruc

ts) More will be said on this subject in the Suj>pkineut

in the next volume.

tion
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tiori derived from them (#), would be very

important.—I have already proposed one im

provement of such accounts. I will add, that

they would be still more useful, did they give

the ages of the dead after 10, within periods

of Jive instead of ten years.—During every

period so short as Jive years, the decrements

of life may, in constructing Tables, be safely

taken to be uniform. But this cannot be

equally depended on, in periods so long as

ten years.

There is yet another improvement of these

accounts, which I shall take this opportunity

to mention. They should contain not only

a list of the distempers of which all die, like

that in the London Bills ; but they should spe

cify particularly the numbers dying of these

distempers, in the several divisions of life.

Accurate registers of mortality kept in this

manner in all parts of the kingdom, and

compared with records of the seasons, and of

the weather, and with the particular circum

stances which discriminate different situations,

might contribute, more than can be easily

imagined, to the increase of physical know

ledge.—But to proceed no farther in these

Observations ; I shall now beg leave to shut

up this Essay with the following general re

flection.

[a) See Essay I. p. 286, 287.

I have
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I have represented particularly the great

difference between the. duration of human

life in towns and in country parishes ; and

from the facts I have recited it appears, that

the further we go from the artificial and ir

regular modes of living in great towns* the

fewer of mankind die in thefr/l stages of

life, and the more in its lajt stages. The

lower animals (except such \d) as have been

taken under human management) seem in

general to enjoy the full period of existence

allotted them, and to die chiefly of old age :

* And were any observations to be made among

savages, perhaps the same would be found to

be true of them.—Death is an evil to which

the order of Providence has subjected every

inhabitant of this earth ; but to man it has

been rendered unspeakably more an evil than

(a) Calves are the only animils taken under our pe

culiar care immediately after bin b ; and in consequence

of then administnng to them the same sort of physic that

is given to infants, and treating them in other respects in

the same manner ; it is probable, that more of them die

soon after being born, than of all the other species of

animals, which we fee in the same circumstances. See

the Comparative View of the State and Faculties of Man with

those of the Animal World, p. 23.—It is, indeed, melan

choly to think of the havock made among the hu^an

species by the unnatural customs as well as the vices which

prevail in polished societies. I have no doubt, but that

the custom, in particular, of committing infants, as soon

as born, to the care of foster-mothers, destroys more lives

than the sword, samine, and pestilence put together.

it
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it was designed to be. The greatest part of

that black catalogue of diseases which ravage

human life, is the off-spring of the tender

ness, the luxury, and the corruptions intro

duced by the vices and false refinements of

civil society {a). That delicacy which is

injured by every breath of air, and that rot

tenness of constitution which is the effect of

indolence, intemperance and debauchery,

were never intended by the Author of Na

ture ; and it is impossible, that they should

not lay the foundation of numberless suffer

ings, and terminate in premature and miser

able deaths.—Let us then value more the

simplicity and innocence of a life agreeable

to nature; and learn to consider nothing as

savageness but malevolence, ignorance, and

wickedness. The order of nature is wife

and kind. In a conformity to it consists

health and long life ; grace, honour, virtue

and joy. But nature turned out of its way

will always punish. The wicked stall not

{a) The ingenious and excellent writer quoted in the

last note, observes, that the whole class of diseases which

arise from catching cold, are found only among she ci

vilized part of mankind, p. 51.—And, concerning that

loss of all our higher powers which so often attends the de

cline of life, and which is so humiliating to human pride,

he observes, that it exhibits a scene singular in nature,

and that there is the greatest reason to believe, that ic

proceeds from adventitious causes, and would not take

place among us if we led natural lives, p. 62.

Vol. I. C c live
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live out half their days. Criminal excesses

embittter and cut short our present lives ;

and the highest authority has taught us to

expect, that they will not only kill the

body, but \hzfoul; and deprive of eternal

life.

END OF VOL. I.
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